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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Stability First
Chung H"Ta Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ), Shanghai
April 1, 194.7
What China needs most in the post-Far period is stability, which is
unanimously desired by all the people of the country, and whoever can
achieve stability will be able to achieve success.
So far as the views and stand of the Chinese Communists are concerned,
they want to overthrow not only the existing political system, but the
entire social order as well. The stand taken by the Communists is diametrically opposed to stability.
Since the Kuomintang is the political party that has been in control
of the Government for the past twenty years and since it is the principal
anti-Communist force, it seems to us that it should have adopted a Viewpoint
contrary to that of the Communists and should have tried its best to bring
stability to the people. As a matter of fact, however, this has not been
the case. During the past twenty years, we have seen how the Kuomintang,
believing in armed force, has continuously engaged in hostilities, so
that the people's living has been disturbed by war, conscription, miscellaneous
heavy taxes, and compulsory contributions to the Government. Added to. these
have been the unsystematic issue of banknotes, the existence of unnecessary
Government agencies, confusion in the issue of adrn istrative orders, an
economic control policy designed to compete with the people for profits,
the corrupt Government officials, and the "pao-chiart system > with the result
that conditions in this country have been disturbed all along.
Now, the Kuomintang is prepared to share the governing power with
others, and it is already possible for the political parties not now in
power to particinate in the Government. We hope that the reorganized Government will concentrate its attention upon the removal of the existing weaknesses by removing in a drastic manner till those administrative orders and
systems which have been disturbing the people and have been harmful to them.
In this way, the people will certainly be able to enjoy stability, so this
is the most important and urgent task, upon which the success or failure of
the new Government will hinge. (Summary)
*

*

*

Law Governing the Reorganization of the Executive Yuan
.Briefly Discussed
Shane: Pao (CC Commercial Organ), Shanghai
April 1. 194.7 •
The organization of- the Executive Yuan has now been radically revised.
The greatest weakness of Government agencies is the existence of unnecessary
agencies, so the organization of the Government should be simplified and
the functions of the different Government agencies should be unified. However,, the proposed reorganization of the Executive Yuan evidently is incompatible with these two basic principles, so it certainly deserves further
careful consideration.
The Executive Yuan already contains fourteen Ministries and three Commissions. Besides these, various kinds of Commissions may be set up for the
purpose of dealing with certain specific affairs. Thus, the administrative
committees of the various -.iinistries and Commissions without portfolio will
really be witkout anything to do. This is another point where the law governing the organization of the Executive Yuan requires further careful study.
(Summary)
*

*

*
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Completion of Laws Governing Enforcement of Constitution
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 1. 19/4.7
After nearly one week's careful deliberations by the Legislative Yuan,
the legislative procedure for the ten laws governing the enforcement of the
Constitution has been completed. We wish to express our great admiration
to the members of the Legislative Yuan.
Our only regret is about the establishment of a Ministry of Border
Region Affairs. Tho Second Plenary Session of the KMT CEC had passed a resolution calling for the establishment of such a Ministry, and at the recent meetings of the Legislative Yuan a similar proposal was made.
Unfortunately, however, owing to lack of sufficient supoort, this proqpsal
was not passed.
Hereafter, there "ill be a definite path to f-llow in enforcing the
Constitution, so tho completion of tho legislative procedure for the ten laws
governing the enforcement of the Constitution'is an unprecedentedly important event in the history of law-enactment in China. (Summary)
*

*

*

Two Proposals
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 1." 19A7
The Association for the Enforcement of the Constitution passed two proposals yesterday. One was a proposal for the protection of civil liberties,
demanding that the Government investigate into the recent cases of the disappearance of people, -he other proposal which concerned propaganda regarding the enforcement of the Constitution, called for adoption of the study
of the Constitution as a required course for schools above the Junior middle
school grade, so that the students may become thoroughly familirr with the
provisions of the Constitution.
The first proposal is quite timely. However, the second prooosal seems
to be a little too naive. The only way of making the people respect the
Constitution is for the Government to display its sincerity in enforcing
the Constitution, otherwise, what would be the use of the people becoming
thoroughly familiar with the provisions of the Constitution? (Full Translation)
* *

*

The Peonle's Preparations for the Enforcement of the
Constitution
— The whole peoole must become a democratic peonle —
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KHT Army Organ), Shanghai
Aoril 1. 194.7
A democratic and constitutional China is evidently already being brought
up. In spite of this fact, however, we still need to help the development
of real democracy in the following ways:
(1) We should arouse the people's interest in politics.
(2) We must not allow the evil, anti-democratic forces to pretend to
be democracy, and must nurture forces that support democratic government.
(3) We should-establish certain social standards to supplement the law.
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(U) Vc should seek to increase the people's ability to distinguish
right from wrong and loyalty from disloyalty. For instance, some people
call the Chinese Communists' attempt to overthrow the Government a "Kuomintang-Communist problem", others call the Communists' attack on the
Government troops a "civil war".
i
(5) We should cultivate a patriotic and discipline-observing spirit.
(6) We should strengthen our sense of government by law and cultivate
a Constitution-supporting spirit. (Summary)
* *

*

Issue of U.S. Dollar Domestic Loans
Chung Yang Jih ?ao (KIT Organ.'). Shanghai
April I. 194.7
Today, one half of the U.S. dollar Treasury notes and U.S. dollar
Government bonds •'••ill be officially issued. The remaining half will be issued
on October 1, 194-7.
The purpose of the issue of the U.S. dollar domestic loans is to direct
idle capital into the proper channels and to stabilize currency value so as
to stabilize commodity prices and to restore normal economic conditions.
In the past the Government required the holders of gold deposit certificates to contribute forty percent of the value of these certificates to
the Government. This has been generally considered as an administrative
error on the part of the Government. Hoy,-ever, we must remember that at that
time our war against Japan had entered a critical stage and the financial
condition of our Government had also become almost critical. In order to
finance the war against Japan, the Government found it necessary to sacrifice
part of the interests of the holders of gold deposit certificates. From the ooinof view of the interests of tne entire nation and from that of the principle
"Those who have money should contribute their money and those who have enorgy
should contribute their energy", the Government should not be criticised
too severely for having taken this measure.
Now, our country has just stepped onto the road to national reconstruction, so every Chinese should participate in the work of promoting production in the spirit of the principle, "Those who have money should contribute their money and those who have energy should contribute their energy,"
(Summary)
*

*

The Problem of Supervising the Sinking Fund for the U.S.
Dollar Domestic Loans
Sin Wen Pao (KIT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
Whether or not all these Treasury notes and Government bonds can be sold
depends upon whether or not the people will enthusiastically, buy them. However, the most important factor is the stability of the sinking fund and the
ability of the Sinking Fund Supervisory Committee to fulfil its mission..
In order to positively maintain the credit of the loans, the Government
should use the most profitable Government-o-vned enterprises as security and
should make public from time to time the profits made*by these enterprises
and adopt an independent accounting s3rstem, so as to win the confidence of
the general public. Since the Central Bank of China is the only bank in
this country which handles foreign exchange transactions, and since it has been
charged with the task of guaranteeing the payment of the principal of, and
interest on, the U.S. dollar loans, it should imitate the Bank of England by
taking a relatively independent attitude toward th' Government, so that it
will be able to assist the Government in maintaining the credit of the U.S.
dollar domestic loans.

- A
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With regard to the custody of the sinking fund, the Government's puroose in establishing a separate Sinkiang Fund Supervisory Committee is to
maintain the credit Of the loans and to protect the interests of the bondholders. Consequently, the, organization of the Committee must be strengthened,
its functions must be clearly defined, and its membership must be carefully
selected. We attach great importance to the issue of the U.S. dollar
"'domestic loans, especially to the work of the Sinking Fund Supervisory
Committee. (Summary)
/
.
* *

*

Treaty Tilth Austria and International Peace
Ta Rung Pao (Independentt Political Science Grour?), Shanghai
April 1, 19A7
Recently, Dr. Karl Henner, President of Austria, discussing publicly his
political philosophy, expressed the view that Austria should beraade^into
a permanent neutral State, modeled after Switzerland. Since the conclusion
of World War II, the international situation has evidently been manipulated
by power politics, so that there is danger of another war breaking nut, with
the result that people are jittery. If we want to check this tendency at
the last minute, we must first demand that all the great Powers really respect the neutrality of the smaller nations. In this way it will not be^difficult to maintain world peace. Now Austria is the first nation to indicate
its determination to become another Switzerland, so she deserves the support and respect of all the great Powers which should conclude a peace treaty
with her at the earliest possible date. Conversely, whether or not the
treaty with Austria can be satisfactorily concluded will tell us what the
prospects of maintaining world peace are. (Summary)
* *

*

Dated April 1. 19A7

Other Editorials not translated:
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People's Livelihood in the San Min
Chu I
Again Appeal in Behalf of the Delegates
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Between USA and USSR
On the Reorganization of the Government
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Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
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Soviet Ambassador Calls on Foreign Minister
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ). Shanghai
April 1. 1917
Nanking, March 31
A. Petrov, Soviet Ambassador to China, called on
Minister Wang Shih-chieh of Foreign Affairs at 10 o'clock this morning,
and had a two-hour talk with him. The contents of their talks have not been
disclosed.
Evening papers here reported that they discussed in their conversations
the question of taking over Dairen. However, the Ministry of Foreign /iffairs
denied this report.
* *

*

Democratic League Leaders to Leave for Nanking
i- i
Tomorrow
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
March 31, 1QA7
.» (Local News)—7L0 Lung-chi and 6hang Po-chun, CEC members of the Democratic League, are scheduled to leave for Nanking by train tomorrow night. , ..
Their trip to the Capital is to confer with the Government on the-release
of Tu Pin-cheng, CEC member of the League, and-other arrested League members
and to' request the Government to adopt effective measures to fully safeguard.,
human rights. Meanwhile, they will assist Chow Hsin-min and Han Shao-ngo
in Nanking,to attend to the League affairs. They are expected to stay in
Nanking for a few days. .
-.t
)'
-• .
-,-.
-
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Illegal Arrests in Tsin'gtao; Chairman of Workers' Union
of China Textile Development Corporation Cotton
Hill No,9 Missing '
-

Ta Xung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
:
April 1. 19/,7
'
Tsingtao (By Mail), March 28 Wang Hsi-ting, Chairman of the Workers'
Union of the China Textile Development Corporation Cotton Mill No. 9, was
suddenly whisked away by three ruffians in a jeep at 8:30 p.m. on March 26,
The intruders carrying two pistols and Wang's photograph forced their way
into Wang's office. After asking his name and identifying him with the ,
photograph, they pushed him out from the premises and carried him away in
the jeep. Up to the present, no clues have been found in regard to his
whereabouts. Many cases of similar nature have occurred in this city of
late, it is learned.
* *

. .. •
r' •• ,---•'

*

Investigation of Thoughts of Newspaper Reporters Conducted
in Changchun

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist) .. Shanghai
April 1. I9A7
Changchun (By Mail), March 2 0 — T h e Changehur Gendarmerie Headquarters
has recently distributed forms to
the local newspaper reporters to be
filled by them. Each form contains the following items, namely, family
conditions, experience, scholastic records, income, expenditure, thoughts and
activities. Great anxiety is being felt among all the reporters here.
* *

*

Chairman of Democratic Socialist Party Writes Letter
to Mayor K.C. Wu Requesting for Protection of
Human Rights
Ta Rung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 1, ;194.7

..

r

(Local-News)—Upon the request of the China International Civil Liberties
Defense Association, Carson Chang, Chairman of the Socialist Democratic , Party,
wrote a letter to Mayor K.C, Wu yesterday, appealing for the safeguarding of
human rights and requesting the latter to probe the cases of illegal arrests.
The letter reads:"
- - • -'.'-"; %
;
'
"At the tea party given by the China International Civil Liberties Defense Association on March 22, I was requested to call on you to inquire about
the true facts regarding the cases of disappearance of citizens in this city.
Due to the pressure of work, I indicated that I was unable to comply with
this request. However, that Association wrote a letter to me yesterday still
urging me to do the same. Therefore I take the liberty of writing this letter
to you.
- > •,
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"It is generally recognized that the fundamental principle of a democratic constitutional government is to safeguard human rights, while the
supreme authorities have time and again reiteratec? their determination to
enforce the democratic constitutional government in this country. Though
reports
varied in regard to recent cases of disappearance of citizens
in this city, yet at the time when all the people are hoping that their country will step onto the path of democracy and constitutionalism, the
occurence of such cases c£ inftingemBnt on the personal freedom of the people
is indeed most unfortunate. In the capacity of Mayor of Shanghai, you
should be responsible for the protection of the personal safety of the people.
It is therefore hoped that you will, in accordance with legal procedure,
conduct a close probe into those cases, adopt effective measures to protect
human rights> and severely punish the offenders who make illegal arrests.
In doing so you will certainly contribute a great deal to the enforcement of
democracy and constitutionalism."
* * *

Many Family Members of Missing Persons Register
With China International Civil Liberties
Defense Association
Ta Kung Pao. (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 1. 1947
(Local News)
According to information released by the Ciril Liberties
Defense Association of Educational Circles in Shanghai, many family members
of the missing persons in this city have registered with the China International Civil Liberties Defense Association. In order to cooperate with one
another in obtaining the release of the victims, the family members of the
missing citizens organized a federation yesterday* Chwang Ya-tang, Wu Siumei and Yao Yung-kang were elected responsible officials of the raid federation. They have already engaged lawyers to file suits with the court to
demand the release of the missing persons. They hope that the family members of otr.er victims will register with the China International Civil Liberties Defense Association at 66 Wukiang Road (Love tane).
* *

*

Ricshaw Puller Stabbed to Death by U.S. Marine
in Tsingtao
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 1, 194.7
Tsingtao, literch 31-—Two U.S. Marines here went to the No. 1 Restaurant
to dance last evening. Arriving there in ricshaws, they refused to pay
fares, ^he ricshaw puller named Su Ming-cheng went after them and asked them
for money. One of the U.S. Marines suddenly produced a knife and stabbed
the Ricshaw puller's belly with it, thus causing the latter's instanteous
death.
A furious crowd of pedestrians gathered ateutthe two Americans who
afterwards ran to Chungshan Road and attempted todr've away in a jeep. However,
they were stopped by the crowd and the knife of the murderer was also taken
away. At that moment, the U.S. MP arrived on the scene and took away the
two U.S. servicemen. The victim is twenty-two years of age and he has seven
dependents*
* *

*

Fishing Boat in Yalu River Attacked
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 1. 194.7
•
Antung, March 31
After the reoccupation of this pln.ee
by Government forces, fishermen here have been carrying on their fishing as before.

*
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At 1 o'clock on the afternoon of March 2A, fishing boats in waters off the
Yingraen Harbour in Ghaoshihkou were suddenly fired upon by the Korean
garrison force. A fisherman named Li Chang-i was killed while others named
Chang Cheng-sheng and Wang Chi-hsing were seriously wounded * 4.2 others
together with 6 fishing boats were seized by force. The•infringement
on China's fishing rights on the part of the Korean garrison force is
obviously an illegal act.
*

*

*

C'hennault Received by President Chiang Kai-shek
Shun" Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
{Local News)—General Chennault, director of the CNRRA Air Transport
Corps, left for Nanking day before yesterday to interview President Chiang Kaishek and to confer with the latter on certain important matters. It is
learned that he was received by the President yesterday.
*

* *

•

Korean Leader to Come to China
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 1. 1917
(Local News)
Dr. Syngham Rhee, Korean revolutionary leader, will
leave the United States for Tokyo by plane today. After staying there for
a while, he will pay a visit to China upon the invitation of'President
Chiang Kai-shek.
*

*

*

Appointment of General Hsiung Shih-hui as Minister
of National Defense.Likely
Wen Hui Pao. (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 1. 194.7
Peiping, March 31
According to information revealed by a -military
authority here, General Hsiung Shih-hui, Director of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in the Northeast, will be transferred to the post of Minister of
National Defense, while General Pai Chung-hsi, Minister of National Defense,
will be appointed Governor of Taiwan.
* * *

...

Chairman of the Manchurian Cultural Association to
Fly to Nanking Shortly

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
Peiping, March 31
Pu Shin-yu, Chairman of the Manchurian Cultural
Association, will leave here for Nanking by plane shortly to interview President ^ hiang Kai-shek and to discuss with the President'the question of the
participation"Of the Manchurian delegates in the Government, "it is learned
that while attending the National Assembly sometime ago, he submitted a list
of 15 Manchurian delegates, including-Ping Chih, biologist,to take part in
the Government, However, the Government later on announced that only three
Manchurian delegates including Pu were appointed members of the current National People's Political Council. Pu has already wired the Government declining to accept the post. In the telegram he said that his demand for the
participation of the Manchurian delegates in the Government is intended to
encourage the Manchurians to support the Government so that they might not
create similar incidents as those which took place in Taiwan and Sikong. As
for himself, he does not expect to get anything from the Government, he declared.
#

*

*
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Customs House to Be Established in Dairen after
T alee-over
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ)Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
(Local News)
As the take-over of Dairen will be carried out shortly,
the Inspectorate General of Customs has made preparations to set up a customs house there. It is learnt that Lu Shou-wen, Commissioner of Customs
in Tientsin, will be tranferred to the post of Commissioner i>f Customs in
Dairen, the post thus left vacant by him will be filled by Mr. Harvey(?),
Administrative Commissioner of Customs in Shanghai.
According to the Sino-Soviet Pact of 19A5, Dairen is to be
as a free port, so goods leaving the port for foreign countries
entering the port from abroad will be exempted from duties, but
be levied upon goods arriving at the port from the interior and
goods leaving the port for the interior.

established
and goods
taxes will
imported

Before the January 28, 1932 Incident in Shanghai, the duties collected
by the Customs House in Dairen were the highest in the Northeast. A certain responsible person of concerned quarters is reported to have said
yesterday:
"After the establishment of the Customs House in Dairen, the amount of
duties which is expected to be collected in this port will be only second to
that of Shanghai, with Canton and Kowloon taking the third place, Tientsin
the fourth place and Harbin and Tsingtao the fifth place."
*

#

MILITARY NEWS
Situation in North Honan Tooo:..es.Tense
Ta Rung Pro (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
Kaifeng, March 30
The situation in North Honan has suddenly become
tense. All the areas east of Hsinhsiang have fallen into the hands of CP
troops. 120,000 CP troops under Liu Po-chen's command are thrusting eastward. Authoritative quarters here predict that a big decisive battle will
be fought between the Government and CP major forces on the outer ring of
Hsinhsiang.
*

*

*

CP Troops Attack Vicinity of Changhsien
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
Tientsin, March 3 1 — C P troops on the northern section of the Tsinpu
Railway attacked and occupied Tatsetien some 10 "li" southeast of Changhsien,
thus creating a tense atmosphere in that hsien. It is learned that the
major force of the CP troops totalling over 10,000 strong is stationed near
Hochien and Changhsien.
*

* *V0
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Small Bands of CP Troops Active in Kiangnan
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KUT Organ). Shanghai
April 1. 19A7 '
Nanking, March 31
It is learned that the CP trooos have established
the so-cailed "the 1st Pacification Commissioner's Office" in the Kiangnan
region, which is herded by Fan Yu-lin, a native of Tanyang, who was a graduate
of the 1st class of the Kang Ta (Anti-Japanese. University). local authorities
are" noxv keeping a close watch over.the activities of these small bands of
CP Troops.
' ..
*

*

*

ECONOMIC NEWS
Extension of Import Quota in Newsprint Not Approved
by Economic Policy Research Committee
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 1. 1917

.

Nanking, March 31
At a meeting called by the Economic Policy Research
Committee today to discuss the problem of newsprint Imports, it was decided
that, as the extension of the import quota in newsprint would call'for a huge
amount of foreign exchange, the Government should extend financial aid to
all privately-owned paper factories in order to boost their productive "capacity to meet the demands of various quarters.
*

*

Japanese Drugs to Be Imported to China Again

-

Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Scicnce Group), Shanghai
April 1. 194.7
Nanking, March 31—-All well-known doctors here received cards from *
the Japanese T.akeda Pharmaceutical Works today, wLich read in part:
At
the present moment when 3ino-Japanese peace is restored, we are doubling
our efforts to manufacture products of better quality at-lower prices•and *
we beg to be favored with more orders from you." The cheap Japanese goods
will soon reappear oh the market of the victorious China -one-and a half
years after Japan was defeated,
.
-'

.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS

*

*

•
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•

-
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Bombs Found Behind Dresser by Girl in Hsih Htra • Hotel-.in Nanking
. • -•: ' ->>•.
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
March 31. 19A7
Nanking, March 31
Bombs 'have been found in many places in this city
during these -few'days, thus Causing great consternation among the local populace. According to press, reports", over 10 cases wherein explosives were
found have occurred here, and
the Lungmen Resturant and the Police Bureau
were also involved,
According to a report published in the Nanking Jen Pao this morning,
young girl who is staying in Room No. 12 in the Hsin Hwa Hotel on Tniping
Road suddenly found two bombs placed behind her dresser and got a great
fright.
*

*

a
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Democratic League Marks Anniversary in Hongkong
Shih Tai Jih Pao (Soviet-owned), Shanghai
March 28, 19A7
Hongkong (from our correspondent Ho Wei-chih)
The Hongkong-Kowloon
branch of the Democratic League was inaugurated on March 23, 194-6« At
that time, the GhiaochangkoU Incident in Chungking had just occurred and
the democratic press and publications everywhere were closed down, the
democratic movement suppressed, the PCC resolutions torn to bits, and the
civil war intensified. Today, a year from that time, the said branch office
held a first anniversary celebration meeting at the Lok Kowk Hotel in
Hongkong. The celebration was a magnificent affair, seldom witnessed in
this island Colony. The participants included such personages as veteran
Kuomintang member General Lee Chai-sum; Professor Ma Kam of Hongkong University; Director Chang Kuan-po'of Hongkong University Library; Chen Shu-kue,
representative of the San Min Chu I Comradeship Association; Wong Chinyut, representative of the Democracy Promotion Association; members of the
branch headquarters of the South China Office of the Democratic League,
Messrs. Lee Po-kow, Wang Yoh-min, Chien Ka-chu and Sum Chi-yuen; CP representatives Messrs. Lum Ping and Lien Koon; and representatives of the Hongkong
Seamen's Union, China Labor Association and other public bodies. The hosts
and guests numberod over 300 people and the occasion was grandly celebrated.
Chairman Feng Yu-fong gave the opening address. He pointed out that
China's crisis is daily being aggravated but that the people all over the
country have been able to find out the exact course they should follow. So
the democratic movement, the patriotic movement and the anti-civil war movement have all become one.
Mr. Lee Po-kow followed with an address on behalf of the Central Democratic League, while Mr. Wong Yoh-min represented the branch headquarters
of the South China Office of the Democratic League in delivering a speech.
The latter, besides making an analysis of the current international situation, also outlined the attitude of the Democratic League toward the discussion of the China problem by the Moscow Foreign Ministers' Conference.
He said that the League is opposed to any country interfering in China's domestic affairs, but that if the three Foreign Ministers were to make an
inquiry to find out who had violated the resolution of the previous Moscow
Foreign Ministers' Conference and interfered in China's domestic issue, we
would surely welcome this act of goodwill.
At first Gen. Lee Chai-sum delivered an address on behalf of the guests.
He said: "Democracy means fairness and justice.
In order to live as human
beings we must fight for the realization of democracy. In our motherland
today the undemocratic system of government makes it impossible for us to
live as human beings but instead compels the people to become running dogs
and bad men under an unfair and unjust political environment. At present,
lots of people say that the Democratic League shouts for democracy just like
the Communists, so they call the Democratic League an apoendage to the CP.
This is indeed a most ridiculous statement. May we ask, if the Chinese Communists must eat every day in order to live, must we give up eating just
because we are afraid to be called their appendage? So I want to urge everyone not to be daunted by slanders and rumors and not to be afraid of oppression and attack. We must fight for democracy courageously. We must fight
for human rightsl"
Professor Ma Kam of Hongkong University made a brief address saying:
"Right after V-J Day we were gloriously referred to as one of the Big Four
or Big Five. How long a time has elapsed since others considered us as such?
Nov; not only nobody looks upon us as a Power, but we can hardly maintain our
prewar position of a semi-colony. Delving into the reasons, we come to these
two conclusions: (1) Undemocratic administration and (2) unceasing civil
strife. Democracy is the main trend of the world today. No backward force or
power can check this trend, while it is certain that one-party rule cannot
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go on forever. Anti-civil war is the common hope and wish of all the
people of China, and worshippers of might will invariably fail in the end."
Director Chen Kuan-po of Hongkong University Library followed with this
statement: "People have created lots of rumors about me. They say that
I am a member of the Democratic League. In fact, I am not qualified to be a
Leaguer. Nevertheless, I fully indorse and sympathize With the Democratic
League's political aims and views."
Chen Shu-chu, representative of the San Min Chu I Comradeship Association, said: "I speak on behalf of the San Min Chu I Comradeship Association. This Association is the democratic faction of the Kuomintang. We
must save the Party.as well as the country, and We wish to join hands with
all democratic parties and factions in struggling for the realization "
of democracy."
Lastly, Chow Yin, representative of the China Labor Association, and
Wong Chin-yut, representative of the Democracy Promotion Association, each
in turn delivered a speech. It is learned that recently the various democratic parties and factions here entered into negotiations with one another
regarding the organization of a united organ as well as the reorganization
of personnel of various grades so as to concentrate their strength on extending the democratic movement here.
*

*

*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
The Question of Where ,the Pea.ce Conference on '
Japan Should Be, Held
, •
Ta ICung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 2, 1947
Certain high Allied officials in Japan feel that the peace conference
on Japan should be held in Tokyo, We are deeply interested in this question and would like to openly discuss it in these columns.
The peace conference on Japan is a Far Eastern question. Of all the
countries in the Far East, China suffered the most from the war. She was
also the first country to be invaded by the Japanese and resisted Japanese
aggression the longest, so, in principle, China should play host to this
conference.
The Japanese surrender document was signed on board the U.S. battleship
"Missouri"'in Tokyo Bay, so it seems to us that the peace conference should"
not be held in Tokyo. There are other reasons why the peace conference
should not be held in Tokyo: (l) Japan is, in effect, under the occupation
of United States forces alone, and since Tokyo is under the military occupation of one nation alone, it lacks an atmosphere of freedom. (2)'.Before
the peace treaty is agreed upon, it must be kept s.3ret. Tokyo is the
Capital of Japan, and in Japan, a defeated country to which punishment is
being meted out, it is difficult to keep secrets. Moreover, Tokyo is filled
with sympathy frith, and compassion for, a defeated country, a fact which
would be very favorable to secret service activities on the part, of the
Japanese. ( 3 ) It would be difficult to learn in Tokyo the reactions of public
opinion in the Allied nations, for up to the present" Japan is still blockaded
and does not enjoy the freedom of sending or receiving news despatches. For
this-reason, the outside world t/ould not be kept informed of developments in
the peace conference and the people of the Allied countries would be unable
to express their views based on their differing interests. Finally, the
holding of the peace conference in Tokyo would naturally hurt the feelings
of the Japanese people. The signing in Tokyo of a peace treaty which will
bind Japan would engender more bitterness on the part of the Japanese than
educational value.
If circumstances permit, it would be best to make Changchun the site
for the peace conference on Japan, because it was the Capital of puppet
"Manchukuo" and because the Sino-Japanese conflict was brought about by the'
Mukden Incident of September 18th, 1931. Moreover, while Changchun has the
same facilities as Tokyo, it does not have the same defects that Tokyo has.
Otherwise, Hongkong or Manila would also be a suitable site for'the peace
conference.
Summing up, we feel that the peace conference on Japan had better hot
be held in Japan, nor should it be held in the far-away Western .Hemisphere.""
(Summary) #
.
*

*

*

Soviet Russia Should Prize the Friendship of the Chinese
People
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 2. 1947
We are not only without any prejudice against Soviet Russia, but are
quite willing to befriend her. The demonstrations recently staged by the
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Chinese peoole were not an an';i-Soviet movement, but were designed merely
to voice opposition to Moloto-r«s proposal to the Foreign Ministers Conference which was an insult to China. We hone that after this storm, relations between China and Soviet Russia will beeore even closer than before.
All we hope for is that Soviet Russia will be able to carry out fully
the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Alliince, and whether or not she will return Dairen
and Port Arthur to the Chines® Government will largely determine whether
she is willing to carry out the treaty. If only Molotov will learn the lesson of the past by changing the f-'rm of his diplomacy immediately, a new
page in the history of Sino-Scviet relations will appear before our eyes
immediately. (Summary)
*

*

*

Dairen, a City Which Can Be Seen But Cannot let Be
Taken Back
Yi Shih Pao (Chinese Catholic Organ), Shanghai
April 2. 19A7
We can hardly believe that Soviet Russia, which has only recently proposed at the Moscow Foreign Ministers Conference that the Chinese question
be brought up for discussion there and. which has flatly rejected the oroposal that China be made one of the inviting nations for the peace conference
on Germany, would prize China's friendship and faithfully carry'out the
Treaty in connection with the Dairen question alone, Soviet Russia certainly
will not hand over Dairen to China', unless and until her attempt at blackmail has proved a complete failure and her grabbing has been crowned with
a reasonable degree of success. On the one hand, we see the tense situation
obtaining at the Pulantien front, and on the other hand, we see the diplomatic efforts being made at Nanking. Under these circumstances, we cannot
help being anxious about the situation. (Summary)
*

*

*

Enactment of Laws Governing Enforcement of Constitution
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 2. 19A7
In a short period of time the Supreme National Defense Council has
drawn up ten laws. These ten laws are based on the provisions of the Constitution and upon the views of those Legislative Yuan members who represent
the various democratic political parties and non-partisan leaders in China.
In other words, they are the crystallization of the opinion of the people
throughout the country and are documents that are not designed to serve any
selfish ends. We are sure that the National Assembly, the Legislative Yuan
and the Control Yuan organized in accordance with these laws will be compatible with the letter and spirit of the Constitution and will make it
possible for the Constitution to be implemented in full. Moreover, from the
fact that the National Government has enacted the laws governing the
enforcement of the Constitution within the period of time specified, we can
see that the National Government will also enforce the Constitution within
the period of time specified, (Summary)
*

*

*

Today's News
(Short Comment)
•

Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
The main news items in this morning's rtTa Kung Pao" are: "The National
Government announces the laws governing the enforcement of the Constitution,"
and "The Association for the Enforcement'of the Constitution adopts proposal
requesting the Government to abolish laws that are contrary to the provisions
of the Constitution, to protect the rights of the people, and to probe the
cases of the disappearance of persons."
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We only hope that the above news is no April Fool's Day news.
Translation)
'

*

*

(Full

*

Insulting the Dead
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
A case of an .American Marine killing a Chinese woman has occurred in
Tsingtao. According to a statement published by the American Military
Police, this woman was shot to death by the American Marine because she was
approaching the U.S. Navy's surplus supplies depot presumably with the intention to steal.
It is highly doubtful whether the true facts of the case were actually
like this. For instance, in connection with the Wang Feng-hsi case, at
first the Americans also said that Wang approached the American defense area
• and attempted to jump over the barbed-wire entanglements, and that was why
he was shot at, However, it was later found out that this was not at all
true.
After an American Marine had killed a Chinese, the American authorities
still wanted to cover up the crime of that American Marine and even went
so far as to have falsely accused the victim of being a thief who attempted
to steal. One certainly cannot help resenting such an insult. (Full Translation)
*

-«• *

A Batch of New Ghosts
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 1. 19A7
A United Press despatch from Peiping today reports that during .their
recent manoeuvres, the American forces in Peiping killed three Chinese
children and wounded another three. During the same day, a U.S. Marine in
Tsingtao shot a Chinese woman to death. Naturally, like' the Wang Feng-hsi
case of not very long ago wherein Wang was shot to death by a U.S. Marine,
these more recent cases will either be attributed to "misunderstanding" or
be called "accidental".
We cannot bear to believe that this woman and these children have been
wilfully shot to death by U.S. servicemen. However, these successive
tragedies will certainly arouse the indignation of the Chinese people, even
if they were accidental or due to misunderstanding. Why should the American
servicemen have shot point-blank at a Chinese woman and Chinese children?
Anyhow, the cause of this fact must be investigated. (Full Translation)
*

Other editorials not translated:

*

*

Dated April 2. 19A7

Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai

—

Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai

—

Shang Pao, Shanghai

--

Lih Pao, Shanghai

—

The Failure of the Attempt, at Intervention in China's Domestic
Affairs " '
.pThere Is No Need for a Change in the
Government Banking System: •
Optimistism Prevailing in Economic
Circles
On the Provisions re the Protection
of Labor Contained in Laws Governing
the Enforcement of the Constitution

Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai

The U.S. Dollar Government Bonds
Must Be Sold in All
On the U.S. Dollar Government Bonds
1) The Struggle for Democracy and
Constitutionalism
2) Internal Rebellion Must Be Quelled
and National Unification Must
Be Achieved in Order to Enforce
the Constitution
The Promulgation of Ten Laws Governing. the Enforcement of the Constitution

Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Ho Ping Jih Pao, Shanghai

Sin Wen Pao, Shanghai

*

POLITICAL

M S
Minority Parties Said to Have Brought Forth Fresh
Demands to Government

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 2, 19A7
Nanking, April 1
According to information revealed by concerned
quarters, the Democratic Socialist and the Young China Parties have recently
brought forth fresh demands to the Government, namely, besides urging the
Kuomintang to allow them to share the local Government administration, they
have also demanded their participation in six ministries of the Executive
Yuan and hoped that they will be able to take up at least one ministry which
is not technical In nature,
For this reason, Lei Chen, Government representative, who was scheduled
to return here from Shanghai yesterday morning, postponed his-departure.
Last evening he told a certain top ranking Government official here over
the long distance telephone about this matter and asked the latter to solicit
instructions from the competent authorities in his behalf.
*

*

*

Chen Lih-fu to Become Chairman of National Economic
Council
Tung Nan Jih Pao (Eg Southeast China Organ) . Shanghai'
April 2. 19A7
Nanking, April 1 — T h e economic reform plan, drafted by Chen Lih-fu,
Minister of organization, which was submitted to the Third Plenary Session
of the Kuomintang CEC, has been highly lauded by all circles. It"is learned
that 'Mr, Chen will be appointed Chairman of the National Economic Council.
*

* -*

Relations • Between Kuomintang and San Min Chu I Youth
Corps Not Yet Decided Upon
Cheng Yien Pao (Local KMT Organ)". Shanghai
April 2. 19LI
Nanking, April 1
Though informal meetings were held during the Third
Plenary Session of the Kuomintang CEC to discuss the question of relations
between.the Kuomintang and the San Min Chu "I Youth Corps, yet no decision has
been made in this connection. It is learned that this problem has been handed
over to the Central Standing Committee of the Kuomintang for further discussion. Whether the Party and the Corps will be merged with or entirely separated
from each other will be decided upon shortly.
*

*

*
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National Police Administration Conference to Be
Held in Nanking Shortly
Ta Rung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 2, 19A7
Chungking, April 1
The Police Administration Department of the Ministry of the Interior has decided to convoke a national police administration
conference in Nanking early this month. The purpose of this conference
will be to cocrdinate with the reorganization of the Government and to prepare for the enforcement of the Constitution, therefore this meeting will be
a very important one.
*

* *

Authorities in Peiping form Special Organization to
Suppress Student Movement
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 2, 19A7
Tientsin, April 1 — T h e Party,government and San Min Chu I Youth Corps
authorities in Peiping have recently formed a joint organization to suppress all kinds of student movements in that city. It is reported that the
students of the Yenching and the National Tsing Hwa Universities have been
regarded as main objectives of the said organisation.
* * -*

Democratic Socialist Party Delegates Express Determination
to Do Their Utmost to Safeguard Human Eights
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 2., 19A7
(Local News)
Upon his return here from Nanking, the delegate of the
Democratic Socialist Party who attended the meeting of the Association for
the Enforcement of the Constitution revealed that according to the resolution
passed by the Association, the family members of those who are-placed under
arrest by illegal means may report to any member of the Association who will the
report to the Association so that the latter may request the Central authorities to conduct a close probe into those cases. He disclosed that there are
many members of the Association in this city. The Democratic Socialist
Party delegates are not afraid of any trouble in doing their part in safeguarding human rights. Family members of any missing citizen may proceed
to the General Headquarters of the Party at House 31 Lane 74-9 Yu Yuen Road
to report the incident.
* .
*

*

*

Mayor K.C. Wu Calls on Carson Chang
Ta Rung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 2. 19LI
(Local News)—Mayor K.C. Wu called on Mr. Carson Chang, Chairman of the
Democratic Socialist Party, at Fanyuen Villa at 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
It should be recalled that Mr. Chang in behalf of the China International
Civil Liberties Defense Association wrote a letter to the Mayor inquiring
of the latter about the cases of disappearance of citizens in the city. In
his visit to Mr. Chang, Mayor Wu promised to do his utmost to safeguard the
personal freedom of all the citizens residing in this city.
•*

*

#

China International Civil Liberties Defense
Association Busy in Registering Cases of
Hissing Persons
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 2, 1947
(Local News)
Family members of a number of missing citizens both in
Shanghai and in the Northeast have registered with the China International
Civil Liberties Defense Association during these faw days. Realizing that
this task is a burdensome one, the Association will hold a joint meeting of
its executive committee and staff shortly to discuss this matter.
*

*

*

5,000 U.S. Marines Remain in Peiping, Tientsin
and Tsingtao
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 2. 1947
(Local News)
According to the estimation of reliable quarters, there
are still 5,000 U.S. Marines remaining in Peiping, Tientsin and Tsingtao.
*

*

*

Chinese Children in Peiping Killed and Injured as
Result of Explosion of U.S. Shell
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 2. 1947
Peiping, April 1
After conducting an artillery practice at Sishan
today, U.S. Marines gave a shell to the Chinese children to play. Ignorant
as the children were, they played rath this .free gift which afterwards exploded. As a result, three of them were killed, two of whom were named
Siao Lu, Siao Wu and the third one
could not be identified, while the
other three named Soong Chi-you, ^hen Ta-chwang, and Yang Erh Ting were
injured.
The wounded children said that the U.S. Marines jokingly offered to
sell them the shell but they didn't want to buy it as they had no money.
Then the U.S. Marines gave it to them to play. Hence the tragedy ensued.
For many times Sishan has been made the target of U.S. artillery fire
for the purpose of maneuver, so it has been badly scarred,
*

*

*

U.S. Marine in Tsingtao to Be Tried Upon Charge of
Murder
Ta Kung Pao (IndependentT Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 2, 1947
Tsingtao, April 1
The
puller, Su Ming-chen, with a
the U.S. MP to be a Filipino
and U.S. quarters are giving
mixed tribunal to try it.

culprit involved in the stabbing of the ricshaw
knife and causing his death was found out by
who served the U.S. Marines here. Both Chinese
much attention to this case and will organize a
*

*

*
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Sino-French Temporary Civil Aviation Agreement
Will Not Be Extended on Expiration
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 2. 19A7
Nanking, April 1
Our reporter has just learned from the diplomatic
circles that the Chinese Government had delivered an official communication
to the French Embassy late last night, notifying the French Government that
the Temporary Agreement on the Civil Aviation Route via Indo-China could not be
extended on expiration at the end of June, but declaring that the Chinese
Government would agree to the extension of the operation of the existing
Sino-French Aviation Route via Saigon provided that certain measures would
be amended after further negotiations.
*

MILITARY NEWS

*

*

"
Bitter Fighting Continuing in Wayaopao Area in
• North Shensi

Ta Rung Pao (independent, Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 2, 19A7
Peiping, April 1—During these few days the Government and CP troops
have been locked in a bitter fight in the Wayaopao area. Both sides have
suffered heavy casualties. According to quarters who are familiar with the
situation in North Shensi, the CP has built twp cities-in that area, one
on the right and the other on the left?.'" mk\F M ^ h e buildings in the_
city on the right are' occupied by Government agencies and schools, while in
the city on the left there are the CP Military and- Political University
and garrison forces. The latter aity has" been made a strong fortress. Since
it is built on a high plateau "and separated by the Tsingchien River from the
city on the right, the CP will be able to dominate over the city on the
right so long as it holds out the -one on the left. • After entering.the city
on"the right, the Government forces instantly met with stubborn resistance
of the CP troops stationed in the one on the left. Meanwhile, the CP troops
have brought large reinforcements to unleash a counter-offensive against the
attacking forces, thus leading to the outbreak of the •bitterest fight between
the armed forces of these two rival parties since the entry, of the Government forces into North Shensi. At present fighting is in progress under
heavy snow. The occupation of Wayaopao will have a far-reaching effect on
the military situation in North Shensi.
- :
*

'

CP Troops in Central Hopei Move Westward
Sin Wen Pao (KKff-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 2. 19A7
Paoting, April 1—Redisposition of the CP troops in areas between Paoting and Shihchiachuang is being made. During these few days, Nieh Jungtsen's men have moved westward from Central Hopei. The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and
10th brigades under Nieh's command have reached the outer ring of Tenghsien
and are erecting defense there in an attempt to prevent the Government forces
from gaining control of the Shihchiachuang-Paoting line. The New 7th Brigade
under Li Chung-i's command has reached Tsingliangchen over AO li south of
Paoting.
*

**V0
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Li Hsien-nien's CP Troops in Hupeh Attempt to
Renew Attack on Szechuan
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 2. 19A7
Chengtu (By Mail), March 27 The Szechuan Provincial People's Council'
lors, Li Chung-liang and Cheng Shao-chih, submitted reports to the resident
committee meeting of the Council on March 27, stating that over 1,000 CP
troops under Li Hsien-nien's command launched an attack on Wushan in
three directions on January 26. After being repulsed by the Government
forces, they retreated to the Patung area on the border of Szeohuan
and Hupeh. However, they are recently attempting to renew their attack
on Szechuan, the reports added. Due to the activities of Li Hsien-nien's
CP troops in the areas of Hsuanan and Kefeng in Hupeh, the situation in
Chienkiang has also become tense. Garrison headquarters has been organized
there to prepare for any eventuality. On the evening of March 11, Li's men
attacked and occupied a vital point in Kefeng which is only 130 li from
Chienkiang, therefore the situation there is exceedingly tense. Upon receiving this unpleasant news, the Provincial People's Councillors elected
Li Chung-liang and others as representatives to call on General Teng-Shihhou, Director of the Pacification Headquarters in the Szechuan-Sikong area
shortly to request him to keep a close watch over the situation prevailing
in those bandit-infested areas. Meanwhile, they will also file a petition
with the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Chungking to draw the latter's
attention to this matter.
It is learned that the dissolution of the Pacification Headquarters in
the Szechuan-Hunan-Hupeh-Kweichow area 'Till also be postponed.
According to local press reports, Li Hsien-nien's CP troops are active
in the Shihchu and Wankuo areas on the Szechuan-Hu .eh border.
*

*

*

Abie-Bodied Men in Kiangnan to Be Drafted as from the
Lattcr Half of thC Tear
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 2. 19A7
Chenkiang, April 1
The drafting of able-bodied men in the NankingShanghai area and various hsiens in Kiangnan will be started as from the latter half of/yi%r. Able-bodied men of ages
between 20 and 25 will
be drafted first.
*

*

*

ECONOMIC HEMS
I Chung Industrial Corporation to Be Set Up Soon
by Bank of China
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 2. 19A7

'

Tientsin, March 31
The Bank of China has invested CN§>1,000,000,000
in the I Chung Industrial Corporation which will soon be organized. The
main office is to be located in Shanghai and an edible oil refinery will
first be established in Tsingtao. Dr. H.H. Kung is the managing director
of this Corporation and Wang Yang-hsien Is the general manager.
*

*
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Government Decides to Stop Purchasing Tea
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 2, 1947
(Gentral News Agency)
As a result of views exchanged between the tea
merchants and the Bank of China and the Farmers' Bank of China during the
past several days, the Government has decided to stop purchasing tea with
the understanding that hereafter the tea merchants should exert their utmost
to promote the export business.
*

*

*

Industry in North Kiangsu to Be Developed
Sin Wen Pao (KB/IT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 2, 1947
Haichow, March 2 3 — I t is learnt from concerned quarters that, in order
to rehabilitate North Kiangsu and develop industry there, the Kiangsu Provincial Government has decided to carry cat an
electrification program in the province, whereby central power plants will be established in
Haichow, Huaiyin and Nantung to facilitate supplies of electric power. T he
plant in Haichow will be capable of supplying ^,000 kilowatts, that in
Huaiyin 6,000 k.w, and that in Nantung 2,000 k.w.
*

*

Mr. Chien Hsin-tze Talks on China Fu Chung Corporation
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervlsed. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 2. 1947
(Local News)
Our reporter called on Mr. Chien Hsin-tzo, Managing
Director of the China Fu Chung Corporation, inquiring of him about a news
report carried by the United Press that the said Corporation has been enjoying special privileges in China's import and export trade. Mr. Chien told
our reporter that the capital of the China Fu Chung Corporation is CNf?300,000,000, which is being invested by the Bank of Communications, the Kincheng
Bank, the Bank of China and the Native Goods Bank, that there are no private
investments in the Corporation, that the directors and supervisors are all
elected by the representatives of the banks concerned and that all applications for import licences and foreign exchange srs made in accordance with
the stipulations of the Government . similar to those made' by other importers,
*

NEWS OF CULTURE & EDUCATION
Prominent Writer to Take Up Teaching Job in
Yenching University
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 2, 1947
Tientsin, April 1
The School of Arts of Yenching University has written
a letter to Lou She requesting the latter to join its faculty,
Lou She is now on a lecture tour in the United States. It is learned that he
will come to the North to take up the teaching job after he returns to China
from the States.
* * *V0

SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICIES
Bandit Situation in Kwangtung Province
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
March 29, 19 A7 "
Canton, March 23 (By Mail) Wei Chen-fu, Vice Commander of the
Kwangtung Provincial Peace Preservation Headquarters, attended the press
conference held by the Press Bureau of the Kwangtung Provincial Government
on the 22nd instant and made the following report on bandit suppression in
this province:
I. Distribution of bandits: During the early stages of postwar re- •
habitation, there were over 38,000 bandits in the ..hole Kwangtung province.
After one and a half years of suppression, the number of bandits has been
reduced by two-thirds and only some 12,000 men still remain. These bandit
remnants are distributed more or less as follows:'.*
(1) On Hainan Island, the organized bandits under bandit leader Feng
Pai-chu, who number over 5,000 men, are equipped with about 100 heavy and
light machineguns, over 60 sub-machineguns and 4,000 rifles.
(2) In South Kwangtung, there are about 2,500 organized bandits,
among whom are some militiamen who sneaked in from Inao-China.
(3) In the North River area, there are about 500 organized bandits
under the leadership of Wu Hsin-min.
(A) In Central Kwangtung, there are about 300 to Z.00 organized bandits
led by Hwang Ta-tung.
(5) In the East River area, over 1,000 bandit remnants are scattered
in the Wuhwa, Haifeng, Lufeng and Huiyang areas.
(6) In the Han River area, peace and order is comparatively better
maintained than, in other areas, though there are still a few scattered bandits
in Hoyuan and Lienping.
II. Bandit-suppressiofi situation: Since the transfer of Nationalist
troops to the North, the Peace Preservation Headquarters here has been solely
responsible for directing the bandit-suopression campaign. However, the
actual strength of the Peace Preservation Corps Is only 10 detachments,
which is hardly adequate. At present 6 of these detachments are distributed
on Hainan Island and the remaining four scattered in the East River and
North River areas and South and Central Kwangtung.
III. Causes of failure of campaign: The bandit bands are well rooted
and firmly established,and at present there are still over 5,000 bandit remnants hiding in the thick forests south of Limko. Causes of failure to exterminate the bandits in South Kwangtung are:
(1) No troops in that part of the province; (2) militiamen s'neakingin from Indo-China; and (3) activities of CP elements.
Now, the entire scheme for bandit suppression has already been decided
on at the recent Pacification Conference convened by Gen. Chang Fa.-k.7ei,
Director of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Kwangtung. Lin ling, Commander of the South China Division Administrative District, has been entrusted with the task of carrying out this scheme.
In conclusion, Vice-Commander Wei Chen-fu said with a sigh: "The number of bandits in this province is not very great. The difficulty lies in
the inadequacy of military strength. If a battalion of peace preservation
police force can be put to work in each and every hsien, then banditry will
no longer constitute a menace in this province."
*

*

END
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Freedom and Government by Law
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ)Shanghai
Aoril 3. 194.7
•• i
At its third meeting, the Association for the Enforcement of the Constitution passed a resolution calling for protection of the people's freedom.
T
his is certainly a step that should be taken in preparation for the enforcement of the Constitution. Legislation is designed to produce good government, and observance of the laws Is essential to the protection of freedom.
The actions of those who violate the people's rights should be corrected,
but even more should the actions of those who undermine the country and society be corrected.
Now, the Communists disrupt communications -:id disturb law and order
everywhere, which is detrimental to the people's freedom. They have also
been violating the people's freedom by impeding, national reconstruction
and increasing poverty. These great impediments must be removed as soon as
possible.before the enforcement of the Constitution, so that tHe latter can
be effectively and smoothly implemented. (Summary)
* *

*

Uphold the Constitution and Quell the Rebellion"
A blow should be dealt the anti-democratic forces

—

Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ), Shanghai
April 3, 194-7
The Chinese Communist Party, a group engaged in international intrigue,
is world-wide in scope arid has a long history. Their real aim is to oppose
the country and the people, thereby destroying China as an independent nation and- exterminating the Chinese race. How can such an organisation,
which is bent on doing harm_to the country and the people and on destroying
China as an independent nation, be reconciled with constitutional democracy?
As for the Democratic League, it had no "soul" from the very beginning. That is why, eventually, it has allowed itself to be dominated by
those who sympathise with the Chinese Communist Party and who have Intrigued
and rebelled against their Fatherland. Those individuals who have high
ideals and those parties and factions which have high political ideals have
found it necessary to sever their relations with this group, so that they
may step onto the broad path to constitutional democracy. However, those
who have allowed their selfish interests to muddle their own thinking continue to be obstinate "and have dared openly to accept the "legacy" of the
Communists and to welcome international intervention. Can such a group still
be called a political group?
The masses should rise and, under the leadership of the wise and sacred
Leader, urge the different parties and factions as well as the people throughout the country to uphold the Constitution and to quell all types of rebel-"
lion, so as to realise constitutional, democracy and to fulfil" the historic
mission of the San Min Chu I Nationalist revolution. (Summary)
* *

*
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Decisive Stage of Foreign Ministers Conference
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 3. 1947
The Moscow Four Foreign Ministers Conference has been in session for
three weeks now, but the discussions on the peace treaties with Germany and
Austria can be said to have achieved no results at all. We have every reason
to believe that if no progress is made in the near future, General Marshall
will have no alternative but to return to the United States. From this it
can be seen that the ensuing week is the decisive stage of the Four Foreign
Ministers Conference.
Marshall has a good knowledge of Soviet Russia. Shortly after the
conclusion of World War II, he said, "Today a nation's offensive power is
the only effective means of defending itself successfully." Politically,
his dissatisfaction with the Soviet type of democracy was very,clearly Indicated when he defined democracy at a recent session of the Moscow Conference.
There can be no doubt that Marshall is at present the most imoortant
personage that represents U.S. foreign policy. He wants to see democracy
and peace achieved in the world, and is willing to cooperate with the Soviet Union, but he is not an idealist like Woodrow Wilson, nor will he falter
as Byrnes has done. We hope that at this critical" juncture, the Soviet
authorities, who are noted for their ability to ad-.pt. themselves to all
sorts of situations, will be able to create a new situation and will convert
danger into safety by making it possible for the peace treaty with Germany
to be completed and for foundation of world peace to be laid. (Summary)
*

*

*

Tacit Agreement Regarding Troop Withdrawal
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 3, 1947
Following the announcement by the Soviet Union that Soviet troops in
Dairen are going to withdraw, the U.S. Marines in China are also accelerating
their withdrawal, and Admiral Cooke issued a statement to this effect yesterday.
From this statement we can see that in the past the so-called withdrawal
of U.S. troops in China'was but gesture, and that it was not until the Soviet troops in Dairen had decided to withdraw that the United States had
begun seriously to withdraw her troops in Ghina,
Then, .judging from the fact that both the U.S. and Soviet forces in
China are withdrawing and from the U.S. State Department's statement reaffirming that the US$500,000,000 loan to China will only be made on two conditions (namely, the restoration of order in China and the broadening of the
basis of the Chinese Government), we can see that, although the United States
and the Soviet Union have not been able to see eye to eye on the Chinese
question, yet, as a matter of fact, both sides are gradually loosening their
grip on China, hoping that through this tacit agreement an understanding can
be reached. In an atmosphere like this, it is highly probable that the moment Stalin and Marshall meet, relations between these two Powers in the
Far East will improve. (Summary)
*

*

On the Diplomatic Blunders Committed by the Government
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ), Shanghai
April 3, 1947
Generally speaking, our foreign policy has been correct. But how has
this policy been executed?
First, it is plain that we have not had enough spirit of independence.
In the many international conferences, we have almost invariably followed
the lead of the United States, considering her views as our own.
Secondly, we have been pursuing too weak-kneed a policy toward Soviet •
Russia.
Thirdly, we have not been doing enough to protect the Chinese overseas.
Fourthly, the Three People's Principles require that we help the
weaker peoples to obtain equality, freedom and liberation. However, it is
obvious that our Government has ignored this important mission. (Summary)
* *

*

Whither Asia?
—

On the epoch-making nature of the Pan-Asiatic Conference —

Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 3. 19A7
We feel that the Pan-Asiatic Conference can be called a conference of
"backward but awakening" peoples. The common sincere desire of all the
Asiatic peoples during the past century has been that they may become the
masters of their own destinies.
Those non-Asiatics who have the racial consciousness and racial prejudices common to the great Powers cannot feel comfortable about the conference that is now "in session in New Delhi. We wish seriously to point out,
however, that these are only the few but influential non-Asiatics. One of
the real purposes of the Pan-Asiatic Conference should be to awaken the
non-Asiatics» Once they have abandoned their traditional racial prejudices
and changed their past policy of exploitation and grabbing, really considering the Asiatics as their brethren, the Asiatics should forget their
past grievances and enthUsiatically participate in the important work of
building world peacej (Summary)
*

*

De Gaulle and Ramadier
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ), Shanghai
April 3. 1917
In view of the present complex European situation and world situation,
Ramadier's policy is worthy of admiration. Located between Britain and
America on the one hand and Soviet Russia on the other, France is a bridge
between the Eastern and Western worlds, and if France is unable to put her
own house in order and to establish friendly relations with other Powers
in the post-war period, she will doubtless find herself in a very embarrassing
position. In the recent local elections in France, the
MRP
has already won more votes than the Communist Party, so if there is
real freedom of the press both at home and abroad, the people will natually
be able to make a wise choice. (Summary)
*

*

*

Dated April 3. 1947

Other editorials not translated:

Will the United States Reduce Her
Customs Tariff?
On the Normal School Education Campaign
On Disciplinary Training in Schools
Rebellion Should 3e Suppressed by
Both Military and Political Means
On the Black Market Transactions in
Consolidated Government Borids
On the Improvement of School Morale
The Fight for Professional Representation in the Government
On the Cases of Missing Persons

Shang Pao, Shanghai
Shun Pao, Shanghai
Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
hien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai

c

Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
*

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Democratic Socialist and Young China Parties
Nominate Delegates to Take Part in
Government
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group") , Shanghai
April 3, 1947
(Local News)
The lists of delegates of the Democratic Socialist and
the Young China Parties nominated to take part in the State Council, which
were passed at the meetings of their respective central standing committees
yesterday, were carried by Chiang Yun-tien and Tso Shun-sheng together with
Lei Chen, Government representative, to Nanking yesterday evening for submission to the Government,
After the meeting of its central standing committee yesterday, the Democratic Socialist Party issued a statement as follows: "According to the
decision of Carson Chang, Chairman of the Party, the Party will participate
in the State Council first and the list of delegates to take part in the
Council has been decided upon. Chairman Chang will proceed to Nanking tomorrow to sign the 12-point Joint Administration Program."
A certain responsible official of the Party indicated that the delegates nominated by the Party to the Government are Wu Hsien-tse, Hsu Fu-lin,
Hu Hai-men, and Tsi Yi-chiao as reported in our paper yesterday. In regard
to the Party's participation in the Executive Yuan, no concrete decision
was reached at the meeting. Upon being informed of the above decision
reached by the Democratic Socialist Party, the Yo,mg China Party also nominated
its delegates to join the State Council.
*

*

*

Representatives of Taiwan Residents in Nanking and
Shanghai Bring Forth Demands to National Defense
Minister
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 3, 1947
' Nanking, April' 2—-Over 20'representatives of the Taiwan residents in
Nanking and Shanghai led by Yang Shao-ka called on General Pai Chung-hsi at
his residence at Tapeihsiang today. The latter received them in person.
They brought forth the following 8-point demand, 1) Chen Yi who should be
held responsible for the murder of the Taiwanese, should immediately be relieve''
from his post of Governor of Taiwan and sent to Nanking to be court-martialled,
2) Rigid measures should be adopted to maintain the discipline of the Government force stationed in Taiwan, 3) The rural pacification campaign in Taiwan should be stopped, 4) The pledges made by the Government should be
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fulfilled, arrested persons should be released and guarantee should be given
that those who were involved in the recent insurrection should be pardoned
and not to be punished, 5) An investigation group should be organized to
investigate the number of civilians who were killed and wounded during the
uprising as well as responsibility in the incident, 6) The victims should
be consoled and compensated, 7) jfill civilian papers should be allowed to
resume publication and they should be compensates by the Government for
their losses, 8) Several thousand young Taiwanese students who have gone to
hiding after the rebellion should be urged to return to their respective
schools and the policy of suppressing the uprising by armed force should be
abandoned,
*

*

*

Soviet Quarters Reported to Have Refused to Hand Over
Dairen to China
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal)T Shanghai
April 2. 19A7
Peiping, April 2—Passenger services.along the Chinese Changchun Railway are now extended to Pulantien. According to an arrival from Dairen,
the areas in Dairen which Soviet quarters haVe notified the Chinese authorities to take over represent even less than one-tenth of the territory of
Kwantungchow, Meanwhile, they have promised to let the Chinese Government
take over only a half of the Dairen City, while the other half will remain
under Soviet occupation. Furthermore, when the Chinese armed troops proceed
to take over Dairen, they will have to pass through the Soviet Army garrison
districts in Port Arthur, If the Chinese authorities accept these terms
from the Soviets, they will inevitably meet with great difficulties ahead
in taking over that city.- At present, 100,000 CP troops are stationed In
the vicinity of Dairen, of whom a part is Korean Army.
*

*

*

CP Troops Bring Reinforcements to Vicinity of
Dairen
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 3. 19A7
Mukden, April 2
According to an arrival from Dairen, after the release of the ne-s regarding the forthcoming taking over of Port Arthur and
Dairen by the Chinese Government, food merchants in the city put all their
stock to sale, thus causing an unprecedented slump in the price of foodstuffs.
During these few days, . CP troops in the vicinity of Dairen have brought
up more reinforcements from elsewhere by water. They wear some six or seven
kinds of insignia and their number is around 80,000. They are quite well
equipped, it is learned,
* *

*

Hainan Island Has Been Made Province
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ) , Shanghai
April 3. 19A7
Canton, April 2—After Hainan Island was made a province, the Parcel
Islands will be placed under the jurisdiction of the Hainan Provincial
Government. A report is current here that General Chang Fah-kuei, Director
of the Generalissimo* s Headquarters in Canton, will be appointed the first
Governor of Hainan.
*

*
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Possible Reorganization of the Generalissimo's
Headquarters In Chungking Reported
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 3, 194.7
Chungking, April 2
General Chang Chun, Governor of Szechuan, will be
appointed President of the Executive Yuan. A report Is current that the
Generalissimo's'Headquarters in Chungking will in all probability be reorganized. Upon the telegraphic summons from General Chen Cheng, Chief of the
General Staff of the Chinese Army, Hsiao Yi -shu, C' lef-of-Staff of the
Headquarters, flew to Nanking and is expected to r-turn here shortly. His
trip has some connection with the forthcoming reorganization of the Headquarters. General Teng Shih-hou, Acting Governor of Szechuan, will soon be
appointed Governor of that Province, iinother report has it that General
Sun Chen will be appointed Director of the Pacification Headquarters in the
Szechuan-Sikong area* However, it has not yet been confirmed. According to
the decision hitherto reached by the competent authorities, the Pacification
Headquarters will have to be dissolved,
*

*

*

China and India to Start Negotiations on signing of
Commercial Treaty
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 3, 194.7
Nanking, April 2—Negotiations on the signing of Sino-Indian Commercial
Treaty will be started here soon. It is learned that the return of Yeh
Kung-chao of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to China has some connection
with the negotiations,
*

*

Another Incident Caused by U.S. Marine in Peiping
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 2. 19A7
Peiping, April 2—-The cart driver Liu Yung-tsing from Tunghsien while
entering the city yesterday, was suddenly fired upon by. a U.S. Marine in a
jeep behind him. After that, the American drove away. The Chinese authorities are now conferring with U.S. quarters on this Incident, it is learned.
•*

*

American Newspaper Rebuked by Chinese Judicial Circles
for Attack on Chinese Coiu-ts
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 3. 194.7
(Local News)
In connection with a Shanghai dispatch carried by the
New York World Telegram last month, in which the said paper launched a
scathing attack on local courts and cited five cases including the killing
of a ricshaw puller named Chwang Ta Erh-tse and the stabbing and wounding of
a pedicab driver named Cheng Jung-fang by one Rogers, a U.S. merchant marine,
to support their charges of incompetency on the part of the Chinese courts,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had forwarded a report made on this subject
by the Ministry of Information's office in the United States, to the Ministry
of Justice for transmission to local judicial organs for investigations and
enquiries.
A certain responsible person of local judicial circles is reported to
have said:
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"The treatment of and judgments.on foreign offenders by the Chinese \
Courts have always been fair and just. The author of that report must have
been unfamiliar with the conditions in China and the provisions of the
Chinese law. The points raised by him are either the national amnesty being
mistaken for a reduction of sentence or vice versa. As regards the detention house, even the administrative heads are unable to enjoy steam heating
facilities. Moreover, it is customary for the Chinese courts to refuse to
allow the accused to bring his lawyer and interpreter during the period of
investigations. A report on how the Chinese courts handled these five cases
has now been made and submitted to the Ministry of Justice."
"

•••:••

*

*

*

Mr. Chen Hsi-hao Talks about Kuomintang Activities
in S inkiang
Cheng lien Pao (Local; KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 3. 19A7
(Local News)—-Mr. Chen Hsi-hao, Secretary-General of the Kuomintang
Headquarters in Sinkiang Province, who arrived in Shanghai yesterday, said
that there were over 10,000 party members when he arrived in Sinkiang, but.
their strength has now grown to over 50,000 persons, 80 percent of which
are Uighurs. Altogether, there are over 50 "Hsien" KMT Headquarters in the
Province. However, no PIT Headquarters have yet been set up in Eli, A Shan
and Tah Cheng, he added.
# *

*

Farmers in Punyu Protest.Against Monopoly of Farms
by Bureaucratic Capital
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 3. 19A7
Canton (By Mail) , March 27—100,000 farmers_ in Punyu, Kwangtung led
by Leong lui, Lum On and others recently sent a telegram to the Kwangtung
Provincial People's Council and the people's councils of various hsiens in
the province protesting against the Hing Nung (Agriculture Promotion)
Corporation for its monopoly over the cultivation of their farms and appealing for help from the Councils.
It should be recalled that last year the Generalissimo's Headquarters
in Canton sealed all the puppet properties of the Traitor Li Fu-chun and
his henchmen including their farms in Punyu and later on authorised the
organization "Tsai Mun Tong" to cultivate these farms for a period of five
years. 100,000 farmers in Punyu are counting on these farms in maintaining
their living. Most recently, the "Tsai Mun Tong" transferred the right of
management over the farms in that area to.the APA of the Central Trust. Then
the A?A Biroctor'authorized the Hing Nung Corporation to take charge of these
farms and to lease.them to other farmers instead of the old tenants. Hence
the old tenants will be deprived of their means of livelihood.
..MILITARY NEWS
,—

' •
General Sun Lih-jen Appointed Vice Commander of
Government Army in Norther ~t

Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 3. 19A7
Changchun, April 2—According to accurate information, General Sun
Lih-jen, Commander of the New 1st Army, has been appointed Vice Commander
of the Government force in the~Northeast, and the post left vacant,by him
will be taken up by Pan Yu-kwun, Commander of the 50th Division,
*

*

*
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Brief History of Chu Shao-liang, Rumored GovernorDesignate of Taiwan
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
March 27. 1947
During the past few days press reports have had it that the Taiwan
Governor's Office will be reorganized into a regular provincial government,
and that Governor Chen Yi will be removed and replaced by Chu Shao-liang.
Following is a brief history of the Governor-designate:
.A Military Man Belonging to the Central Government Clique
Chu Shao-liang, a native of Fukien, is a member of the Central Government Clique. After the Northern Expedition he was made Commander of the
First Division of the Array. Later, he assumed the post of Chief-of-Staff
of the Pacification Army in Kweichow. As Commander of the "Eighth War Zone"
he had jurisdiction over Kokonor and Ninghsia, the two provinces where Moslem
influence is the strongest. The Governors of Kokonor and Ninghsia, Ma Hungquei .and Ma Pu-fang, respectively, are the most powerful of the five Moslem
generals surnamed Ma.
As Commander of the Eighth War Zone
During his tenure of office as Commander of the Eighth War Zone, Chu
carried out his mission with wisdom and tact. At first, Kokonor Governor
Ma Pu-fang's father Ma Ling, though anti-Communist, took precautions against
the entry of Central Government forces into Kokonor. However, Ma Pu-fang
who was dissatisfied with his father's ideas, turned pro-Central Government
instead. At the same time, great differences existed between Ninghsia
Governor Ma Hung-quei and Ma Ling. So, in 1935, prior to the outbreak of
Sino-Japanese hostilities the two Mas of Kokonor and Ninghsia went into
open conflict with each other,
/

When Chu Shao-liang became Commander of the Eighth War Zone he adopted
the same, measures used by the British in dealing with India, ousted Ma
Ling and placed his son Ma Pu-fang on the Governor's chair. This incident
softened Ninghsia's Ma Hung-quei who also yielded and followed in the steps
of Ma Pu-fang. Nevertheless, the differences existing between the two
Mas did not disappear on this account. On the contrary, their incongruities
only deepened.
As Director of Generalissimo's Office
After the reorganization of the National Military Council, Chu Shaoliang was appointed Director of the Generalissimo's Office. The Generalissimo needed a reliable, trustworthy, tactful and shrewd person to take care
of the administration of military affairs, and Chu was found equal to the
task. Chu has the virtue of obedience to orders; also, he came from the
right Clique.
Going to Taiwan?
If the administrative system of Taiwan is to be changed, Chu Shao-liang
is the mos£ likely person to assume the post of Governor of Taiwan. In connection with the recent riots in Taiwan, quite a few bigwigs of the Central
Government have blamed Communist intrigues for tho srtie. Should this allegation
be confirmed, the effect will be favorable to Chu; for he once directed the
anti-Communist campaign to which he made a valuable contribution, so that one
can trust him with the task of quelling the Taiwan rebellion now.
* -K-

%

MORE MILITARY

M S

Hostilities Along Tsingpu Line Come to an End
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 3, 1947
Nanking, April 2
According to a certain military observer, hostilities along the Tsinpu line have come to an end and the center of fighting will soon be shifted from the Tsinou line to the Peiping-Hankow line.
CP General Liu Po-chen1s men are now massing in the Shantung-Hopei-Honan
border region north of the Yellow River. According to his observation,
Liu1s men will in all probability pass through Hantan, proceed to the
Peiping-Suiyuan Railway and then head for Shansi Province, or pass through
Hsinhsiang and head for the Lunghai Railway. He pointed out that Liu's men
may take either of these two moves, because they are attempting to link up
with Wang Chen's troops which retreated to Southwest Shansi from North
Shensi and with Li Hsien-nien's force along the Lunghai line.
*

*

*

Rampancy of Bandits in South Kwangtung
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 3, 19A7
Canton, April 2 — L o c a l press reports have it that over 2,000 treacherous
bandits including some 100 Japanese soldiers launched an attack on Tungkiu
in Limkong area, South Kwangtung, at 3 p.m. on March 31. The 9th Detachment
of the Peace Preservation Corps stationed there offered resistance, and
the fight lasted until 5. Both sides suffered over 10 casualties either
killed or wounded. The attackers also besieged and attacked the "hsiang"
offices in Pingtan and Leongtung. After killing the hsiang chiefs and
seizing their arms, they left the places.
On March 30 the bandits also attacked Shekmoon in Wuchuang Hsien and
a place near Kwangchowwan. They set fire on a godov/n there and took
away the superintendent and his arms. It Is further learned that some 1,000
treacherous bandits who sneaked into the Luichow Peninsula from Hainan Island
have joined hands with another band of bandits who infiltrated into the same
Peninsula from French Indo-China. Other bands of bandits in Limkong and
Huahsien will also join hands with them.
*

*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Children's Day Observed with a Heavy Heart
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April A. 191,7
Today China's infant mortality is more than four times as high as that
of Europe, and in some parts of the country the custom of killing infants
and that of selling children still prevail. There are children everywhere
who have no opportunity for a schooling, and China's external and internal
troubles as well as the symptoms of her political, economic and social degradation have had a telling effect upon both the mind and body of the
child* Our generation should create a better environment for the next
generation* We should at least make it possible for every child to have
ample opportunity for existence and for education. We must draw up and carry
out policies regarding the safeguarding of young children, the reform of
child criminals, the protection of child labor, the carrying out of the system of compulsory free education, and supplying children with nutritious
food. We must not be content with empty slogans alone, but must actually
work for the realisation of those slogans. This is our obligation to history as well as to mankind. (Summary)
*

*

*

Discussing the Problem of Children on Children's Day
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April A. 19A7
...
;/
If we are to convert children from "the private property of the family"
into "useful members of the country and the community", we must not only
change our present concept of children, but also reform our administrative
set-up and our social system. Under existing conditions in.China, the
State and the community bear no responsibility at all for the support and
education of children, and even the system of' compulsory free primary school
education, which has been adopted by most of the other countries In the world,
has not yet been extensively adopted in China.
To go a step further,'we may say that the educational problem is not
the most important phase of the child, problem in China, for the most serious
phase of this problem is that of the relief .and support of the millions of"
poor children. On the occasion of Children's Day, both the Government and
the people throughout the country should pay special'attention to this problem. (Summary)
*

*

*

Think of Our Children and'Our Children's Children
—

In observance of Children's Day --•

Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April A, 19A7
The child welfare work in this country has not only not made any progress, but has fallen below the pre-war standard. Refugees in the warstricken areas have been forced to abandon their children, and even in a great
metropolis like Shanghai, there are 100,000 children who have no opportunity
for a schooling, and there has been a case where a group of primary school
students, in their effort to get enrolled, have resorted to violence. In view
of the present situation, we are very much worried about the society of which
these children will be the key members in the future, (Summary)
*

*

*

True Facts of the Situation
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ) , Shanghai
April 4. 1947
We have always felt that the process of democratising China must be
a gradual one. It is an undeniable fact that the Kunmintang cannot return
to one-party rule. The so-called reorganisation of the Government today
is not simply a reshuffle of'a part of the Government personnel, but is a
change in the system; it is not merely a change in form, but also a change
in psychology. That is why we demand not only the reform of the Central
Government, but also that of the local governments. We further demand the
reform of military affairs. If the local administrative power remains
forever in the hands of certain military men so that civilians have no
share in it, then the past effort of the ICuomintr. ig to overthrow the militarists will have been made in vain. The solutions of all these problems
requires the awakening and striving of the Kuomintrng itself. (Summary)
*

*

*

Lesson Taught by Chen Yi's Failure
.. Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist) , Shanghai
April A, 1947
We must awaken, through the Taiwan incident, to the fact that wherever
government is not in harmony with the interests of the people,- then no matter how able the Government official who is charged with the task of implementing the. Government's policy may be, he will fail, -^he failure of
this Government official is not his .personal failure, but rather the
failure of the policy which he has been implementing.
Although efforts are now being made to settle the Taiwan incident,
yet it will not necessarily be satisfactorily solved. The entire nolitical
situation in China also remains unsolved. It behooves us to ponder carefully the lesson taught by the Taiwan incident. (Summary)
*

*

*

'

>

The Japanese Question as We See It
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KHT Army Organ), ShanghaiApril 4. 1947

'

Our views on the Japanese question are as follows:
F-irst, the problem of-the democratization of Japanese politics. The
Liberal and Progressive Parties in the present Diet, which resulted -fl*om
last year's general elections, have been converted- from the Seiyukai and
the Minseito, respectively, so they are; still quite feudalistic in character.
The continued existence of the Emperor system indicates that the Japanese
Constitution is not democratic enough.
Secondly, the question of the peace conference. It would probably
be unwise to convene, the peace conference oirt-Japan" before- a democratic basis
.for Japanese politics is laid. We feel that before the conclusion of a peace
treaty: with Japan, the nations concerned should conclude a pact designed to
prevent aggression. Further, before the peace conference takes place,
the Allied_ nations should also_ reach agreement,on other problems, such as
that of reparations. China will not only ask for reparations-which will be
sufficient to compensate 4ier for the heavy losses'which'she sustained during
the war, but will ask that the principles governing reparations be such
that Japanese militarism will be done away with once for all, so that Japan
will become an_unarmed_, peaceful .nation forever... {.Summary).
-*

*

*

On the Question of the Take-over of Dairen
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ), Shanghai
April U, 1947
,
Dairen is an integral part of Chinese territory. Why is that city
still in other people's hands?
First, our "friendly neighbors", the Soviets, have not withdrawn their
troops from Dairen within the time-limit set by the Sino-Soviet Treaty of
Alliance. Moreover, they have removed or destroyed large quantities of
materials and industrial and mining equipment in China's Northeast.
Secondly, the chaotic situation caused by these actions on the part of
the Soviet Union has been favorable to the armed rebellion staged by the
Chinese Communists. We cannot help resenting all the actions the Soviet
Union has talien in violation of the terms of the Treaty. All our Fellowcountrymen should, out of their patriotism, urge the Government to fight
for the preservation of our national sovereignty. (Summary)
*

*

*

The Wang Feng-hsi Case
(Short Comment)
•Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April-A, 19/.?The U.S. Marine who shot Wang Feng-hsi to death has now been acquitted]
The press of Peiping has unanimously criticised the judgment handed down
by the U.S. Marine authorities as being too unjust and"the local Chinese
authorities as being too weak.
As a.matter of fact, since the Chinese Government has, one and a half
years after the conclusion of the war," invited the U.S. forces to remain in
China, thus requesting the Americans to violate China's sovereignty, what
harm does it do to let American servicemen improve their marksmanship and
get some pleasure at the expense of the lives of one or two Chinese children?
There will be further incidents like this as time goes on.
lation)

Other editorials not translated:

(Full Trans-

Dated Aoril L, 19/.7

Tung Nan JIh Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai

We Must Closely Watch Commodity Prices
The Seedlings of the Nation Should
Be Well Nurtured
A Permanent Organization Should Be
Set up for the Purpose of Promoting
Child-Welfare
The Turning Point of Industrial and
Commercial Enterprises in China
Give Attention to the Nurture of
Children
On Economic Reconstruction in China

Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jib Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung .Jih Pao, Shanghai .
*

*

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Reorganization of State Council to Take Place
After Return of President Chiang to Nanking
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April A, 19A7
Nanking, April 3 — I t is learned that the State Council will be reorganized after the return of President Chiang Kai-rjhek to the Capital* The
non-partisans who will take part in the Council will be Shao"Chung-en,
Chang shi-chao, Hu Shih, Fu Ju, and Wang Yun-wu.

Chen Lih-fu to Take Up Post of Minister of
Economic Affairs
Ta Rung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
Aoril A, 19A7
Nanking, April 3—According to information revealed by concerned
quarters, Chen Lih-fu, Minister of Organization, has been slated as Vice
Chairman of the National Economic Council. Wang Yun-wu, Minister of Economic Affairs, has insisted on resigning from his post, so it is possible
that Chen will take up the post of Minister of Economic Affairs in succession to Wang after the reorganization of the Executive Yuan.
•36- * *
' Inviting Minority Parties to Take Part in Administration
Lauded by Dr. Hu Shih
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April-3, 19A7
Peiping, April 3
Dr. Hu Shih, President of the National Peking University, told our reporter yesterday.that he is not unwilling to take part
in the Government, but he still considers that to dedicate his efforts to
the cause of education is much more important and serves a better purpose.
He declared that the determination of the Government to bring a close to the
rule of political tutelage and to invite various parties and groups to
participate in the - administration is a wise move unprecedented in Chinese
history. The decision on the part of the Government to give up the oneparty rule has given the people a good impression, he added.
* *

*

Hopei Provincial People's Council Dissatisfied with
Government Measures-'
Wen Hui Pao • (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April A. 19/,7
. •.
'

*

s.

- <

Tientsin, April 2 — A t a press conference the Councillors of the Provisional People' s Council of Hopei Province gave "a report on.the recent,
session.of the Council. Councillor Li Tung-yuen said, "Despite the enactment and promulgation of the Constitution by the Government, cases of illegal
arrests have- been frequently reported In various, places during recent days.
Such unlawful acts are obviously in violation of the provisions of the
Constitution, therefore the Council has telegraphic-ally, urged the Central
authorities to adopt effective measures to safeguard human rights."

.
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Councillor Li Shu-min declared, "The Hopei people are suffering so
miserably from heavy burden which they can bear no longer. All ablebodied men in the villages have been conscripted, and women are taking their
place_ in .carrying on the work of spring cultivation. Nine out of ten
families are bankrupt."
•.

' '

»

• •

»

•

*

Councillor Tsi'Pi-ting said, "Hopei was the first province which fell
into the enemy's hands and which suffered most losses. However, after V-J
Day> the Central Government sold .all the enemy properties from which it
has already made the gain of 01414.0,000,000,000, The so-called enemy properties are in fact the product of blood aJid sweat of the Hopei people.
The Government is indeed heartless in adopting these measures,"
. -

• -

-

*

*

*

"Kidnapping" in Hangchow
Yfen Hui Pao (L<beral-Leftist), Shanghai
Anril 3, 194-7
Hangchow (By Hail), March 30
Cases of missing citizens have been
frequently reported in this citjr. Hp to the present, there has been no news
regarding the employee of Hu Ching Yu Tang who was arrested sometime ago.
According to information revealed by reliable quarters today, four
citizens in the city were' secretly nabbed yesterday morning. The competent authorities refused to shed light on this caco. However, they declared,
"TThat w c can tell you... is that this is not a kidnapping case."
•

"•

*

*

*

Meeting Held by China International Civil Liberties
Defense Association to Discuss Measures to
Regain Freedom of Missing Citizens
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 4., 194.7
(Local. News)
An extraordinary joint meeting of the executive committee and the staff "of the China International Civil Liberties Defense
Association was held yesterday afternoon. Over 10 members including Chang
Nai-chI, Hsu Kwang-ping, Mrs. Herman Liu, Wu Yao-chung, Ma Hsu-lun, and
Sze Liang attended the meeting, at which the following resolutions were
passed: .
1) The Association should help the family members of the missing citizens to' file petitions with the Court requesting the latter to grant a writ
of habeas corpus for the victims.,
2) The Association should dispatch representatives to places other
than Shanghai to investigate the cases of -missing persons there, to comfort
their family members, and to request local authorities there to probe the
cases,
""
3) The Association will issue a manifesto protesting against the act
of infringing upon human rights committed in varices places in the country.
4-) A joint meeting of all existing organizations for protecting human
rights should be held.
5) A date should be set for the convocation of the plenary session of
the Association,
*

*

*
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Activities of Anna® Nationalist Party in
Yunnan Banned

Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April; 3, I9A7 •

Kunming (By Mail)
Regarding the recruiting of volunteers by the
Anna';i Nationalist Party in Yunnan Province, it is learned that the National
Defense Ministry has issued directives to the Yunnan Provincial Government
to the1 following effect:
- . (1) All officers and men of the General Officers' Corps, who have
hot received written demobilization orders from the Government, are not permitted to participate in the activities of the Annam Nationalist Party.
(2) No one is allowed to organize troops and to mobilize bandits
inside Chinese territory under the pretext of helping the Revolutionary
movement in Indo-China. As for the activities of'the Annam Nationalists
in enlisting volunteers in Yunnan, they should be outlawed.
(3) The Annam Nationalist Party should limit its organization and
activities within the territory of French Indo-China only.
• - •... "

.
•

-.

.
* *

..

*

Engineers to Be Dispatched to Japan for Dismantling
~ and Removing of Reparations
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April A. 19A7
Nanking, April 3
Representatives sent by the Central Government to
Japan to supervise the dismantling and removing of reparations equipment
have left for their destination. As the job of dismantling calls- for additional technicians, additional 200 engineers will be dispatched to Japan
by the Reparations Committee.
*

*

*

MILITARY NEWS

War Situation in North China and Manchuria Reviewed
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
Aoril 3. 19A7
Peining, April 2
According to an observer, after occupying Taian and
gaining control of the Hsuchow-Tsinan section of the Tsinpu Railway, Government forces will continue to-advance northward as soon as the mopping-up
campaign along the two sides of that line comes to an end. Judging from
the present civil war situation, the Northeast will be the only possible
foothold from which the CP troops: will launch a counter-offensive against
the Government Army, so a bitter fight.will inevitably break out in that
region after spring. The failure of the four offensives launched by the CP
troops in the Northeast last month cannot be considered as indications of
their lack of strength in. launching counter-offensives. Though the Government
forces In the Northeast are all picked troops, yet they are not sufficient
for distribution to various fronts.5 Furthermore, the transportation of reinforcements to the Northeast either by sea or by air "is already imoocsible.
therefore, Government forces there will have to gain control of a land route
through which they can maintain direct contact with Central China and then
transf er large groups of reinforcements to the Northeast to combat the CP
spring offensive*

X
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Though there are no vital points and strategic strongholds in the
400 square li of the vast Hopei-Shantung plain which the CP can use to hold
out its positions, yet it can easily take advantage of the denseness of populat ion and the dispersion of villages in that area in carrying out their
diversionary operations against theJsosrernment troops. The recent two
attacks launched by CP General Liu Po-chen's men on the Lunghai Railway
are examples of such activities. Moreover, Government forces will meet
with plenty of difficulties in guarding the railways even after they gain
control of them. Despite such difficulties ahead c_' them, they are still
fully determined to attain this end. Therefore, severe fighting of protracted nature will be inevitable along the two sides of the Tsingpu Railway on the Hopei-Shantung border.
At the end of last month, Tsanghsien was subjected to attacks by
the 18th and the 19th regiments of the CP troops. The situation there became quite tense for a while. However, it has been gradually stabilized
at present. The vicinity of Tsanghsien is -being defended by native garrison
forces. There is still no indication that regular Government forces will
be transferred to the south to cooperate with other units in Shantung in
blasting open the Tsanghsien-Tsinan section of the Tsinpu Railway.•
*

*

*

Important CP Personnel and Supplies Moved to West
Shansi from North Shensi
Shun Pao (KML-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April A. 19A7
Taiyuan, April 3
Important CP personnel and their supplies are being
moved to West Shansi. Trucks and automobiles were seen driving eastward
through Suiteh, Wupao, Chuntu, and Liulin. A part of retreating CP troops
from Shensi is attempting to open an attack on Ngoerhtoszeyu Banner of the
Ikechao League.
*

*

*

Government Forces Continue Northward Drive in
North Shensi
Sin Wen Pao (Kl.ff-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April A. 19A7
Yenan, April 3
After capturing Tsingchien, Government forces discovered
12 caves wherein CP troops hid their foodstuffs, amounting to several scores
of thousands of catties. Therefore, without awaiting supplies, a part of
them headed northward towards Suiteh while another part opened an attack
on Wayaopao in the westerly direction.
*

*

*

Higher Standard Set for Cadets of Central Military Academy
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group). Shanghai
1
April A. 19A7
Chengtu, April 2 — T h e modification of the school and curriculum systems
of the Central Military Academy has been decided upon at the 3rd Plenary
Session of the Kuomintang CEC and will be put into force shortly. Henceforth, only senior school graduates are eligible to sit for the'entrance
examination of the Academy, and the time for the complete course is to be
prolonged to four years, with the first two years set for the studying of
special courses while the last t*.70 years, of military science.. All graduates
of this Acadeny will be given Bachelor's Degree.
*

*

*

OF COiniUNICATIONS
Hulutao to Be Made the Biggest Harbour in the
Northeast
T? /lung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
A. 19A7
_
,..
. .
Mukden, March 2 — I n the middle-of last month, the Ministry of Communications set up a Harbour Administration in Hulutao under the directorship of
Chu oou-hsuan. "Great significance has been attached by the Government to
this matter, because in order to -solve the problem of coal supply for industrial purposes in Nanking and Shanghai, this harbour must be open to
•.merchantmen, so that coal in the Northeast can be shipped elsewhere. Despite the order issued by the Ministry of National Defense last year to the
effect that the harbour be opened to merchantmen, it has still been used
exclusively for military purposes and up to the present no commercial cargoes
have been exported from the Northeast through this port.
Since the inauguration of the Harbour Administration in Hulutao, attention has been given to the improvement of installations there. According to
plan, harbour installations in that port are to be improved to such an extent that the port will be able to accomodate 50,000-ton vessels. It is
anticipated that this port will be capable of accomodating shipping vessels
aggregating 15,000,000 tons annually. If this plan is realized, the export
of soya-beans, steel, iron and coal from the Northeast would be greatly
facilitated. However, the progress of civil war and the need for construction
funds would bo the main obstacles to the execution of this plan.
*

*

*

LPOZTOIIID NEWS
Rich Coal Deposit Discovered in North Kwangtung
Shun Pao. (KIjT- supervised, C.C, Organ). Shanghai
April L, 19/7
...
Canton., April 3 — I t is learned from the Reconstruction Administration
of Kw-ngtung Province that the Ministry of Communications has recently appropriated CN0200,000,000 to that Province for the repair of highways on Hainan
Island. The length of the highways totals over 2,000 kilometers.
It is also learned that, as a result of investigations made into the
coal.mines In rats-cling in Jhyuan Hsien, North Kwangtung, a very rich
doal' deposit totalling over 50,000,000 tons, is found in these mines. The
Coal mine district has an area of 500^000 square miles and the depth of
the cool, mines is over 20 feet. Both the Reconstruction Administration and'
the National Resources Commission are now planning to jointly exploit these
mines*
*

i.

„

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS

.

•

•

•

•

*

*

•

•- '
Shipment of UNRRA Relief Supplies to Be Sent to
Harbin

Won Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April L. 19A7
Changchun, April 3
A shipment of UNRRA relief supplies for Harbin
aggregating some 1,000 tons which contain flour, clothes and other items,
will be sent to Changchun on 12 trucks tomorrow. After being carried to
Tehhui, they will be shipped across the Sungari River and then sent to the
north. These supplies will be escorted by an UNRRA representative, five
Americans and ^Chinese. It is learned that the Military Attache of the
U..S, Consulate who was taken prisoner by the CP near Chiutai will return to
Changchun in one of those trucks.
*

*

*
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Where Has the Industrial and Commercial
Prosperity Gone?
Shih'Tai Jih Pao (Soviet-owned), Shanghai
.March 23, 1947
It is known to everyone, that in 1946 China's economy was so depressed
that factories, commercial concerns,- and even banks were unable to make any
profits.' However, a few industrial and commercial enterprises, such as the
cotton mills, the tobacco, rubber and match factories, the importers-, and
the stock exchanges where the shares of three small and two large cotton
mills were most popular, were able to enjoy prosperity.
Yet, at present, even these once prosperous enterprises are also complaining at the top of their voices. Now, let us listen ^o .their voices
as follows:
•
Prosperity of cotton mills gone with the wind
It was said that the spinning and Weaving mills were able to make a
profit of CN$1Q0 out of a.capital of CN$100 at the beginning of last Spring.
But this prosperity soon faded away during the summer and toward the end of
the year, only a profit of 10 percent could be realized,•which was equivalent
to an interest rate of ten percent per mensem. This year, as raw cotton has
to be' imported from foreign countries, the. Textile Industry Control *Bo.ard
has requested the Foreign Exchange Examination Department of the Central
Bank of China and the Board for the Temporary Regulation of Imports to hold
up foreign currency allotments, and thus all the cottoh mill operators have
been forced to bow to the Textile Industry Control 3oard, For instance, at
a meeting recently held (March 17, 1947) to discusd the price of cotton
yarn,' it was decided to give two different quotations: ;
1) Purchasing price of cotton yarn. A bale of 20's cotton yarn has
been-fixed at CN$3,100,000. ^liig is calculated on the basis of the present
price of cotton without including any profit.
2) Production cost of cotton yarn. The cost of a bale of cotton yarn
is CN$4,000,000, including the cost of cotton and labor, plus interest.
The former figure is the price at which the China Textile Development
Corp. buys cotton yarn from privately-owned cotton mills (the Corporation
is a State-owned enterprise and it is said that all the cotton yarn it buys
from privately-owned cotton mills is to be exported). In other words, the
goods are to be .manufactured and exported solely at the expense of orivatelvowned cotton mills. The lattor figure.includes a profit of about 10 percent
only.
The policy of forcing the privately-owned cotton mills to sell half of
their output to the China Textile at a lovi price has been in force for
almost a.year. .The real motive behind this policy is.to deprive them of
their legitimate orofits. The fact that the China Textile has been able
to turn over to the National Treasury a monthly profit of more than Cl$40,000,000.,000 shows that all these gains were" mostly extracted from the people.
'Thus, the prosperity of cotton mills is gone with the wind.
Cigarette factories on'the decline

".'-'•

...

...

The cigarette factories did a roaring business last year. The cigarette
tax collected constituted"more'than half of all the commodity taxes levied
by the National Government. However, these factories are now on the decline..
The sales for March will be 35-40 percent below those for January, resulting
in the closing down of the small factories and the curtailing of production
by the large factories. Despite its strong financial backing, the foreignowned Yee Tsoong Tobacco Distributors is able to operate only two working

days each month. The Fooh bhing Tobacco Co. of China produced 10,000
cases of cigarettes last January, but the production for the months of February
and March dropped to 8,000 and -6,000 cases, respectively. Those, factories
which employed night shifts have now completely discontinued same.- ' Why
have these factories had to reduce their production or to close down altogether?
According to a Shen Ghou News Agency story, the sales were greatly
reduced.owing to civil war and disruption of communications." This resulted
in the stocks of cigarettes oiling up high as mountains. As foreign
cigarettes have been invading the markets of Shanghai, Hongkong, Canton,
Peiping and Tientsin, all China-made cigarettes have had to be transported
to the cities and villages in-the interior via the Yangtze River, the
Tientsin-Pukow Railway, the Lunghai Railway and the Peiping-Liaoning Railway. Yet, with the transport facilities busily engaged in military transportation, no ships ur freight trains can be spared for the transportation
of the merchandise. These, coupled with the fact that the'warring parties
have been locked in battle on some of the communication lines, have
accounted for the decline of. sales., . Furthermorethe recent gold crisis
has driven the masses to .extreme, poverty,, and as -cigarettes mold easily
"in:damp- spring weather, how could the cigarette fact,cries have afforded not
to reduce their production?
.'
The difficulty of obtaining raw. materials has also been one of the
main contributing factors. Ever since last year, the cigarette factories
have depended largely on imports of leaf tobacco from foreign countries.
As a result of the control of imports by the Government, only-US$3,000,000
worth of leaf tobacco can be imported into China each month, of which
US$2,000,000 is granted to the foreign-owned Y.T.T, Distributors alone:.
If the amount of foreign exchange granted to the Nanyang Bros. Tobacco
Company (Dr. T.V. Soong's) and Hwa Fu Company (owned by Dr. H.H. Kung and
Sheng ?in-chen), which are owned by bureaucratic capitalists, are taken
Into account, then what the privately-owned factories can get is very
little indeed. Furthermore, all applications for foreign exchange may not
be submitted by the factories direct, but only by business firms, thereby -"
causing the factories to incur further losses. China has her own raw material,
namely, the leaf tobacco produced in-Shantung which, however, cannot be shipped here.owing to the fact that bitter fighting is now raging around
Tsingtao. The cost of leaf tobacco" of Honan origin is even higher than
that of the finished products. Although the price of leaf tobacco has been
hiked on account of the readjustment of the foreign exchange rate from
CI$3,350 to CN$12,000 (A times), yet the prices of cigarettes have not- been able to follow suit. This actually-is the road to ruinl
Besides, the heavy tax on cigarettes has dealt another fatal blow to
the cigarette factories, as the Tax, Bureau considers that the cigarette
industry is a comparatively profitable one and that, therefore, a heavier'
tax should be-levied on cigarettes. For instance, on a case of Chinamade "The Brandy" 'cigarettes valued at CNfP2,600,000, a tax of 01^520,0,00
is levied, representing 20 Percent of its selling-price. Also, in the
levy of taxes, Chinese-owned factories have been discriminated against.
According to a news report dated March 1A, a heavier tax is imposed on Chineseowned factories than on foreign-owned ones,. The former have to pay a tax
amounting to 20 percent of the value of the goods, while the latter pay
only 15 percent or even as low as- 8percent. The following comparative figures on cigarette taxes have, been obtained from the cigarette factories:
Cigarettes produced by British American Tobacco Company
Brand

Market Price

Tax Levied

Capstan
Three Castles Magnum
Pirate
Victoria

CKy10,370,000

CN$1,500,000
810,000
/+20,000
260,000

10,170,000
2,4-50,000

2,^30,000
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Cigarettes produced by Chinese-owned Factories
"
'•
Brand
I.farkot Price
The Brandy
Prosperity
Chrysler

• • CNS2,600,000
- 2:,500,000
2,600,000

.

*•
Tax Levied
C1$520,000
520,000
520,000

T

o the foreign merchants, the Tax Bureau never dares to be harsh,
so a low tax is levied on their products.; while, on the products of Chinese*
owned factories, the Bureau has purposely raised the appraised value of the
cigarettes for the purpose of exacting more taxes from them.
Not only that, all cigarettes have to go through various wholesalers
and retailers before they finally reach the consumers, so that business
tax has to be paid by all concerned, thereby invisibly affecting the
prices of cigarettes. The recent decision of the Central Government to
• collect revenues with the utmost rigor will undoubtedly result in the consolidated tobacco tax rate being raised. All these factors will hasten
the total collapse of the cigarette industry.
It was reported on the night of March 21 that the commodity taxes
would soon be readjusted and that a 100 percent tax was to be levied on
cigarettes. This will not only cause the price to go up but also result in
the closing down of all cigarotte factories. Should this news be true,
then the situation will be very grave indeed.
During the past several decades, the textile, flour and tobacco industries have been the three light industries that have made the best record.
As matters stand today, even these mainstays are no longer dependable.
Prosperity of rubber industry short-lived
The rubber industry is one that became prosperous after V-J Day, Before the war, only rubber shoos produced by the Tan Ka Kee Co. of the South
Seas were on sale in China. Owing to the post-war economic depression in
the South Seas, China has been able to develop her own rubber industry.
Last year was considered as the most prosperous one, because the Chinese
people who had not seen rubber shoes for years were fond of wearing such
shoes after the conclusion of the hostilities, and the supply was, therefore,
unable to meet the demand.
But recent developments have not been very encouraging. First of all,
the Dunlop Rubber Company of the United States has already despatched their
representatives to Tientsin with a view to regaining its prewar China market.
They are going to dump 60,000 pairs of bicycle tyres pn the market. The
price will be lower than that of the home products,7S±les will be given away
by the Company gratis. The Dunlop Rubber Company is one of the leading industrial enterprises in the United States and has vast resources at its disposal, and therefore the owners of the Chinese factories have been greatly
perturbed by this news. Secondly, two kinds of raw materials — rubber and
calc iurj carbonate — have to be imoorted from foreign countries. Since
control of imports was introduced, the price of raw rubber has jumped from
CN$1,000 to CMjplO ,000 per pound within one month. Still these raw materials
are unobtainable. As a matter of fact, the question of how to obtain the
3,500 tons of raw materials required is a very hard nut for the rubber, factories to cr'ack.
Moreover,the competent authorities have ordered the restriction of rubber imoorts, irrespective of whether they are manufactured goods or raw materials. Is this the right way of stimulating China's industry? Of course,
manufactured products should be banned, but more imports of raw materials
should be permitted. Now that the owners of rubber factories have orotested
against these restrictions, let us wait and see how this question is going
to be dealt with by the bureacratic organ—the Eoard for the Temporary
Regulation of Imports. .
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Prosperity enjoyed by U.S. goods
The most prosperous line of business of the importers and exporters is
the import of U.SC goods which can be sold at gre-t profits. At the peak
of their prosperity, a 50 percent profit was assured. But, since the
Board for the Temporary Regulation of Imports came into existence, a Government organ has been tightening the control of imports. Not only that,
Dr. H.H. Kung had his son David Kung organize the Yangtze Development Corporation, T.L. Soong set up the Fu Chung Corporation and Dr. T.V. Soong and
T.A. ^oong established the China Finance Development Corporation. In addition, the Chin Shan Company and the Jen Jen Company have come under the
ownership of bureaucratic capitalists, and there are also the Central Trust
of China, the .Universal Trading Corporation, the Board of Supplies of the
Executive Yuan and the China Vegetable Oil Corporation, all of which are
State-owned enterprises. The control agency, the bureaucratic capitalists
and the State-owned enterprises have joined together in an effort to monopolize the import.trade. As everyone knows, the Foreign Exchange Examination
Department of the Central Bank of China and the Board for the Temporary Regulation of Imports were both under the control of the Soong family (now
changed hands again), the ^hira Finance Development Corporation and the Fu
Chung Corporation wevo el,so in Jjr ?,V, Soong's hands and so were the Central Trust of China and the Universal Trading Corporation. These three
units have been combined into one bloc, from which not even a drop of water
can leak out. Even Dr. H,H. Kung's applications for foreign exchange and
import licences have bean turned down, to say nothing of applications submitted by ordinary merchants,
Recently, irregularities in import business have been discovered by
the United Press (because American businessmen in China have also been
offended), It is said that when the bureaucrats wanted to order fashionable
motor Cars which, being under the "luxurious goods" category, may not be
imported, all they had to do was to ask the Central Trust of China, the
Universal Trading Corporation, the EOSEY or any o er Government-owned enterprise, to buy the cars, for th^m, only to be resold to the top-ranking. Government officials through the bureaucratic capitalists as soon as they arrived.
The luxurious goods included motor cars, refrigerators, radio sets, etc.
When charges of granting special privileges to "favored families" were levelled against the responsible authorities, the Central Trust of China was
unable to make any refutation but admitted- it was true that Cadillac, Ford
and Chevrolet motor cars had been imported. The Fu Chung Corporation
also imported about 10,000 Willys Jeeps last year, and the jeeps imported
this year numbered almost a thousand. Under the cloak of being a diplomatic
official, T.L. Soong has been making purchases throughout the United States.
Exports have yet to be developed

re-

imports have to be "controlled" and exports have yet to be "developed".
The export trade has been, carried on with difficulty in the past, and since
the creation of a board for the development of China's waning export trade,
the exporters find it even more difficult to Carry on their business as
long as they are controlled by the Government. It is said that, when "Soong"
was informed that "Kung" had ceased to import and started to export, an
export trade development board was immediately set up to offset "Kung's"
plans by stipulating that all foreign exchange realised from exports must
be- surrendered to the•Government. Under these circumstances, a lively export trade can not be expected.
Now exports also tend to be monopolized. Hog bristles are an animal
product of the Yangtze, the South Seas and Szechuan (this.is the only privatelyowned enterprise in Szechuan). The Central Trust of China monopolized
70 percent of the total bristles trade. The tung oil trade -Y/as completely
monopolized by the Central Trust of China (Soong) and the China Vegetable Oil
Corporation (operated by a, brother"of Chang Kia-ngao, Governor of the Central
Bank of China). As regards the silk and tea trade,, the Farmers' Bank of China
and the Central Trust of China are obviously behind the monoooly.
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No wonder, therefore, that the Importers and Exporters Guild should have
stated at a press conference held on March 12 that most of the exocrt
trade in silk, tea, tung oil and hog bristles was handled by the Government, that a tremendous volume of trade was manipulated by the bureaucratic
capitalists and that the actual volume of business done by the privatelyowned enterprises was very limited.
When the official exchange rate for the U.S. dollar was readjusted
from CN§3,350 to CI$12,000 for one U.S. dollar, the following two classes
of people were benefited:
1) The arch-speculatcrs who are in possession of U.S. dollar notes,
such as a certain high Government official who has resigned his post..
2) The Central Trust of China, the Farmers' Bank of China and the
China Vegetable Oil Corporation which are in possession of a huge bureaucratic capital, and which had hoarded large quantities of export goods.
As a matter of fact, the readjustment of the foreign exchange rate has
not benefited the privately-owned exporters in the least. For instance,
the price of Chinese tung oil in Shanghai is Cfi^/OO^OOO per barrel, that in
the United States C^Uk) t C00 y Ihab ir. the United .ngdom CN&440,000 and that
in France CN05IO ,0-0 . 'Cos? qpox.ations in foreign countries can in no way cover
the cost of freight, austcma duty ana insurance and, therefore, like the
raw silk and silk piece goods trade, the tung oil trade is on the wane.
Take the coal business for instance, which is regarded as one of the
most profitable enterprises in the country, and a profit of 50 percent could
have been made on anjr shipment of coal from Hankow to Shanghai or from
Shantimg to Shanghai. But, there has now been created a Fuel Control Board
to manipulate the coal business. Not only are the rank and file not allowed
to deal in coal, but also a coal shortage has been created so as to dispose
of coal supplies in the black market. Their patience having been exhausted,
the Shanghai Coal Merchants Guild comprising of 1,196 members, sent representatives to Nanking on.March 18 to demand the free movement of coal
and free dealings in this commodity. The merchants have been deprived of
their freedom of business, to say nothing of the freedom of the livelihood
of the workers and staff members!
Where has all the prosperity gone?
All the prosperity has gone to the State-owned enterprises, the bureaucratic capitalists and the government control agencies. Let us look at these
big concerns operated by the bureaucratic capitalists, all of which have
been enjoying a 100 percent profit. There is not a single State-owned enterprise which is not making a huge profit. All the officials in charge of
the Government control agencies have becomo extremely fat. In conclusion,
the capital accumulated by China's "big families" is a combination of Government officials, corruption, capital, bureaucrats, corporations, and profits.
*

*

*

MORE MISCELLANEOUS USES
.,

Re-cultivation of Land in .Areas Flooded by Yellow
River Ordered to Be Done by Local Governments

Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 3. 19A7
Nanking, April y — W i t h reference to the problem of re-cultivating over
17,000,000 "mou" of land in areas flooded by the Yellow River, the proposal
made by the Agricultural Affairs Department of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry, the Conservancy Commission and CNRRA to set up one'centralized
organ in the affected areas to proceed with the program of various reconstruction works, has been turned down by the Executive Yuan, which has instructed local governments to proceed with the work by themselves.

-H-

It is reported that since the topographical feature of the flooded
areas in Honan has been adversely affected by the impact of the Yellow
River current, the work of re-cultivation will be a very hard job. Furthermore, CNRRA .is going to wind up in coming June, and the supplies of
agricultural implements, fertilizers and seeds will be available only up
to the end of the year. So, in order to safeguard the livelihood of the
people in the affected areas, cultivation work has to be carried out and
completed before Spring cultivation.
*

*

*
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EDITORIAL C O M U T
Creation of a New Type of Democratic Government
—1 The future of the Chinese type of democratic government —
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
Aoril 5, 19A7
The Kuomintang has convoked a National Assembly for the purpose of
enacting a Constitution and, has been positively preparing to return the
governing power to the people. It has also welcome other parties and
factions to cooperate with it. This Is, as Dr. Hu Shih has well said, unprecedented in history, and can be said to be the creation of the "Chinese
type of party politics", namely, a new type of Party politics whereby "one
party leads a number of other parties in cooperating with one another".
This can also be said to reflect China's big family system. One party leads
a number of parties in cooperating with one another, and all the parties
and factions have a voice in the government and the right to express their
views and to participate in the government. Under this system there can be
a Joint Administration Plan and a coalition Cabinet. From the standpoint
of Chinese traditions, this is a real democratic spirit and a real enlargement of the basis of the Government. (Summary)
r

'

*

*

*

Reorganization of Government Closely Watched
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C, Organ), Shanghai
April 5, 19A7
The real purpose of the current reorganization of the Government is to
broaden the basis of the Government. The State Council will be the supreme
policy-making organ of the new Government, so that the political parties represented on the Council may jointly execute the Program of Peaceful Reconstruction and the Joint Administration Plan which have been agreed upon by
all of them.
The responsibilities of the new Government will be very heavy indeed.
Whether or not the Constitution can be successfully enforced will affect •
the future, not only of the Kuomintang, but also of the other political
parties and factions, especially of the nation as a whole, therefore, at
present both the Kuomintang as well as the Democratic Socialist and the Young
China parties have been charged with a sacred, historic task, and we tho
people can only allow them to succeed but will not allow them to fail.
The new Government should pay due attention to the suffering and needs
of the people, and this is. our minimum demand. There are three major problems
to be faced when the Constitution is enforced: (1) How can the people's
rights and freedom be guaranteed? (2) How can the elections be made compatible with the wishes of the people? (3) How are the representatives of
the Democratic Socialist and the Young China parties, who are going to participate in the Government, going to display their statesmanship?
We earnestly hope that all quarters concerned will have a good grasp
of the realities and that they will not betray the trust of the people.
(Summary)
* *

*

Reorganization of Government Is Not Multi-party
Political Tutelage
Chung HtTa Shih Pao fYoung China Party Organ) , Shanghai
April 5, 19A7
A despatch to the Changsha "Chung Yang Jih Pao", datelined Nanking,
March 24-th, stated, "In explaining the Governmental set-up for the period
between the enlargement of the National Government and the meeting of the
Constitution-enforcing National Assembly, Dr. Sun Fo said: 'During this
period the Kuomintang and the Democratic Socialist and the Young China
parties as well as the non-partisan leaders will jointly carry on the political tutelage work, and the Supreme National Defense Council will be superseded by the State Council as the supreme policy-making organ, This means
that one-party political tutelage will be converted into multi-party political tutelage.'" Dr. Sun's statement was made from the point of view of
the Kuomintang people, and we of the Young China Party cannot agree with
it, because we have never favored political tutelage. In the past we have
demanded the conclusion of political tutelage on more than one occasion,
and if political tutelage is to be continued after the reorganization of the
Government, what is the use of our participating in the Government? (Summary)
* *

*

A Study of the Laws Relating to the Enforcement of
the Constitution
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 5, 194-7
The ten acts relating to the enforcement of the Constitution have already been made into laws by the Legislative Yuan and have been promulgated
by the National Government. The legislative process on this set of laws
was completed within a short period of seven days, so omissions and weaknesses have been unavoidable.
In studying this set of laws, we may divide them, according to their
nature, into two categories: One category consists of the law of election
and recall of the National Assembly delegates, the law of election and
recall of the President and the Vice-President, the law of election and
recall of members of the Legislative Yuan, and tho law cf election and
recall of members of the Control Yuan. The other category consists of the
organizational law of the National. Assembly, and the organizational laws
of the Executive, Legislative, Judicial, Examination, and Control Yuans.
Let us first discuss the first category. The delegates to the National
Assembly and the members of the Legislative Yuan will be elected by the
people. Both of these laws provide that the election should be done by
"the ordinary, equal, direct, secret, and one-name-one-vote method." This
is the usual practice in all democratic nations. Then, the age-limit set
for those qualified to elect is 20, and that set for those qualified to be
elected is 23. These age-limits are neither too high, nor too low. As
regards restrictions on the right to elect and the right to be elected, there
are altogether six such restrictions. One of these restrictions is "those
who have been found guilty of internal rebellion or external aggression
according to the Criminal Code". This is nothing new, but at this time when
conditions in the country are disturbed and when one can very easily be
charged with this or that crimc, there should a very strict definition of
this lav/ so as to prevent possible misinterpretation. Regarding tho election of the Legislative Yuan members, the proportionate election system is
the most modern one and is designed to protect the minority parties, but it
is to be regretted that this system has not been adopted.
According to the laws of election and recall of the Legislative and
Control Yuan members, the tenure of office of the Legislative Yuan members
is three years, and that of the Control Yuan members is six years; if during
the first year a proposal for the recall of a member is not passed, then
during the rest of the tenure of office of that member, his recall may not

1
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requested again, no matter how he may fail to act according to the wishes
of the people. Such a provision is certainly too stiff. Regarding the
recall of the President, the phraso "if nobody denies that he has signed
the requost for the recall" should be deleted.
Regarding the number of vocational representatives, the law of election and recall of the National Assembly delegates provides that there
should be 450 vocational delegates, and the iaw of election and recall of
the Legislative Yuan members provides that there shall be 56 vocational representatives on the Yuan. The numbers of representatives provided for are
not too small, but the question lies in how people can be elected who really
represent the vocational groups. The number of women representatives provided
for is quite fair.
Regarding the second category, there are quite a number of good points
in the several organizational laws. There will be as many as eighteen heads
of Ministries and Commissions, plus five to seven Administrative Commissioners
(Ministers without portfolio). Thus, the Executive Yuan m i l be composed by
more than twenty people, a fact which will affect the efficiency of the
Executive Yuan as the policy-making organ. Now, the Young China and the Democratic Socialist parties are going to Participate in the State Council and
the Executive Yuan, and it has been rumored that the Government is going to
assign only certain unimportant Ministries to the representatives of the two
parties. Should this be true, it would greatly reduce the meaning of the
reorganization of the Government.
In a word, this set of laws are closely related to the success or failure
of the enforcement of the Constitucion and are of great importance, so the
Government must be especially careful. (Summary)
* *

*

Divide Japanese Reparations Immediately
(Short Comment)
Ta Aung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 5, 1947
According to a news dispatch from Washington, the U.S. Government has
instructed General MacArthur to carry out immediately the interim Japanese
reparations plan. China, of course favors this measure, but she -will face
a serious problem.
According to this reparations plan, China will be given the largest share
(about 15%) of the first instalment of Japanese reparations, or 138 plants
composed of industrial equipment weighing 1,350,000 tons in all. Out of this
industrial equipment, what types of plants should be chosen? This industrial
equipment needs to be -g hipped to China by boat, but where should it be unloaded? How should it/re-built into plants? All this requires planning,
capital and technically-trained personnel.
This is a matter of great importance to our country. If we can make
good use of the plants, they will become the basis of our industrialization.
On the other hand, if they are poorly handled, it will mean a waste of money
and energy, and the industrial equipment brought to China will become mere
scrap, so that we would be laughed at by the rest of the world. Therefore,
we ought to lose.no time in making adequate preparations, (Summary)
*

*

Pan-Asiatic-Conference Closes
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C, Organ). Shanghai
April 5, 1947
Representatives of Asiatic peoples, among whom there are big historical,
cultural, language and racial differences, have met in the same assembly hall,
and have achieved such a great success.> While this has been due to the personal inspiration of men like Gendhi and Nehru, yet it also indicates that
the different Asiatic peoples have awakened to the importance of achieving
greater unity among themselves. Today, Asia is located between two major blocs
of nations, but politically, economically and socially, the different Asiatic
peoples remain more or less backward. It is just because of their backwardness that they require greater unity.
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However, if a movement is to Inst long, it must have a spiritual fountain. In studying the situation at this time when the Pan-Asiatic Movement
is being developed, we strongly feel that only th Three People's Principles
can serve as such a spiritual fountain and should be able to serve as the
guiding principles for this movement. We have made this proposal for the
reference of those concerned, (Summary)
* *

*

What One Ought to Know About the Issue of U.S. Dollar
Domestic Loans
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 5, 19A7
Beginning today subscription coupons for the U.S. dollar Treasury notes
and U.S. dollar Government bonds will be sold. The purpose of the issue
of the U.S. dollar Treasury notes is to stabilize the financial situation, and
that of the issue of the U.S. dollar Government bonds is to increase the
Government's foreign exchange reserve. Both will be able to contribute much
toward the improvement of the present economic situation, and the benefit
of the buyers, such as they would otherwise secure through savings, would be
well taken care of.
The Central Bank of China has telegraphically instructed its branches in
different parts of the country that they each organize a Sales Promotion Committee and that they entrust the local banks, both modern and native, with
the sale of the notes and bonds. This is different from the past method of
pushing the sale of Government bonds, that Is, that of pushing the sales
through the Provincial and Municipal governments. Thus, the defects of the
compulsory sale of Government bonds will be avoided. However, the sale of
the Treasury notes and the Government bonds in the rural districts deserves
careful consideration, for if the method adopted is not perfect, the defects
of compulsory sales will arise. This is a point that deserves careful attention,
The purchase of the Treasury notes and the Government bonds will not only
benefit the whole economic situation, but also facilitate one's savings, so
all those who are financially able to do so should enthusiastically buy them,
(Summary)
* * *
Dated April 5. 19A7

Other editorials not translated:
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
c

hin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
POLITICAL NEWS

The Start of the Sale of U.S. Dollar Government Bonds and Treasury Notes
Goods Must Be Available in Order to
Stabilise Commodity Prices
Preparatory Work for the Enforcement of
the Constitution
On the Hsien Banks
President Chiang Kai-shek in chikou
On the Government Banks
Pan-Asiatic 'Conference Should Be Made a
Permanent Organ
Prize the Seedlings of the Nation
* * *

Association for Enforcement of Constitution to
Issue Manifesto on Current Situation

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 5, 19A7
Nanking, April A
While the Government is about to be reorganized and
while the work for the enforcement of the Constitution will soon be started,
the Association for the Enforcement of the Constitution will issue a manifesto on the current situation, which will contain the following main points:
1) The democratic spirit should be respected and the views of the National Assembly and the Association for the Enforcement of the Constitution
should be followed in carrying out all measures connected with the enforcement
of the supreme law of the nation,
2) The Government after its reorganization should lay emphasis on the
Constitution enforcement program and its administration program should not be
based merely on the accord reached by various parties and groups.
3) All possible efforts should be made to stabilize the people's livelihood and to boost production.
A) The foreign policy should be formulated on the basis of the principle
Jof friendliness with neighbouring countries.
*

*

*
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Young China Party Nominates
Delegates to State Council
Sin Wem Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 5. 19A7
Nanking, April A
There is no question about the participation of
the Young China Party in the State Council. The Party has already
nominated its delegates to the Council. However, with reference to
its participation in the Executive Yuan, the Party is of the opinion
that if no concrete understanding or decision is reached in regard to
the Party's participation in the local administration, the Party will
be still unable to take part in the Executive Yuan. Government quarters expressed hope that the State Council and the Executive Yuan can
be reorganized simultaneously, but the Young china Party insisted on
the above views.
According to information revealed by the Young China Party, the Party
has already decided upon the delegates to be nominated to the Executive
Yuan posts, that is, two ministers without portfolio and two Government
ministers. Party quarters said they have not yet reached a final decision as to who will be nominated to those posts. In regard to the
ratio of seats to be occupied by various parties and groups in the State
Council, the Young China Party quarters told our reporter that the
Government had denied the report that the ratio of distribution of
seats on the Council has been changed into 15 seats for the Kuomintang,
5 for the Young China Party, U for the Democratic Socialist Party and
6 for the non-partisans, and that the ratio of 12%UiU°U will be retained, while the five Yuan Presidents will be ex officio members of the
State Council. However, if this ratio is to be revised, negotiations
between all parties concerned will have to be started anew, Young China
Party quarters revealed.
*

*

*

TTu Hsien-tse Not to Join State Council
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 5, 194-7
Hongkong, April L, Wu Hsien-tse, one of tTr-.j Democratic Socialist
Party leaders in South China, told our reporter that he is not going to
join the State Council and that he will henceforth continue his efforts
in promoting cultural work.
* -x- *
Democratic Socialist Farty Exerts
Great Efforts in Enlisting More Members
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 5. 19A7
(Local News)
Since the Democratic Socialist Party launched the
campaign of enlisting new members in all parts of the country, it is
learned that many people have joined the Party. In the Shanghai area,
4-5 branch headquarters of the Party have already been set up and the
membership.of the Party has reached over 30,000 men.
A joint meeting initiated by representatives of various branch
headquarters was held a few days ago, and a consolidated office of
various branch headquarters in Shanghai was established at Room AO5-6,
169 Yuen Ming Yuen Road.
* *

*

Chinese Government Determined
to Take Over Port Arthur and Dairen
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 5. 19A7
Mukden, April A
The Government is determined to take over Port
Arthur and Dairen. It is learned that different opinions are being
held in interpreting the articles in the treaty on the take-over of
Port Arthur and Dairen. Soviet quarters indicated that Chinese takeover officials may be sent to those two places first. However, judging
by experience in the Northeast, the Chinese Government insisted that
Port Arthur and Dairen should be taken over both militarily and politically. The take-over operations will be started as soon as Soviet
quarters give replies io certain questions put forth by the Chinese
authorities. Concerned quarters here indicated that the Chinese authorities are fully prepared to take over Port Arthur and Dairen by military means.
*

#

*

Ambassador Stuart to Visit Shanghai
Lien' Ho lan Pao (liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April A. 19A7
Nanking, April A
U.S. Ambassador Leighton Stuart will leave
here for Shanghai tomorrow. It is learned that his trip is connected
with the Government reorganization.
*

*

*

Ambassador Stuart Reported to Tender Resignation
Cheng lien Pao (Local KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 5. 19A7
Nanking, April A (Shenchow News Agency)—Ambassador Stuart will
fly to Peiping shortly to attend to affairs connected with Yenching
University. His secretary, Philip Fu, left here for Peiping by plane
yesterday to mako arrangements for the Ambassador. It is reported that
Ambassador Stuart is going to resign from his post so that he will be
able to devote his efforts to the administration of Yenching University.
* *

*

Chang Po-chun and Lo Lung-chi Leave for Capital
Lien Ho. Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April A. 19A7
(Local News)—Members of the Standing Committee of the Democratic
League, Messrs. Chang Po-chun and Lo Lung-chi, left for Nanking last
night. Before their'departure for the Capital, the Democratic League
called a meeting of its Standing Committee at which discussions were
made regarding the concrete measures to be taken for the rescue of
Tu Pin-chen, member of the League CEC, and Lo Pin-chi, Democratic
Leaguer, both arrested last month. Messrs. Chang Po-chun and Lo Lungchi vrere elected to call on authorities concerned in the Capital to enter
into serious negotiations with the latter for the same.
*

Some Missing Persons Already Released, Says Mayor of Shanghai
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 4. 1947
(Local News)—Mayor K.C. Wu, after receiving Carson Chang's letter
requesting him to undertake the responsibility of probing the missing
incidents occurred in this c'ity, paid a personal visit to Chang to
whom he revealed certain facts regarding the reasons of these abductions as well as the findings obtained in the probes. It is learned
by our reporter that Mayor Wu will shortly.make public the cases of
missing persons. The Mayor also said that a few innocently arrested
citizens have been released recently. As for those that are still
under detention, the majority of them are suspected to be CP elements,
the Mayor revealed.
*

*

*

Hsinghsien Said Present Red Capital
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT Southeast China Organ), Shanghai
April 5. 1947
Nanking, April 4
The city of'Hsinghsien in Northwest Shansi has
now taken the place of Yenan as "Rod City" of the Chinese Communists,
according to information obtained from military sources here. All
CP leaders have withdrawn to that place. Both Mao Tse-tung and Chou
En-lai are reported to be hiding there. Hsinghsien is situated near
the Yellow River bend and the land is comparatively fertile and rich.
The great number of CP personnel who fled to this place find it easier
to get a.means of subsistence. However, another report has it that
Mao Tse-tung himself is possibly in the city of Fuhsien, east of Wutai
mountain and west of the Peiping-Hankow railway line.
* *

*

I

General Shang Chen Reported to Be Appointed
Director of Generalissimo's Headquarters in Peiping
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 5, 1947
"'
Peiping, April 4
General Li Chung-jen, Director of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Peiping, has postponed his return here. A report
is current here that General Li will be transferred to a post in the _
Central Government, while General Shang Chen, Director of Military
Affairs, will be appointed to take up his post.

Vr

*

EC OHO "TIC NEWS
February HCL Indices Average 11,550 Times 1937 Figures
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 5. 1947
Nanking, April 4 (Hwalien Nevs Agency) According to statistics released by the price Committee, the February Cost of Living Indices
for various cities, with the early half of 1937 as base year, are:
Hankow and Tientsin, over 13,000 times that of the 1937 figures;
Shanghai and Nanking, over 12,000 times; Canton, over 11,000 times; and
Chungking, 7,600 times. In average, the HCL index for February this
year is about 11,550 times over that of 1937,
*

*
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NEWS OF CULTURE & EDUCATION
Results of Examination of Interpreters to StudyAbroad to Be Officially Published Two Months Later
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April A, 1947
(Local News)---The examination of interpreters for further studies
abroad was completed on April 3, The number of participants In this examination will be officially published some two months later.
Mr. Ho Hao-jo, former Director of the Bureau of Foreign Affairs, is reported to have said:
"Together with Messrs. Chen Li-fu and Chu Chia-hua, I went sometime ago
to personally petition President Chiang for permission to send 360 interpreters to the United States, to which the President gave his assent. However,
only 100 persons-were approved by the Executive Yuan. Now, the National
Interpreters Fraternity has decided to fight with the Government for the
privileges of the other 260 candidates. It is said that the Government has
consented to consider the full number of 360."
The rumor that the U.S. War Department will recommend 20 interpreters
to be sent abroad, is incorrect.
* *

*

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
Commander of Regiment Administrative District in Shanghai
Attempts to 2nd Life
Ta Rung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 5. 19A7
(Local News)
Major General Li Hsien-kai, Commander of the Regiment
Administrative District in Shanghai, jumped dorm from the porch on the first
floor of his headquarters at the Paiyun Temple in Nantao on April 1 and was
seriously wounded. He was instantly sent to hospital for treatment. Yesterday his conditions were much improved as he was able to talk.
Our reporter paid a visit to him, and asked him why he should have
attempted to end his life. He replied that he had met with great difficulties
in carrying on the conscription work in Shanghai. Unable to perform his
duties, he was so disappointed that he wanted to commit suicide, he said.
Major General Li revealed/tne difficulties which he is encountering are
as follows: 1) Lack of funds, 2) Complex environment in Shanghai. Due to
these difficulties, he would not be able to provide the conscripts with good
food and other necessary facilities such as bath rooms, living quarters,
etc. Under the present circumstances; he finds it impossible to carry on
the conscription work properly, he'declared, Mrs. Li told our reporter that
their family is in financial straits, so they have to live in Shanghai and
Hangchow separately. They have four sons and one daughter all of whom are
in Hangchow. Major General Li's aged parents are living in their native
Village of Tungchen in Anhwei, During the time of war of resistance, his
father was a section chief of the Military Affairs Commission with the rank
of Major General," - Due to poor health, he resigned from his post. The Commander's mother is blind. Most of their properties were lost in the war,
Mrs."Li-said.. Chen Tien-chiao, Chief-of-Staff of the Division Administrative
District in Shanghai, is now acting for Major General Li, it is further learned.
*

* *V0

SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Anemic Finances of Local Governments
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal)4 Shanghai
March 30, 19A7
Of late, those who have been talking about finances have mostly riveted
their attention exclusively on the finances of the Central Government, but
have ignored those of the local governments. The deficits of the Central
Government in the past have invariably been tremendous, but the State budget
could more or less be balanced by the issuance of currency notes and the
floating of domestic and foreign loans.
As regards the finances of the local governments, it was decided at
the Fourth Financial Conference held last June that the State finances of
the nation should be divided into three kinds, namely, the Central Government, the Provincial (Municipal) Government and the "Hsien" Government
finances.
Although the financial system of the Provincial Government has been
separated from that of the Central Government and has become independent,
yet only 20 percent of the land tax, which is the principal revenue of a
local government, has been allotted to the Provincial Government, (before
the Third Financial Conference, held in 1941, decided that State finances
should be divided into two main kinds, namely, (1) Central Government
finances, including Provincial Government finances, and (2) self-government
finances, the Provincial Government had been entitled to about 60 percent
of the total land tax and the."Hsien" Government to about AC percent) and
remaining 30 percent and 50 percent are earmarked for the Central Government
and the "Hsien" Government, respectively. Therefore, the present income of
the Provincial Government is much smaller than it used to be. With cumulative
effects of the devastation and dislocation of eight years of war with Jan an
and of over one year of civil strife, the financial situation of the
Provincial Government has gone from bad to worse. Not only no reconstruction
can be carried on, but the salaries to the civil servants have always been
in arrears.
The financial condition of the "Hsien" Governments is more unexpectedly
difficult. The salary paid to each oublic functionary is a mere few ten
thousand dollars per month. With such meagre pay, none of these officials
can be expected to discharge his duties honestly, nor can they be blamed
for the corruption and the dark inner set-up of the lower ranks.
The financial stringencies of the Provincial and Municipal Governments
can be seen from the following budgets for the current year as published
in various papers recently:
Provincial or
Munic ioal
Government
Shanghai
Iionan
Kiangsu
Shensi
^hekiang
Chungking

Over

Income242,806,341,000
10,000,000,000
32,510,333,000
43,743,413,000
- 11,744,899,000

_ Expenditure

Deficit

CN§441,049,834,000
CflO198,200,000,000
.Over 60,000,000,000 About 50,000,000,000
72,170,133,000
39,660,000,000
60,A27,238,000
16,683,S2A,000
53,700,000,000
6,900,000,000
18,147,54-1,000
6,402,642,000

China is essentially an agricultural nation, and if the program of
modernizing and industrializing the country is to be carried out, we must
first have rural prosperity and start reconstruction in the different Provinces. But before we can do so, the financial condition of the local governments must first be improved. Realization of peace and democracy in
the different provinces are the two prerequisites to the improvement of the
financial condition of the local governments.
*

*
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Next of Kin of Hissing Persons Here Appeal for Solidarity
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 5. I9A7
(Local News)
The Next of Kin of Missing Persons Federation here issued
a manifesto which reads as follows:
"We are victims of a tragedy which should not have occurred to people
of a democratic country today. Unable to bear this misery and grievance,
we have organized ourselves into a "Federation of Next of Kin of Missing
Persons in Shanghai." The aim of this Federation is no other than that
of urging the Government authorities and the general public to give their
attention to the mishaps which have befallen our sons, daughters, brothers
and sisters who, for no reason at all, lost their freedom, and also to
quickly and effectively find a solution to these missing incidents.
"What we want to beseech the Government is this: Regarding the disappearances of our sons, daughters, brothers and sisters, although the
Government had made clear that it did not have a hand in these abduction's
and that it would undertake a thorough probe into these incidents, yet we
have been completely kept in the dark as to the progress made in the probes
during the last month and as to who really were the abductors. In reality,
the missing persons are still at large. We also beg of the Government that
the authorities concerned do something 'concrete to assure us so that we,
the kinsfolk of the missing persons, can put our hearts at rest,
"We also hope that the zealous public will continue to give us support
and to fight for human rights. We, the kinsfolk of the missing persons, must
join our hands together in greater solidarity. We are unflinchingly determined not to be deceived and to insist on a reasonable, just and open solution! We hope that the next of kin of the missing persons who have not yet
registered, will immediately register themselves at 66, Love Lane, so that
we can keep in touch with one another."
The Federation of Next of Kin of Missing Persons in Shanghai,
April A, 1947.
*

*

*

MORE MISCELLANEOUS NEWS '
Moldy Milk Powder Distributed by CNRRA to Children
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April L. 19A7
Tientsin, March 26
On March 2U, the Child ^Ifare .Milk Powder Station
established by CNRRA's. Regional Office for Peiping, Tientsin, Hopei and
Jehol, distributed the milk powder allotments for the month of March.
Each Infant was entitled to two pounds of milk powder in the form of a large
cake like a piece of soap. The cake was as hard as a piece of fossil and its
moldy odor could be smelt within a distance of 10 feet. All these indicated
that the substance of the powder had already been spoiled. Members of households who were devoid of common sense, served their Infants with this milk
powder mixture, and eventually found them suffering from diarrhea and in some
cases from serious illness. As regards the distribution of flcur allotments
to pregnant women, it has been behind schedule for over a month already. It
is learnt that the further distribution of these relief foodstuffs will not
be made, as they are to be used for some other purposes.
* * *
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
America1s Responsibility for Maintenance of
World Peace
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 7, 1947
The fact that the United States has decided positive^ to aid Greece
and Turkey does not only mean that U.S. foreign policy has been further
clarified, but also indicates that U.S.-Soviet relations will become even
more delicate. Watching developments in the international situation as a
third party, we feel keenly that the differences between the United States
and Soviet Russia are steadily deepening. A study of the fundamental causes
of these differences has convinced us that the latter have been due to mutual
suspicion between the two countries and to the fact that they have not been
able to trust and understand each other. Although both the United States
and Soviet Russia want to see peace and democracy achieved, yet the ideals
of the two countries and the methods for attaining these ideals which they
feel should be adopted are entirely different. While at the Foreign Ministers Conference which is still in session in Moscow the Four Powers have
reached complete agreement in principle concerning the German question, yet
differences immediately arose when they touched upon the crux of the question.
In a word, while we agree completely with President Truman's statement
that the United States is responsible for building world peace, yet we feel
that the question as to how best the United States Trill be able to discharge
her obligations to the entire human race and as to t hat kind of political
wisdom she should exercise in order to remove the mutual suspicion between
her and Soviet Russia, requires further careful consideration. (Summary)
* *

*

Truman's Words
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 7. 1947
President Truman has made another speech. In commemorating Jefferson,
he referred to the Monroe doctrine. Of course, today President Truman's
Monroe doctrine is not,confined to the two Americas, but covers the entire
world. However, because of the great ambitions of the United States, even
Truman himself admits that the prospects are not too bright. He has pointed
out that the United States must have a sound economy and sound finances.
Although ostensibly, the new Monroe doctrine is directed against the
Soviet Union, yet in reality it is directed against the Mediterranean Sea and
the Middle East, which constitute Britain's life-line. Can Britain tolerate
such a strategy of claiming to fight against A but actually fighting against
B? It is but natural that Britain will no longer be willing to depend upon
the United States, thus bringing about the isolation of the United States.
That is why Truman, has said that this is the most critical period in
the history of the United States. (Summery)
*

*

*

Wallace's Visit to Britain
Sin Wen Pao (KM1-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 7, 19A7
In the eyes of the U.S. Government authorities, the words and actions
of Mr. Wallace are contrary to the Government's policies now in force.
However, we feel that Mr, Wallace keeps an eye on world peace as well as
on the ultimate good of the United States. We believe that Mr. Wallace
is a 100$ exponent of democratic government. The r. 1 purpose of his forthcoming visit to Great Britain is to avert the threat of a new war and
also to link up the two different ideological worlds. (Summary)

The Question of Multi-party Political
Tutelage
— Reorganisation of the Government is really "multi-party
political tutelage" —
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April 7, 19A7"
We feel that the chief meaning of political tutelage is as follox7s:
First, political tutelage is a stage of the Nationalist revolution.
Secondly, it is an over-all preparation for the enforcement of the
Constitution, hence only "multi-party political tutelage" can explain the
political significance of this stage. Dr. Sun Fo has clearly stated, "In
the period of constitutional government, the Government personnel will be >•
elected directly by the people. Therefore, the present reorganisation of
the Government is really the conversion of one-party tutelage into multiparty tutelage-" This has clarified several points, including the following
(1) It has found a legal basis for participation of various parties and
factions in the Government, and (2) it has pointed out the difference between constitutional government and political tutelage, so that everybody •
will understand that reorganisation of the Government for the transition
period is not the same as enforcement of the Constitution. It is doubtless'
wrong to say that this interpretation is designed to benefit the Kuomintang
alone. (Summary)
*

*

*

Issue of U.S. Dollar Domestic Loans
Ta Rung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 7, 19A7
Under existing conditions, even if the Government succeed in floating
domestic loans and in overcoming some of its present difficulties, it will
eventually have to find a way out. Foreign loans are usually extended with
some conditions attached to them, and in floating domestic loans, when the
purchasing power of the people have been almost exhausted, either the method
of compulsory purchase of bonds -.'ill have to be adopted, or the bonds will
have to be mortgaged to the Government banks so as to obtain credits. The
creation by the Government through the Government banks of purchasing power
which was originally non-existent would be the same as inflation.
Regarding the US$100,000,000 worth of Government bonds, it stipulated
that these bonds shall be bought with foreign exchange or gold at the rates
of exchange to be fixed by the Government, If these bonds can be sold
smoothly, the Government will be able to realise US$100,000,000 worth of
foreign exchange,. However, the import quotas for the first quarters of 1947
alone require a total of more than US$97,000,000,

At present, internally, China is unable to balance her State budget,
and externally, she is unable to balance her international payments and
receipts« The fundamental solution of the former is to reduce expenditures,
so that the people can have a period of rest and so that the source of
Government revenue can be properly nurtured. The fundamental solution of
the latter problem lies in the reduction of the unnecessary expenditure of
large sums of money abroad, so as to stabilize the people's lifelihood, to
balance China's trade with other countries, and to balance her international
payments and receipts. Besides, inflation naturally is not the way-out, nor
is borrowing. (Summary)
*

*

Total Collapse of Communist Troops Inevitable
-- No matter viewed from what angle, the Communist troops
are doomed to failure —
Mo Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ), Shanghai
April 6, 194.7
With the Communists routed in the Yenan area, the military situation
has become hopeless for them. However, as yet nobody seems to be able to
set his own heart at rest. We wish now to make an objective analysis of
the present military situation.
First of all, we should know that the military situation today is quite
different from that which obtained at the time of the bandit-suppression
campaign in Kiangsi. At that time, actually Japanese imperialism coordinated
its actions wita those of the treacherous bandits, Secondly, naturally
unification had yet been achieved then. Thirdly, the Government had almost
no air
.a then.
It ;, l.Mown to all that with military equipment and military strategy •
as they rue today, guerrilla warfare can no longer be effectively resorted .
to. With rhe destruction of the Communist military headquarters at Yenan,
the rebuilding of the a Communist supreme military headquarters has 'become
almost impossible. Such a large Communist force certainly will be unable
t'o continue to operate for a long period of time. The economic difficulties
of the Communists are an even greater danger.
Therefore, the armed rebellion of the Chinese Communists is already
doomed to failure.
*

*

*

Self-salvation of Asiatic Peoples
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April

7,

19A7

The Inter-Asian Relations Conference marks only the beginning of the
indication of unity among the Asiatic peoples. The five proposals made by
the Vietnam and Indonesian delegations after the conference definitely voice
the desire of all the Asiatic peoples. We do not want to attach too much
importance to regionalism, nor do we hope that after their awakening, the
Asiatic peoples will start an anti-white man movement. What we hope for
is that all the democratic forces in Asia will be combined for the purpose of
realising completely the birth of a new Asia and the liberation of the Asiatic
peoples. (Summary)
*

*

*

u

-

Achievement of Inter-Asian Relations Conference
Sir. "Ten Pao (KM1 -supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 7, 19A7
The Inter-Asian Relations Conference closed on April 2nd. This conference, which was participated in by representatives of all the Asiatic
countries, will be able to promote unity among- ohe Asiatic peoples and to
change the European and American nations' traditional concept of Oriental
people s. (Summary)
*

#

*

; A Korea Governed by Koreans
Sin Wen Pao (KM1-supervised, C.C. Or gar), Shanghai
April 7. 1947

• j

"According to a statement by Major-General Archer L. Lerch, U.S. troops
in Korea will from new on play only a supervisory role. However, when an
independent nation has to be supervised by a foreign nation, it. is no longer
really independent. Naturally, the reason why the United States is unwilling to discontinue her supervision over Korea is that she cannot set. her own
heart at rest with regard to Russia. We hope that the Soviet authorities
will also clarify her own position, so as to remove the mutual suspicion
between the two countries with regard to Korea, and to let the Koreans really
govern themselves." (Extract)
* *

*

Other editorials not translated:

Dated April 7. 1947

Shang Pao, Shanghai

On the Transfer of GovernmentOperated Enterprises to Private
Interests
On the Seats of Px"ofessional Delegates in the Government
Franco at Hie Wit's End
Widening of the Scope of Loans to
Be Extended to Industrial and Commercial Enterprises and Strengthening of Finances •
Look Straight at Fluctuations in
Commodity Prices
;
The Sanctity of Treaties
Land Administration and National Reconstruction
The Ordering of Foreign Rice and
Increase of Food Production ...

Lih Pro, Shanghai.
Chung -Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Yang -Jih -Pao, Shanghai

Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
*

*

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Sun Fo Expresses Views on Government Reorganization
Ta Kung .Pao "(Independent.. Political Science Group) , Shanghai
April 6. 1947
(Local News)—Dr. Sun Fo, President of the Legislative Yuan, while
attending a picnic party in the San Min Chu I Youth Corps Garden yesterday
was surrounded by many newspaper reporters who asked him about his opinions
regarding the reorganization of the Government. A certain reporter showed
him the editorial comment of the "Chung Hwa Shih Pao", Young China Party organ,
on April 5 which points out that Dr. Sim Fp's views that the reorganization
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of the Government would mean the change of the one-partv rule of political
tutelage into a multi-party rule of political tutelage merely represent
those of the Kuomintang members to which the Young China Party members
cannot agree.
Giving further explanation to his views, Dr. Sun said, "A constitutional
Government must be directly elected by the people. The delegates nominated
by various parties and groups to take part in the forthcoming reorganized
Government are elected by their respective parties not by the people in
accordance with the process of popular election, so such a government cannot
be regarded as a constitutional one. Furthermore, the Provisional Constitution enforced during the period of political tutelage will still be.effective
pending the enforcement of the Constitution on December 25 this year, because the country cannot go without a supreme law. Therefore, the reorganization of the Government at present is in fact merely a change from the oneparty rule of political tutelage into a multi-party rule of political
tutelage which will lead to the realization of democracy and constitutionalism".
*

*

*

Democratic League Spokesman Calls on Government
Representative
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 7. 19A7
Nanking, April 6
Mr. Lo Lung-chi, spokesman of the Democratic League,
who came here to request the competent authorities to help obtain the release of the arrested League members in various places in the country,
called on Lei Chen, Secretary-General of the PCC, today. Mr. Lei promised
to offer help in this connection, saying tliat he would confer with the
competent authorities on this matter when there is a chance.
Mr, Lo told the reporters this evening that representatives of the
League in various places have lost their freedom, while most of the periodicals published by the League have been banned. Though the League henceforth will not take part in the government, yet they certainly will not
give, up their task of winning democracy, he declared. • Commenting'on the •
reorganization of the Government, he said, "This move will not be able to
settle the pending national issues."
*

*

*

Shao Li-tse Promises to Help Regain Freedom of
. Lo Pin-chi
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 7. 19A7
(Local News)
In order to obtain the release of Lo Pin-chi, one of its
members, the Shanghai Writers' Association sent its secretary, Mei Lin, to
Nanking at the end of last month to solicit help from Messrs", Shao Li-tse
and Yu Yu-jen, Kuomintang leaders and concurrently members of the Executive
and Supervisory Committees of the Association. Mei Lin has already returned
here from the Capital. He said that Itr. Shao had promised to request the
Government to wire the Mukden authorities to make inquiries and to release
Lo. Meanwhile, the Association has also requested Lu Te-jun, Ta Kung Pao
special correspondent in the Northeast, who is now in Nanking, to request
General Chao Chia-hsiang, Chief-of-Staff of the Government Army Headquarters
in the Northeast, to make inquires into this case after Lu returns to Mukden.
The Association expressed hope that they can help regain lo Pin-chi's
freedom as soon as possible.
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Northeasterners residing in Shanghai are deeply concerned about Lo
Pin-chi who was arrested in the Northeast sometime ago. Besides requesting
Lei Chen, Government representative, to request the Government to make inquiries into this case and to release Lo, they are also going to request
Mo Te-hui, civic leader in the Northeast, to help restore Lo's freedom.
•

*

*

*

200 People of Suspicious Character Arrested in Nanking
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April 6, 19A7
Nanking (By Mail)
In order to prevent the activities of subversive
elements, Army and police authorities in Nanking have arrested over 200
disbanded soldiers and people of suspicious character during the past two
months, who are now being detained by the agencies responsible for the
maintenance of peace and order. The investigation indicated that so far no
evidence has been obtained to substantiate the charges against them.
*

*

*

Negotiations on Take-Over of Port Arthur and
Dairen Continue
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 7, 19A7

'

Nanking, April 6
There have been no new developments in the negotiations on the technical problems connected with the take-over of Port Arthur
and Dairen during these few days. It is reported that about 100,000 Soviet
troops are stationed In Port Arthur and Dairen. Chinese quarters expressed
hope that the Soviet troops will not withdraw until the Chinese troops
reach these two places and take over garrison duties. However, Soviet quarters indicated that the Soviet troops may withdraw within a definite period
of time so that they may avoid possible conflicts with the Chinese forces.
On the other hand, Chinese quarters are afraid that trouble may arise if the
Soviet troops withdraw before the arrival of the government armed forces,
therefore they have urged the Soviet troops not to withdraw from Port
Arthur and Dairen until the Government armed forces arrive and take over
garrison duties. Negotiations are still going on.
It is further learned that Chinese quarters requested the Soviet Army
authorities to agree that the Chinese military and Government take-over
officials will proceed to Port Arthur and Dairen by sea. However, it is
difficult to say whether or not the Soviet authorities will agree to this
proposal. Kung Hsueh-sui, Mayor of Dairen, is now still in Nanking.
*

*

*

Chinese and Soviet Army Leaders Meet at Pulantien
Shun Pao (KMT-supervisod, C X . Organ). Shanghai
April 7. 19A7
Mukden, April 6
Chinese and Soviet Army leaders met at Pulantien
this noon, thus paving the way for the take-over of Port Arthur and Dairen
by the Chinese Government. Chinese quarters will,clarify China's firm
stand before the Soviet Army Commander and will urge Soviet quarters to suggest measures to expel the illegal armed forces from Port Arthur and Dairen,
otherwise the Chinese,armed forces will restore China's administrative rights
over those two places.by action. Chinese representatives left the
place the same evening.
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During the Sino-Soviet negotiations at Pulantien today, Soviet quarters promised to let Chinese authorities take over Watsetien, It should
be understood that Watsetien is located southeast of Pulantien and is
known as the "reservoir" of Port Arthur and Dairen. Soviet quarters requested the Chinese authorities to take over that place and to defend it.
*

Two

*

*

U.S. Agencies to Be Set up in Peiping

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 6. 19A7
Peiping, April 5 — I t is learned that following the withdrawal, of the
U.S. forces from Peiping, two -new U.S. agencies, namely, a Chinese language
school and an air defense training center, will be set up here. About 600
U.S. servicemen are needed to serve these two agencies. They will be sent
to China from the United States.
*

*

Airfield in West Peiping Taken over by Chinese
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 7. 19A7
Peiping, April 6 — U . S . Marines on the airfield at Siyu an ± n West Peioing
have started to evacuate since yesterday. Competent authorities have dispatched their men to take over that airfield. The U.S. Marines have used
this airfield for one year and seven months since they landed on Tientsin
and cgme-to this city after V-J Day.
*

*

*

General Chu Shih-ming Tenders Resignation
Sin Wen Pao (Mr-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 6. 19A7
(Local News)
General G hu Shih-ming, head of the Chinese Military Delegation in Japan, has tendered resignation from his post,. It Is learned that
General Shang Chen, Director of Military Affairs and delegate to the UNO
military staff, who recently returned to the country from the United States,
will in all probability leave for Tokyo.
-x- * *
Mao Tse-tung Laments Chen Yi's Death
Chien Sien Jih Pao (Connected with Ku Chu-tung), Shanghai
April 7, 19A7

. '

Peiping, April 6
CP organ "Ch'ieh Fang Jih Pao" (Emancipation Daily)
has published an article written by Mao Tse-tung to lament the death -of Chen
Yi, the late Commander of the New Fourth Arms'", which proxies that Chen was
actually killed in action. The New Fourth Army has changed its name into
the Field Troops in East China which is. now active in the Kiaotung area.
*

CP Sends Assassination Agents to Northeast
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT Southeast China Organ), Shanghai
April 7, 1947
Mukden, April 6 — I t is learned that the CP has recently dispatched
over 300'agents from Changtu to various places in the Northeast to
carry out assassinations.
Most of those agents disguise themselves as
peddlers, merchants, fortune tellers and beggars. Competent authorities
have ordered all their subordinate organs to keep a close watch over them.
*

*

MILITARY NEWS
• New Base Set up by CP in Linhsien
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 7. 1947
Peiping, April 6
According to a Taiyuan dispatch, Chu Teh and Mao
Tse-tung have crossed the river from North Shensi and headed eastward. They
have set up a new base in Linhsien. At present, the CP trooos are occupying
a vast piece of territory in Shansi. Over 1,000 "li" of land along the Yellow
River from Pienkwan in the north to Kihsien incluWng Paoteh, Hsinghsien,
Lishih, Chungyang, Sihsien and Puhsien are in the hands of the CP trooos.
The areas occupied by the CP troops in Northeast and Southeast Shansi represent one-fourth of the areas of the province. The Government forces
occupy only the cities and toims along the Tungpu and Chengtai Rai3-ways and
have cut the CP-occupied areas into three. Therefore, since April 3, five
companies of CP troops led by Chen Keng have opened fierce attacks on Houma,
Chukiang, Yichen and Chianghsien, obviously in an attempt to gain control
of the corridor from West Shansi to Southeast Shansi. Meanwhile, other CP
Army units have also taken action in the Souyang area with the object
of disrupting the communications along the Chengta Railway. If they succeed
in carrying out these operations, they will bo able to lay siege to Taiyuan.
In view of the present grave situation, General Yen Hsi-shan, Governor of
Shansi, yesterday ordered the Taiyuan City.Government to consolidate the city
defense. Some 5,000 men are commandeered/build the defense work in the city
every day.
The operations conducted by the CP General Liu Po-chen's men in North
Honan during these few days are obviously intended to consolidate their
outer ring in Southeast Shansi. Military authorities declared that the pacification campaign launched by the Government forces in North China aims at
driving all the CP troops in Shensi, Hopei, Shantung and Honan to Shansi,
Prom this it can be inferred that Shansi will become the ground for a big battl
in future.
*

*

*

ECONOMIC NEWS
National Resources Commission to Set up Dockyard
in W0osung
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 7, 1947
(Local News)
The National Resources Commission of the Executive Yuan
will utilize Japan1s war reparations equipment to set up a dockyard in the
Woosung fort area. For this purpose, over 1,200 "mow" of land m i l be requisitioned.
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. It is learned that this equipment''aggregates over. 50,0.00 tons. Chou
Mou-pai, director-designate Of the. dockyard, has been dispatched, to Japan
to make • necessary arrangements1 and the said equipmejpt will soon, be sent , to
•'•China. • The dockyard has already^ set up' an'office in "oosung to make all
- necessary preparations.
•
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•-'• CUD .Notes --of $10,000 Denomination Arrive
in Shanghai
Wen-Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist)',' Shanghai
'April - 7.: 19A7
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-(Ta Chung-News Agency)—-The -British Liner "Strathmore"•which carried
a cargo-of'new.Chinese banknotes printed in the United' Kingdom, arrived in
port day -before''-yesterday -'from London via Hongkong. It- is learnt by our ..,
reporter'that the -new banknotes, packed .in 392 boxes, ar'e "of $1,000,,-$2,000
$5,000 and $10,000 denominations.
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'China--Silk.'Corporation Still to Be;Supervised
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Shuri Pao'-feiT-suoorviscd-. C.C. Organ}. Shanghai
April'.-?'.* BA7' >
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v' V'C ("Local News)
In accordance with the stipulations of the emergency
^^onomiii^mes.suresy---the--China. Silk Corporation _:i-s .contemplating the. issuance..
*'df-:sfo0cks: and-- shares bh: different occasions after having assessed the;value
» of*' various 'factories 'Under it's control, so that .it will be. gradually turned.
'•bfreb to"; private •i.nterest-s.-"-Detailed measures to parry out this plan are'
^how being -worked oiit. ' ••" v---^'-?_ • . . :
,.
; .
$

'• .
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.••-•. j »;•*.• • * • • » ' ,
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-An official of concerned-quarters is-reported to have stated;..,. •
"The China Silk Corporation will still be under the supervision of the
'-Government which will bear-all the necessary expenses. The Corporation has
sfeven,factories and emplqys .oyer-l'0.,Cit)0 .workers and staff-members. The..>
^'assets of the Corporation are estimated -at: around CU$30,000,000,000.. The -.
output, of silk for the- current- year -is expected to reach 70,00.0. p'iculs, .if
'.'. the-' purchasing price" to.'be fixed will-meet the production cost of the farmers,
"of which 30,000: .piculs- oan be used'for exportation to foreign, countries'."
.*•'. * • •'••- •
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HEWS OF CUITURE & EDUCATION
Atomic • Energy -Research Department Planned by
Peiping Research Institute
Shun Pao. Y £.3-supervised, C.C. Organ) , Shanghai
April 7. 19/,7
Peiping, April 6
Mr. Li shu-hua, Director of Peining Research Instirtute;;~returh^d here ^yesterday from a trip to Nanking via Tientsin. On being
interviewed by our reporter, he stated that he was planning to petition for
funds to cover the cost of equipping the Radium Research Department with the
necessary apparatus prior to the change of the said Department to the Atomic
Energy Research Department.

:

*

*
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Conditions in Tsingtao Today
'.Yon Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist1) , Shanghai
April 3, 19A7
Tsingtao, March 30 (from our correspondent Tan Huai)—The practice of
imposing taxes at will on the inhabitants is a severe headache to the people
here. Recently, an Emergency Work Committee was inaugurated under the auspices of the local Government, Party and military circles, on the ground that
the tense situation now obtaining at the front makes it necessary to mobilize
all manpower and resources for the strengthening of local defenses. The first
act of the So-called "Emergency Work Committee" was to impose a CN$5,000,000,000-tax on the people, A meeting was called at which it was decided to impose CN&l,000,000,000 on the local Chamber of Commerce which would, in turn,
Collect same from the 9,000 odd shops in this city. The remaining ClCp4.,000,000,000 would be advanced by the banks, the China Textile Development Corporation and other big firms.
Taxes such as the so-called "Chu Ma Tax" are being imposed on the local
populace, " This tax is collected by the Pao Chiefs from house to house. It
Is said that in the northern section of the city, a certain Pao Chief ordered
the Chia Chiefs under him to organize four units for pressing the people to
pay the Chu Ma tax. The amount of the tax ranges from a minimum of CI®30,000
to as much as some ClC'50,000 to CHQ60,000 per household. The said Pao Chief's
•territory11 covers 30 Chias, or a total of over 750 households. By charging
eaoh household an average of Of® 30,000 he must be able to collect over CI® 22,500,000.
Onee^ a Pao Chief called at the house of a rickshaw coolie to collect
taxes* When the latter asked him why a large number of wooden fences had been
placed on the streets, he replied that these were designed to keep off the
"bandits". The rickshaw coolie, however, retorted that with these obstacles
on the streets the rickshaw pullers were greatly handicappedj and being unable
tc. get any riders they naturally did not have any money to pay taxes. Moreover, not being able to earn our daily bread, the coolie added, we surely have
nothing to be afraid of when the "bandits" do come.
Conditions on the outskirts of the city are even worse. Owing to the
emergency construction of defense works, the garrison troops could not only
enlist forced labor but even requisition timber and wood from the people
(all expenses involved in construction are included in the miscellaneous taxes
imposed on the people). At the same time, the people's houses could be
pulled down at will or obstacles removed according to the topographical requirement of the area concerned. Of course, under special circumstances exceptions could be made.
Hardly three days had elapsed since the ceremony marking the resumption
of train service along the Xiaochow-Tsinan railroad when the CP troops pulled
out the studs carrying commemorative inscriptions, which Director Chen Shunken had planted while joining the two sections of the rail. Since that day
not a single day has passed without reports on road digging and emergency
repair of rail lines appearing in the papers. When the war extended to the
Kiaotung peninsula and towns along the Kiaochow-Tsinan line fell into CP hands
one after another, several scores of the famous Blue Express railway cars
lay idle at the Tsingtao railway station, covered.\7ith dust and mud.
Lately, the train services along the Tsingtao-Nanchuan, Fangtse-Tayuho
and Tsinan-Huangtai sections were resumed. But Tsingtao is experiencing a
shortage of coal, which, if not quickly remedied, might make even the TsingtaoNanchuan train service impossible.
Speaking of coal shortages, this is a rather serious question. The power
plants here require an average of about £00 tons of coal daily. At present,

the plants have a stock of only 2,697 tons of coal ~n hand. Judging from
the quantity required every day, this stock can maintain the supply for only
one week. According to an investigation made, there is a stock of only over
10,000 tons of coal in this whole city. If all this reserve is put to use
it will hardly last for one month. Though the partial suspension of electric
supoly in certain regions can save the city L5 tons of coal daily, yet it
is on the whole unable to save the situation. Moreover, once tho supply of
electricity is completely suspended the various plants of tho city's waterworks, a factor most intimately linked with the daily life of the masses,
will doubtless be directly affected, thus upsetting the routine life of the
people and disturbing peace and order in the city.
*

*

*
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the plants have a stock of only 2,697 tons of coal -n hand. Judging from
the quantity required every day, this stock can maintain the supply for only
one week. According to an investigation made, there is a stock of only over
10,000 tons of coal in this whole city. If all this reserve is put to use^
it will hardly last for one month. Though the partial suspension of electric
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
How to Dispose of Japanese Reparations Materials
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 8, 19A7
All the reparations materials which China will receive from Japan will
an
be industrial equipment. China
industrially backward country. Moreover, during eight years of war against Japan all our industries along the
coast were destroyed by the Japanese. This first installment of reparations
materials will doubtless be received by us as new blood, which will greatly
help a weakened country like China to regain her strength. Therefore, in
connection with the take-over of these reparations materials, the authorities
concerned ought to send as many technical experts and skilled laborers as
possible to Japan to do the work. We earnestly hope that the work of shipping the industrial equipment from Japan to China can be completed in an
efficient manner as soon as possible.
Regarding the disposal of this industrial equipment, we. feel it would
be best for the Government to stipulate that while all plants which have to
do with national defense, such as dockhards, steel mills, etc. shall be
operated by the Government, all the rest of the industrial equipment shall
be turned over to the people for operation. (Summary)
*

*

*

Question of Japanese Reparations
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 6. 19A7
The United States Government has ordered General MacArthur to distribute
a portion of the Japanese reparations materials first. With the international
situation as it is today, the political significance of this move is greater
than its economic significance.
First, this is another indication of the United States' "Atomic diplomacy" .
Secondly, it is a diplomatic offensive launched against Soviet Russia
by the United States from the flank during the Moscow Foreign Ministers Conference.
Thirdly, it is an attempt of the United States to gain over-all control
of ..Japan through a fait accompli, so that she will be able to gain an advantageous position at the forthcoming peace conference on Japan.
Fourthly, it is another indication that the United States will continue
to support the Chinese Government.
Those Chinese who hope for foreign aid have probably been encouraged by
the order which the United States Government has issued to General MacArthur.
However, they must guard against China being used again as a "ball" in the
international struggle. Moreover, due importance should be attached to the
question of how the reparations materials should be used. (Summary)
*

* *1
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We Welcome the US$500,000,000 Loan

. .

— This loan should not be considered of a similar nature.to the
aid extended to .Greece and Turkey —
...
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
Aoril S, I9A7
The muck-1alked-about US$500,000,000 loan is still a pending issue, a
fact which has been due entirely to the efforts of the Chinese Communists
and the so-called "democratic swindlers" to hinder the extension of the
loan. The projected U.S. loan to China is purely economic in character;
it is a constructive form of aid. It has never been intended as direct
or indirect military aid. On the other hand, the aid extended to Greece and
Turkey can be said to be military aid. Therefore, it would be wrong to consider such aid to be of a similar nature to the projected loan to China.
The United States is China's friend in need. If she can extend some
economic aid to China, it will bring prosperity to this country, which,
in turn, will benefit all the neighboring countries which are friendly to
us. (Summary)
*.*

*

Marine Defense Zone' Extended by 1,000 Yards
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 8, 19A7

'

As a result of Friday's attack on the U.S. Marines' ammunition dump at
Tangku, the American authorities have proposed that the defense zone of the
Marines be extended by 1,000 yards; o*n all sides and that all Chinese residents
of.the area evacuate. If they do not evacuate the area, they themselves
will be held responsible for any consequences that might'arise.
At least the American Marines ought to know that their defense zone
is, after all, still on Chinese territory. If wherever the American Marines
go, the Chinese people must evacuate, otherwise they themselves would be
held responsible for any consequences that might arise, the question must
be asked, "Who is the master of the territory of the Chinese Republic?"
The slogans "Safeguard our sovereign rights" and "Safeguard our country"
are now heard in all parts of the country. Shall we give away a single
square inch or square foot of territory at this time? (Full Translation)
*

*

*

On Reorganization of Local Governments
Yi Shih Pao (Chinese Catholic Church Organ), Shanghai
April 8. 19A7
/
.
Participation in local governments by a certain number of representatives
of the political parties not now in power would be nothing surprising. However, there is one thing that is worthy of attention. Many people doubt
whether there are a sufficiently large number of qualified people within the
Democratic Socialist Party and the Young China Party, for, as a matter of
fact, prior to V-J Day these two parties never launched any membership campaign. Although recently, their memberships have been increased, yet the
members are not necessarily strong people. If those members of the two parties
who are going to participate in the local governments are just a bunch of
small bureaucrats and small politicians, then not only will they not have any
favorable effect upon the basic government, but the political parties concerned will only be digging their own graves. (Summary)
*

m

*

*
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Relief and Reconstruction of the Area Formerly
Flooded by the Yellow River
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Grouo). Shanghai
April 8. 1947
The completion of the repairs of the Yellow River dyke at Hwayuankou
last month was a matter for congratulation. However, the area which has
now been freed from floods should be helped to resume production. Relief
of the people in that area is a Government responsibility, and rehabilitation
and reconstruction of the area should the objective of the repairs of the dyke,
otherwise the efforts to complete repairs will have been wasted.
A group of representatives of the victims of the floods in Honan are
scheduled to go to Nanking today to petition the Government, and the re-/'
quests they are going to make to the Government are quite right, so thejjr
have our approval. We feel that the Government ought to appropriate a large '
sum of money and to have an over-all plan for reconstruction. It would be
best if the flooded areas of the various provinces could be combined into
a single unit, so that all the aftermath problems could be dealt with under
a single administrative organ.
We feel that, negatively, the Government also has an obligation to
Shantung^Province. After the completion of the repairs of the dyke, the
Yellow River will follow its original course through Shantung Province.
However, the land traversed by the original course"has been cultivated'for
eight years, so that there are at present farm fields and houses all along
this course and many people depend upon these for their livelihood. It is
reported that 60% of the original course of the River is now in Communist
hands. Wherever it flows, the river water will inevitably breach dykes and
cause floods. Recently, the Government troops have been making rapid advances and the size of the recovered area has been growing. However, no
adequate preparations have so far been made for repairing the dykes and for
directing the river water into the right course. This is an exceedingly
dangerous state of affairs, because the flood season is drawing near. On behalf of the people of Shantung, we wish to appeal to the Government to take
precautionary measures so as to prevent a new Yellow River flood. This is
another major task following the completion of the repairs to the dyke.
(Summary)
*

*

*

Economic Reform and Prohibition of Illegitimate,
Quick Profits
Sin Wen Pao (Kg-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 8. 194.7 '
The Government has on a number of occasions mentioned the question of
the increase of production, but, actually, it has been able to achieve almost
nothing. The most important reason for this is that what the Government has
said and done in the past has been designed to get the people to increase production, regardless of whether they like it or not.
The Government's present policy of increasing production is designed
not only protect the capital and to guarantee a Profit, but also to lend the
capital and to guarantee a profit. Everybody welcomes loans, but the question is how can the loans be put to good use after they are extended? On
this question, the people and the Government, though they lie on the same bed,
dream different dreams. Naturally, the Government hopes that after'they have
obtained the loans, the people will run legitimate productive enterprises,
but what the people are interested in is not the A0-50% interest guaranteed by
the Government, but rather speculative transactions which the Government does
not permit them to engage in, because through speculative transactions they
can get rich quick.

- u -

Although the economic reform plan stresses the stabilization of commodity prices and the prohibition of illegitimate, quick profits, yet it
does not contain any concrete and effective measures for dealing with same.
While this is the only point which the plan has neglected, yet it will put
many obstacles in the way of the execution of the plan. It is to be hoped
that the Government and the people throughout the country will make further
efforts in this direction. (Summary)
*

*

*

Dated April 8. 19A7

Other editorials not translated;
Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai

Our Expectations of the Modern
Statesmen
Commodity Prices Are Fluctuating
Again]
Situation in Shanghai and Crisis
Confronting China
Wallace's Forthcoming Trip to England
The Responsibility of the Hsien Banks
and Their Prospects
On U.S. Foreign Policy
The Quota of Seats in the National
Assembly and the Legislative Yuan
The Problem of Textbooks Should Be
Settled as Soon as Possible
On the Extension of Petty Loans

Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai..
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shun Pao, Shanghai
*

*

*

POLITICAL MEWS
Chinese Authorities Determined to Take Over Dairen
by Military Means
Shun Pao (KIIT-supervised. C.C. Organ),.Shanghai
April 8. 19A7
Peiping, April 7—According to information released by concerned quarters, the attempt at taking over Dairen through the diplomatic channel has
failed, Soviet quarters declared that Soviet troops in Dairen have been
withdrawn to Port Arthur. However, whether or not they have actually withdrawn is as yet unknown. The Chinese Government has decided to take over
Dairen by military means. The CP troops have entered and occupied Dairen
and have set up a government there. It is estimated that the mobilization
of two or three armies of troops will be necessary to the take-over operations,
therefore the date for the take-over has not yet been set, the same source
revealed.
*

*

*

Representatives of Taiwanese Residents in Nanking and
Shanghai Appeal to People's Political Council
Ta Rung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
1
April 8. 19A7
Nanking, April 7 — T h e representatives of the Taiwanese residents in Nanking and Shanghai appealed to the People's Political Council this morning,
bringing forth the following three demands:
1) That the Council should propose to the Government that Chen Yi, Governor of Taiwan, be immediately relieved of his post.
^2) That the terroristic policy towards Taiwan should be immediately
abolished and that the rural pacification campaign should be ended.
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3) That the Council should organize an investigation committee to be
sent to Taiwan to investigate the true facts of the-February 28 incident.
#

*

*

Disturbances in Sikong Will Gradually Quiet Down
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 8, 19A7
Chungking, April 7—According to information released by the Generalissimo' s Headquarters in Chungking, a cable from Sikong reported that Chu
Shih-cheng and Liu Yuen-hang, leaders of the rebels in Sikong Province,
have surrendered themselves to the Government Army and their men are now
being incorporated into the Government force. The disturbances in that province will soon quiet down. Pao San-sao and over 20 of her men have gone
into hiding.
* *

*

National Government to Appoint Party Leaders and Non-Partisans
as Advisors
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 8. 19A7
Nanking, April 7
At the regular meeting of the Supreme National Defense Council this morning, a resolution was passed to the effect that the
number of advisors to the National Government which is originally 8 to 10
will be increased to 20 to 30. There is a possibility that the leaders of
the Democratic Socialist and the Young China Parties and those of the nonpartisans who have refused to take part in the Government such as Dr. Hu
Shih, will be appointed advisors to the National Government.
*

Strategy Advisory Council Set Up
Sin Wen Pao
April 8, 19A7

-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai

Nanking, April 7
According to news released by the Chun Wen News Agency,
the Central authorities in order to introduce a modern national defense setup in this country abolished the Military Advisory Council at the end of
March and set up a Strategy Advisory Council on the 1st of this month. General
Ho Ying-chin, head of the Chinese Military Delegation to the United Nations
Military Staff Commission, was appointed Director of the Council. Pending
General Ho's return, General Lung Yun, former Governor of Yunnan, will act
for him as Director, it is learned.
* *

*

Young China Party to Augment Activities
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KtiT Southeast China Organ) , Shanghai
April 8. 19A7.
Peiping, April 7 — T h e activities of the Young China Patty are daily
augmenting in North China. The Party has already set UP headquarters in Hooei,
Honan, Shantung, and Shansi, and has dispatched its men to Jehol, Chahar and
Suiyuan to investigate the conditions there so as to prepare to open branch
headquarters in those provinces. Preparations are also,being made by the Party
to establish headquarters in the nine Northeastern Provinces. The Party is
also planning to publish a newspaper and a journal in Peiping.
-k- * *
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Parties and Groups in China Start to Augment Activities
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 8, 19A7
Pinghu (By Mail), April 2—Activities of various parties and groups
in this hsien have become exceedingly intense recently. The Democratic Socialist Party and the "Reform Society" of the Kuomintang have distributed
forms of application for membership to all pedestrians in the streets. Any
one who joins the "Reform Society" of the Kuomintang is given a certificate
at once, so the membership of this Society is composed of all elements.
*

*

*

• Documents in USIS Office in Peiping Examined by
Intruder
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April 7. 19A7
Peiping, April 7
At 11 o'clock on the night of April 5, someone intruded into the office rooms of the USIS both upstairs and downstairs in
the U.S. Consulate building and turned inside out all documents in the
drawers and filing cabinets. Things in the office room of the USIS Director
were found in utmost disorder. There were many valuables in the rooms, but
they remained intact. Both Chinese and U.S. authorities are giving close
attention to this matter and are conducting an investigation into it, it is
learned.
*

*

*

Civil Liberties Defense Association of Educational
Circles Supnorts Manifesto Issued by Federation
of Next of Kin of Missing Persons
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 8, 19A7
(Local News)
The spokesman of the Civil Liberties Defense Association
of Educational Circles here said, "The recurrence of cases of missing citizens in this city has aroused the attention of al3. quarters. The Association egresses its full sympathy towards the manifesto recently issued by
the Federation of Next of Kin of Missing Persons in Shanghai. We hope that:
1) the Government authorities will fulfil their pledges regarding the protection of the people's freedoms and rights, 2) the Government authorities
will protect the freedoms and rights of members of various political parties
and groups and will not arrest them at will since the Government recognizes
the latters' legal status, 3) the competent authorities will immediately release the arrested persons if it is found out that the latter have not committed
any offenses. Nevertheless, if they are suspected of committing any offenses,
they should be handed over to the judicial authorities for a fair trial, A)
the Government authorities will abolish those agencies which have kidnapped
and arrested persons at will and will severely punish those officials who
have made illegal arrests. It should be recalled that the press here carried
a Central News Agency report stating that the missing persons had surrendered
themselves to a certain Government agency. However, on the other hand, the
family members of the victims said that the victims were in fast whisked away
secretly. It is indeed strange that such a Government agency which is
authorized to nab people secretly should have existed in this country and that
the Government should have connived at such activities. In order to maintain
its prestige, the Government should abolish such agencies. It is earnestly
hoped that all quarters will give close attention to this matter, so as to
help extend the human rights protection movement to all parts of the country."
*

*

*
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Ming Pao Office in Soochow Stormed
Ta Rung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 8, 1947
. •.
Soochow,'April 7 — T h e vernacular newspaper "Ming Pao" recently carried
a report on the free-for-all between students and tourists due to a minor
dispute outside SZetselin (known as the Lion Forest), a scenic spot in this
city. At 9:30 a.m. today, LO to 50 persons who claimed themselves as students
of the School of Social Science and Education suddenly stormed the office
of the paper and destroyed all the furniture and equipment therein. They
also beat up and wounded the printers*
However, according to the School of Social Science and Education, a
subsequent investigation revealed that at the time when the above incident
occurred, all the students of that school were attending class. Certain
treacherous elements must have committed the atrocity under the guise of
students. The School is now conducting a close probe into this incident,
it was said.
*

*

MILITARY MEWS
Conscription Not to Be Enforced in North
Kiangsu
Hsuchow, April 7
Conscription will not be enforced in North Kiangsu
for the first half of the current year. The responsible official of the
Division Administrative District in North Kiangsu told our reporter that
the people in various hsiens in North Kiangsu which were recently recovered
by the Government forces are in need of recuperation. The Division Administrative District authorities will carry out the work of organizing the Paochia, checking up the census and compiling the figures of able-bodied men
during the first six months of this year. Conscription will take place as
from the latter half of the current year, the same official revealed.
*

*

*

ECONOMIC MEWS
First Grade YJhite Rice Registers a Record
High of CN$150,000 Per Picul
Yesterday
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist)-, Shanghai
April 8, 1947
(Local News)
The prices of rice, cotton yarn, cloth, sugar, edible
oil, raw silk and other daily necessities all soared up considerably
yesterday. The first, grade white rice registered a record high of CN$150,000 per picul and there was also a marked rise in the prices of Changchow
and Wushih special white reaching CN$130,000 per picul.
*

-x *
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Titbits About Peiping
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 6, 1947
Peiping, March 27 (from our correspondent Tse Kang)
titbits about Peiping:

Following are

Schoolboy Wang Feng-hsi falls innocent victim
Hardly three months had elapsed since the occurrence of the rape case
involving Peita coed Miss Shen Chun, when a U.S. Marine fatally shot a 14year-old schoolboy by the name of Wang Feng-hsi outside the airfield on the
western outskirts of Peiping on March 17. The initial statement on this
incident made by the U.S. authorities gave the victim as a Chinese laborer.
Moreover, the announcement mentioned the discovery of a ladder outside the
wall enclosing the airfield. Such allegations were tantamount to saying
that the victim had the intention of committing a theft.
Fortunately, Chinese official quarters concerned acted conscientiously
this time. Both the Police Bureau and the Education Bureau here took up
the case on behalf of the deceased and the result was that U.S. quarters
had had to conduct another probe into the incident. Finally, the guilt of
the U.S. serviceman Sgt. West was established and the U.S. authorities made
apologies to us and paid a 10 million-dollar compensation (Editor's note:
The result of the trial of culprit West was that on April 2, the U.S. Courtmartial pronounced him not guilty and he was acquitted).
Now-a-days, CNC$10-million is only worth about several hundred US dollars. If the rumor that Chinese aviation companies haye paid US$10,000 as
compensation for each foreign life lost in the recent air crashes was well
founded, then the difference in value between foreign and Chinese lives is
indeed great. Moreover, China is rather too condescending in this matter.
The tragic death of Wang Feng-hsi called forth written protests only
from the Students' Anti-U.S. Atrocity Federation as published in the school
journals of Yengching and Tsinghwa Universities as well as in the wall newspaper of the National Peking University. These protests sounded rather
energetic and impetuous, nevertheless, the case was not given as much publicity as that given to the Shen Chun rape case and the Chuang Ta Erh Tse case.
Perhaps the significance of this tragedy was eclipsed by the headline news
of the current Moscow Conference, of the Third Plenary Session of the Kuomintang CEC and of the capture of Yenan by the Nationalists.
This time the attitude adopted by official quarters was just and upright, and the investigation of the case was conducted rapidly. This w a s
the reason why this case was so "quickly closed."
14-year-old Wang Feng-hsi lived at No. 13, Hengkai Village on the western
outskirts of Peiping. A fatherless orphan, he studied in the 4th grade of
the Indigo Plant" Public School. His mother and aged grandma cried bitterly
when they heard of his mishap. His mother said: "This was indeed an unforeseen event. Just a moment ago he was still a strong, healthy child who
blithly and light-heartedly followed his elder brother to go to buy waste
food left by the U.S. Marines, then suddenly I was informed that he diedJ
Was it a crime to purchase waste food?"
This child who was branded a thief, died with marbles in his hands and
marbles beneath his prostrate body. The fact was that on that fateful day
the truck bringing in the waste food came out a bit late. While waiting,
he got into a game of marbles with his elder brother outside the airfield
wall. A bullet entered his shoulder and came out through the throat. Thus
was ended the life of a youthful citizen of the Republic of ChinaJ
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It is said that the U.S. serviceman in question was then trying to shoot
magpies. American soldiers ore not stingy with their cartridges. The walls
surrounding the airfield bear numerous bullet holes in them and the summit
of the Western Hill which is frequently used by them as target for range
practice, is full of scars.
All self-respecting people feel ashamed and ill at ease in face of this
incident: A supposedly dignified student of a public school had to purchase
waste food left behind by gourmands of the U.S. Nrvy. This amply shows
to what low level the standard of living of the people has: degraded. The
one-and-a-half 3>ear of victory has not only failed to rescue the people from
the thick and thin of misery but, as a result of the raging internal strife,
the calamity which befell the people has only been deepened. If the airfield were not occupied by U.S. troops, Wang Feng-hsi would not have perishedJ
For fear that peace and order is not effectively maintained in the country-side-, the Police Bureau deposited the CN$10,000,000-compensation into
a bank and the victim's mother was told to get the interest on the sum as
maintenance fees for her family. The mother is not the master of the sum.
She could only swallow her tears. She said that she was eating the flesh of
her deceased son!
Facts concerning the "Uin Chiang Pao" issue
Upon the capture of Yenan by Nationalist troops, all the papers hero
editorially congratulated the Government forces on this event. But the KMTsponsored Min chiang Daily (Strong Citizen) was ordered suspended for three
days owing to the publication of an editorial. The reasons for the suspension were: carelessness in writing, distortion of facts and misjudgement.
In reality, however, that editorial entitled, "CP Abandonment of Yenan Predicts Troubled Days Ahead for the Country", was only trying to point out
that the "CP are surely not content to come to peace terms and will surely
fight on." Herewith the gist of the editorial:
"Yesterday (March 19) at 10 a.m., the Nationalist troops captured Yenan.
The suddenness of this news provided great excitement but not surprise; for
although Yenan was the old hideout of the CP, yet it has no strategic importance, not to mention the fact that the crack Nationalist troops under
Gen. Hu Tsung-nan, who were long stationed in Shensi with the express mission
of watching Yenan, could strike out at any moment. So, the abandonment of
Yenan had long been planned by the CP. Therefore, instead of saying that
the Nationalist troops captured Yenan it is better to say that the CP voluntarily abandoned Yenan."
The editorial concluded with these remarks: "Even granted that henceforth the Nationalist trooos win victory after victory and success after
success and destroy the CP headquarters from place to place, it is still difficult to completely exterminate the vast mobile units of the CP troops; not
to say that the CP strength is still at its height and not to be easily
crushed. Peace negotiations will be impossible and neither party will"'lay
down its arms. The internal strife will never come to an end and the country will never know peace and order. When one thinks of this, one cannot
but feel a pain in one's inmost heart!"
During the eight painful years of the war of resistance the nation had
rallied to one common cause under the ideologies of "one principle, one ideal
and one leader." Henceforth, it looks as if tho press in Peiping has to add
to these existing ones the new ideology of "one viewpoint".
*

*

*
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MORE ECONOMIC NEWS

*

' Labor Strike of Silk Weaving Enterprises
in Hangchow Worsens • :
• . .
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 8„ 19A7
• * .
'

a

.

Hangchow, April 7-—The labor-management disputes of the silk weaving
enterprises here have led to a series of labor strikes in which.a total of
6,000 workers are being involved, several scores of factories have been
damanged by strikers and some staff members injured. Silk weaving factories
located in Tung Yuan Lane.and Chi.Shen Temple were the scenes of riots which
the gendarmes were unable to quell.' Finally, the gendarmes had to resort
to arms with the result that several workers were shot and wounded. The
situation has gone from bad to worse and UP to the time of dispatching this
news, several hundred workers were still hanging around the factories with
no indication of dispersing.
Faced with the hopeless export business of- silk products and the mounting high cost of production, the factory owners would prefer to close down
their enterprises rather than to operate them at a loss. Therefore, over
50 silk filatures had already closed down during the past three months.
Those who managed to put the factories in operation found themselves unable
to pay the Wages of the workers, so they decided to cut the workers' wages
by 60^ in order.to carry on the operation. However, the laborers insisted
on their demand- of lvQ% wage reduction. Efforts at mediation by the Municipal
Government and the Labors Union have all failed as both parties are still
adhering to their original proposal, or demand. The future' is hardly optimistic and it is probable that all. the factories will face a complete closedown,
*

*

*

Labor Strike of -Silk-Weaving Enterprises in
Hangchow Settled
,

c

Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 8. 194-7
Hangchow, April 7 — T h e labor strike of the silk weaving enterprises
here has now -been settled through the mediation efforts made by. the Municipal Government, All the workers will return to their work' tomorrow and the
question of workers' wages will be decided upon later.
•:•

i

* * *
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American'Consulate General, Shanghai, China
;
^ _ April 9,_1947 _

EDITORIAL COMMENT
Her Proposals for the Administration of Taiwan
*

'

Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised', C.C. Organ). Shanghai
. April 9. 1947
Although the February 28th incident is said to have been due to instigation and coercion by.certain ambitious elements, yet if the Taiwanese had
not been dissatisfied with the Government, even-if the ambitious elements had
wanted to create" disturbances, their efforts would not have proved a success.
Therefore, the. Px'oposals which General Pai Chung-hsi has made for the solution of the Taiwan problem will not only indicate the magnanimity of the
• Government, but.also show that the Government Is trying to revise its own
policy. We feel that the measures proposed by General Pai will be sufficient
to remove the dissatisfaction of the Taiwanese, and vhat from now on a new
situation can be brought about in Taiwan in an atmosphere of cooperation.,
(Summary)
* *

*

Administrative Reform for Taiwan
— We hope that General Pai Chung-hsi's report will be carefully
.": read and that groundless rumors will not be lightly
.';/
'"
. believed —
.•
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April 9. 1947
-v " •
Since the recent disturbances in. Taiwan, the press both in China and
abroad has attached- great importance to same. However, many newspapers seem
to have purposely stirred up ill feeding, in the hope of extending the disturbances. Some people have even given a false figure about the number of
dead and wounded as a. result of the disturbances, or openly spread the rumor
that upon his arrival in Taiwan, General Pai issued orders that the.all newspaper offices there be forcibly closed down. Another rumor was that the
Government was taking "retaliatory" measures, against the Taiwanese.- It was
not until one had read the report which General Pai made before the weekly
Sun Yat-sen memorial, service of the National Government.the other day that
one learned the true facts of the case.
Let bygones be bygones.. . '.We feel that the question of "personnel"
was a matter of secondary'importance in connection with the wrong administrative measures for Taiwan and the recent disturbances, but that the reform of
"affairs" is the most important problem.'' Due* respect" must be shown to the
laws of the State and to the good order of society. Administrative reform
and economic reconstruction are- more important than anything else. As to
those rumors, which are almost slanderous in character, we hope they will
not be believed, by the wise. -Nobody must lightly believe rumors, nor must
anybody help to/spread those rumors. (Summary) _
. .
* *

*

Lesson Taught by Taiwan Incident

*

Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ), Shanghai
April 9. 1947
It is said that the recent incident was due not only to the fact that
the Taiwanese were dissatisfied with the Government's policy of governing
Taiwan, but also to the instigation of Communist elements. However, without

excuses the Communists could not have had any part in the disturbances. That
is what one ought to know not only about the situation in Taiwan, but also
about the future of the entire Kuomintang-Communist issue. (Summary)
*

*

The Chinese Communists1 Adverse Military Position
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 9. 19A7
' .

. ..

•

Since, the recapture of Yenan by Government troops, the military posi- .
tion of the Chinese Communists has become unremediably adverse. Not only
are the the. Communist troops, unable to maintain their foothold in. North ..
Shensi, but from now on they will be unable to hold any other strong point
for long. All they will be able t° do is to shift from one place to another
like roving bandits.' Under these circumstances, their importance to. the .
political situation will naturally be steadily reduced and their effect
upon the national economy will also become less and less important.
The original, aim of the Chinese Communists was to prolong their.rebellion so as to "pull down". the Government. - Consequently, their military,
strategy has had to stress the preservation of their military strength, ..
However, if they concentrate their forces in order to defend certain strong.,
points, they will inevitably be routed by the Government troops. On the
other hand, if they .divide their forces into small units so as to.avoid ma-,
jor battles, they will inevitably lose their strong points. This insoluble
dilemma means that the Chinese Communists are doomed to failure.
Obviously, the Chinese Communists are now at the crossroads. If they
will lay down their arms immediately, they can still-be a peaceful, legitimate political partyj but if they do not wake up, the only course open to
them is to become roving bandits. (Summary).
* *

*

The Tangku Incident
.
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 9. 19A7 .

;

The attack on the U.S. Marines' ammunition dump at Tangku was an ex- .- - ,
tremely unfortunate matter. If .it.-was- really the Communist troops who
attacked the ammunition dump, then their objective was either to obtain
ammunition in order to .improve the equipment of their-own "American equipped
division", or to destroy this ammunition dump of the U.S. Marines, which
is the largest of its kind in China, so that it would not be turned over to
the Chinese Government troops later on. In other words, the main objective
of the attack was. military: in nature. .. ..
. ...
.
A relatively sensitive American newspaper has linked this attack with
the exchange, of Information on. China at the current Moscow Conference, hinting that the main purpose of the attack X7as political in character. This
was an attempt to find an excuse for the. prolonged, presence, of the U.S.
Marines in China.
We deeply regret the death and wounding of a number of U.S. Marines as
a result of the attack. However, we cannot agree to the continued presence
of the American Marine's In China. Moreover, we are very'much worried that'
if the U.S. Marines remain in China, .there is a possibility that further incidents, like the Anping incident of last .year and the more recent Tangku
incident, will occur. We are afraid that the attack on the U.S. Marines'
ammunition dump and the death and wounding of U.S. Marine officers and enlisted
men will not "have the sympathy of very'many Chinese.
To speak frankly, what is the use of the presence of a few thousand
U.S. Marines in China? They had better be withdrawn at an early date.
(Summary)
*

*

*
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What About Macao?
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 9. 19A7
,
• : •
The most important issue between China and Portugal is that of Macao.
However, in the recent exchange of notes between the Chinese diplomatic
authorities and the Portuguese Minister to China, there was not a single
word about Macao. - China resisted Japanese aggression for eight years in
order to preserve the integrity of our territory and our sovereignty. If
we cannot recover Macao, a city which was wrested from us without our first
being defeated in war, through diplomatic negotiations, where would our
victory be?
While on the'subject of Macao, we think also of Hongkong and Kowloon,
which constitute a scar-on Sino-British relations. Recently, the British
have attached great importance to China's friendship. They are going to
send a Parliamentary mission to China. In our opinion, if Britain, wants
to establish closer relations with- China, the first thing-they should do
is to solve the problem of Hongkong and-Kowloon. (Summary)'
* *

*

A New Rise in Commodity Prices
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
Aoril 9. 19A7
During the past few days commodity prices in general have hiked madly,
like a tiger just let out of his cage. During the past 50 days, prices
have fluctuated relatively slowly, and this has generally been attributed
to the Emergency Economic Measures announced oh February 18th, However, even
if there had been no Emergency Economic Measures, prices might have stopped
rising for a while, for they had risen to the saturation point, by the middle •
of February.
The fact that the bureaucratic capitalists have themselves been pouring
oil upon the fire has been the principal cause of the latest rise in commodity prices. For instance, edible oils took the lead in the latest rise
in commodity prices. Now, if the Central Trust of China had sold large
quantities of soy bean on the market and if the China Vegetable Oil Corporation had supplied oil in unlimited quantities, the prices of - edible oils
would not have hiked in such a terrible manner. Then, again, the Taiwan
Sugar Corporation never increased its allocations, and the China Textile
Development Corporation raised the prices of cotton yarn which the Corporation, allocates, on behalf of.the Textile Industry Control Board, Naturally,
the black-market, prices of these commodities cannot be pressed down.
(Summary)
*

Other editorials not translated;

*

Dated April 9. 19A7

Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
Shun Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai

—

Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai •

—

Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai

*

The' Present Stage of the Moscow
Conference
On the- Sale of State-Controlled Enterprises to •Civilian Interests
Strengthen the Unity of the Chinese
Nation - - •
Immediately Check the New Price Hike
" The Establishment of the Information
Bureau
Pre-war Debts Should Not Be Paid
in Amount Larger Than the Original
One

-

u

-

Shang Pao, Shanghai

On. the Rulings Governing the Importation of Goods Which Require No
Foreign Exchange
"Political Tendency in Britain
After Perusal of Ambassador Stuart's
Speech on Easter

Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Hwa Shih.Pao, Shanghai
*

*

*

-POLITICAL NEWS
Democratic Socialist and Young China Parties to
Share Posts in Executive Yuan
Wen HUi"Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 9. 194.7

.. .

"

Nanking, April 8—Since President- Chiang Kai-shek has not yet returned here, the reorganization of the. Government has- come to a standstill,
and the acitivites of organizing the Government have been suspended during"
the past few days.. .It is learned that President Chiang will return here
either tomorrow or day after tomorrow, so the reorganization of the Government will be gradually'Carried out.
It is further' learned that the Joint Administration Program is expected to be signed within this week. In regard to the Personnel to be.
appointed to take.charge of the ministries under t. e-Executive Yuan, the
-competent authorities have classified the Ministries of Posts and Electrical Communications, Economic. Affairs and Agriculture'and Forestry as one •
group while the Ministries of ..National Conservancy and- Public Health as
another group. The Democratic. Socialist and the Young China Parties each ,
will be requested to take.up.one ministry from each group. '
* *

*

- Chen Li-fu Denies Report that He Will Become Minister
of Economic Affairs •''-'
Chung Yang Jih Pao (Eg Organ) . ShanghaiApril 9. 194.7
Wuhs-ing (by mail)—Our -reporter called on Chen Li-fu, Minister of Organization, in the hotel this evening.- The latter denied.the report that he
l ^t f r t h e P ° s t o f ! I i n i s t e r of Economic Affairs.- He said that he had
contributed a great deal of opinions to the Economic Reform Plan passed at
3 d Plen
T
^ y Session of the Central Kuomintang, therefore the above rumour
was circulated^
*

*

*

.General Ma Chan-shan to Proceed to Northeast' '
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal) . Shpnrtwi April 8. 194.7

. ..-

•" ' .
• , •.

'•:•

^
Peiping, April 8—General Ma Chan-shan will Le appointed Deputy Director
S n w ~ Generalissimo's Headquarters in the Northeast.../He...will proceed to
Mukden within, this month to assume his new post. His work will be centered
training of the
I*
"underground army" which existed
auring the time of war of resistance.
*

* *1
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Government Troops to Station in Port Arthur and Dairen
•Ta Kung Pao.(independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 9. 1947
' "
Mukden,- April 8—-The warship S.S. Taikang has been assigned to take
part in the take-over of Port Arthur and Dairen. This vessel is now
anchored in the %angpoo River, awaiting order for its departure. It is
learned that a small number of Soviet troops is stationed on
the Changchun Archipclogo off
Port Arthur for maintaining peace and order
there,
'
• •
In regard to the stationing of Chinese Government forces in Port Arthur
and Dairen, Soviet quarters are of the opinion that the take-over operations should not be started until after the reorerentatives of both Chinese
and Soviet Armies complete the survey of the bound sry lines of the Army
garris.on district of Port Arthur and of the areas In which the armed forces
of these two countries are to be stationed.
•a-

*

*

Chinese Troops to Take Over Watsetien
r.

'

'

. ' • " >

'

' ' '

,

Chi^Yang_Jih_Pao (KM1 Organ). Shanghai
April 9. 1947
"
Mukden, April 8 — S o v i e t quarters sometime ago asked the Chinese troops
at the front- to take; over.Watsetien. Chinese authorities already indicated
that the.said area should be taken over simultaneously with Port Arthur
and Dairen.
*

•*• *

Chinese .Newspaper Reporters Insulted by U.S. MP
in Tientsin
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 9. 1947
|
~~ '
Tientsin, April 8—-When representatives of^circles in Tientsin vrere
seeing off General, Alvan Gillem of the defunct Sino-/jnerican Executive Headquarters at the Railway station at 12 o'clock today., Chinese newspaper reporters who were present there were insulted by a U.S. TIP This U S iff
held a certain reporter by the collar and pushed him away with great force.
y o u T7ant m

® 'to d e a l a blow to your noce?" U.S. Consul-General
bmith in Tientsin went up and tried to stop him from doing so, but the U.S.
MP.said,_"I am acting by order, so I don't care." All the Chinese reporters
were furiously indignant and" instantly withdrew from the party. An emergency
joint meeting of the executive,and supervisory directors of the Reporters'
Fraternity was held at 3 o'clock the same afternoon to discuss this matter,
tiayor iu Chien-shih sent a representative to the meeting to comfort the'
humiliated newspapermen. . In behalf of the Mayor, the representative expressed
deep regret..towards this incident and said that the Mayor had already filed
a verbal protest with "General Howard, Commander of the' U.S. Marines in North
onma-,- over this matter.
J + h l h t R e P ° r t e r s ' Maternity has drafted a letter of protest to be filed
teSJ'^n?
i f^hprities, demanding: I) that U.S. Iff. authorities should
tender apology to.; the Chinese reporters, 2) that they should guarantee that
i n fut,Jre
S
L T ^ S 5 " ^ ^
>
that' they should mete out"
punishment to the U.S. MP involved in this incident, and 4) that U.S. MP
S
pi- 7 n ° ^ a t t e r v 7 h e r e t h e ^ ^ s h o ^ d not interfere with the movements
of the Chinese Government officials and civilians.
*

*

*
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There Will Be New.Developments in China Situation After
Five or Six Months, Gillem Predicts
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai *
April 9, 19A7

*'.•*.

Peiping, April 8
On the eve of his departure from this city, General
Alvin Gillem of the defunct SinO-American Executive Headquarters gave a
cocktail party to leaders of various circles here. He also Invited local
press circles to attend his last press conference at his private residence.
Our reporter asked him about .his impression of China. General Gillem
said, "I have obtained a better understanding of the situation in China.?
In regard to the present international situation, -he declared that the Moscow
Conference will be helpful to the solution,of thfe.Far Eastern problem. .^Hepointed out that though the-convocation of that conference, is to discuss the •
problem of Germany, yet the countries concerned are. equally concerned about
the China issue. Finally, he said, "China must rejuvenate herself by her
own efforts and the prospect .of the country is quite hopeful. The Chinese
Government will have to undergo reorganization by letting various parties,
and groups take part in.the administration arid by effecting close cooperation
with them in the same Way as. is done in the United States. Remarkable developments in the situation in China are.expected after five-er six months."
''

•"'

..

,

*

*

*

Further News About Intrusion into USIS Office in
Peioifig
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 8. 19A7
Peiping, April 8 T he police authorities here sent men to the USIS
office yesterday to conduct investigations regarding the recent intrusion
of certain people into, that office. They also interrogated a number.of •
the USIS staff members.who were suspected of being involved in the .intrusion
afid got their fingerprints for examination.
The responsible official Of the'USIS here declared that this agency is
working for the promotion of cultural cooperation between China and the
United States and does not have any political background, so it has not
kept any secret documents. He expressed his deep regret towards this matter. A subsequent investigation reveals that a few pieces of articles have
been lost. U.S. Consul-General Foster {Trans, note: Mr. Foster is the
Director of the USIS .in Peiping) remains silent on this matter and has instructed his subordinate officials not to express any views, pending the
clarification of the ..Situation.
.
:
.

Generalissimo's Headquarters Dispatches Delegation
to Inspect Conditions in Mongolian Banners in
Northeast..
"
'
Shun Pao (KM-supervised. C.C..Organ). Shanghai
April 9. 19A7'
•'-'
..•

;

.;

:" •

•

' Peiping, April 8—In.order to .obtain .a better understanding of the
recent situation in the various Mongolian Banners in the Northeast, the
Generalissimo's Headquarters in the Northeast Has organized'-an'inspection
group for the Jehol-Chahar area and appointed Chu Mihg-shan to head it.
Mr. Chu told our reporter that a month ago, lun Tse, Chairman of the
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Committee, already changed the name of the Committee into "Inner Mongolian Autonomous Government" the Headquarters of which
is set up at the Apeichiaf5fie;Ehe Siii ngo l League. This puppet Government has

- 7 under its' control the northeastern part of the Silingol League, northern
part of the Chaomata League',•-greater part of Fulunpeierh, and a small part
of Northeast Chaolimuyu. This government is entirely under the domination
of the CP. The East Mongolian Branch of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Committee has been abolished and amalgamated with the Autonomous Government in the Apeichia'Banner. It is reported that the East Mongolian cavalry
units took part in the CP attack on Tungta, Mr. Chu said. '
''
•x- * -SiNext of Kin of Missing Persons Demand Immediate
-•-• Release of Alleged Missing Citizens
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist) » Shanghai -:
April 9. 19A7
(Local News) — T h e Federation of Next of Kin of the Missing Persons
in this city made a statement as follows: "Over a month has elapsed since
. the cases of missing citizens occurred. Though the' local police authorities
have, promised to conduct a. thorough probe into these cases, yet up to the
present no concrete results have been achieved and the victims are still
missing.
"Our Government authorities have all the time reaffirmed that various
parties and groups should enjoy equal status with the KMT and have also
invited various parties and groups to take part in the administration, yet
we-do not know on what legal ground they should have- secretly arrested the
people who are suspected of-having relations with a certain political party.
We -do not know whether it is the people or the Government which "has violated law.'
"In order to uphold the prestige of the Government and defend the sanctity of law, the-Federation hereby demands that: 1) Those pebole who' were
secretly arrested should be immediately released, 2) That certain special
agency should be abolished and its staff members be severely'Punished feo as
to prevent the recurrence of -similar illegal activities, 3) The Government
should adopt effective measures to uphold law and safeguard human rights."
Another report has -it that Chwang Yu-tang and' other family members of
the alleged missing citizens.have engaged lawyers to file petitions with
..the court requesting the latter to grant writs of habeas corpus to the victims.
' ' . . . ' ,

v..

-

-

, -

*

*

*

-

,...•:,

'•'

'. ••'

About 500 People in-Wenohang Village of Junghsi'en
Arrested by Hsien Government Police "•

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist).. Shanghai
April 9. 19Z.7 . . . . .

-

•"•••.•••

Chengtu (By Mail), April 1—About 500 residents of over 80 families
representing half of the total number of residents in the 5th Pao of'Wenchang tillage, Junghsien in Szechuan, including the Pao chief, Ho Tse-kao
were.arrested by the Hsien Government Police on March 10; The reason for'
their arrest was that they had "taken part in the illegal organisation "
However, according to information revealed by concerned quarters, the arrest
had connection with the drafting of able-bodied men in the village".
* *. .*

• -••

•

•

.

Japanese :Black-Dragon Society Plans to'Renew
. Acitivitos in Shanghai • --••'• -' '••'

-' -

:

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-leftist') . S h w n g W
April 9. 19Z.7
News)—After Japan's capitulation, Obashi,. one of the notorious
ringleaders of the Japanese Bl.ack Dragon Sbciety, equipped with large q^tities
of arms and munitions, went into hiding in the suburbs of this city and S p t e d
the Chinese name -Kung Ping Hang. He is attempting to renew his activities
whenever there is a chance. The "underground gro?P« orgSIzed by him I s comT
hundred
T ®
f ^
^
° ^
equipped with
"ral
hundred
rifles
In order to maintain peace and order in this citv sthe
competent authorities have made efforts to track them down, it is leaned

*

*

*
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•. "..•An Interview with U.S. Ambassador 'Stuart

Hen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist) .^Shanghai
April 8. 19/,7

/.'•'"•'

•

' . .
'

"

From oOT^'^fepctft'^r"WazT'&H^-*On tEe' 2nd instan+, I left Shanghai for
Nanking by night train. On the second day of my arrival in the Capital I
made a call on U.S. Ambassador Leightori" Stuart-. -After waiting for a short
while in the sitting room,-the venerable Dr.-Stuart who had just seen his
foreign friend off at the gate, came into the room and shook hands with me.
Months have elapsed since I last saw. the-- Ambassador. However, I found him
in just as high spirits as before, though this time the tone of his conversation. was not as cheerful.-•"..••
' .
As it was just noon, after the usual formalities of greetings and inquiry after the Ambassador's health, I was invited to lunch with him. The
Embassy spokesman, Mr. Bradley Connors, and 'Irs. Connors were also present
at the table.
,.»,..
•...-••
...-• The conversation began as usual on the activities going on on the Yenching -University campus. Gradually the talk turned to the persons of the
few Yenching students who are now .engaged in journalistic work in Shanghai.
Lastly, the topic was switched to the "Wen Hui Pao" on which I am working
as a reporter. The Ambassador remarked that he had frequently read the editorials of the "Wen Hui. Pao". Upon being asked as to what" his "impressions
were, he paused for a moment and then said emphatically: "Without criticism,
even a democratic government will turn corrupt. Constructive criticism is
urgently needed in China at present." When he was informed that in some
cities the circulation of the "Wen Hui Pao" was banned or suppressed, he was
obviously astonished. . Mr. Connors, who sat oppoSit- me, remarked:
"Maybe
thxs is a measure adopted only by a few local authorities," '-•"
From freedom.of the press .we came to the subject of safeguarding the
people's freedom of the person. The venerable Dr. Stuart anxiously inquired
as to the exact number of .missing -persons in Shanghai. It was widely rumored
that Stuart had: expressed to competent quarters his great concern over these
arrests, as a result of which the "disappearance1 fad" has been slightly checked
or slowed down. ' I took the opportunity to ask him if that rumor was well
founded. At first the Ambassador wrinked his brows and neither said "yes",
nor "no", but in the end he admitted that he had made known his anxiety over
such incidents, to two important personages who-were connected with the missing,
mystery .and, somehow, he was at a loss to know as to how the news of this
event had leaked..out.
..••.'
"' "
';
We. finished our lunch in casual conversation. Then I- went' into' the sitting room to. have a more serious talk with the-Ambassador.' At first we spoke
about the waning of American prestige in China. "Now if anyone wants to
launch- a mass movement against Soviet Russia, this attempt is sure to meet
with all sorts of delays and .hindrances," said I to the Ambassador as frankly
as my observations would allow me, "On the other handy whatever demonstrations
against the. U.S.,—" "can. easily .'be launched!", supplemented -the 'Ambassador.
He also asked-me, "In your opinion, what is the reason for this?"
I also candidly told the Ambassador that in the wake of the loss of
Chinese goodwill toward America, the esteem in which the Chinese people have
held him- for so long ia already beginning to decline.
All the people who care
for him (the Ambassador) are saying: "You are sacrificing yourself."
Septuagenarian Stuart cast his glance toward the distant'horizon and remained silent for quite a while. Finally he said that in regard to the misunderstanding which people outside have entertained toward him personally, he
had no intention of trying to defend himself. Then he told me that what he
wanted to tell his old- pupils; was that' as -soon as lie realized that it was completely .impossible for him to do*'anything more for China, he was determined
to tender his resignation as'U.S. Ambassador. Then-he would return to the "
lenching campus where he had spent-some '3 decades. There, he would.devote
himself to encouraging, the students who; are three generations' his* junior"', to'
exert their .utmost efforts for the realization of democracy and freedom in the
New China.-. , .
'•'• "i •.'-.. '
"•• • •• .. -:.'
'- -'-"'
*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Prize Sino-Soviet Relations
Sin Wen Pao (Riff-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 10. 194-7
On the 6th instant, Soviet Foreign Minister Viacheslav Molotov handed
a document to General Marshall, U.S. Secretary of State, containing information on the Chinese question, at the same time handing one copy each
to the British Foreign Minister and the Chinese Ambassador to Soviet Russia.
After reading through that document, the Chinese people have a lot of
feelings. So far as the withdrawal of Soviet troops is concerned, this is
provided for in the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship. However, the problem
of the withdrawal of Soviet troops was fraught with many difficulties. Although, eventually, the Soviet troops -.ithdrew, yet in the areas where the
Soviet troops had been, there suddenly appeared hi. :.dreds of thousands of
Chinese Communist troops, with the result that the Government's take-over
work has been greatly impeded. We feel that although the Soviet Union claims
to have carried out the terms of the Treaty, yet, in reality, she has not
lived up to the spirit of the Treaty. Soviet Russia was under an obligation
to turn over to the civil personnel and troops sent by the Chinese Government the areas which her troops had evacuated, and evidently, she did not
fulfil this obligation.
Next comes the question of the continued presence of U.S. troops in
China. The Soviet press and Soviet news agencies have more than once
charged the U.S. troops in China with interfering in China's internal politics, but such charges have been due entirely to the Soviet's misunderstanding. What we wish to remind Soviet Russia of is that China is an independent
nation. Naturally, we will not allow any foreign nation to Interfere with
our internal politics. Furthermore, we are firmly convinced that at present
there is not a single foreign country which would want to interfere in our
internal politics.
When China becomes a strong Power, she certainly will not be a threat
to the security of the Soviet Union. It is China's present foreign policy
to obtain the aid of the United States, At the same time China hopes that
the Soviet Union will also extend her moral and material aid in accordance
with the terms of the Sino-Soviet Treaty. The Soviet Union can rest assured
that China will never become an "anti-Soviet" base, (Summary)
*

*

*

. Soviet Russia Reaffirms Her Policy of Non-interference
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT .Southeast China Organ), Shanghai
April 10, 19A7
Molotov's reply, though it claims that Soviet Russia does not want to
interfere rath China's internal politics, is a document that smacks of interference, Moreover, what he says in the reply does not agree entirely with
the facts.
First, in his reply Molotov charges the United States with failure to
fulfil her obligation to withdraw her troops up to the present time. This
attitude makes one suspect that Soviet Russia is herself interfering with
the Chinese question. The presence of U.S. troops in China is a diplomatic
question betv/een China and the United States. Why should Soviet Russia have
meddled with this matter?

Secondly, In withdrawing her troops, the Soviet Union did not fulfil
her obligation under the terms of the Sino-Soviet Treaty, because she did
not hand over the areas evacuated to the civil and military personnel sent
by the Chinese Government.
In extending a fairly large amount of aid to China, the United States
" only hopes that there will be a powerful stabilizing force in the Far East,
We hope that Soviet Russia will live un to her promise of non-interference
with China by first refraining from interfering with the foreign aid
which China may be able to obtain. (Summary)
*

*

Korea Must Win Her Independence
— Welcome to Dr. Syngman Rhee —
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 10. 1947
When.in 1943 the leaders of China, Great Britain and the United States
met at.Cairo, they explicitly declared that they would cooperate with one
another in forcing Japan to surrender unconditionally and in helping Korea
as much as possible in realising her independence and freedom. It is to be
regretted that when Japan surrendered in 1945 resulting in victory for the
Allied nations,. Korea was still unable to attain her independence, and that
the problem of U.S.-Soviet relations has been interwoven with the Korean
question. The conference of the Foreign Ministers of the United States,
Great Britain and Soviet Russia held in Moscow in December of that year decided to put Korea under the joint trusteeship of China, the United States,
Britain and Russia for a period of five years and to divide Korea into two
zones, one under the control of the United States and one under that of Soviet Russia. Obviously, this agreement was reached in violation of the spirit
of national independence and of the unity of Korea, delayed the independence
of Korea, deepened the differences between the United States and Russia,,
and constituted a serious tlxreat to China's Northeastern provinces.
China is always willing to help the weaker peoples to attain their
independence and freedom, so she is sympathetic with Korea in her present
predicament, and Chinese public opinion does not favor the idea of nutting.
Korea under any trusteeship. Now that Dr. Syngman Rhee, a Korean revolutionary leader who is not now in power, has come to this country for a visit,
we want to extend him a warm welcome. We also hope that the Koreans will
unite and will, under the leadership of Dr. Rhee and other Korean revolutionary leaders, strive for the early establishment of a unified Korean
Government which really represents .the wishes of the. Korean people, so that
Korea can restore her status as a strong nation. (Summary)
*

*

On Price .of Cotton Yarn
Shang Pao (C.C. Commercial Organ), Shanghai
April 10,- 19A7
• A study of the latest rise in commodity prices reveals that it has been
due to the following:- (1) The enforcement of the Emergency Economic Measures
has been relaxed somewhat, (2) the public has been influenced by the rumor
that the Central Bank of China is going to put into circulation bank checks
and CNCOlO,000-denomination banknotes, (3) prices in areas outside Shanghai
have-risen, (4) there" is an extremely large amount of Cash available on the
local money market, and (5) the rise in the prices of edible oils, sugar
and rice have caused a rise in the prices of other commodities, such as cotton
yarn.

- 3 -

In allocating cotton yarn, the Textile Industry Control Board should
not have raised its selling price. The Board purchases cotton yarn at CNC&3,150,000 per bale, and sells it at CNC$3,700,000 per bale. Why does the
Board want to make a profit of CNC$550,000 on each bale of yarn? It is reported that psychologically, the recent rise in the price of cotton yarn
has been due to the raising of the cotton yarn price by the Textile Industry Control Board. While the Garrison Headquarters has been advising the
people not to raise their prices, the Textile Industry Control Board has
been the first to raise its prices. Why this contradiction between the
deeds and the words? (Summary)
*

*

*

New Price Fluctuations
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 10, 1947
The fact that for more than forty days after the enforcement of the .
Emergency Economic Measures the market remained stable, made many optimistic
people feel that China's economic crisis could thus be alleviated. However,
only a short period of time has elapsed since then and commodity prices are
rising again. This new rise in commodity prices will not only be a threat
•to the economic life of the people as a whole, but may, if it is allowed .
to continue, even shake the entire civil war economy to its foundations.
The present rise in prices is certainly not due to the activities of a few
speculative merchants on the market. For instance, the Central Trust of
China monopolises the raw material for making edible oils, the Taiwan Sugar
Company has been'unwilling to increase its allocations, and the Textile Industry Control Board controls more than 70^ of all available cotton yarn.
How can the "arresting of people" solve the problem under these circumstances?
(Summary)
* *

*

National Prestige
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 10, 1947
Nothing further has been heard of so far regarding the solution of the
Taiwan problem and the disposal of Chen Yi. It is reported that there are
two different viewpoints among the Government authorities on this question:
One is that Chen Yi should be punished, and one is that he should not be
punished, so as to save the face of the Government and of Chen Yi himself.
In commenting on the Taiwan incident a few days agp, the Washington "Post"
went so far as to express the view that Taiwan should be put under the control of the United Nations. Naturally, we were very unhappy to hear of this.
What has made us feel even more painful is that that journal frankly pointed
out: "The Chinese have already started terroristic rule in Taiwan, which is
even more relentless than that of the Japanese." "The Chinese Government
has ignored its obligations, so that it seems that it wants to create a situation where it has to return Taiwan to Japan."
From such comment by a foreign newspaper, we can see that the Taiwan
problem is no longer a question of face. Since the nation has already lost
so much face, where is the prestige of the Government and an individual?
(Full Translation)
*

*

*

The Land Problem and the Future of National
Reconstruction
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 10. 19A7
That phase of China's agricultural problem'which urgently needs to.be
reformed but which constitutes a most difficult problem is the land problem.
Next comes the problem of land tenancy.
Since the beginning of the war against Japan, concentration of land
ownership has'become more evident than before, and the poverty of the
farmers has been'aggraVated. Tie hope the China Land Administration Institute will have a more carefully-worked-out and more detailed plan for solving the land problem of China for adoption by the Government. (Summary)
* *

*

Mountbatten and the Indian Situation
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 10, 19A7
"The British Labor Party's decision to withdraw from India is a wise
one. However, the National Congress Party still insists upon concentration
of
power in a Central Government, while the Moslem League wants a separate
government of its own, resulting in the present deadlock In India. This
is certainly a most regrettable fact.
"Militarily, it is a very laudable act that Britain has agreed to withdraw her troops from India. However, the British authorities still insist
upon the carrying out of a .joint British-Indian-Burmese defense plan, so
that their attitude is not liberal enough. We hope that all contradictions
in India can be solved as time goes on." (Extract)
*

*

Other editorials not translated;

Dated April 10. 19A7

Ho Ping Jih Pao, Shanghai

We Are Optimistic About the Pressing
Down of Commodity Prices
On the Talcing Over of Dairen
Outlook on the Future of the International Trade Conference
On the Taking Over of Enemy and Puppet
Properties and Japanese War Reparations
On the Aid for Greece and Turkey and
the M O
The Anti-Communist Movement and the
Soviet Union
Outlook on the Four Power Foreign
Ministers' Conference

Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
*

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Important Conference Held in Fenghua Under Chairmanship
of President Chiang Kai-shek
.Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist). .Shnmh^
April 9. 19A7
—•—
—
Nanking, April 9
A report is current here that President Chiang
Kaishek has postponed his return to Nanking, because he is now holding an Important conference in Fenghua to discuss questions connected with the
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reorganization of- the Government and with, the .present economy situation...
Chen Lih-fu, Minister of Organization, Chen Kuo-fu, and Wu Ting-chang,
Secretary-General of the President's.Office, attended the meeting.
«* *

*

* Disposal-- of„ Illegal .Armed Forces -Prerequisite to .
Take-Over of Port Arthur and Dairen

r -,

1

Shun- Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ) . Shanghai
April 10. 1947
Mukden, April. 9 — I t is learnt that in order, to take over Port Arthur
and Dairen, the CP troops stationed in the Soviet Army garrison areas in
these two cities should first be disposed of and their puppet regimes dissolved. Concerned Government quarters declared that the Soviet troops should
disarm or disband those- illegal armed forces and their puppet regimes, otherwise the Government forces will have to-take action to annihilate them
before they take over the administration of these two cities. Whether or
not Soviet quarters will handle ..the. situation in compliance with the wishes
of the Chinese authorities will indicate whether they are sincere in handing over these two cities to China, the same quarters said.
*

*

*

Negotiations on* Government Reorganization Going...
on in Nanking
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 10, 1947
, - ;
. . Nanking, April 9 — I t "is learnt that the Government has decided to let
the Democratic Socialist Party take charge of the Ministries; of Public .Health and Posts, and-Electric Communications. However, the. Party .indicated
that it has no interest in the Ministry of Public Health, because the scope
Of political' activities of the said Ministry is too limited and hence
this is "of. no value to the Party.
The Young China Party has brought forth.a number of demands to the
Government in regard to Its participation in the regional governments, one
of which is that ten representatives of the Party should be appointed
department heads of various provincial governments. Over 1,000 Arms'- officers in active service who are members of the Young China Party have demanded
that they should be; allowed to join the existing military agencies of the
Government. It is learnt that the Government has already agreed -to..the
appointment of 10 Young China Party representatives as" department .heads of
various provincial governments. .However, it is-still.considering the question of allowing Army officers of ;the Young China Party, to join the military agencies;-,' • .••'• •„.•••••
* *

•

*

Ministry of Food to' Send Investigation Groups to.
: Sev^n Provinces ;•
,

Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 10. "1947
Nanking, April 9
In order to conduct a thorough investigation into the
amount of foodstuffs purchased, by-the,-Government throughout the country
which remain to be-collected,. the Ministry of. Food has decided .to organize
investigation groups to be sent to various provinces to carry out this work.
It is learnt that five groups will first be sent to Szechuan, Anhwei, Kiangsi, Chekiang, Fukien, Shansi and Shensi. All detailed measures for the investigation have been drawn up. These groups will leave for their respective
destinations shortly.
* *

*
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Hsien Councils in Szechuan Opposed to Government
Purchase of Foodstuffs "
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 10. 19/,7
~~~
Chengtu, April 8—-In view of the insufficiency of Army provisions for
the current year, the Ministry of Food is planning to purchase 2,000,000
piculs of foodstuffs from Szechuan. Upon receiving this news, all the
hsien councils voiced their opposition to this decision. '
Peng Lun, Director of the Land Tax Department of the Szechuan Provincial Government, said, "News has it that the Government will purchase and
borrow 2,000,000 piculs of foodstuffs from this province. However, we have
not yet received the order to this effect. The Government may borrow foodstuffs from the people for military use when nece-sary, but the amount to be
borrowed should be included in the .amount of foodstuffs which this province
is obligated to sell to the Government for the current year."
* * *

President Chiang Kai-shek to Come to Shanghai to
Inspect Youth Army
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
:
April 10. 19A7
Soochow, April 9 — L o Tse-hai, Commander of the 202nd Division of the
Xouth Army stationed in Soochow, has returned here from Nanking recently
He said that after paying tribute to his ancestral tomb in Fenghua, Pre*
r 1 ^ Kai-shek will come to Shanghai to inspect the 202nd Division
oi the Youth Army before he returns to Nanking.
* *

*

General Ho Ylng-chin to Become Director of Generalissimo's
Headquarters in Chungking
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group'). Shanghai
April 10. 19A7
Chungking, April 9 — T h e post of Director of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Chungking will be taken up by General Ho Ying-chin who is
States. Pending his return to China, Hsiao Yi-shu, Chiefof-Staff, will act for him, it is learnt.
*

.

*

Pan Kung-chan Reported to Be Appointed Director of
Information Bureau of Executive Yuan

YI. Shih Pao (Chinese Catholic Organ)_ Shanghai
Aoril 10 T 19/7
—
Nanking, April 9
Pan Kung-chan, Chairman of the Shanghai City Council,
apP
l n t e d D i r e c t o r of
^ ^ %
°
the Information Bureau which will be set UP
v
by the Executive Yuan, it is learnt.
1

b

* *

*

A Batch of U.S. Army Commanders Arrives in Peiping and Tientsin
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
5
April 10. 19/, 7
Tientsin, April 8

Major General William Wallace, Commander of the U.S.
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Air Force and Marine Forces in the Pacific, and Brig. General Saunderson(?),
Commander of the-Air Force of the 1st. Division of the U.S. Army, together
with a number of top-ranking Army officers arrived here from Tsingtao
for an inspection trip. Major General William Wallace already left here
for Peiping today and liis mission is unknown.
„•

.

..;; ' •'.:•

*

*

*

Cases ...Involving U.S. Marines in Peiping Remain Unsettled
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 10. 19A7
Peiping, April 9
After General Gillem and his suite left here for
Tangku yesterday, the withdrawal of U.S. Marines from this city was completed. The three cases involving the U.S. Marines in this city, namely,
the rape of Shen chung, the killing of Wang Feng-hsi and the explosion of
the U.S. Army shell.resulting in the killing and wounding of six Chinese
children have not yet been settled. It seems that they will remain unsettled forever.
-

• -

*

*

*

Peddler Robbed by Two U.S. Marines in Tientsin
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 10. 19A7
Tientsin, April 9 — W h i l e passing through the Yuchihutung Lane on Sia0ma
Ru at 9 o'clock yesterday morning, a peddler named Wang Chun-tien carrying
a bundle of cloth was suddenly attacked and knocked out by two U.S. Marines.
The attackers took away over $100,000 of cash from his body. After the victim
returned to/he found that the U.S. Marines had already gone,
consciousness,
* *

*

Syngman Rhee Arrives in Shanghai by Plane
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Scienoe Group). Shanghai
April 10. 19A7 (Local News)----Dr. Syngman Rhee, Korean revolutionary leader, arrived
"here by plane from the United States yesterday. He told the reporters that
the chief purpose of his return to Korea is to help promote friendly relations between Korea' and the Soviet Union. Both the United States and the
Soviet Union are friendly neighbours to Korea. Should Korea maintain
friendly relations with these two neighbouring countries.-, the country certainly
would no longer be split up as at present. He expressed, hone that the relations between the people in North Korea and. those in South' Korea will be
gradually improved, because there are also many democratic-inclined elements
residing in North Korea.
..'
.
. Dr « Rhee declared; that his trip to China is to pay'respect to President Chiang :Kai-shek, leader of this country, and to express gratitude
towards the Chinese"Government for its assistance to Korea in behalf of the
Korean people,.
. .' ••'•"• ' "'

* * *

Young Marshall Chang Hsueh-liang in Taiwan
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 10. 19A7
~
Mukden, April 9—According to information revealed by concerned quarters,
Young Marshall Chang Hsueh-liang is now in Taiwan spending his days as usual. .
He was not the least affected by the recent rioting in that province, it is
-L© strut »
* *

*
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,• Li Tsai-sum Wires Hsiung Shih-hui and Tu Yu-ming
Requesting Latter to Release Writer Lo Ping-chi
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 10, 19A7
Hongkong (By Mail), April 5 — M r . Li Tsai-sum on April 5 wired Generals
Hsiung Shih-hui and Tu Yu-ming, Director of the Generalissimo's Headquarters
in the Northeast.and Commander of the Government Army "in the Northeast respectively, requesting the latter to release Lo Ping-chi, prominent writer
in the Northeast,'who was arrested in Mukden sometime ago. Representing
the "Northeast Reconstruction Association" and "Northeast Writers' Association", Chou Ching-wen here has wired the competent authorities in the
Northeast requesting them to release Lo at an early date.
* * *

Certain Reporter

, .

on Recent Conditions in Yenan

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 10. 19A7 '
Nanking, April .9 A certain reporter who returned here from Yenan
recently said tha^^ifhdrawing from Yenan, the CP Army carried away with
•-them all they had. However, they did not destroy any building in the city
and left behind heavy equipment in the caves. All the inhabitants in the
city evacuated together with the CP troops. Over A,000 of them have returned to Yenan, all of whom are women and old and weak people who belong
to the rich and anti-Communist gentry class. Villages 15 "li" from Yenan
are still in the hands of the CP trooos.' On April 6, three senfries of
the Government Army at Wangchiaping on the outskirts' of Yenan were whisked
away by the CP troops, the same reporter revealed.
*

*

*

MILITARY. NEWS
Military Conference in Hsuchow
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 10. 19A7
Hsuchow, April 9
General Ku Chu-tung, C-in-C of the Chinese Army,
summoned a conference of commanders of various Army Groups and commanders
of various Armies and.Divisions on April 7 and 8 to hear their reports.
It is learnt that he gave them important instructions in regard to the
present operations in Shantung. This conference had. already adjourned and
those top Army leaders returned to their respective posts this morning,
* *

*

Military Conference Held by General Yen Hsi-shan
During' Last Few Nights
i- Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 9. 19A7
*

Peiping, April 9 — T h e .CP Army has massed 100.,000. men in Shansi Province. „•; A big: battle is inevitable. Government forces., are making full preparations to-cope with the situation. During the last few nights, General
Yen Hsi-shan/Governor of. Shansi, ' • V held a!'series-.of military conferences
to discuss measures for" the joint-defense-of'Shensi and Shansi. .Government
troops in Taiytian-have been rushed to various hsiens to strengthen the defense there.
*

*

*
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ECONOMIC MEWS
Soaring.Commodity Prices Said Due to Compulsory Sale
.,.: ,
of Debentures
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 9, 1947-.
. . .
banking,- April 9-—The commodity prices have registered a general
hike once more during the past few days. The hike is mainly due to Government's failure to direct idle capital to the Proper channels. Speculators
who have a tremendous amount of- idle capital at t v eir disposal, after giving
up their speculative dealings, in gold, are now engaged in tho heavy hoarding
of the.daily necessities*
It is also reported that the sale of the new U.S. Dollar Government
Bonds will'be made compulsory and that as the merchants are mostly afraid
of such a step that might be taken by the Government, they started to hoard
goods with all their money. However, the competent authorities have time
and again announced that under no circumstances should the sale of debentures
be made compulsory.
* *

*

Barter Trade Between Northeast.and China Proper
Announced by Economic Council for Northeast
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
Aoril 10. 1947
Mukden, April S — T h e Economic Council for; the Northeast has just
announced the Government's measures governing the barter trade between the
Northeast and China: .Proper, . Metal products, such as steel plates, steel
bars and copper wires are to be exchanged for cotton yarn, gasoline, jute,,
sugar and. tea produced in China Proper, Soya beans and dried bean cakes
are also listed in the articles for barter trade.
It is also learnt that 100 tractors will arrive in Mukden between April
11 and 20 and that a training class has already been established here. In
the first year, UNRRA will use those tractors to. reclaim farmland for the
farmers free of charge. Of these 100 tractors, '20 each will be allocated
to Mukden, - Liaoy.ang, Szeping,. Antung and Kungchuling, Before V-J Day, the .
Japanese had 300 tractors in the Northeast, most of which were- in North
Manchuria. However, .it is said that all these tractors have already been
damaged,
.-., . . , ; .
..
',
' • • ' . .
.

• .

.

•

* * *
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MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
• -

'

I

- •

\ •'..<
Sweeping Changes in Newspaper Publishers Reported -.
in Chengtu''
•

Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
f April 9. 19Z.7

'

'"

Chengtu, April 9—-Of late, many newspapers here are undergoing a reorganization. Both the "Chien Sheh Jih Pao" (Reconstruction Daily)"and the
. "She Hui Jih' Pao" (Social Daily) have temporarily suspended publication
^owing to internal reorganizations of the papers. The present general manager
'. of the "Chien Sheh Jih Pao" has resigned, and the "She Hui Jih Pao" will be
wholly taken over by someone else. The "Min Feng Jih Pao" will start publication of its first issue on April 15/ The "Sin Sin Sin Wen" has decided to
publish an evening edition as of May 1,. It is likely that the "China News
Weekly" will be changed into a daily issue. As regards the "Sin She Hui Jih
(New Social Daily) which ceased publication over a month ago, there
is 'ho indication',that it will resume publication in the near future. Should
all the above news turn out to be true, then there will be 17 dailies and
8 evening papers here, 8 of the d a i l i e ^ & l i s h one large sheet daily.
*

*

*
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S PEC IAL &. FEATURE ARTIC IES
•• .-

Szechuan in the Present Turmoil
••
by I Chun '
'••>•

Lien Ho Wan Pao. (Liberal-Leftist) , Shanghai
March 7. 1947
State of Unrest

.'-••''

-,,

••
;,
..

In the last few months the Yi (tribesmen) suppression campaign in Sikong
has thrown the'whole'Southwest in a state of unrest and turmoil. The situation in Sikong greatly effects the neighboring province of Szechuan; and
whatever happens in the latter province is. bound t affect Sikong directly
also. So the present conditions in Szechuan are worthy of our attention.
Not long ago, when Director Chang Chun of the Generalissimo's Chungking
Headquarters returned to Szechuan, the Resident Committee of the Chengtu
City Council invitpd him and Acting Governor Teng Shih-hou of Szechuan to a
tea party. In the course of the function the question of the stabilization
of Szechukn and Sikong was raised with them. Certain members of the City
Council also openly discussed the question of the governorship of Szechuan.
They expressed the'hope that the Central Government would not aggravate the
unrest, in Szechuan juSt because of the question of administrative -personnel.
Szechuan today is truly faced with a serious crisis. There is confusion
and chaos in the,political and'economic fields as well as financial stringency
there. The P'aoko gangs (Cloak Brotherhood Secret Society), are extremely
active and powerful. Banditry is rampant and cases of armed smuggling of,
and illicit traffic'in, opium and narcotics are too numerous to enumerate.
Corruption prevails'among the whole rank'and file of officialdom; from the
district magistrate down to the lowest clerk, not one is- free from .embezzlement or irregularities. The inhabitants, already weighed down .with exorbitant
taxes and the dread of conscription, are often arrested and detained in the •
Village or Town Office. Added to all these miseries are the internal strife
and conflict among.the. various bigwigs of Szechuan's higher strata. The
state of unrest and turmoil in this province can well be imagined.
Conflict among Various Influential Groups
The bigwigs•of Szechuan who have military power, in their hands are Teng
Shih-hou, Pan Wen-hwa and Liu Wen-hui. Although the troops under them have
undergone reorganization and reduction, yet their actual strength has hardly
been affected.
Among these three big leaders, Teng Shih-hou's troops who had fought
against the Japanese-outsider'Szechuan in the early stages of..the.-war of resistance, have suffered some.losses. He was made Actirig Governor,of this
province because he was the- least strong of the three. However, he was so
loyal to the Central Government that of the three he g'ave the best impression
to Nanking. The troops under M m now are his old troops who used to garrison
Szechuan.
. '' • • • *
As for Pan Wen-hwa's military strength, besides his own old troops- as
well as those of the late Governor Liu Hsiang of Szechuan under" the command
of Tang Shih-tsUn, Wang-Tsan-shu and. Wang Lin-chi, respectively, all otherindependent brigades- and independent regiments 'are' also -under him. The num- .
ber of his troops therefore, far exceeds even the quota set for a Regular
Army.
_' _ _ •
' J•
Liu Wen-hui's forces, with the exception of those troops that retreated
to Sikong during the last conflict between him and the late Liu Hsiang, consist of a number of newly organized units' as well-as-whole units of surrendered
bandits.-•The majority of his forces are his old troops who are now stationed
in Sikong. His strength in Szechuan is comparatively limited,
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These three powerful military forces are not on amiable terms with one
another, and each tries to oust the others from power.. Then there is the
influence of the Cloak Brotherhood gangs, the influence of Szechuan's socalled "5 ancients and 7 just men" and the local.gentry, and last but not
least, the influence of the Kuomintang Party and the.San Min Chu I Youth
Corps. All these forces only serve to intensify the internal struggle
and rivalry and widen the gulf that separates, them.
,4

•

Two Powerful Groups of Cloak Brotherhood Society
Not a single place in Szechuan is 'without .the Cloak Brotherhood setup.
The most powerful of these gangs are the two groups under a-certain Peng
and Huang, respectively. The influence of these two gangs has been extended to all administrative organs, local governments, schools', big and
small business, banking circles, all.public and private enterprises, and
has even spread among farmers, peasants,, rascals, bullies and corrupt members of the gentry.
The organization under the leadership of Penj has a membership exceeding 100,000 men scattered throughout Eastern, Southern and Northern
Szechuan. He even used the names of certain armies to open training classes
for the training of Paoko cadres.
The Paoko gangs under Huang are only second, to Peng in strength and power. Their influence is mostly felt in Western and Northern Szechuan.
Their membership is also smaller than.that of those under Peng's command.
In the hsiens on the SIkong border near Szechuan one has but 'to say
that one is a brother of either of these two brotherhood.gangs in order to
obtain free access or passage to and from any place. This is all the more
so in Szechuan. Once, you have become a member of. these gangs,' if your
cargoes are. looted by highwaymen or encroached upon by others, you can get
back the lost goods through the intervention and power of the Cloak Brotherhood Society. You can even engage in illegal transactions without the
least danger or risk. So the "guerrilla" merchants and travelling salesmen in Szechuan, for the sake of security, -almost all join these-gangs.
Moreover, the power of these two Paoko gangs is closely linked with the
military forces in that province.
. ' . ..
The Two Lords of Szechuan after the Death of Liu

H s i a n g .

:

After the death of Governor Liu Hsiang, his troops \?ere disbanded. On
the one hand,'Teng Shih-hou took his place as Lord of Szechuan. On the
other, Pan Wen-hwa regrouped together the old troops of-Liu Hsiang's independent brigades and independent regiments so that he became more powerful
than Teng Shih-hou, As an antagonist of Teng, Pan's. historic fame was no
match for the former but his power far excelled that of his opponent. So,
like Teng, Pan-is also considered a Lord of Szechuan.
Teng is at present Director of the Szechuan-Siko.ng Pacification Headquarters while Pan is Vice Director and concurrently Director of the SzechuanHunan-Yunnan-Kweichow Border Region Pacification Headquarters. In the areas
garrisoned by Pan's troops Teng is powerless to interfere or to give command.
Both of them have the ambition of becoming Governor of Szechuan. Pan's
dislike for, Teng.increased when the latter was appointed Acting Governor.
Pan therefore resorted to the measure of first appointing directly all the
district magistrates and commissioners under him and. then report the appointment to the Provincial Government. He even undertook ..to appoint magistrates
in districts not- under-his•jurisdiction and only notified the Provincial
Government by a .written note afterwards. Teng .could do nothing in face of
this behavior^.' :
• ' .
Teng Shihr-hou and the Government of Szechuan
Chang' Chun-who has ruled Szechuan for 6 years is not .likely to continue
his administration over-that province any longer. Why is it then that
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Acting Governor Teng Shih-hou is not made actual Governor? The fact is
that Teng, though the most pro-Central Government personage of the. powerful
Szechuan Cii que , does not forget Szechuan despite his loyalty to the Central
Government. To a personage like him whose attitude is pro-Central Government but who, nevertheless, remains a powerful figure of the local. Clique
at heart, if the Central Government were to entrust the whole' administrative,
and military power of Szechuan to him, it seems but meet that they should
give this decision more careful consideration before doing so* Another
reason is that Pan Wen-hwa and other Szechuanese are opposed to. the assumption of governorship by Teng. So if.the letter is really, appointed Governor
it might only intensify the conflict among the various forces in the province I
The third reason is that the Central Government is deeply at/are of the ••
clever astride-the-wall policy pursued; by Teng,. .Co the Government wfents
to profit by the occasion when Teng is acting for the Governor to.observe
his attitude, to scrutinize his dual policy and to see if he really takes
orders from the Central Government. The fourth reason is that if Teng is
made Governor he might remove Chang Chun's Secretary-General, the various
department chiefs as well as other Central Government personnel from his
government. In that case, the effect will be very unfavorable to the Central •
Government and is tantamount to saying' that the Central Government has again
returned the government of Szechuan to the Szechuanese. For these reasons
the appointment of Teng as Governor has been delayed.
The Central and Local Governments
The basic policy of the Central Government towards Szechuan .is to bring
Szechuan more and more 'under.the control of the Central Government. .But
despite the transfer of the national Capital to Szechuan for 7 years, Szechuan hag not come completely under, the influence of the Central Government.
Local influence still continues to exist. At the time of the return of the
national Capital to Nanking, the Government had carefully worked.out the- .
following arrangements in regard to Szechuan.
Pan Wen-hwa's powerful troops were transferred to take uo garrison
duties in the Hsiushan area in Eastern Szechuan, Liu Wen-hui was transferred to Szechuan to be Vice Director of the Szechuan-Sikong Pacification
Headquarters, Although Liu's troops, the 2Ath Army, are stationed in Sikong,
yet in reality .Liu himself is permanently established in Chengtu. Troops
usually move about with their principal.C.O. So part of Liu's forces in
Sikong are also brought into Szechuan and resulted, as it were, in bringing
about cooperation between Teng's and Liu'-s. forces, which served as a check
to Pan. But actually there exist great differences between Teng and Liu,.
The overall result of these arrangements is that the various forces in Szechuan are putting one another in check so that no great trouble will be able
to arise, and the Government can thus refrain from stationing any troops-in
Szechuan without having to worry about the safety of the Southwest.
At this critical moment of intensifying civil war, the basic aim of
the Central Government in regard to Szechuan is that Szechuan will..be able
to obey the Central Government's orders, to keep away from riots and dis-..
turbances, to thoroughly implement the two major administrative measures of
conscription and of- collection "of land tax in kind, and to support the Government. But the common peonle in Szechuan who contributed much of their
strength and effort in the war of resistance, are in a very miserable plight
now. The councillors of the Sz.echuan Provincial PPC all clamored and -oretested that the Government.treated the.Szechuanese -with gross disregard. -Such
is the other side of the picture regarding the Central Government and .Szechuan.
In the midst of the ever spreading civil conflict and under the tremendous burden of conscription, of land tax in kind.and of skyrocketing prices,
the crisis that is confronting Szechuan is deepening from day to day. This,
together with the failure of the Central Government to find a basic solution
to the choice of a Governor for Szechuan, is what has caused instability
m Szechuan's political situation and deepened the crisis facing it. At the
same time., conflict of power is evident everywhere, while the people are more
and more driven to take the wrong course by the combined oppression of the
local officials, of the Cloak Brotherhood gangs and of the*militarist remnants.
When these people are driven to their last resources the road they will turn
to is surely fraught with danger and terror!
*

*

*
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EDITORIAL COMLENT
On th6 Take-over of Dairen
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KfZT Organ) . Shanghai
Anril 11. 19A7
One thing of which people in general have recentljr become impatient
is the question of the take-over of Dairen. The fact that the status of
Dairen has been abnormal during the past year and a half has had much unfavorable effect upon China's domestic and diplomatic problems. In reading through the agreement on Dairen carefully, one cannot find anything in
it which justifies the Soviet Union in keeping troops in that city and in
delaying the return of the city to China.
It was because China prizes Soviet Russia's friendly relations with
her and because she wants to win the cooperation of that country that she
paid the high price of concluding with Russia the Sino-Soviet Treaty of
Friendship and Alliance. Since the conclusion of that Treaty, China has
so faithfully abided by the terms of the Treaty, that there has been no cause
for complaint at all on the part of Soviet Russia, On the other hand, in
the past the Soviet troops removed the industrial equipment in the Northeast
and purposely permitted the Chinese Communists to carry on their activities
in that part of the country, and today Soviet Russia still blockades Port
Arthur and Dairen, having delayed in handing them back to China. This
certainly has been contrary to the spirit of the Sino-Soviet Treaty of
Alliance. The removal of the abnormal status of Dairen is not only a
question of Chinese sovereignty, but also a test of international good faith
and the respectability of treaties. (Summary)
*

*

*

Take-over of Dairen
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 11. 19A7
~
Port Arthur and Dairen should have been taken over by us long ago. The
fact that the Soviet authorities refused to permit Chinese Government troops
to land at Dairen in 194-5 is the main reason why the take-over of those
cities has been delayed. Besides, the disturbances created by the Chinese
Communist troops have also been one of the reasons why the Chinese Government
has not been able to take over Dairen so far.. Since Dairen has been made
a free port, it should be opened to the trade and navigation of all countries,
and therefore, so long as the Dairen question remains unsolved, it will not
only adversely affect China's sovereign rights, but also impede the trade of
all other countries. In January last the U.S. Government sent a Note to
the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs candidly expressing its views on the
Dairen question, and what was said in that Note was quite'right. According
to the terms of the Sino-Soviet agreement, all rights pertaining to Dairen
should belong to China which has sovereignty over v,iat city. For instance,
all the properties which the enemy has left behind in Dairen ought to be
taken over by China. If, upon taking over Dairen, we find that some of these
properties have either been removed or damaged by other quarters, we should
find out who should be held responsible for same so as to settle the accounts.
China should also insist upon solving the Dairen question both politically
and militarily when taking over that city. (Summary)

April Elections in Japan
Ta Rung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April II. 19A7
.
. . .
The April elections will be an important test of democracy in Japan.
Japanese politics seems to have been following a course that cannot be easily
changed, because the people elected as a result of the different, elections
have always been the same old people or their substitutes. This is (l)
because the conservative elements have b.oth manpower and financial resources
and have become deep-rooted in society and (2) because the only objective
of General MacArthur's policy of controlling Japan is the realization
of the wishes of the United States. General Mac Arthur's interference or hints
have the greatest possible effect upon the elections in Japan. For instance, General Mac Arthur's Headquarters said at a press conference held on
March 25th, "The United States will fight against undemocratic and,even
cruel and aggressive Communism in all parts of the world." This was a hint
to the Japanese people that they must not turn to the left and that they
must not elect the Socialists or Communists. In this way, the election Situation has been more or less predetermined.
We are-doubtful about the following two points in connection with this
tendency:
(1) Are the elections a question of Japan's internal politics or her
foreign relations? Since her defeat, Japan has been very successful in her
effort to please others, and although she has seemed to be respectful and
obedient, yet she has not necessarily been sincere.
(2) Is democracy just a form, or is there some real stuff in it?
A reactionary political regime in another form will inevitably cause the
United Nations further trouble.
The election of local administrative heads, the published results of
which show that the conservative forces have emerged victorious, is unsatisfactory. We feel that during the forthcoming three -elections, the Japanese
people should express more of their own free will. (Summary)
*

*

Two Documents
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-leftist). Shanghai
April 11. 1QA7
Both Marshall's memorandum to Mo.lotov regarding the exchange of information on the China situation and Molotov's reply to that memorandum- clearly
indicate that the United States, has not abided by the agreement on the Chinese
question reached at the Three Foreign Ministers Conference held in Moscow
in December, 194-5. Molotov has made it clear that Soviet Russia is willing
to remain neutral in regard to the unfortunate civi.. war in China, which is
a matter for rejoicing. We are sure that Soviet Russia will be able to abide
by this promise to the end-. • If - the United'States' purpose in participating
in China's civil war has been to take precautionary measures against Russia,
then we feel that since Soviet Russia, has now given assurances both by words
and deeds that she will never interfere in China's internal politics,
the United States should loosen its grip upon China, withdraw her armed forces
from this country and stop her actions xThich will directly or indirectly enlarge the Chinese civil war.
As to Minister of. Information Peng Hsueh-pei's recent comment on this
question, we should point out that whether there should be a Communistsuppression campaign or not is an internal problem of China. We certainly
should not welcome the continued presence of American trooos in China just
because-of the Communist-supnression Campaign, for the continued Presence of
\ T ^ S o ^ C h l n a i s a vi°lation of China's sovereignty, and the aid which
the United States extends to China when she keeps a large force in this country is, in effect, armed interference in China's internal politics. (Summary)
+:

*

*

*

~

UN Security Council Discusses the United States Aid
to Greece and Turkey Program
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April 11." 1947
In reporting to the United Nations her program of aid to Greece and
Turkey, the United States has indicated.that she respects that international
agency. This is an example of the democratic way in which the United States
deals with international issues, and will enhance the prestige of the United
Nations. It has also set a good example for legitimate future international
cooperation. (Summary)
*

*

*

U.S. Forces to Take Over Defense of India
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 11. 1947
The United States has secretly participated in the British-Indian military conference, with a view to taking over the defense of India from the
British. This is another important news item that has been published since
the United States announced her intention to extend military aid to Greece
and Turkey. Greece and Turkey, which are important strategic points on the
Mediterranean, have already been turned over to the United States by Great
Britain. Now the latter has also turned over India, which has always been
looked upon as a treasure house by Britain, to the United States. This must
be considered an important success achieved by the U.S. "world Monroe
doctrine's" tactics of aiming a blow at A which is really intended for B.
(Summary)
* *

*

De Gaulle's Speech and the Political Crisis in France
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ). Shanghai
April 11. 1947
"It is possible that the political struggle in France may unfortunately
be converted from an ideological into an armed conflict. De Gaulle's speech
was evidently designed to wake up the 3,000,000 voters who gave up their
right to vote, with a view to checking the expansion of Communist influence.
In the recent local elections, the M.R.P. has been quite successful, which
may be an indication that French politics is g r a d u a l l y moving toward the
center from the extreme right and the extreme left." (Extract)
....

*

*

*

Dated April 11. 1947

Other editorials not translated:

The Policy of Stabilizing Commodity
Prices
De Gaulle's Speech
The Government Banks Should Be True
to Their Functions
Commodity Prices Have Jumped Again!
Reorganization of the Government and
the Cleaning of Officialdom
The Ministry of Social Affairs Should
Not Be Replaced by a Ministry of
Labor
On the Recurrence of Cases of Attacks
on Newspaper Offices by Students
China's Diplomatic Problem

Shun Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pa.o, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
* *

*
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POLITICAL MEWS
New Billion Dollar U.S. Loan to China Rumored
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist'). Shanghai
April 11. 1947
Nanking, April 10 (shenchow News Agency)—-A rumor is current among
financial circles here that the U.S. Government has decided to extend to
China a US$1,000,000,000 loan and that an agreement on this will shortly
be reached. It is also learned that the said loan is not included in the
figure earmarked by the Import-Export Bank.
*

*

*

Report on Ambassador Stuart'.s Resignation Denied
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 10. 194.7
Peiping, April 1 0 — Regarding the rumor that U.S. Ambassador Leighton
Stuart is considering to tender his resignation so as to devote his attention to education, Philip Fu told our reporter yesterday that Dr. Stuart
has already terminated his connection with Yenching University but it is
likely that he might pay a visit to Peiping if necessary.
*

*

*

.

Liang Chiu-sui and Chang Tung-sun Write Letter
to Wu Hsien-tse and Hu Hai-men
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group).Shanghai
April 11. 1947
'

(Local News)
According to information released by the Democratic
League, Liang Chiu-sui and Chang Tung-sun, members of the Democratic Socialist Party in Peiping, wrote a letter to Wu Hsien-tse and Hu Hai-men,
also members of that Party, raising questions regarding the latters1 participation in the Government. T he letter reads in part:
"Your acceptance of the Government offer as members of the State Council, as reported in newspapers, indicates that your deeds do not correspond
with your views. Therefore we would like to put the following questions
to
you:
"A. In regard to the restoration of peace in the country: 1)
Will you or not bring forth a proposal demanding the immediate. cessation of
civil hostilities at the first session of the State Council after its reorganization? 2) If this proposal is not ad on ted, will you or not
withdraw from the Council? 3) If you will not withdraw from the Council
or will not bring forth the above proposal, will you or not
be joint Irresponsible with the Kuomintang for the civil war?
"B, In regard to the infringement upon the people's freedom: 1)
Will yo.u or not bring forth at the first session of the State Council after
its reorganization the proposals that all the persons who were illegally
arrested should be released, all newspapers and magazines which were illegally
banned should be allowed to resume their publication, and all the agencies
which make illegal arrests should be abolished as from January 1, 1948? 2) If
these proposals are not adopted, will you or not
make up your mind
to withdraw from the Council? 3) If these proposals are adopted and yet
will not be enforced (for instance, the pledges made by the Government have
not yet been fulfilled), will you or not
~ e jointly responsible with
the Kuomintang for the infringement upon human rights?"
*

*

*

r
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"Hsiang" and "Pao" Officials in Hupeh Force People
to Donate Funds

•

Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 11. 1947
Hankow, April 1 0 — T h e "Hsiang" and "Pao" officials of various hsiens
in Hupeh Province have all the time forced the people to donate funds under
various pretexts, thus causing great sufferings among the latter. For instance, the Hsien Staff Training Center recently called the "hsiang" and
"pao" officials to undergo training. Under this pretext, the Training
Center forced the people in those districts to donate funds for-travel and
boarding expenses of these officials, When the higher Government organ sent
its men to rural areas for an inspection tour, people were also forced to
donate funds to entertain them. Therefore the Hupeh Provincial People's
Council has recently written a letter to the Provincial Government, requesting the latter^e-issue an order to strictly forbid the "hsiang" and "pao"
officials to commit such illegal acts.
*

*

Report "fade by Taiwanese Associations in Shanghai
on Taiwan Uprising
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April'll, 1947
(Local News)—Representatives of the Taiwan Residents Association,
the Shanghai branch of the. Taiwan Reconstruction Association, the Taiwan
Reconstruction Promotion'Association, the Taiwan Political Reconstruction .
Promotion Association, the Taiwan Reform Association, and the Taiwan Student
Association in Nanking and Shanghai gave a press conference at the Y.M.C.A.
on the afternoon of April 10, At the conference, they made public a report
on the recent uprising in Taiwan in which they stated that from March 8 to
16, over 10,000 Taiwanese were massacred. All the civilian newspapers in
Taiwan, namely, the Min Pao, the Ta. Ming Pao, the Jen Min Tao Pao, the
Chung Tsien Jih Pao, and the Chung Hwa Jih Pao, as well as periodicals
have been banned, and their responsible men have been arrested. Because of
these terroristic activities, most of the young students fled to the mountains and joined the native tribesmen there. Up to the present the pledges
made by President Chiang Kai-shek and Minister p a i Chung-hsi of National
Defense that this incident will be handled with clemency have net bean fulfilled
Finally, the Taiwanese representatives drew - the attention of the
public to tne following 5 points: 1) An investigation group should be organised and sent to Taiwan and the Government officials in' Taiwan who are
negligent in their duties should be severely punished, 2) The rural pacification campaign should be immediately stopped and the Government pledges
should be Immediately fulfilled, 3) It was under the coercion of Governor
G
hen Yi of Taiwan that the 17 Taiwanese NPA deleg.'J"es wired the Central Government rcqussxing the latter to let him remain on his post, 4) The six
Taiwanese associations are strongly opposed to the views of the U.S. press
advocating that Taiwan should be placed under the trusteeship of the UNO,
5) The minds of the Taiwanese people hatenot been poisoned by the Japanese
enslavement policy. The main cause of their dissatisfaction with the Government is the corrupt administration in Taiwan.
*

*

*

China Civil Liberties Defense Association Issues
6-Point Appeal.
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 11. 1947
(Local News)—The China International Civil Liberties Defense Association issued the following six-point appeal for the safeguard of human rights?
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2,000 Farmers in Soochow Area Protest Against Collecting
Land Tax by Force
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). S h p ^ ^
April 11. lQ/,7
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Eight Newspapers to Publish Daily Issues in
Dairen after Take-over
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 11, 194-7
Mukden, April 1 0 — A l l the Government and private organs have already
designated their men for take-over operations in Dairen, As many as 8
Government-operated and private-owned newspaper organs are planning to
publish their daily issues in that city. Once this city is taken over, a
fight for material and resources might become inevitable there,
*

*

*

Enemy and Puppet Remnants in Wushih Area
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 11. 1947
Wushih, April 1 0 — A number of enemy and puppet remnants, known as
members of "I Kwan Tao", were recently found active in the Peihsiang, Fouchouhsiang, and Shihchiayen areas. They are spreading rumours and preaching
heretical doctrines there.
* -is- *
"Arsonists" Arrested by.Police
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ). Shanghai
April 11, 19A7
(Local News)
Big fires have broken out in tlxs city during these .few
days. It is learnt that "arsonists" organized by the CP who
might have
had connection with the big fires here were found out by the competent
authorities. They were also found out in Nanking and Hsuchow, A few days
ago, the Chapei Police Station arrested four boys who were natives of
North Kiangsu and found small bottles of gasoline hidden on their bodies.They
confessed that they were instigated by the CP agents to engage in subversive
activities. However, up to the present those CP, agents have not. been nabbed.
* * -KMILITARY NEKS
All Chinese Senior Military Officers to Undergo
Special Training in Nanking
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 11. 1947
Nanking, April 10
All the senior military officers throughout the
country will gather in the Capital, to take a special training course. The
trainees will include all chiefs and vice chiefs of the Army above'the rank
of colonel; Navy, above the rank of commander, and Air Force, above the rank
of Lt. colonel. The course will consist of three classes, with each class
set for a period of two weeks. Registration for the first class will begin
today and the course Will be opened on the 14th instant.
*

*

*
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Aside from the cigarette factories where chi3.d laborers are receiving
better treatment in the way of wages calculated on the number of articles
made by them, excluding board and lodging, most of the apprentices are
only able to get a "monthly allowance" of 01^510,000 during the period of
apprenticeship, as the highest remuneration for their services.
Following the official freezing of the cost of living indices, the
Government introduced the system of-"subsidizing" workers and staff members. The reason why child laborers whose wages are calculated on the number of articles made, are given one third of the "subsidy allowance" only,
is mainly because they have no family burden. As a matter of fact, however,
since these children have to work, they are expected to bear a part of the
expenses necessary for the maintenance of their
spective families. By
issuing only one third of the "subsidy allowance", are the factory owners
depriving the workers of their legitimate wages? This is a very unreasonable
measure'.
* *

*

MISCELLANEOUS THUS
Shanghai'Maritime Custom Forbids Foreign
Vessels to Call at Tsingtao
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 11. 1947
"—
(Local News)—Yesterday the Shanghai Maritime Customs issued an order
to the effect that no foreign vessel is allowed to call at the Port of
Tsingtao unless with the special consent of the Government. The issuance
of this order is due to military reasons.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Results of the Election of Local Administrative
Officials in Japan
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ) , Shanghai
April 12. 1947
During the month of April there are four kinds of elections to be completed in Japan. The election on April 5th of local administrative officials of various grades throughout the country has been completed on
schedule, and the non-partisans have won an overwhelming victory.
There is no denying the fact that the April 5th election was carried
out according to the democratic procedure. Why is it that the Communist
Party did not get a single mayorship, and why is it that the Socialist Party,
which is supported by the Communists, got only three mayorships? Because
the people have become fed up with political parties, and because the strikemovement sponsored by the Communists is not in harmony with the people's
desire for stability. The despotism which Communists in various*countries
have displayed has caused the Japanese anxiety,
During the election of local administrative officials in Japan, very
few democratic elements were elected, because when the militarists were in
control of the Government, the movement for democracy and freedom was relentlessly suppressed. Moreover, during the past year and more the movement fcr democracy and freedom in Japan has only been in the budding stage.
While we are not entirely satisfied with the results of the recent
election of local administrative officials in Japan, yet we cannot deny that
this election was a fairly good indication of the free will of the Japanese
p eople. (Summary)
* * *

Soviet Russia Accepts Atomic Energy Control
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 12. 1947
~
Gromyko has suddenly declared that Soviet Russia is willing to accent
atomic energy control. - On the face of it, this seems to have removed directly
some of the difficulties relating to the problem of atomic energy control,
and indirectly some of the difficulties relating to the problem of universal
disarmament, However, a study of the six proposals for revision which Gromyko
has made to the Atomic E n e r gy Commission will reveal the fact that the Problem is not so simple as that. He demands that the existing atomic bombs
be destroyed "immediately", to which it is unlikely that the United States
would agree. Furthermore, it has also been the consistent view of the United
States that the system of international supervision and international control should not be restricted by the veto power. The value of Gromyko's
generous statement has Invisibly been reduced by his ungenerous proposals for
revision. (Summary)
*

*

*

Storming of Newspaper Offices in Wushih and Soochow
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 12. 1947
. A s n f !f f w e °an remember, on March 29th the office of the Foochow "Demoic Daily" was stormed by Army officers, on March 30th the office of the
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Changchun "Hwa Sheng Pao" was stormed by students from the Northwestern Provinces, and since the beginning of this month the offices of a newspaper
in Soochow and one in Hushih have been stormed. At this time when China
is heading for democratic government, there are still these elements who,
believing in the' almightiness of violence, have made themselves enemies of
freedom of news.
Society should love and value the youthful students, but we should not
love them so much as to let them have a free hand in everything. We should
not allow a small number of people to destroy the foundation of the future
society. The educational authorities and the local administrative authorities ought to take quick and appropriate measures to deal with these cases,
so that there will never be a recurrence of these incidents. (Summary)
*

*

*

What Kind of a World Are We Living in
Today!
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ). Shanghai
April 12. 1947
^Recently, there has been the storming of newspaper offices and the
beating up of newspapermen in almost every place between Changchun in the
North and Canton in the South, and between Soochow and Wushih in the East
and Chengtu in the West. After such an incident has occurred, the Government authorities have adopted an attitude of the onlooker. They have failed
not only to deal severely with the mobsters and culprits, but also to solve
the incident and to accord due protection to the newspaper office and newspapermen affected. In certain self-styled "special areas", such as Taiwan,
the local authorities have even taken such barbarous actions as the sealing
UP of the newspaper offices and the arresting of newspapermen.
We feel that if there is still a Government in this country, this state
of affairs must not be allowed to continue to exist. We wish to point out
frankly that our Government authorities have not fulfilled their obligation
to help the press people who have been struggling against overwhelming odds.
(Summary)
*

*

*

Responsibility of Preventing Fires Rests with the
People
Shun Pao (SMI-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 12, 19A7
Si n G e the beginning of this year, there have been many fires in Shanghai.
According to statistics, there were 88 fires in Shanghai during January,1947,
113_ fires during February, and 154 fires during March. During the period
April 1^to April 10, 51 fires took place, averaging three fires a day, and
these fires have been unprecedentedly disastrous ones, "Beware of fire"
this is a responsibility that should be shared ty all. The prevention of fires
is not the sole responsibility of the Government, nor is it the sole responsibility of the people.
In their administrative measures, the municipal authorities should take
positive measures to prevent fires on the basis of the causes of the fires
which have taken place during the past few days. One of the most effective
ways for the residents to prevent fires is to be cautious everywhere and at
all times.
According to yesterday's-press reports, an "incendiary team" organized
by the Communists has been discovered. The services of young children have

I
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been enlisted to start fares, and the malicious intentions of those responsible
are indeed abominable
Not only should the lay-enforcing authorities o?
this city pay close attention to such mean actions on the part the Communists,
but every resident should cooperate in guarding against same. (Summarv)
'
* *

*

Why Have Commodity Prices Been Soaring Again?
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ). Shanghai
B
April 12. 1947
—^
The main reason why commodity prices have again soared is that during
the past month and more, although the ban on the ourchase and sale of gold
and U S. dollar notes has frozen a part of the idle capital, yet the Government has continued to issue banknotes so that the amount of idle capital
available has not been reduced at all. Nor has the Government absorbed the
X ng a S th
tS pSn^ V
?
f p r i n c i o a l c a u s e ^ not removed and so long as
the efforts of the Government are devoted only to pressing down commodity
prices, the more you try to press down the prices, the more they will rise
As to tne so-called mutually-agreed-upon prices and ceiling Prices thev a^e
merely the official recognition of black-market orices and'the c h a n ^ S ? o f
b g
such prices into official prices. (Summary)

*

*

*

Is It Still Not Clear Who Is Responsible for the
Rebellion?
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shawrh^
U
April 12. 19A7
"
i s 0 ^ , ^ ^ 6 ^ 7 S t 6 p n e d ° n t o t h e r o a d t 0 democracy and constitutionalism,
It is difficult for democracy and constitutionalism to avoid rebellion.
During the process of their democratization, none of the three democratic
nations, namely, Britain the United States and France, was able to avoid
rebellion. We need not be afraid of rebellion, but we must not opoose
efforts to quell the rebellion, we must not prolong the rebellion/ nor must
we elevate the status of the rebels by advocating the "cessation of hostiS S f ! ' S ° a f -f?_ f°ster^ rebellion. We must no longer be so absurd as to
consider a rebellion against the State and the people as a war between two
nations or as a war between two political parties.' The Kuomintang controls
no troops at all. The armed forces of the Chinese Republic are all under
the control of the National Government, and it is only the Communist Party
which has illegal armed forces under its control. (Summary)
It

* *

*

On.the Politician-and the Statesman
— For the sake of real world peace we mourn the death of
Roosevelt —
?0ll

'tiCal

• Shanghai

Roosevelt was born and brought uo in a rich fwn-rr
7
concerned with the lot of the poor oeoole
S
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Standing before his grave, what we mourn is the fact that today we see
on-the international political arena only a contest of wisdom between a
group of mean politicians, and not even the shadow of any great statesman.
(Summary)
*

*

*

Other editorials not translated:

Dated April 12. 1947

Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai

Outlook on the World Trade Conference
Shanghailandei-s Should Pay Close
Attention to Fire Brigade Services
Rice Price Should First Be Pressed
Down.
The Key to the Solution of the Boundary
" Question of Germany
The Horrible Fires in Shanghai
Difficulties Confronting Import and
Export Trade Should Be Surmounted
On Political Ethics

Shang Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
*

*

*

p o l i t i c a l news

"
Government Representative Arrives in Shanghai from
Nanking; C sir son Chang Urged to Go to Capital

Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science. Group). Shanghai
April 12. .1947
(Local News)—Together with Chiang Yun-tien of .the. Democratic Socialist
Party, Lei Chen, Government representative, arrived here from Nanking'yesterday. It is learnt that his trip here is to urge Carson Chang, Chairman
of the Democratic Socialist'Party,-to go to.the Capital to discuss questions connected with the reorganization of the Government.
Chiang Yun-tien said that the democratic. Socialist Party will nominate
two representatives to the Executive Yuan as ministers without portfolios.
The representatives to be nominated to these posts and the steps to be taken
for the nomination will be decided upon by Carson Chang. The new organic
law of the Executive Yuan stipulates that Ministries of Public Health and
Posts and Electrical Communications.;will.be created. The Party is. of the
opinion that the creation of these new Government Ministries is unnecessary,
so it will propose to the Government that the setting UP of these ministries,
be postponed.
...
V
_.," ,
Our reporter called on Hu Hai-men of the same Party yesterday, and asked
him about his attitude toward the open letter written to him and 6arson Chang
by Liang Chiu-shui and Chang.Tung-sun. The latter replied, "I have decided
not to give any reply to this letter, so as not to hurt each other's feeling".
Asked whether or not he will join the State Council, he, replied, "I have
decided to join the Council."
Another report has it that Wu- Hsien-tse of the same Party wrote a letter
to Carson Chang yesterday, indicating his determination not to join the State
Council and that he will not leave Hongkong for the time being.
*

*

*

Liang Chiu-sui and .Others Reported to Organize New
Political Party
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 12. 1947
(Local Nevjs)
A report is current that an internal strife has taken
place among the members of the Democratic Socialist Party. Chang Tung-sun,

%
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Hu Hai-men and Liang Chiu-sui have written a letter to Carson Chang, Chairman of the Party, and other too officials of the..Party blaming them for
their directing the Party to a wrong course and have decided to organize an
independent Democratic Socialist Party.
Our renorter asked Sun Pao-yi, Hu Hai-men and Chiang Yun-tien about
the authenticity of this report. Sun replied that:this report was true
but it had become a past event since Hu Hai-men's arrival in Shanghai. Hu
refrained from shedding light on this matter while Chiang declared that even
though this report is true, it would have no bearing upon the Party.
The above report points out that the return of Li Ta-ming to Honolulu
is'one of the proofs of the internal strife within the Party, and Li did
fly to the United States on April 9. Our reporter asked Chiang whether or
not Li will return to.China, and the latter replied, "I think he will come
back."
*

*

Internal Dissension in Democratic Socialist Party
Sin Hin Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 11. 1947
(Local N e w s ) — I t is reliably learned that Messrs. Chang Tung-sun,
Hu Hai-men and Liang Chiu-sui sent a joint letter to Carson Chang and other
important officials of the Democratic Socialist Party reproaching them for
the course which they are taking in directing the party. The determination
of Wu Hsien-tse not to become a member of the State Council as stated in the
letter and the fact that Li Ta-ming had made haste to return to the United
States are clear evidence of the existence of internal dissension in the
party, so it is necessary to form a new party.
The participation of the Democratic Socialist Party in the Government
has now become a problem. Though Wu Hsien-tse was on the roster of the State
Council, yet it was done without his personal consent. Another member of
the Council is Tsi Yi-chiao who is a native of the Northeast and. over 60
years old. He was chief-of-staff to the late warlord Chang Tso-lin. His
appointment as State Councillor was made through the recommendation of Carson
Chang.
*

*

*

Hollington Tong to Head Information Bureau of
Executive Yuan
Sin Wen Pao (KI/iT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 12. 1947
Nanking, April 1 1 — M r . Hollington Tong has been slated to head the
Information Bureau of the Executive Yuan, while the vice-director of the
Bureau will be appointed upon the arrival in Nanking of the former. Mr. Tong
cabled Gen. Chang Chun today that he would enplane for China at San Francisco
tomorrow.
*

*

New Mayor for Port Arthur to Be Appointed Soon
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 12. 1947
Mukden, April 1 1 — I t is learned that Mr. Sun Kwei-chi will be appointed
mayor of Port Arthur. The latter is a member of the PPC. Order for his
appointment will shortly be issued,.
*

-x- *

"Jen Pao" in Wushih Stormed and Wrecked by Students;
Press Circles in Shanghai Express Sympathy with
Ill-fated Paper
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 12. 1947
(Local News)
The "Jen Pao" office in Wushih was stormed and wrecked
by the students of the Pien Tsiang College on April 9, thus arousing repercussions among press circles here which have unanimously expressed support
for and sympathy with the' ill-fated paper. A meeting was held by the Shanghai Press Association yesterday, at which a resolution was passed to the
effect that a telegrani.be sent to the Ministries of Information and Education and the'Kiangsu Provincial Government demanding the latter to severely
punished the culprits and to guarantee that similar incidents will not recur in future.
The same day, reporters of various vernacular papers also held a meeting to exchange views regarding the concrete measures to be taken to support
the "Jen Pao", A decision was reached to the effect that a statement on
the incident be issued. The statement will advocate the following points:
1) To express sympathy with and to comfort the "Jen Pao" in Wushih,
the "Hwa Sheng Pao" in Changchun, the "Min Chu Pao" in Foochow, the "Hsin
Chung Kuo Pao" in Chengtu and the "Ming Pao" in Soochow which were raided
and damaged recently,
2) To urge
the Government to adopt effective measures to protect
the newspaper and publishing enterprises,
3) To urge
the Ministry of Education to order all schools to
measures to prevent the recurrence Of similar incidents.

adopt

4) To demand punishment forthe culprits involved in the destructive
raid on the "Jen Pao" and compensation of that paper for losses incurred.
5) To urge the local peace preservation and judicial authorities
to accord effective protection to the press.
The above statement will be formally issued as soon as it is signed
by the newspaper workers, it is learnt,
* *

*

Regulations Governing Arrest of Guilty Persons
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 12, 1947
Nanking, April 11
The highest peace maintenance authorities have
drawn up the following regulations relative to the procedures for arresting culprits:
•;
1) When arresting culprits, the peace mainteher^o authorities should
first inform the local police so that the latter will send agents to take
part in the arrest. Reasons for arrest, the charges against the culprits
and the name of the agency making the arrest, should be made known to the
persons in-question and to their family members.
2) In case of emergency arrest carried out under great urgency or
peculiar circumstances, the case should still be referred to the police
in charge of that area after the arrest has been made.
*

\

* *1
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Press Association in Tientsin Supports Protest of
Reporters'. Fraternity Against Insulting of Reporters by U.S. IIP.
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 12. 1947
Tientsin, April 11 After making a protest against the insulting of
reporters by the U.S. MP, the Reporters1 Fraternity received only a letter
of apology from Geberal Howard, C-in-C of the U.S. Marines in North China.
The Press Association here has decided to give full support to the Fraternity and to comfort the humiliated reporters. The said Association today
also wrote a letter to the Tientsin City Government requesting the latter
to file a pretest vrith the U.S. Marine authorities over this matter so as to pacify the ' ire among the people.
* *

*

Foreigners Killed by CP While Withdrawing from Wayaopao
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ), Shanghai
April 12, 1947
Sian, April 11
It is learnt that while withdrawing from Wayaopao,
the CP executed a number cf important officials upon the charges of
"Kuomintang agents". It is reported that among these executed were
three Americans and one foreigner of unidentified nationality.
*

*

*

ECONOMIC NEWS
Kiangnan and Huainan
Railways and Huainan Coal .Mine
to Be Bought Over by China Development Finance Corporation.
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 12. 194'/
Wunu, April 9 (By Mail)
The Kiangnan Railway was originally founded prior to the war by the Kiangnan Railway Company sponsored by Mr, Chang
Ching-kiang, but owing to the limited capital, the Company was only able
to build t- e Nanking-Sunchiafu Section (from Nanking to Sunchiafu in Hsuancheng via Wuhu), and tracks between Sunchiafu and Kweichi in Kiangsi had
to be laid by the Ministry of Communications which ordered that the line
be named the Nanking-Kiangsi Section, During the war of resistance, the
tracks of these sections were totally damaged.
It is now learnt that the China Development Finance Corporation is
negotiating for the purchase and take-over of the Nanking-Sunchiafu Section
and that the Ministry of Communications will still be responsible for the
repair of the Nanking-Kiangsi Section.
It is also learnt that the Huainan Railway and the Huainan Coal Mine
will also be bought over and operated by the China Development Finance
Corporation.
*

*

*
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Grim Prospects Facing Students in Yunnan
jen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
Aoril 6. 1947
By Ho Hwa, Kunming
Sometime ago, the parents of some of the students
of the highest institution of learning in this city, Yunnan University, received notifications from the University authorities to the effect that
.'•their children were "under suspicion" and so it is "advisable" that they discontinue their studies. The notes also set forth three conditions, namely,
IT)' to insert an announcement in a newspaper, (2) to discontinue studies,
and (3) to invite some prominent person to act as guarantor and the parents
of these students were told to choose one of the three and to carry it out.
"hen this news became known, all the students were extremely indignant over
these illegal and unreasonable measures adopted by the University authorities.
When one of the students who was "forced to discontinue his studies"
posted UP an appeal"-for "righting the wrongs done to him", the various wallnewspaPer contributors, various departments and classes, and various student bodies of the school one after another rallied to the support of this
cause and filed protests with the University authorities. Everyone was of
the opinion that all those students who were forced to insert "announcements"
and to "discontinue their studies" against their own will, had always been
law-abiding and excellent both in conduct and in scholastic records. Since
they have neither violated school regulations nor failed in their studies,
what reasons does the school have to exert pressure on them? But if they
are what is called "suspicious elements", then where are concrete evidences
against them? It is obvious that the school authorities have complied with
the. orders of the local government in adopting such illegal "measures"*
(An inquiry made.with the school authorities by the Students' Self-government
Association revealed that some of the names on the black list had been sent
in by.the. Garrison Headquarters.)
The students opined that they should at all cost protest against these
illegal and unreasonable measures. So under the enthusiastic support and
participation of ever 40 units in various departments, classes, and student
bodies, a "National Yunnan University Students' Studies & Security Protection
Committee" was created. At the same time the following six-point- demand
was submitted to the school authorities:
(1) To revoke the
studies"', to "insert an
prominent person to act
the same to the parents

order "advising" the students to "discontinue their
announcement in a newspaper" and to "invite some
as guarantor" and to send written explanations of
of these students.

(2) To guarantee that in future, except for violation cf school -regulations or failure in studies, the students cannot be forced to leave
school.
(3) In future anyone guilty of libel or false accusation against the
-students without evidence, will be held legally responsible.
(4) Students of this University have the fundamental rights of freedom
of speech, of writing, of assembly and of organization, and the school authorities cannot tamper with these rights or suppress them at will.
(5) To publish the so-called "Black List" and to give reasons for the
drawing up of this "Black List" from the legal standpoint.
(6) To give absolute protection to the students' safety and not to
order the students to quit school or to be arrested under any pretext.
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In less than two days, the school made public the "Black List" sent in
by the Garrison Headquarters — that is, the list of "suspects". The same
announcement warned all the "suspicious" elements to immediately insert
an advertisement in the newspaper clarifying their status or to request
prominent persons to guarantee them, otherwise the school would not hold it- self responsible for their safety.
Thus the "Students' Studies & Security Protection Committee" solemnly
declared that if the Government were to arrest and to persecute the students
at will then the said Committee would take action to safeguard its own
safety. It also made an earnest appeal to the public as well as to the
University faculty.
This incident can be said to have already reached a certain stage.
So far the "suspicious" elements have not been daunted to either clarify
their status in some newspaper or to request "prominent persons to guarantee
them."
*

*

*

MILITARY NEfTS
CP Troops Renew
Activities in North Kiangsu
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 12. 19A7
Nanking, April 1 1 — C P troops in North Kiangsu have renewed their
activities again recently. Fighting broke out near Jukao and Tungtai
yesterday. Afraid that CP troops might make use of the fishing boats along
the North Kiangsu coast, the Government Army authorities have
t* ^graphically instructed the military and administrative authorities
m Jukao, Nantung, Haimen, Chitung, Tungtai and Yenchen to issue an
order to the effect that all fishing boats in areas under their jurisdiction be concentrated in Nantung and Lusze for a check-up and that
those which refuse to obey this order will be treated as pirato vessels.

E
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Multi-party Political Tutelage?
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 14, 1947
If the program agreed upon by the PCC vere carried out, the various
parties and factions should participate in the reorganization of the Government
and tho government should be based upon the "Program of Peaceful National
Reconstruction". Obviously, this would mean conclusion of political tutelage
by the Kuomintang and the bringing about of a cov~ition government of a
transitional nature which will be charged with the task of preparing for the
enforcement of the Constitution and the solution of the military problem.
Let us look at the reorganization of the Government now being effected.
Besides inviting the Young China and the Democratic Socialist Parties to
participate in the reorganization, the Kuomintang has reserved 12 seats on
the State Council for the Chinese Communist Party and the Democratic League,
so that it would appear that the program agreed upon by the PCC is still
being adhered to. At the same time, however, all those concerned have
ignored the "Program of Peaceful National Reconstruction", and the Young
China and the Democratic Socialist Parties have proposed 12 administrative
measures, so that it does seem that the program agreed upon by the PCC is
being adhered to. Furthermore, there are no indications that the Standing
Committee of the Kuomintang Central Executive Committee will stop serving
as the highest policy-making body in China, and it seems that political tutelage still exists in form. Yfhat kind of a government the reorganized government m i l be, after all?
Dr. Sun Fo, President of the Legislative Yuan, feels that .participation
in the Government by the Young China and the Democratic Socialist Parties
will mean the changing of one-party political tutelage into multi-party
political tutelage. However, we wish to point out one thing. While the
determining by the various parties of the number of their respective representatives on the Government is not constitutionalism, yet multi-party.political tutelage is not democracy, nor does it look like democracy. Therefore, how can we call such a reorganization of the Government as a broadening of the basis of the Government?
If, as a result of the reorganization of the Government, the democratic
basis of the Government is not broadened and if, '.._fore the conclusion of
one-party political tutelage, there comes multi-party political tutelage,
what will the people think about this whole matter? (Summary)
*

*

*

On the System of Election on an Vocational Basis
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 14.o 1947
"The system of election and representation on an vocational basis
really needs to be adopted in China today, and people in various occupations
are quite justified in demanding that the number of National Assembly delegates and Legislative Yuan members representing various occupations be increased, However, the merchants feel that since they are the ones that pay
most of the taxes, they should be given greater political rights. That is why
they have proposed the slogan "No representation, no taxes", with which,
however, we cannot agree. This is because such a slogan Is Incompatible with
the theory of government by all the people, and so should not be used as an
argument for demanding an increase in the number of vocational representatives
or be made a condition which is coercive in character." (Extract)
*

* *

A New Leaf Turned in the History of Sino-Philippine "
Relations
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised.. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 1A, 19A7
The negotiation for a treaty of friendship between China, and the Philippines has met with many difficulties and trials, but .now, at long last, some
results have been achieved. This must be said to be a victory won by
the wisdom of the Chinese and Filipino peoples. Cooperation among China,
the United States and the Philippines is essential to peace and security in
the Pacific. So far as the present situation in the Philippines is concerned,
while the Philippines has won her political independence, yet she still has
to depend upon the United States for her national defense. The Philippines
cannot achieve real independence without striving for a further period of
time. We feel that in trying to gain complete economic and political independence, the Philippines must have the cooperation of China in maintaining
peace and promoting prosperity in the Pacific. Filipino statesmen should
broaden their own vision and try their best to promote closer relations .
between China and the Philippines. We hope that a new leaf can really be
turned in the history of Sino-Philippine relations today when the SinoPhilippine treaty of friendship is scheduled to be signed. (Summary)
*

*

*

The Question of the Independence of Korea
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 3A. 19A7
.
Fundamentally speaking, the existing conditions in Korea must be improved, and the situation where the United States and Soviet Russia each
have an occupation zone must be brought to an end at an early date. The
establishment of a provisional government under the control of Koreans is
also necessary. However, there is a prerequisite for this, namely, cooperation between the United States and the Soviet Union.
^If the "Provisional Government" plan which Washington has drawn up were
carried out, the unification and independence of Korea would never be
achieved, and the United States and Soviet Russia would stand opposed to each
other on the Korean peninsula for a long period of time, and South Korea
would become a permanent anti-Soviet base of the United States. (Summary)
*

*

*

International Trade Conference Opens
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-spervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 1A. 19A7
The United States is the foremost industrialized nation in'the world,
so the freer international trade become^ the more advantageous it will be
to her. However, Great Britain, France and other countries find it necessary to preserve part of their preferential treatment systems and to adopt
certain protective measures. This is the main reason why the plan of the
United States cannot be carried out.
We do not think the current Geneva conference will be able to achieve
much success. At present most of the countries need loans from the United
States, so it is possible that they will agree partially to the U.S. plan.
However, before the many problems mentioned above are solved, there is very
little likelihood that real free trade can be brought about. (Summary)
*

*

*

«*
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Look Straight at the Question of Japanese Reparations
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 13, 1947
So far as the motive of the United States is concerned, the reason why
she is especially "eager" to solve the question of Japanese reparations is
that post-war Janan which has been under General MacArthur's rule, has,
in effect, become a colony of the United States. The latter wants Japan to
restore her economic prosperity at an early date, but so long as the question of reparations remains unsolved, Japanese industries cannot be revived
and developed, nor can the peace treaty with Japan be concluded.
If the over-all reparations clan were really to be such as would maintain the Japanese industries at the level of the period around the Mukden
Incident of 1931, would it not be easy for Japanese militarism to^r-vive.^
Then again, if Japanese textile industry equipment and Japanese silk reeling
industry equipment were not used as reparations, so that Japan., besides
meeting her own needs, would have large quantities of surplus products for
export, would China's light industries be able to stand on the'lr_own feet?
All these are Important problems connected with Japanese reparations, and
China must express her own views and must not simply follow the lead of
others, nor must she be satisfied just because she has been allotted a
share of the reparations materials. (Summary)
* *

Eradicate

*

the Venom Left Behind by the Unequal
Treaties

Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April U , 1947
The colonial psychology and colonial institutions left behind by the
unequal treaties are still reflected by the fact that the social evils left
behind by those treaties have not yet been completely removed. Up to the
present," the evil forces left over from the days of the foreign concessions
"are still very active in various phases of life in Shanghai. Opium-smoking,
gambling and prostitution are all social evils left over from the days of
the foreign concessions.
We believe in "One World" and are certainly not anti-foreign. However,
we must do all we can to remove the venom left behind by-the unequal treaties.
(Summary)
*

*

*

Truman's Administrative Record
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ) , Shanghai
April 14. 1947
Everybody likes to talk about the great achievements of the late President Roosevelt, but Truman's administrative record often tends to be forgotten
by others. To do him justice, we must say that in view of the fact that he
has found himself in a difficult position, he has made quite a good record
during the past two years.
As soon as he became President, he convoked a conference of the United
Nations at San Francisco, which adopted the Magna Carta for world peace.
Then, after the Republican Party defeated the Democratic Party in the
elections, he effected a reshuffle of the Government personnel and appointed
capable men to important posts, thus concentrating good talent in the White
House, His Cabinet has already won the reputation of being a Cabinet composed of capable men, (Summary)
*

*

*
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Other editorials not translated:

Dated April 14. 1947

Ghien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai

Commodity Prices Should Be Immediately
Pressed Down to Alleviate the
Anxiety of the People
Eliminating Unfavourable Tendencies
in Government Reorganization
The Way Out for the Current Situation
in China
Expectations of the New Banking Law
Change in U.S. High Commodity Price
Policy
On Commodity Prices

Lih Pao, Shanghai
Yih Shih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
* *

*

POLITICAL NEWS
USA Reported to Extend Huge Loan to China
Yih Shih Pao (Chinese Catholic Organ) , Shanghai
April IA. 19A7
Nanking, April 13
Due to the recent change in the international situation, a report is current that the negotiations on U.S. loan for China
which have been suspended for sometime will soon be resumed. According to
this report, the United States will extend a loan of US$1,000,000,000 to
China. Negotiations are now in progress and an agreement is expected to be
reached shortly. This loan will be appropriated exclusively for the purposes of reconstruction and rehabilitation in this country.
* *

*

Negotiations on U.S. Loan for China Expected
to Be Resumed
Ta Rung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 13. 19A7
Nanking, .April 12
It is learnt that the negotiations on the US$500,000,000 loan for China have been suspended for a long time. Recently U.S. quarters have inquired of the Chinese authorities about the latters1 plan of
disposing of such a loan if there is any. Political quarters predict that
the negotiations may be resumed shortly and that there is a great possibility
of success.
*

*

*

Negotiations on the Reorganization of State Council
and Executive Yuan Still in Progress
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April IA. 19A7
Nanking, April 1 3 — I t is learnt that there is a split within the Democratic Socialist Party. A report has it that Wu Hsien-tse, Hsu Fu-lin and
Hu Hai-men have refused to join the State Council, However, authoritative
quarters here revealed that this split may not prevent the Party from taking
part in the Government. Carson Chang and Tso Shun-sheng, leaders of the
Democratic Socialist and the Young China Parties respectively, will in all
probability come to Nanking on April 15 to submit the lists of their party
representatives to the State Council and- the Executive Yuan. The two parties
will each occupy four seats in the State Council, The Young China Party will
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problems such as the distribution of the U.S. Dollar Bonds and Treasur^
Notes to all quarters for sale.
-xeaoiuy
*

*

*

Liang Chiu-shui and Chang Tung-sun to Organize
New Political Partv
IgHiM_Pao (Liberal-Leftist). S h a n s i
April U . 1Q/.7
~
Peiping, April 13—Liang Chiu-shui of the Democratic Socialist P«r+v
s X ^ f f f 1 ^ * ^ C ^ u n g ^ s u n and he had bitten a S t e r t o S e
Gemral Headquarters of the Democratic Socialist Party requesting the latS e
whether after taking £ a r t T ^ G ^ e n t ,
I. a l e t o b r i n g a b o u t t h e cessation of civil hostilities
1 effective safeguard of human rights in this country. He franSv
? £ ? ! ? ° f S a t t h 6 S e t W ° V r L s h e s a r e raere1^ a fi^ent of imag in a t ion" and
Spio^tS
r ^ reo ^anization of the Government will n ^ t e a M e t o
S r
he
S10?'
J 8 ? 2 * t 0 t h e ^ganization of a new political
party, he said he actually had such intention. The main policy of the new
the S T w S

rupt^officials
rupt officials.
declared^ ^

r ° t S ? thf ,int6rests ° f t h e
those of the corEven though he will organize a new party, he certainlv wi]l
°f ^
to obtain a government p S T S ' l S S
•*

*

*

Hu Hai-men Urges Wu Hsien-tse to Come to
Shanghai
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 13. 19/7
Peiping, April 13—Liang Chiu-shui of the Democratic Socialist Partv

»

to go to Shanghai, and he his

t o ^ f ^ ^ L f S t

* *

T S l

*

Central Authorities to Set Up Committee to Guide People
to Enforce Constitution
g g g - ^ S ^ ^ o J l ^ - O r g a n ) , Shanghai

t0
titutiot'tle c l ^ ^ S t L f S n 0 T * * t h S
^ e Cons^ authorities will set up a committee to take charge of
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this work. Branch committees will be established in various provinces and
municipalities. This committee will in all probability be placed under the
control of the Association for the Enforcement of the Constitution, it is
learnt,
*

*

*

Training Plane of Civil
. Aviation Corporation in
Hongkong Flies Over Canton
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 1A. 19A7
Canton, April 13
A training plane of a cert-in civil ' aviation
corporation in Hongkong flew over Canton without notifying the Chinese
authorities beforehand. After being warned, it left the city. It was
learnt that it finally made a safe landing on Macao. In regard to the intrusion of foreign planes into Chinese territorial air, the Chinese competent
authorities already brought up this question for discussion with the
Hongkong Government sometime ago,
*

*

*

Szechuan Provincial People's Council Requests Central
Authorities to Suspend Collection of Land Tax
in Kind
la. Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 13. 19A7
'
Chengtu, April 1 0 — T h e Resident Committee of the Szechuan Provincial
People's Council has reached a decision to the effect that in compliance
with the request of the people's councils of Kulan and other hsiens, the
Committee will petition the Central Government through the Szechuan Provincial Government requesting the Central Government to suspend the collection
of land tax in kind and the borrowing of edible grain from the people as
from the current year so as to alleviate the burden of the people/
*

*

"Anti-Communist Association" Organized in Canton
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April U * I9A7
* . "
Canton (By Mail), April 7
A preparatory meeting for the organization
of an anti-Communist Association was convened by representatives of the
Kwangtung Army Family Members' Association, the China Tung Meng Hui, and
several scores of the Kuomingtang sponsored organizations yesterday, at
which the following resolutions were passed: 1) The name of the Association should be: The Association of the Chinese People In Support of a Punitive Campaign Against the Communists, 2) A provisional preparatory committee
should first be.organized. 15 organizations including the Army Family Members' Association and the Kwangtung Provincial People's Council have been
elected as Committee members. They will urge all public bodies to take
part in the Association, it is learnt.
* *

*

Newsmen in Shanghai Urge Government to Protect Freedom
of .Press
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 1A. 19A7
(Local News)—The destructive raid recently made by students of the
Pien Tsiang College on the "Jen Pao" office in Wushih has aroused great

t

r
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indignation among press circles throughout the country. Press circles in
this city, represented by over 400 newsmen, have issued a manifesto bringing forth the following 4-point demand: 1) that the basic freedom of press
and publishing enterprises and of.the newspapermen should be effectively
safeguarded, 2) that precautionary measures should be taken to prevent
the recurrence of similar incidents, 3) that culprits involved in the
raid should be severely punished and the ill-fated "Jen Pao" should be compensated for the losses incurred, 4) that schools of all grades should be
ordered to adopt measures to improve the discipline of their students,
* * -*

Manager of Bookstore in Lohshan Arrested .at Midnight
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 14, 1947
Chungking (By Mail), April 2
According to a new arrival from Lohshan
in Szechuan Province, Lin Chi-3ceng, Manager of the San Wu Bookstore in Lohshan, was arrested by the 93th Brigade of the garrison troops in Chengpuerh
two "li" from the city at midnight on March 19. On the night of March 19,
when Mr. Lin was about to go to bed around 10 o'clock after he returned to
his home from the city, a number of soldiers suddenly surrounded his house.
Under a heavy guard, they started to search the premises. However, they
did not find anything to substantiate charges against Mr. Lin. Finally, they
whisked him away and detained him at the headquarters of the Brigade at
Tiehnenkan. He has been questioned for several times, up to the present
he has been detained there for over 10 days, it is learnt.
* *

*

Wu Pao-lin and Sister Missing; Court Fails to
Trace Their Whereabouts
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 13. 1947
(Local News)-—It has already been one month since Wu Pao-lin and his
sister, Siu-chen, disappeared on March 7, Their younger sister, Siu-mei,
has recently filed a petition with the High Court informing the latter that
the two victims are being detained by a certain military agency and requesting the Court to grant a writ of habeas corpus for them. Upon her
request, the Court forwarded a written document to the said military agency
requesting the latter to hand over the two victims to the Court for an
open trial. However, the agency denied that it had made .the arrest and detention and returned the document to the Court.
* *

*

Residential Policing System Enforced in
Area Under Jurisdiction of North
Station Police Station
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 1/,. 1947
(Local News)—The residential policing system has been enforced in
areas under the jurisdiction of the Changshu Road, Lunghwa, Xangtzepoo and

Bubbling Well Road Police Stations respectively. It is learnt that the
same system will be enforced in the area under the jurisdiction of the
North Station Police Station as from the 1st of next month.
*
'?

*

*

'' *

Paracels Islands, Adopt Names of
Chinese Warships
Chung Yang Jih,Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April IA. 19A7

* "

Nanking, April 1 3 — W i t h a view to commemorating the take-over of the
Paracels Islands, the Chinese authorities have reached a decision to the
effect that all the islands should adopt the names of the warships which
took part in the take-over operations. The Wuteh Island of the West Paracels Group will change its name into "Yung Hsing Island", while the Chang
Island of the South Paracels Group will change its name into "Taiping Island",
it is learnt,
*

*

*

MILITARY NEBS
CP Troops Discovered on the Eastern Outskirts
of Nanking
V
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 13. 19A7
Nanking, April 12
According to information released by a certain
news agency connected with Army authorities here, over 100 CP storm troopers
were recently discovered in the Maoshan area on.the eastern outskirts of
Nanking. The peace preservation authorities have already ordered the banditsuppression headquarters in Maoshan to send its men to mop them up.* * *

ECONOMIC. 'NEWS

. .• . "•
Associated Import & Export Company Planned by
Local Importers & Exporters

Chin Yung Jih Pao (Connected with S.Y, Lin). Shanghai
April IA. 19A7
(Local News)
With a view to competing for the world'market and supplying the country with essential industrial raw materials, the local importers
and exporters, together with, a -number of firms engaged in the same trade,
have planned to set up an Associated Import and Export Comoany with a caoital
of CN$6,000,000,00-0,
For the time being, the scope of business of the said Company will be
limited to the export of straw hats, lace goods, embroideries and duck and
goose feathers. Main export items such as tea, silk, tung oil and hog
bristles will not be handled for the time being.
The organization of the Company is now in fill swing. It is learnt that
negotiations have already been carried on with the competent authorities
and that the Company will be established as soon as its application has been
approved.

SPECIAL AND FEATURE ARTICIES
An Interview With Dr, Syngman Rhee
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April IA, 19A7
(Local News)
Our reporter
Cathay Hotel last night to find
Chiang and to ask him questions
Following are the questions and

again called on Dr. Syngman Rhee at the
out about his audience with President
about the situation existing in Korea,
answers:

Q, What is the opinion of General Douglas MacArthur regarding the
organization of a Korean government?
A, Gen, MacArthur continues to cooperate with us and is also anxious
to see the early establishment of a Korean government.
Q. Does Lt, Gen. John Hodge share the same views with Gen, Douglas
MacArthur regarding the organization of a Korean government?
A. Lt. Gen. Hodge has already reached agreement with Gen, MacArthur
regarding the organization of the government. He has also relinquished
his earlier proposal to include Communist members in the Korean Government
and now feels that it should be left to the Communists themselves to decide
whether they should participate in the government or not,
Q. Regarding the statement made to the United States by Lt, Gen. Hodge
to the effect that the Soviet Union has mobilized 500,000 young Arniy recruits
in Northern Korea, did you obtain similar intelligence?
• A, The figure given by Lt. Gen. Hodge is quite accurate and true to
facts, for we received the same information,
Q, What is your opinion about the proposal made by Gen, George C,
Marshall at Moscow for a joint U.S.-Soviet effort to hasten the early
independence of Korea and the unification of North and South Korea?
A, This is .America1 s consistent policy.
Q. According to your estimation, when will the organization of the
Korean government be completed?
A.

I hope it can be done within three months.

Q.

How about the CP problem in Korea?

A. In Southern Korea, it can be said that the so-called CP problem
does not exist. The so-called CP elements mostly came from the Northern
part of the country, hence the restlessness prevailing there.
Q,

HOT is the economic situation in Korea?

A. It is very difficult, for since the division of the country into
the Northern and Southern zones, although Southern Korea abounds in food
produce, yet the fuel and electric power needed for operatingvfactories
are to be found only in Northern Korea, At present the whole economic
structure Is in a "paralysed" state.
Dr. Rhee is scheduled to leave here this morning for a sightseeing
trip in Hangchow. He will probably return to this city after the 16th
instant and then resume his homeward journey to Korea,
1

* * *

-

END

-

CHINESE PRESS REVIEW
American Consulate General, Shanghai, China
April 15j. 1947_
EDITORIAL COMMENT
Asking Soc iety for Freedom of News
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 15, 1947
According to available reports, there have been nine cases of storming
newspaper offices in the whole country since the ~nd of January, 1947. These
incidents have occurred in localities as near as Soochow and t/ushih and
as remote as Changchun. Fukien in the South, Chengtu in the Pest and the
Wuhan area in Central China have also been affected. These incidents have
been national in character. The following are.the noteworthy points in
connection with these incidents: (1) Of the. nine newspaper offices stormed,
seven were privately-owned, presumably because privately-owned newspapers
are richer in free atmosphere and are freer ho publish whatever news items
they like. (2) As regards those who stormed the newspaper offices, in
five out of the nine cases, they were students, in two cases they were soldiers
and in the remaining two cases they were mobsters, (3) As regards the
reasons for the attacks, five out of the nine cases were due to the publication of a local news item, three were due to an article appearing in the
supplementto the paper concerned, and one was due to a sentence contained
in a letter appearing in the correspondence columns. (4) Everyone of these
attacks was launched, by a crowd of people and was quite relentless, resulting in the destruction of equipment and even the wounding of people, and
oftentimes the losses sustained by the newspaper attacked amounted to more
than CHC$100,000,000.
A good newspaper must faithfully reflect the objective facts. After
an issue of a newspaper is published, it belongs to society. And if that
newspaper occasionally makes a mistake, it should be criticised by society.
It can be warned or even sued, but it must not be subjected to any direct"
action, resulting in infringement of the law and in an increase in social
confusion.
We deeply sympathise with the newspapers which have fallen victims to
these attacks. Freedom of news must be fought for, and this is the time
of all times when we must fight for it. We hope that the law-maintaining
authorities in different parts of the country will not permit a recurrence
of similar incidents. (Summary)
* *

*

Safeguarding of Freedom of News
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 15, 1947
The press in China has always lagged behind that of any advanced country. Since V-J Day, the press in different parts of the country has met
with such misfortunes.as they have
never met with during the past several
decades. The greatest crisis facing the press now is that more and more
newspapers, both large and small, in different parts of the country are being put under the control or monopoly of the favored families. As regards
the few privately-owned papers that have survived, they have had fears of a
political nature. Added to this has been the control of newsprint, the prohibition of sales of the papers, and the lack of effective guarantee of the
safety of the newspaper offices and the newspapermen. Because of these difficulties, privately-owned newspapers now find themselves in an unprecedentedly
depressed state.

Recently, in the midst of reports that the Government is preparing
for the enforcement of the Constitution, certain newspapers in Peiping,
Chungking, Chengtu, Taiwan, Nanking, Sian, Canton and Wuhan have either
been forced to suspend publication or taken over by groups that have special
power and influence. Then, there have been a number of cases of storming
newspaper offices.
Of the four demands which Shanghai newspaper circles have made, that
for effective protection of the newspaper publishing enterprises and of
newspaper men is of especial importance at the present time. We feel that
empty words alone will not do, and that the following principles must be
actually carried out:
(1) Respect the legal status of the -privately-owned newspapers, safeguard full freedom of collecting news, of reporting, and of expressing
one's views.
(2) Respect the indeoendence of the privately-owned newspaper publishing enterprises, prevent bureaucratic forces and the evil forces of society
from purchasing, infringing upon, or controlling their organisation and
their work.
(3) Protest the work, property and legitimate rights of the newspapers and the personal safety and freedom of the pressmen throughout the
country, and severely punish any unlawful elements that infringe these
rights and these privileges,
(4.) Remove all economic restrictions imposed upon the privately-owned
newspapers, so that they can obtain a fair and adequate supply of newsprint
and other materials.
(5) Guarantee the issue and sale of newspapers in all parts of the
country, and prevent all such illegal actions as infringing upon the issuing
agencies and threatening the readers,
•

We feel that the Government should carry out every one of the items
concerning the protection of newspapers. This is a minimum test of whether
our Government will act according to the wishes of the people.(Summary)
*

*

Korean Situation Shows Hopeful Signs
Shun Pao (Kfg-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 15. 1947
The following are the more noteworthy recent developments in the Korean
situation: (1) When Dr. Syngman Rhee, the Korean revolutionary leader,
called on President Chiang in-other d a y , ^ h e President expressed deep sympathy
with Korea's effort to win independence, and told Dr, Rhee that China would
do her best to help Korea establish an independent Government. (2) General
Marshall, the U.S. Secretary of State, has recently written a letter to
M. Molotov, the Soviet Foreign Minister, criticising the measures which
Soviet Russia has taken in Korea and demanding that the Joint U.S.-Soviet
Compiission in Korea be reconvened at the earliest possible date for the purpose of helping Korea to establish an independent government. At the end
of that letter Marshall stated that if Russia's agreement could not be obtained on these problems, the U.S. Government would take whatever steps
are necessary to carry out the agreement concerning Korea reached by the
Big Three Foreign Ministers at Moscow in 1945. (3) According to reports
from Washington, President Truman is planning to ask the U.S. Congress in
the near future for an appropriation of US$200,000,000 to speed up the rehabilitation of Southern Korea, and it is possible that eventually, this
appropriation will be increased to US$500,000,000 or$600,000,000,

Dated April 15. 194-7

OthGr editorials not translated;

The People Are the Most Important,
We Should Save Lives First
On the Dairen Issue
The Bright Future of the -National
Federation of Bankers Associations
Congratulations to the Recently
Inaugurated National Federation- of
Bankers Associations
On Wallace's Speech
Our Expectations of the Legislative
Yuan
1) Do Not Do Any Further Harm to the
0 ountry
2) True Conditions in Yenan

Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien .Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai.
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Ho Ping Jih Pao, Shanghai

*

* -*

POLITICAL NEWS
Speech Given by President Chiang Kai-shek
While Reviewing Youth Army Parade,
Sin Min Wan Pao (LiberalV. Shanghai
April" 1A, 1947

•

(Local News)
While reviewing the Youth Army parade at the Chung Cheng
Park yesterday morning, President chiang Kai-shek gave a speech which reads
.in part:
"After eight years/'"war of resistance, our country has already regained
its independence and freedom and all unequal treaties have been abrogated.
However, up to the present, the people are still unable to settle to.a peaceful life. Particularly those in North China and North Kiangsu are still
.in a distressful condition as they are oppressed and butchered by the Com.munists. The Communist Part;;'-wants to efface our glorious past. It wants
to destroy our country. It wants to sell out our country to other people,
therefore, the people's standard.of living has deteriorated and the international status of our country has been lowered,
"If we as 'revolutionary descendants' do not strive t ^ e s c u e our illtreated oeoole from the Communists, our five thousand years /history will
inevitably be completely blotted out by the Communists. All patriotic sons
of the Chinese Republic who are my brothers, students and subordinates should
make up their minds to annihilate the Communist bandits who massacre people,
set fire to houses, betray the country and disturb peace and order in society
Only by so doing can we build a country of complete independence and freedom.
Today I am gathering here fill our revolutionary Army officers and men to
make joint efforts to annihilate the Communist bandits with a firm resolution
Only if we take up this mission and make ourselves real heroes and unknown
heroes by striving harder to sacrifice ourselves for our country and society
once again, can we achieve the mission of national revolution,"
-x * *
Preliminary Negotiations on U.S. Loan for China Going
•; *
.
on in Nanking
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 15, 1947
Nanking, April 14
Preliminary negotiations on US$500,000,000 loan for
have been going oh in Nanking recently. U.S. quarters have inquired of the
Chinese authorities about the latter^ plan of disposing of the loan if there
is any. Chinese authorities will soon decide upon steps to be taken to carry
on negotiations with the United States regarding this matter.
*

*

*
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U.S. Embassy Counsellor Calls on Foreign
Minister Wang Shih-chieh
Ta Kung Pao (Independent> Political Science Group), Shanghai
Aoril 15, 1947
Nanking, April IA
Mr, Butterworth, Counsellor of the U.S. Embassy in
Nanking, paid a visit to Minister Wang Shih-chieh of Foreign Affairs around
A o'clock yesterday afternoon to discuss certain questions. Their talks
lasted for an hour.
*

Two U.S. Army Officers Taken Prisoner
to Have Arrived in Harbin

by CP'Reported

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-leftist). Shanghai
Aoril 15, 19A7
Mukden, April 14
It is learnt that Ma j. Robert Rigg and Capt, John
W, Collins of the U.S. Embassy who were taken-prisoner by the CP troops in
Changchun sometime ago have arrived in Harbin. % e n they will be released
can hardly be foretold.
*

*

CP Governors in Northeast
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 15, I9A7
Mukden,. April IA
According to an arrival from Harbin, Paul Yen is
now CP appointed Governor of Liaopei, while Chow Pao-chung and Chang Hsuehsze are Governors of Liaoning and Kirin respectively. Yun Tse, Mongolian
prince, has already proceeded to Harbin. Yu Yi-fu is Governor of Nunkiang,
while Li Lih-san is Director of the CP Liaison Department in the Northeast.
*

*

Recent Conditions in the CP-controlled Areas
in Northeast
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 15, 1947
Mukden, April 14
Our reporter recently met a merchant who came here
from Harbin. He had been to Tsitsihar, Peian and Heiho for business purposes. He told our reporter that the CP troops in North Manchuria have greatly
intensified their propaganda and organization activities in an attempt to
turn that region into their last and most important foothold. An "army expansion campaign" is now in full swing, and many people have joined the CP
Army, The "liquidation" struggle has already been stopped, for the CP
authorities are now devoting their efforts to the revival of industry and
commerce in their controlled areas. The situation in Harbin has been much
improved. The power house is able to supply all factories with electric current, but the CP Government agencies and civilians obtain electric supply
only on a rotary basis.
The report that Mao Tse-tung has proceeded to Harbin is untrue, according to the same source, Harbin newspapers carried a report stating that Mao
has gone to the Shansi-Suiyuan border region. Lu Cheng-tsao, ex-Northeast
Army leader, is now Director of Railway Administration in Harbin. Trains
along various lines have been operated on a schedule time. The supreme CP
Army Commander in the Northeast is still Lin Piao who took up the command
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in person in the battle for Tehhui during February this year. There ore
many Koreans in the C? Army, However, Soviets and Japanese have not been
seen in the Army, The C? troops in the Northeast are able to maintain close
contacts with their men in China Proper through North Jehol and Inner
Mongolia. Their trade relations with the people in the KMT-controlled areas
have never been disrupted. Their agents "have been plying between the CPcontrolled areas and the vicinity of Mukden; Changchun and of other big
cities in the Northeast, the same source revealed.
* *

*

Taiwan Garrison Commander Requests Shanghai District
Procurator's Office to Institute Public
Prosecution /.gainst U.S. Army Officer
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist) , Shanghai
April 15, 1947
(Local News)
While taking charge of take-over operations in Taiwan
in behalf of the Chinese Government, Lt. Colonel Evans of the U.S. Army
embezzled half of the amount of the 120 kilogrammes of gold which should
have been handed over to China. Upon discovering this matter, the Ministry
of National Defense handed over this case to the Shanghai District Procurator' s office for further investigation. The Procurator in charge
of this case held the opinion that since Evans is an Army officer in active
sen-ice and since he has returned to the States, his case should be handled
through a diplomatic channel, therefore he dismissed the case.
However, it is learnt that the Garrison Commander In Taiwan has w i t ten a letter to.the Shanghai District Procurator's Office, stating that
since Evans was in the employ of the Chinese Government and received
salaries from the latter, he should be penalized in accordance with the Chinese
regulations governing the punishment of corrupt officials, therefore the
Garrison commander requested the Procurator's Office to withdraw its decision
and to institute a public prosecution against Evans.
*

* •it-

Culprits Involved in Raid on "Jen Pao" in Wushih
Released on Bail
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 15, 1947
•
(Local News)—According to information released by the Shanghai
Office of the "Jen Pao" in Wushih, a hearing was held by the Wushih District
Court yesterday on the case of the raid made by students on the "Jen Pao"
office. The two students of the Pien Tsiang College who were involved in
the raid and arrested by the police had already been released on bail, while
four others were at large. Therefore, the hearing could not be held, thus
causing great dissatisfaction among the press circles there.
At 2 o'clock the same afternoon, over 500 members of the press circles
in Wushih went to the Court and asked the Chief Procurator why he should
have ordered the release of the two students on bail. The Procurator replied that the Gourt had already wired the Ministry of Education requesting the latter to send a representative to Wushih to handle the case. It
Is learnt that the reporters in ten hsiens along the Nanking-Shanghai line
will hold a meeting in Wushih today to discuss steps to be taken.
*

*

*
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100 Members of Shanghai City Council to Study
Conditions of Municipal Administration
Both at Home and Abroad
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 15, 19A7
(Local News)
The Municipal Administration Inspection Group of the
Shanghai City Council held its first meeting yesterday afternoon. According to a decision reached at the meeting, the group will be divided into
three sub-groups one of which will leave for the Southeast, one for the
Northeast and one for abroad. The Southeast sub-group will leave for- Taiwan
in the middle of next month and then visit Foochow, Anoy, Hongkong, Hainan,
Canton and Kweilin, and the tour is scheduled to last for two weeks. The
Northeast sub-group will leave for Tientsin'in the middle of July and then
visit Tientsin, Kirin and Changchun and the tour is scheduled to last for
three weeks. The third sub-group will leave for Tokyo in the middle of
September and then visit various big cities in the United States. Each subgroup will be led by two members. The sub-group which will leave for
abroad will be led by Hang Yfei-en and Hsu Tse-hsiang, and the group members
will be responsible for their own expenses in the tour. According to decision, members will be allowed to bring only their wives in the trip.
*

*

*

Members of CP ".Arson Corps" Said to Have Sneaked
into Nanking
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ), Shanghai
April 15, 19A7
Nanking, April 14
It is rumoured that another batch of CP "arson
corps", totalling over 100 men, has sneaked into the Capital. The peace
preservation authorities have paid close attention to this matter,
* *

*

MILITARY HEWS

..
Hostilities in North Kiangsu Renewed

Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ), Shanghai
April 15, 1947
Chenkiang, April 14
Remnant CP troops have again renewed their activities in North Kiangsu, thus threatening the Huaian, Huaiyin, Szeyang and
Lienshui areas. CP troops have massed about 15 regiments of men who, under
the command of Kwan Yuen-wei and Shu '^u, launched attacks on the Governmentheld positions in two columns. One column headed in a westerly direction
towards Shuchien from Szehsien and Lingpih in East Anhwei, while another
column made an onslaught on Huaiyin and Huaian from Tapah west of Kaopaohu.
Hostilities are now going on in Kaochien 70 "li" from Huaiyin and Chiangpah
southeast of Huaiyin.
Another report has it that remnant CP troops which were scattered in
Yenchen and Fuyang areas suddenly launched an attack and encircled Lienshui
this morning. Government forces are offering a stubborn resistance against
the attackers. General Tang En-po's men have been rushed to the front from
South Shantung, it is reported.
•*• * -i-

SPECIAL & FEATURE ART1CIES
U.S. Policy toward China and the Way China
Should Behave Herself
by Chang Tung-sun ••
(Democratic Socialist Party leader and Professor of lenching Univ.)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
March 30. 19A7
Last June I wrote an article entitled: "U.S. China Policy and How
China Should React to'It." At the time, I suggested that all the democratically-inclined people in China (as many as possible) should, with a determined attitude, make clear to the United States that we are opposed only
to her using China as an anti-Soviet base; that if she will reorientate her
attitude and stop using China as an anti-Soviet base, we shall welcome
whatever aid she may be able to extend us. In other words, we do not want
to be unconditionally anti-U.S,, nor do we want to be unconditionally proU.S.
China does not want to be friendly to the U.S. and Soviet Russia to
the same extent. She only wants to steer clear of the anti-Soviet course,
while at the same time bringing her ties with the United States a bit closer.
In'other words, she is more pro-U.S. than pro-Soviet Russia. As Soviet
Russia is not in a position to help China in her postwar reconstruction,
from a positive point of view, China exoects very much from the United States.
For example, China needs loans for effecting her currency reform; loans for
purchasing machinery to meet her industrial needs as well as for the improvement of her agriculture and her water conservancy projects; loans for
the reorganization of the Chinese Army; lend-lease material for railroad
construction, etc.—all these needs can be met by the United States alone.
For this reason, personally the writer has consistently been opposed
to any emotional outburst of categoric anti-U.S. sentiment, but feels that
we should^have recourse to reason and clarify our attitude toward the United
States. That is to say, we are opposed to the extension to China of any
U.A. aid prior to the achievement of peace in China, because such aid is
only wasted in the civil war and cannot help reconstruction. Where the
United States is concerned, it is like throwing the money and resources into
the deep sea, and where China is concerned, such aid will only augment the
misery and suffering of the people. This is indeed an act harmful to others
and disadvantageous to oneself. We must sincerely entreat the United States
to quickly put a stop to this injurious action. On the other hand we want
to make clear that once peace is established in China, not only will she
welcome U.S, aid, but even if the United States hesitates to come, China
will do her utmost to invite her to come to this country.
I am not unaware of the prejudices of the U.S. authorities. They would
rather be reactionary and would rather befriend the Nazi remnants than to
see the force of progress make any headway. This is due to their misapprehension: That the force of progress is always favorable to Soviet Russia
and that it is somehow always associated with the latter. We must shatter
to pieces this misconception by means of speech, writing and facts.
For this reason, I feel that the democratic elements in China must not
only organize a Mission to the U.S. to explain to the latter our point of
view, but also send a mission to Soviet Russia for the same purpose. Our
explanations to Soviet Russia and to the United States should differ in this
respect: We should tell Russia that the only course open to China now is to
be pro-U.S., while at the same time not anti-Soviet, and we hope Russia will
understand this point.
Formerly, I felt that the constituent elements of .the Chinese Mission to
the United States should include Communists. Now, however, I think that it
is not necessary to have Communists on that Mission; for now an all-out
civil war is raging and there are no more peace negotiations. Although U.S.
relations with the rest of the world as well as her desire for hegemony are
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factors which have made her China policy more reactionary, yet the failure
of the CP in dealing fairly and appropriately with the United States has
also been partially responsible for this. The worst consequence of this
failure is that it has only driven the Americans more and more to the side
of the Chinese reactionaries.
Today the KMT-CP dispute has reached a very serious stage, while behind
it all, the United States and Soviet Russia are opposed to each other. In
the interest of herself, America should, of her own accord, advocate a tripartite joint mediation, because the sooner the China problem is solved,
the better for the United States. If a three Power, joint mediation cannot
be realized, then at least the three Powers should come to an understanding
that they will jointly guarantee that the agreements to be reached as a
result of peace negotiations will be carried out. This would at least help
boost the confidence of the Kuomintang and the CP as well.
The United States seemed to know where the crux of' the China problem
lay. Last January, I saw the Army reorganization plan drafted and signed
by Gen. George C. Marshall. I was overjoyed. But as things always are,
when I saw Marshall, making 8 consecutive visits to Kuling I knew that his
mind was quite confused and at a loss as to what should be done. To tell
the truth, if it had been his conviction that the crux of the China issue
lay in the Army reorganization plan, then he should have exerted his utmost
to have this implemented and should have made important concessions elsewhere.
Without gaining certain advantages politically, the CP certainly would not
make any important concessions militarily. So if the Communists were to
be made to concede militarily, a greater allowance should have been made them
politically. Somehow, Marshall seemed to be ignorant of this, so that the
result was that he played into the hands of the Kuomintang,
For instance, the Steering Committee of the PCC had to be reconvened,
the quorum necessary for exercising the veto power should under no circumstances be changed, and the unanimous consent of all parties was necessary
regarding the opening date of the LIP A. —Marshall who took all these to be
China's domestic affairs,
did not dare to side with Chinese democratic
elements by showing a determined stand. In reality, however, he should have
known that politics and military affairs are indivisible; since he took
part in China's military matters, how could he keep away from her political
issues? So some People considered this attitude on the part of Marshall as
a deliberate attempt to make matters favorable to the Kuomintang, At that
time, if the Americans had held on firmly to the Army reorganization plan
and at the same time exerted the greatest pressure to implement the PCC resolutions without any discount or reservation, then the China problem would
already have been solved. •
It is my belief that the knot should be untied by the knot-maker. There
is still a ray of hope for the solution of the China problem, and this hinges
on whether or not the United States will wake up.
If the United States really thinks that intrinsically there cannot be
any cooperation between the Kuomintang and the CP so that the only course
open is to democratize the Kuomintang and exclude the CP from the coalition
government, I dare say that this would be a futile game as well as a misleading idea; for it must be realized that without the participation of all
parties and factions in the government, the Kuomintang will never be democratized, The same can be said of the exclusion of the CP from the government; for if the Communists are not brought to the ,great cities, their nature
will not change, and as long as they are left outside, there can be no peace.
So the core of today's problem is how to make the Kuomintang and the CP
simultaneously change their character as well as their ways of doing things.
In order to make the Kuomintang change its nature as a fascistic dictatorship
and the CP its ultra-revolutionary tendency, it is best to create a new environment which will exert sufficient pressure to compel both parties to
voluntarily re-orientate their courses. As long as the existing environment
is not altered the liberal elements in the country will not be able to
raise their heads. This environment is what the PCC termed the Coalition
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Government. The fact that the United States failed to do its utmost to help
China's supporters of the PCC resolutions shows that though the United States
endeavored to tackle the problem, jet she was,in reality, shortsighted,
America should thoroughly realize that by giving unilateral aid to the
KuomintaiSg, even though this aid may go on forever, the China issue will
never be solved, There would be absolutely no disadvantages to .America to
revert to the old course set by the FT&, Should this prove true, then the
CP shoold bs vested with the full power of veto, while the Democratic League
should remain outside the government, for today there is a real need for a
non-government party to criticize and supervise the country's administration.
Hot only is the Euomintang in need of strict supervision but the CP is also
in need of just criticism. I hope tho Chinese people will give this suggestion of mine consideration based on reason and I also hope that the
Americans will restore their far-sightedness in considering this viewpoint
of mine.
*

*

*

ECONOMIC HET7S
Smuggling Is Still Rampant Between Canton,
Hongkong and. Macao
Sin Pen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 15. 1947
Canton, April 1 4 — T h e smuggling of goods between Canton, Hongkong and
Macao is still very rampant. According to statistics compiled by competent
authorities, the value of the smuggled goods confiscated by the Customs in
Canton during the month of March amounted to CN$1,200,000,000. The main
items of smuggled goods consisted of cigarettes, tissue paper and cosmetics.
*

*

Associated Fishery Company to Hold Initial Meeting
in Shanghai Today
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ). Shanghai
Aoril 15. 19A7
~
(Local News)—With a view to developing the fishing industry, the
fishery enterprises, under the joint auspices of the fishery guilds in
Kiangsu, Chekiang, Fukien, Kwangtung, Shantung, Kweichow, Liaoning, Taiwan,
Shanghai and Chungking, have sponsored the organization of an Associated
Fishery Company. Representatives from the guilds concerned have already
arrived in Shanghai to participate in the formation of the said Company. A
meeting vail be held today (April 15) for a period of two days, at which
proposals of various representatives vail be put up for discussion. Following are some of the proposals:
1) Now that the
China Marine Prodvicts
fishery guilds of the
jointly invest in and

Government has decided to turn over the State-owned
Company to private interests, it is proposed that the
eight provinces and two municipalities be allowed to
operate the said Company,

2) To request the Government to extend larger productive loans to fishery
enterprises and to simplify procedures of application for same,
3) For the purposes of unifying the administration of the fishing'industry in the whole country and'strengthening the organization of the fisheries,
it is hoped that a Fishery Administration will be set up by the Government
and that Fishery Bureaus will be established in the various provinces and
municipalities *
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U) To urge the Government to effectively protect the fishermen and
to maintain peace, and order on the sea.
5) The representatives of the fishery guilds should be entitled to
the privileges of being elected as the delegates of the National Assembly
and the members of the Legislative Yuan.

\

Three Factories of Anshan Iron & Steel Corporation
Start.Operation after Repair
Ta Kung. Pao (Independent, Political Science Group). Shanghai
April U , 19/7
Mukden, .April 11
Three more factories of the Anshan Iron and Steel
Corporation have been repaired and started operation on April 10, namely,
the steel plate, the steel pipe and the forge plants, A medium-sized steel
factory will start operation in the near future. Steel products amounting
to 3,000 tons will be shipped to Shanghai this month to meet the demand of
the market there. With the unfreezing of the Yingkou harbour, a total of
5,000 tons of steel is expected to be shipped to other places through that
port each month.
x- * *
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
After Reading Reports on Inspection Tours of
Recovered Areas
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 16, 1947
After the recovery of Yenan, a group of Chinese and foreign newspapermen went to that city on an inspection trip, and the situation there has
been fully reported on by various newspapers. At the same time, a group
of Shanghai reporters have made an inspection tour of North Kiangsu and
have made very valuable reports. What the pressmen have seen in Yenan is
that the Communist troops, avoiding a major battle with the Government
troops, have shifted their main force from Shensi to Shansi in order to occupy
the latter province. What the reporters have seen in North Kiangsu is that
while the Government troops occupy the cities and towns, the Communist troops
control the rural areas. Although North Kiangsu was "recovered" several
months ago, yet the two armies are still opposed to each other. It is
estimated that there are 25,000 Communist remnants, some in larger units
and some in smaller ones, waiting for kaoliang to grow up. This shows that
the ©IT-CP dispute is now such that neither side can very well discontinue
the struggle and that the enmity between them is steadily deepening, so
that if they do not resolutely decide to convert their swords into ploughshares, it is hard to tell when the civil strife can be brought to an end.
So long as the civil war continues, there will be no. end to disaster.
Those who suffer the most are the people. Host of them have nothing to do
with the inter-party dispute, and all they hope for is that they will be
able to live in peace. War is like a sandwich, and the people have been
sandwiched. When the Communist, troops come, they are conscripted to serve
in the militiaj when the Government troops come, they are conscrioted to
serve in the "self-defense corps".
•

The difficult land problem has caused a deep fissure within the rural
population. Under the Communist regime, because of the distribution of farm'
land and because of various types of "struggles", the landlords and rich
people were persecuted, and even the middle class people suffer. However,
with regard to the measures for dealing with the recovered areas, many people
have already expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of a definite land
policy on the part of the Government. A perusal of roports on the inspection tour of North Kiangsu .gives one the impression that the inter-party
dispute is put above everything else, and that the subject of the dispute
is the governing power, everything else being left unattended to.
Public opinion in Great Britain has already warned us: "The Chinese civil
war
is going to invite disaster." If the civil war continues for a long
period of time, it will really invite disaster. Having read reports
on. inspection tours of the recovered areas and looking at the situation both
internally and externally, we are much worried. (Summary)
* *

*

On the Situation in China
—

Also- on the real crux of the Communist Problem

~

Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT Southeast China Organ). Shanghai
Aoril 16. 19A7
China's Communist problem cannot be solved by means of military force.
Only by being liberal and just, by using as many capable people as possible,
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by promoting democracy and developing industry and commerce, by improving
our international position and permitting lawful opposition parties to exist
in the country can the Kuomintang reduce the Communist danger and bring about
an environment where the Communists will find it necessary to constitutionalize
and "Qhina-ize" themselves, (Summary)
* *

*

A Conversation
(Short Comment)
Wen I-Iui Pao (Liberal-Leftist) , ShanghaiApril -16. 1947
A certain local evening newspaper yesterday carried the story of a
conversation between a newspaperman and Chen Kuo-tung, deputy commander of
the First Garrison Brigade who is now in the Communist prisoners-of-war
camp, which is well worth our attention;
Question asked by the newspaperman:
would you return?"

"If you were set free now, where

Without any hesitation at all, Chen replied:
Eighth Route Array."
Question:
and to fight?"

"Of course, to the

"Wouldn't that mean that you would still have to wage war

Answer: "Yes, for the sake of one's continued existence, in order to
make it possible for everyone to live, for the sake of land reform,
we will continue to 'fight when attacked"'.
It is extremely difficult, if not absolutely impossible, to exterminate
and destroy by military force a political group and its army-which has a
firm faith. During the war against Ja$an, there was a saying: "Attach
greater importance to the political aspect of the war than to the military."
We are afraid that the basic method of solving the so-called "I{FIT-CP problem"
today is to abandon the effort to solve it by military force and to intensify
the political contest. (Summary)
*

*

*

On Provisional Constitution for the Period of Political
Tutelage; So-called Multi-party Political Tutelage
Again Refuted
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ), Shanghai
April 16. 1947
Since the Government is planning to reorganize the Executive Yuan in
the near, future, then at least the organizational law for the Executive Yuan
will have to be enforced at the earliest possible date. This would mean
that before the enforcement of the Constitution falls due, the Constitution
will already be in force. The so-called Provisional Constitution for the
Period of Political Tutelage is no longer needed, and the argument for multiparty political tutelage is therefore untenable. If'the Koumintang still wants
to continue its political tutelage, we shall be unable to cooperate with it.
We feel that President Chiang's interpretation of the nature of the forthcoming
Government reorganization is entirely correct and reasonable, namely, that
the reorganized Government will be a coalition government for the transition
period, which will conclude Political tutelage and prepare for the enforcement of the Constitution. We hope that President Chiang will reaffirm this
interpretation, so as to dispel people's doubts. (Summary)
*

*

*

Foreign Minister Wang's Solemn Statement
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 16, 1947
The Potsdam agreement provides that decisions regarding the peace conference on Germany shall be made by the Five Power Foreign Ministers Council, The only condition for success in rebuilding peace and order in the
post-war world is the observance of international agreements. The Potsdam
agreement being a basic agreement on the matter of dealing with the aggressor
nations and of rebuilding peace, it is all the more important that we do
not allow it to be distorted and violated. In supporting China's demand
that she be included among the inviting nations for the peace conference on
Germany, the United States, Great Britain and France have taken an attitude
which they should have taken under the Potsdam agreement, Soviet Russia
is the only nation that has violated the provisions of the Potsdam agreement by opposing China's demand, and we really do not know why she has done
so.
Some people say that it is probably because China did not directly
participate in the war against Germany that Soviet Russia has opposed her
demand. However, China was unable to attack Germany prior to the conclusion
of her war against Japan just as'Soviet Russia could not participate in
the war against Japan prior to the surrender of the Germany Nazis. If China
had not dealt with Japan with all her might in the Far East, the Japanese
militarists would have invaded the Middle East and Siberia.
In the post-war.international conferences, Soviet Russia has often dis- •
criminated against us in the matter of our international position. • On the
other hand, we have always tried to avoid appealing to the emotions and
have prized the Soviet Union's friendship. We do not know what Soviet Russia's purpose has been in distorting the meaning of the Foreign Ministers
Council and in slighting the Potsdam agreement.
In order to maintain the respectability of the Potsdam agreement, we
cannot remain silent. We urge that the Government fight for the place to
which we are entitled in connection with the peace conference on Germany,
(Summary)
*

*

*

The Number of Spindles in Japan Should Be Limited
Sin Wen Pao (KLTT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 16, 19A7
A despatch from Nanking yesterday stated that General Mac Arthur's Headquarters is thinking of increasing the number of spindles to be operated
by the Japanese textile industry from 3,000,000 to 6,000,000. If this
materialises, China's textile industry, which still has only a weak foundation, will be dealt a heavy blow. For the sake of the future of the textile
industry in this country and in order to prevent Japan from becoming an
aggressor nation again, we urge the Government to take this matter up with
General MacArthur's Headquarters, with a view to getting the latter to agree
to include Japanese textile industry equipment among the reparations materials,
for the total number of spindles to be operated by the Japanese textile industry ought to be strictly limited, (Summary)

Dated April 16, 1947

Other editorials not translated:
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai

China and Korea Are One Family
The Importance of Freedom of Press
and of the Safeguarding of This
Freedom
The New Tendency of Banking Business
The Signing of the Joint Administration Program
The Moscow Conference and the Future
of the World
Preparatory Meeting of International
•Trade Conference
1) China and the Peace Conference
on Germany
2) The Four Power Foreign Ministers
Conference Has Met Another Test

Shang Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
Ho Ping Jih Pao, Shanghai

* *

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Chinese Government Has Not Yet Formally Requested
U.S. to Extend Loan to China
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 16. 19A7
Nanking, April 15
The Legislative Yuan has written a letter to the
Executive Yuan inquiring about the latter's plan of disposing of the
US$500,000,000 loan from the United States. A written reply has been received from the Secretariat of the Executive Yuan which reads: "In regard
to the US$500,000,000 loan from the United States as reported in newspapers, the
Chinese Government so far' has not formally requested the United States to
extend such a loan to China. As soon as this request is formally made to
the United .States, the Executive Yuan will submit the plan to the Legislative Yuan for consideration."
* * *

Chinese Representative Attending United Nations Financial
Conference Returns
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Grouo), Shanghai
April 16. 19A7
Nanking, April 15
Ku I-chun, Chinese representative who attended the
United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference, arrived here yesterday
morning and Is sttying . at Finance Minister O.K. Yui's official residence.
He has discussed various questions concerned with Mr. Yui and other top
Government officials.
It is learnt that besides reporting to the competent authorities on the
details of the international monetary fund, Mr, Ku has also made proposals
to the Government regarding the ways and conditions whereby China will be
able to obtain a loan from the United States and to use it for constructive
purposes.
*

*

*

U.S. Embassy Spokesman Says He Has Heard Nothing About
U.S. Loan Negotiations
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 16. 1947
Nanking, April 1 5 — T h e spokesman of the U.S. Embassy said that he had
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heard nothing about the negotiations being conducted between China and the
United States for the extension of a loan by the latter country to the
former as reported in newspapers. Had such negotiations been in progress,
as a rule the Chinese Embassy at Washington would have handled them
directly with'the State Department, the spokesman revealed,
* *

*

Crux of Problem of Taking Over Port Arthur and
Dairen by China
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 16. 19A7
Mukden, April 15—-It is learnt that the main crux of the problem of
taking over Port Arthur and Dairen by China lies in Article L, of the Agreement on Port Arthur which reads, "The Chinese Government entrusts to the
Soviet Government the defence of the naval base." The questions as to
how the Soviet Government will defend the naval base of Port Arthur, how
many troops it will station there, and where they will be stationed will
still have to be considered by both contracting parties. The agreement
also stipulates that the boundary line of the naval base of Port Arthur
should start from the western shore of the Liaotung Peninsula and from the
south of the Houshantou Bay to Shihho and Tsouchiatsutse in the west and
that all areas south of this boundary line should be included in the naval
base. At present, areas north of the line are garrisoned by the Chinese
troops, while between these two separated aresfe^^t^p of land of about
20 to 30 "li" , the greater part of which ia being occupied by the CP
troops. If the Chinese authorities take over Port Arthur and Dairen by
armed force, stray bullets will inevitably fall into the areas under the
control of the naval base of Port Arthur. This is also a problem which requires consultations with Soviet quarters.
*

*

President Chiang Kai-shek Presides over Inaugural
Ceremony of Army Officer Training Corps
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
APril 16. 19Z.7
Nanking, April 15—President Chiang Kai-shek in the capacity of Director
presided over the inaugural ceremony of the Army Officer Training Corps
this morning and delivered a speech in which he emphasised,
"It has been generally recognized by the world that the Communists
have,undermined our national unity and jeopardized the existence of our
State. In order to save our country and people,we have to strike back."
The setting up of the Army Officer Training Corps has a great significance.' Though the period of training will last for only two weeks for each
class, yet in the eyes of the Government the training m i l be as important
as that which Army officers underwent in Lushan before the war of resistance,
as the training is a preparatory step for coping with the difficult situation in the forthcoming nine months as declared by President Chiang. The
President has attached much importance to this Corps and will personally
take charge of the training.
* *

*

General Sun Lih-jen Tenders Resignation from Post of
Vice Commander of Government Forces in
Northeast
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ) . Shanghai.
April 16. 19A7
Peiping, April 15—General S u n Lih-jen, formerly Commander of the New
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1st Army and concurrently Garrison Commander in Changchun, has recently
been appointed Vice Commander of the Government Forces in the Northeast.
Due to poor health, he has decided to tender resignation
to • General
Tu Yu-ming, Commander of the Government Forces, in the Northeast, so that he
can take a rest to recuperate his health.
*

*

*

Chu Cheng Tenders Resignation from Post of President
of Judicial Yuan
Tfen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist'), Shanghai
April 16, 194.7
Nanking, April 15
Due to poor health, Chu Cheng, President of the
Judicial Yuan, tendered resignation last winter but the Central authorities
urged him to remain on the post.
Recently in View of the imminent reorganization of the Government which
will give him a chance to resign, Mr. Chu is reported to have tendered resignation again before he left here for Hankow by boat a few days ago.
* *

*

Federation of Next of Kin of Missing Citizens
Writes Letter to President Urging Latter
to Safeguard Human Rights
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group"), Shanghai
April 16. 1947
(Local News)---According to information released by the International
Civil Liberties Defense Association, the Federation of Next of Kin of Missing
Citizens in Shanghai, in view of the fact that the missing citizens have
not yet returned to their homes, wrote an open letter to President Chiang
Kai-shek yesterday requesting the latter to release the missing persons.
The letter reads in part:
"According to the Central News Agency report published in various papers on March 20, some of the missing citizens who are CP members have
surrendered themselves to a certain Government agency. According to a
report published in Lien Ho Wan Pao on April 4, Mayor K.C. Wu said that a
number of the missing persons had been released, while those who have not
yet been released are suspected of having affiliation with the CP.
"Judging by stories told by family members of the victims, the Federation has found out that all the recent cases of missing citizens are in
fact cases of kidnapping and moreover, there are clues by which the whereabouts of the victims can be traced. In order to maintain its prestige and
to preserve peace and order, the Government should have conducted a thorough
investigation into these cases, yet instead of doing so, it has dropped
the cases on the ground that the victims have surrendered themselves to the
authorities or that they are suspected of having affiliation with the Communists,
"In reorganizing the administration and enacting the Constitution, the
Government is determined to realize democracy and rule by law in this country, Yet. the authorities are treating the people as criminals because of
their party affiliations, so the people find themselves unable to understand
the real intention of the Government in this connection. Since V-J Day we
have heard a great deal about pledges which-your Excellency made regarding
the protection of freedoms and rights of the people, and we are elated at
hearing those promises. Yet up to the present, speaking nothing of other
human rights, even the freedom of person of the people has not yet been well
safeguarded. We therefore earnestly hope that your Excellency will immediately
fulfill all your pledges.
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"Upon the request of the next of kin of the missing citizens, the
Federation hereby requests your Excellency to: 1) order the governments of
all grades not to arrest the people at will, 2) immediately release the
people who have been secretly arrested, 3) dissolve those agencies which
make the arrests and severely punish the officials in charge of those
agencies, 4) urge the Government to respect law and safeguard human rights."
*

*

*

Two Additional CLARA Representatives Allowed to Remain in
Shanghai
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 16. 1947
(Local News)
Up to the present, no accord has^b een reached in regard to the number of CLARA representatives to remain in Shanghai. CLARA
has seven representatives, but Government authorities have allowed only
five of them to remain here. A few days ago, Ho Pao-shu, CNRRA Director,
issued special certificates to five of them to identify their status,
while the other two will be allowed to remain in this city after registering
with the Garrison Headquarters.
* *

*

Secret CP Assassination Agency in Shanghai
Discovered
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ). Shanghai
April 16. 1947
(Local News)—Yesterday morning, the Shanghai Office of the Nanking
Garrison Headquarters
discovered a secret CP assassination agency. Three
representatives of the agency namely, Hsueh Pin, representative of the
New 4th Army in the Maoshan area along the Nanking'-Shanghai line, Chang Lan,
senior special agent, the Ho Ping-tsing, Commander of a machinegun company,
were arrested at a certain place, and a large quantity of documents was
seized there. The same afternoon, in compliance with instructions from the
military authorities, they were sent to Nanking, it is learnt.
*

M S

*

*

OF COMMUNICATION
Funds for Building China's Highways This Year
Amount to CNt»90,000,000,000
«

-'

^

Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 12. 1947
Nanking, April 11
After V-J Day, the Ministry of Communications
mapped out a five-year plan to rebuild China's highways. Funds necessary
for the reconstruction and repair of all highways for the current year
amounting to CN$90,000,000,000 have been approved by the Government. The
first stage of this program will be devoted to the construction of new
highways with a total length of 113,430 kilometers. The original NankingShanghai and Shanghai-Hangchow Highways will be the starting points of this
projected network, linking Chungking, Hankow, Sian, Kunming, Peiping and
other main cities. The construction of the Nanking-Hunan Trunk Line will
be the main project for this year,
*

*

*
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Reporters Tell Poignant Story of Miserable
Conditions in North Kiangsu
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 11, 19A7
Reporters Return from Tour in North Kiangsu
The 19-man Shanghai Reporters' Inspection Group to North Kiangsu returned here yesterday from a tour of that region. During the 9-day tour,
the reporters visited Nantung, Haimen, Jukao and Tungtai. Though the
visit was a hurriodone, yet on the whole the impressions gained gave a picture
of distress. Life is generally hard and miserable among the country folk
in these areas, so much so that the number of those who quit their home
towns to wander in strange places is daily on the increase. With the exception of certain points and lines which are in Nationalist hands, the
rest of the territory is Communist-infested. Though ostensibly peace and
quiet reigns in towns and villages, yet the roads just one or two 'li' outside are quite unsafe for travellers, all the more so after nightfall.
Such a situation prevails particularly in places like Tungtai, Jukao and
lencheng.
The Battle of Lipao
Recently the CP troops launched a comparatively large-scale assault on
Lipao, northeast of Jukao. The Nationalist and CP forces made their first
contact in this battle on the 2nd instant at 9 a.m. The CP threw in a force
of 11 regiments, while the Nationalists met the onslaught with only one
battalion of garrison troops. On the 3rd, the scene of fighting shifted
to the city itself and fierce street-fighting ensued. At that point the
Nationalist defenders retreated to the southeast corner of the town, awaiting reinforcements. Two regiments of Nationalist troops were then dispatched
from Tingchia-ao and Paohokou to repulse the attackers who were finally completely routed on the 5th instant. This battle took a toll of over 900
casualties on the Nationalist side and over 3,000 on the CP side.
Divisional Commander Wang Tieh-han who directed this battle had tho
following to say: This time, the CP launched the large-scale offensive from
the sea. They had in possession more than 300 sailboats scattered along
the North Kiangsu coast. Their movements were mysteriously shrouded so that
it was difficult to anticipate where they would strike next. Moreover, owing
to the CP efforts at carrying on political activities wherever possible,
which enbles them to act'swiftly,
they were often able to avoid getting
into major clashes with the main force of the Nationalist troops, while on
the other hand, they concentrated their efforts on the elimination of the
local armed forces.
Yfhen the Kaoliang Is Tall
The common folk who are aware of the approach of the season when the
kaoliang will grow to man-size, are beginning to shot/ signs of ^restlessness
and fear. The Nationalist troops also attach great importance to this question. However, Commander Li Mo-an of the Pacification Headquarters is of the
opinion that the situation now existing in North Kiangsu is 30% military and.
70% political and that if the CP troops were to be exterminated before the
kaoliang grows high enough to provide them, with effective hideouts, it is imperative that the peoole's self-defnese strength be increased.
Extortion and Exploitation
Speaking of local administration, owing to the unhealthiness of all strata
of the administrative machinery, the latter cannot function properly. In the
villages and counties, as the administration is in the hands of "wicked men",
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the lives of the people can be said to be almost miserable. They are subjected to a variety of extortionate taxes; corrunt members of the gentry
and rascals take advantage of the situation to exploit and oppress them.
Aside from this, the peace preservation corps men are poorly disciplined,
to the great disgust of the people. The plight of the people beggars description.
Military Situation
A certain Army commander, when referring to the North Kiangsu problem,
sighed: Our belief that the North Kiangsu situation was 30% military and
70/a political in nature has proved to be untrue. The current situation is
in reality 70$S military and 30% political and is far from an ideal one.
The same commander also compared the military and political activities of
the Nationalist troops with those of the CP troops, likening the situation
existing on either side to a "pyramid" with the apex representing CP political activities supplement by its military efforts. Since the Nationalist
situation is just the reverse of the CP's, the effectiveness has been
greatly reduced, he said.
Furthermore, though there has been much talk of agrarian reforms in
various hsiens in North Kiangsu, yet judging from the actual situation there,
such reforms are on paper only and are far from being a reality. In short,
during our recent tour of North Kiangsu, we saw before us endless lines of
fortresses and defense works and an atmosphere of gloom and distress prevalent
everywhere. Though the. wheat fields along the way are a sea of emerald green
and the peach blossoms are showing their red tints, the concentrated smell
of gunpowder has robbed us of a great deal of the pleasure and delight which
otherwise would have been ours.
*

*

*

ECONOMIC NEWS
Shipment of U.S.' Surplus Goods from Pacific Islands
to Be Expedited
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 13. 1947
(Local News)—The Board of Supplies of the Executive Yuan is now
busily formulating plans to bring back large quantities of U.S. surplus
goods from the various islands in the Pacific. It is learnt that 20 liberty
ships will be leased from the U.S. Morrison, xTewson & Co. (?) and placed on
regular trips 'in order to bring back over 100,000 tons of surplus goods
each month and that the total amount of surplus supplies is expected to be
shipped to China within a period of two years. According to a' spokesman of
the said Board, the reason why they have to ask the .American firm to ship
the surplus goods for the Government is because the .agreement governing
the sales of surplus goods by the U.S. Government to China stipulates that
all work pertaining to the transport of surplus goods should be done by
American ships.
* *

*

Export of Soya Beans from Northeast
Ta Rung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 13. 1947
Mukden, April 11—With the unfreezing of the harbours of Yingkow and
Hulutao, the Central Trust of China has handled the exportation of soya
beans from the Northeast with utmost rigor. According to Mr. Hsing Pi-hsin,
manager of the Mukden branch of the Central Trust, 5,000 tons of soya beans
have already been shipped to the Netherlands, An order for 16,000 tons to
be delivered in March and April have been placed by Italy, and 10,000 tons
ordered by Japan and approved by the SCAP will be shipped there via Yingkow,

\

It is also learnt that in the International Food Conference, a resolution was passed to the effect that China is to supply the member nations
with a total of 450,000 tons of soya beans for the current year, an amount
far too great to be supplied by the producing areas in the Northeast according to their present production level.
* *
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EDITORIAL COMHEMT
We Are Worried about the United States
—

On the reactions to Wallace's speeches —

Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 17. 1947
After his arrival in Britain, Henry A. Wallace made a series of bombshell speeches, disclosing the selfish motive behind the United States' aid
to Greece and criticising the imperialistic tendency of Truman's policy.
That these speeches are diametrically opposed to the present policy of the
White House is too plain to need any explanation. What is contrary to our
expectations is the fact that rightist politicians in Washington like Arthur
Vandenberg did not reply directly to what Wallace has said in his speeches,
but have only accused Wallace of being unpatriotic and have even gone so
far as to say that Wallace's actions are a rebellion against the State.
So far, we have heard only the criticism that Wallace has made speeches
outside of United States territory, and none of his critics have attacked
him for his political thinking. If such clamor had been made in a country
where democratic government is not stressed, it would not have been surprising at all, but the fact that it has been made in the United States, the
most advanced democratic nation in the world, has greatly surprised us.
First of all, we wish to point out that an Oriental newspaper is not
qualified to criticise the present "undemocracy" in the United States.
The Democratic Party politicians' demand that Wallace be punished is only
one of a very large number of cases where the "by the people, of the people
and for the people" Constitvition of the United States has recently been
violated. Take, for instance, the events that have taken place during the
past two months. On February 17th the State Department effected an internal
purge, with the result that 200 of its employees "voluntarily resigned".
The State Department has admitted that of these 200 employees only two
really deserved to be dismissed. During the period around March 20th, Red
hats were made most use of in the United States, for it was then that the
White House decided to investigate the "loyalty" of all Federal Government
employees. Even the semi-official Institute of Pacific Relations, which
is grey in color and which is very much like an institution of learning, was
accused of being a Communist organization by the U.S. China Policy Association,
Why are we trying to defend Wallace? Because we believe that while
Wallace's words are mostly unpleasant, yet to be fair, we must say that
at most, he has been guilty of loving the security of the United States
"and" of loving the security of the world as a whole. Strictly speaking,
Wallace cannot be said to be "left". He Is far less Socialistic than was
the Fabian Society of the last part of the 19th Century or the late Dr.
Sun Yat-sen, author of the Principle of the People's Livelihood. Wallace
has only warned that the present United States policy of encircling Soviet
Russia is doomed to failure. He opposes an atomic foreign policy based upon
power politics, and also the dollar policy. It can be said that what Wallace has demanded is unanimously desired by every right-minded citizen of
the world.
Today, the world is rapidly returning to the situation obtaining in
the 19th Century when Nationalism was most rampant and most dreadful. At
that time the contestants were Great Britain and France which were fighting f
control of the seas. Today, the contestants are the United States and Soviet Russia which possess tanks and atomic bombs. We are pleased that at
this time when the world has been divided into two and when the nations of
the world are heading for two extremes under the leadership of the United
States and Soviet Russia, respectively, there are courageous and upright
people like Wallace. (Summary)
*

*

*

On Wallace's Speeches
Sin Wen Pao ('KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 19A7
Wallace feels that Britain and the United States should cooperate with
Soviet Russia. This is a common wish of all the people of the world. However, Wallace seems to think that Britain and the United States are solely
responsible for undermining world peace. Since he has admitted that Soviet Russia has adopted an expansionist policy, he should have severely
criticised her, too.
We sympathise with Wallace's advocacy of peace and oppose the policy
advocated by some Americans of trying to control the whole world under the
pretext of removing the Communist threat. At the same time, we also oppose
Soviet Russia's attempt at territorial expansion. We hope that the United
States and Soviet Russia will get rid of their own prejudices and accept
the advice which Wallace has given. We also hope that from now on, Wallace' s views will become less theoretical and more realistic and that his
principles will be converted into concrete plans, so that his arguments will
be more powerful and more convincing and so that he can make a more definite
contribution to world peace. (Summary)

Problems Related to Our Foreign Relations
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 17. 19A7
The Resident Committee of the People's Political Council has adopted
a proposal that the Government be asked to make representations to Portugal
for the rendition of Macao, so as to bring about closer relations between
China and Portugal. This is truly a timely proposal.
Portugal has now given up her special rights in China, but she Is still
unwilling to return Macao to China. It should be understood that a country's
territory is an integral whole, and so is its sovereignty. How can we permit such an abnormal situation to exist on Chinese territory?
The Hongkong-Kowloon question is also an unpleasant stain on SinoBritish relations. Under British administration, the Hongkong-Kowloon
area is not only in a state of confusion socially, and opium-smoking and
gambling are .just as prevalent there as they are in Macao, but it is a refuge for treacherous bandits and idle capital, with the result that China's
political and economic situation has been greatly affected.
The Port Arthur-Dairen area is not only Chinese territory, but is the
gateway to her nine Northeastern provinces. However, due to Soviet Russia's
wilful procrastination and obstruction, the treaty provisions relating to
that area has not yet been implemented.
While on the one hand, we should unite and cooperate with the other members of the United Nations, yet on the other hand, we should also intensify
our fight for the restoration of our territorial and administrative integrity.
(Summary)
*

*

*

Administrative Policy of New Government
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 19A7
Today every citizen is happy that the Government has announced its administrative policy. Now that this policy has been announced,

-
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we wish to go a step further and express the hope that it will be
executed. During the past twenty years our weakness has lain, not in the
lack of policies, but rather in the failure to carry out those policies.
Today, whether it be the Program of Peaceful National Reconstruction or the
Joint Administrative Program, what we are deeply interested in is the
results of government, rather than the theory of, or hopes for, government.
Looking forward to the enforcement of the,Constitution on December 25th,
194-7, we have great expectations of, and heartily support, the administrative
policy of the new Government which has been announced. (Summary)
*

*

*

Congratulations to the New Government
'

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
It has been decided to reorganize the Government tomorrow. The
"Administrative Policy" was signed yesterday by the leaders of the Kuomintang, the Democratic Socialist Party and the Young China Party.
Article 1 of the "Administrative Policy" provides "Administration
will be based on the Program of Peaceful National Reconstruction."
Article 8 provides "The laws required by political tutelage and the
agencies established for political tutelage purposes will be abolished."
From this it can be seen that this new Government will not be a "multiparty political tutelage" government as explained by Dr. Sun Fo. But will it
be a coalition government based on the PCC resolutions? Certainly not.
Since the Government is called "new", we hope that besides stopping
hoisting the Kuomintang flag and holding weekly Sun Yat-sen memorial services,
the new Government will find itself in a new environment and take some new
actions. Especially should the new Government carry out the promise of
safeguarding the people'' s freedom. (Summary)
*

*

*

What We Expect from the New Government
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 19A7
The reorganized Government will be a bridge between political tutelage
and constitutional government. Just now the dispute as to whether there
should be multi-partjr political tutelage or real constitutional government is at its height, but we feel that this is not a question of great importance. Our expectations of the new Government are as follows:
(1) Both in our internal politics and in our foreign relations,
we must display a spirit of independence.
(2) The new Government should comolete the unfinished vrork in connection with political tutelage as soon as possible, and also make positive
preparations for the enforcement of the Constitution.
(3) The new Government should take effective measures to solve the
problem of the people's livelihood. (Summary)
* *

*

The Nature of the Government after Its Reorganization
Chien Sj en Jih Pao (Connected with Ku Chu-tung). Shanghai
pvil
17. 1947
In appearance the reorganized Government will be a government under
the joint control of various parties; it can be called a "coalition government". However, from the point of view of the system of Government, it
is a National Government with a broadened base, and will continue to be
known as the National Government. Obviously, the new Government will not
be a "multi-party political tutelage" government, nor should it be made
such.
There are only more than five months between now and the time for the
various types of elections. The later the Government is reorganized, the
less thorough-going will the preparations for the enforcement of the Constitution be^ The Young China and the Democratic Socialist Parties should
pay due attention to this ooint and should make it possible for the new
Government to be established at the earliest possible date. (Summary)
* * •*

Other editorials not translated;
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai

Dated April 17. 1947 ,
—

The Riddle of the Take-over of Port
Arthur and Dairen
The Need for the Strengthening of
Financial Administration
Again a Word of Advice to the National Bankers' Association
1) Finance under the San Min c hu I
2) Pressing Down of Commodity Prices
and Punishing of Unscrupulous
Merchants
China's Leading Position Should Not
Be Overlooked
The Lack of Initiative on the Part
of the Government Price Control'
Policy
Liberals, Unite and RiseJ
How to Enable School Graduates to
Get Jobs

* *

*

Shun Pao, Shanghai
c

hin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai

Ho Ping Jih Pao, Shanghai

Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai

POLITICAL NEWS
Split in Democratic Socialist Party
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
(Local News)—Hsu Fu-lin has been included in the list of representative
for the State Council submitted by the Democratic Socialist Party to the
Government. However, the matter has not yet been decided due to Hsu's
refusal to take up the post.
Sun Pao-kang, Wang Shih-ming and Lu Kwang-sheng, members of the Central
Standing Committee of the Democratic Socialist Party, received newspaper
reporters yesterday afternoon. They stated:
"The recent trip of Mr, Carson Chang to Nanking was to sign the 12-point
administrative program. We do not understand why the press report should
have it that the Party has decided to participate in a certain branch of the
Government, because the Central Standing Committee of the Party has never
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made any decision to this effect. Though Mr, Carson Chang is the chairman
of the Party, yet he also cannot make such an arbitrary decision without
authorization from the Party.
"Before Mr. Chang's departure for Nanking, seven members of the Central Standing Committee of the Party, namely, Sun Pao-kang, Hsu Fu-lin,
Li Ta-ming, Lu Kwang-sheng, Wang Shih-ming, Tang Chi-shin, and Sha Yen-kai,
wrote a letter to him, advocating that the Party should participate in all
branches of the Government as a whole. According to their opinions, the
list of representatives to join the Government, after being decided upon,
will have to obtain the approval of the majority of the members of the Central Standing Committee before it is submitted to the Government, otherwise the handing in of the list of representatives to the State Council
should be temporarily postponed.
"In regard to the announcement made by the Central Standing Committee
after its regular meeting held on April 2 to the effect that the preliminary
stepsto be taken by the Party to take part in the Government have already
been decided upon by Carson Chang, namely, the Party should first participate in the State Council, and the list of representatives to be nominated
to the State Council has been decided upon, we should point out that this
announcement is merely a decision made by Mr. Chang himself, not by the
Central Standing Committee."
Sun and other representatives of the Party went on to state: "The
problem of internal organization of the Party is becoming more and more
serious. The Party members are now being engaged, in the struggle between
democracy and dictatorship. If Mr. Carson Chang goes his own way in defiance of the opinion of the majority, it will lead to a serious consequence.
The views recently expressed by Liang Chiu-shui and other Party leaders in
Peiping are 'signals' of such dissatisfaction among the Party members."
A reporter asked them whether or not they will organize a new political
party. Sun replied, "No, we are not going to organize a new party. Since
our views represent those of the majority of the Party members, why should
we take the trouble of organizing another party?
Sometime ago, Liang Chiushui in the North and Li Ta-ming in the United States indicated their intention of withdrawing from the Party, but we have persuaded them to give
up this idea, therefore they still remain in the Party."
*

*

Further News Re Government Reshuffle
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 17. 19A7
Nanking, April 17
In the past many rumours have been circulated in
regard to the new men to be appointed heads of various ministries after the
reorganization of the Executive Yuan. Since the Democratic Socialist Party
has refused to take part in the administration, a reshuffle in the personnel of the Central Government will be unlikely.
According to information revealed by concerned quarters, General Wu
Te-chen sometime ago insisted on resigning from his post of Secretary-General
of the Central Kuomintang and he was reported to be transferred to Taiwan
or to Kwangtung as Governor there, but now he has decided to remain on his
post. It is further learnt that the plan to reorganize the National Health
Administration into a Ministry will in all probability be shelved. Though
there is no problem about the reorganization of the Ministry of Social Affairs
into the Ministry of Labour, the reorganization of the National Conservancy
Board into the Ministry of National Conservancy and the creation of the Ministry of Posts and Electrical Communications, yet difficulties will still be
met with when the reorganization takes place. It is further learnt that
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after the State Council is reorganized, the National Government will set up
a Department of Planning which will hold a status similar to that of the
Department of Civil Affairs, the Department of Military Affairs and the
Comptroller-General's Office, while the Central Planning Board will be
abolished.
*

Soviet

*

#

Terms for Withdrawal from Dairen

Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal) . Shanghai
Aeril 16. 1947
Peiping, April 1 6 — U p to the present, no accord has been reahced in
regard to the take-over of Dairen by China. Soviet quarters have insisted
on the following tvro terms: 1) the Soviet troops should continue to
station in Dairen until a peace treaty with Japan is signed, 2) only the
Soviet authorities can erect defense work in Port Arthur.
*

*

General Liao Yiao-hsiang Arrives in Mukden from
Changchun
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
Mukden, April 1 5 — General Liao Yiao-hsiang arrived here from Changchun
yesterday. Today he interviewed General Tu Yu-ming, Commander of the Government Forces in the Northeast, and reported duties to the latter. He said
that CP troops in South Liaoning are not powerful enough to hinder the Government forces from taking over Dairen and that the areas north of Pulantien have been cleared of CP troops.
According to a Pulantien dispatch, certain quarters have started to
tear down the railway tracks along the section between Shihho and Chowlipao
to remove them to somewhere else. They have also transferred and massed
all their men from the front to Shihho, the motive of which is unknown,
*

*

*

Soviet Army Authorities Will Not Guarantee Safety
of Reporters During Their Visit to Port
Arthur and Dairen
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
Mukden, April 16
Seven newspaper reporters including our reporter had
planned to take a trip to Port Arthur and Dairen. Soviet Army authorities
indicated that they may visit these two places but their safety cannot be
guaranteed. In view of such difficulties, the reporters found it impossible
to take the trip, so they returned here today.
*

*

Governor of Sinkiang to Go on a Tour in South
Sinkiang Today
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
Nanking, April 16—According to the Chun Wen News Agency report,
General Chang Chih-chung, Director of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in
the Northwest, will go on an inspection tour in South Sinkiang together with
his suite. His trip will last for two weeks, it is learnt.
*

•*• *

Mayor K.C. Wu Tenders Resignation
Lifa Pao (General Labor Union Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
Nanking, April 16
During President Chiang Kai-shek's visit to Shanghai a few days ago, Mayor K.C. Wu called on the President and tendered his
resignation to the latter. However, the President urged hin to remain on
the post. Therefore, the appointment of a new mayor for Shanghai may not
take place in the near future*
*

*

*

Report on Resignation of Chu Cheng From Post of
President of Control Yuan Untrue
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 17. 1947
Nanking, April 16
Press reports have it that Chu Cheng, President of
the Control Yuan, has the intention of resigning from his post. Our reporter
asked quarters close to Mr. Chu about this news. The quarters replied that
Mr.- Chu trill return to Nanking after three weeks and that they had not heard
anything about the reports on his resignation.
•K- * *
Bereaved Dependent of Chuang Ta Erh Tse Solicits
Help from Shanghai City Council
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai•
Aoril 17, 1947
(Local News)
Chuang Keng-pao, the bereaved dependent of Chuang Ta
Erh Tse, the ricshaw puller who was beaten up and killed by U.S. naval service
man Roderick, her guardian, Chuang Hai-cheng, and her lawyers filed a petition with the Shanghai City Council yesterday, urging the latter to uphold
justice and to help her to request the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Shanghai City Government to negotiate with U.S. quarters to 'compensate
her for the death of the victim. She has demanded Roderick to compensate
her with the amount of CN$145,100,400.
*

*

*

MILITARY NEWS
Hainan Island to Be Divided Into Three Pacification
Districts »
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
Canton, April 16
It is reported that General Chang Fah-kuei, Director
of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Canton, will be appointed Governor
of Hainan and the Hainan Island will be divided into three pacification districts, in each of which one pacification company will be stationed, Li
Han-chung and Wang Heng of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Canton and
Wei Chen-fu, Vice Garrison Commander in Canton, have been appointed commanders
of these three pacification companies respectively. The administrative policy for the first period will be to lay stress on the bandit-suppression
campaign and the investigation of agricultural, mining and communications conditions on the island. It is further learnt that after the appointment
of General Chang as Governor of Hainan, the Generalissimo's Headquarters in
Canton will be reorganized into the Pacification Headquarters in KwangtungKwangsi area. General Wu Chi-wei will in all probability be appointed Commander of that Headquarters.
*

*
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Banditry in South Kwangtung Rampant
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ).- Shanghai
April 16, 1947
Canton, April 15
Banditry is exceedingly rampant in Suikai, Limkong,Fayun and "the Luichow Peninsula in South 'Kwangtung of late. Over 1,600
bandits led by Cheng Kwun-lin and Fu Chun-mou massed themselves at Tunghui
north of Fayun and are still occupying that place at present.
Yesterday, General Chang Fa-kuei, Director of the Generalissimo's
Headquarters in Canton, held a conference with all Party, Government and Army
chiefs and the Vice Garrison Commanders in Kwangtung and Kwangsi to discuss defense measures. A decision was reached to the effect that more troops
should be sent to South Kr/angtung to suppress the bandits there.
,

*

* -it-

General Yeh Chien-ying to Take Up Command of
New Fourth Army
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
Peiping, April 16—After Chen Yi, Commander of the CP New FourthArmy, was killed in action, Mao Tse-tung appointed General Yeh Chien-ying
to take his place. However, most of the cadres of that Army opposed this
appointment and advocated that Chen Yun-yi, Vice Commander of the Army,
should be appointed to that post. The General Headquarters of that Army is
now located in Ishui.
* *

*

ECONOMIC NEWS
CN$10,000 Notes to Be Issued Soon
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT-Army Organ). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
. (Local News)
According to accurate information, the Government banks
will soon issue new CN|10,000 banknotes. Concerned quarters expressed belief that the issuance of such banknotes certainly will not affect commodity
prices, because their value is exactly the same as that of the f?500 Customs
Gold Unit notes.
.

'

* *

*

Ships Aggregating. 120,000 Tons on Way to China
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science C-roup). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
~~~
(Local News)
According to Li Ching-lu, Director of the Department of
Navigation of the Ministry of Communications, 1,350,000 tons of Japanese
industrial equipment under the Allied reparations plan will be shipped to
China next month. With a view to enabling the shipping merchants to help
move the equipment to China, the Government has wired the United States
for early delivery of ships aggregating 120,CCO tons which it ordered for compensating the merchants for their losses during the war. It is expected
that when these ships arrive In China sometime next month, they will immediately be dispatched to Japan to bring back Japanese reparations equipment. It is learnt that ships aggregating 20,000 tons have already sailed
from the United States and will arive in Shanghai in the nearest future.
It is also learnt that all shipping merchants have expressed dissatisfaction over the fact that the Japanese reparations equipment allocated to
China does not include any ships. Thinking that the SCAP authorities are
over-enthusiastic in their efforts to protect the Japanese navigation and
neglecting the losses incurred by our country, they have planned to telegraph to the U.S. Senate and the House "of Representatives urging them to
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pay close attention to General MacArthur's existing policy towards Japan.
* -x- *
Government Promises to Let Civilian
Interests Invest in Factories to Be Set
Up With War Reparations Equipment
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist'), Shanghai
April 17, 1947
Nanking, April l6~(S]henchaw News Agency) With a view to soliciting
cooperation from civilian interests in developing national industry, the
Government has promised to let civilian interests share one-third of the
investments in factories to be set up with the war reparations equipment
from Japan.
* *

*

Competent Authorities to Dispose of
U.S. Surplus Properties With More Effective Measures
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 17. 1947
Nanking, April 16
According to accurate information, the competent
authorities have decided to dispose of U.S. surplus properties with more
effective measures. With the exception of those which are needed by the
Government, the authorities will adopt reasonable measures to ration or
sell by tender these surplus properties in various districts.
*

*

*

Decision of "Free" Exchange Deals
Stimulate U.S. Currency Black Market
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 17. 1947
(Local News)—-It is learnt from reliable sources that the reason
why the recent order of the Central Bank of China that import licences
are to be issued on the basis of "free" foreign exchange, has been
annulled three days after its enforcement is because it has stimulated
the black market in U.S. currency, which might result in drastic increases
of commodity prices and thereby lay the Government open to censure. It
is also learnt that the value of U.S. currency notes immediately rose to
five-thirteenth above the official rate in the black market after the
market was informed of the news of the previous decision of the Central Bank
of China.
* *

*

Coal Mine Discovered South of Chenkiang
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 16. 1947
Chenkiang, April 16
A large bituminous coal mine covering an area
of 108 kilometers has been discovered in the areas of Chiuhwashan and
Hsienshan, South of Chenkiang. Members of the Reconstruction Department
of the Kiangsu Provincial Government have already been dispatched to the
areas to make the necessary inspections. The substance and colour of the
coal are comparatively superior to those of the coal produced in Chujung,
Nanking. The Chennan Coal Mining Company has been entrusted with the task
of exploiting the mine.
* *

*
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Peace Maintenance in Szechuan a Matter of Grave
Concern
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
Aoril 11. 19A7
Chungking (from our special correspondent Lu Yun), March 25—Szechuan,
which was once called the "base of national regeneration", is now faced
with a situation like this: Social depression, rampancy of banditry, and
increasingly great dislocation of social order from day to day. At oresent, besides suppressing and exterminating those "bandits" who were born
and bred in Szechuan, the authorities have to take steps to guard against
the infiltration of "treacherous bandits" into this province. Peace maintenance in Szechuan certainly constitutes a matter of grave concern.
CP Troops on Hunan-Hupeh Border
The Kweichow-Hunan-Hupeh border region has been the frequent haunts
and hideouts of bandits and outlaws. Recently, the Xweichow-Hunan-Hupeh
Border Pacification Headquarters was ordered to fold up and Director Pan
Wen-hwa transferred to the post of Vice Director of the Generalissimo's
Headquarters in Wuhan and, concurrently, Director of the Szechuan-ShensiHupeh Border Pacification Headquarters, with headquarters in Ichang, for
the express purpose of coping with the CP threat. All the troops under
Pan were also moved from the border region to the north bank of Ichang.
Lately, rumors suddenly became rife in the border region to the effect
that the CP troops were preparing to launch an attack. CP General Li Hsiennien's troops under the command of Li Jen-lin have already crossed the
Yangtze River to the south and joined hands with the most powerful bandit
leader Chu Po-kal who has been terrorizing the Szechuan-Kweichow-Hunan-Hupeh
border region. Chu has been made Divisional Commander of the 17th Division
of the CP New Fourth Army. He has been in this border region for a long time
and his influence has extended to Yuyang in Szechuan, Laifeng in Hupeh and
Lungshan in Hunan. News from Yuyang indicates that the CP contemplated
setting up a "Southwest Liberated Area" in Szechuan, Kweichow, Hunan and
Hupeh.
Another unit of CP Gen. Li Hsien-nien's troops under the command of
Wang Chin-yeh, which has crossed the Yangtze River .southward, has proceeded
to the vicinity of "Enshih via Wufeng and Haofeng' in southwest Hupeh, and
is attempting to bypass Lichuan in the northwest to harass the areas of
Yunyang and the' south bank of Wanhsien. The district governments of Wanhsien, Yunyang, Fengchieh and Wushan rushed troops to the threatened area
to thwart the attackers. Rumors also have it that CP troops under Li Jenlin and Wang Chin-yeh, respectively, have already effected a junction and
are now only 180 "li" from the Chien River on the Szechuan border.'
Lino of Pillboxes to Run Through Ten Districts •
The Szechuan Government, with' a view to preventing the CP troops from
sneaking into the province from the Shensi-Hupeh border, decided to construct a defense line made up of pillboxes starting from Wushan in the
south to Kwangyuan in the north, running along the Pashan mountains through
10 districts. From Kwangyuan westward through Tsingchuan and Pingwu to Sugpan, the hsien governments there are required to repair their respective
city walls and to deepen the moats. An inspection group has already been
sent to inspect defense works in North Szechuan by the Generalissimo's
Chungking Headquarters. Members of the said group will personally direct
defense activities in various hsiens. As to funds required for repairs and
construction of defense works, the Szechuan Provincial Government has agreed
to pay for technical services but labor is to be primarily on a voluntary
basis. The districts on the border region are poor and impoverished. Hardly
have the people there recovered their breath from the oppressive burden of

conscription when the problem of conscripting labor again propped up.
The Provincial Government decreed that construction work on pillboxes in
various districts should be started at the end of March this year. At
present, all the masons, carpenters, bricklayers and stone-cutters in
these hsiens have all fled to other hsiens for refuge.
The CP troops at Chuhuo and Chushan districts in West Hupeh are
ready to invade Szechuan at any moment now. In the Wushan-Wuhsi area
in Szechuan the CP troops under Wang Shu-sen frequently make their
appearance.
Poppy-Eradication & Yi-Suopression Campaigns
Here, let us shift our gaze to the districts of Sungpan, Lifan,
Mouhsien, Moukung and Wenchuan in northwest Szechuan. The area occupied
by these hsiens is extensive and bigger than the whole of Chekiang province.
• It is sparsely populated, with a population of 3 men to a square kilometer.
The inhabitants comprise Hans, Tibetans, and Yis. It is a region where
poppies abound.
A month ago, the Szechuan Provincial Government dispatched a powerful force to eradicate poppy-planting and, as a result, aroused the dissatisfaction of the poppy-planting bandits who went into open warfare with the
Government forces at Moukung and Mouhsien. This is the so-called Yi-suppression campaign in Szechuan. Finally the Government forces gained the
upper hand and defeated the poppy-planting bandits who then announced
their capitulation. At present the Government troops have advanced far into
the Sungpan and Lifan districts. During the last civil commotion in Sikang,
under the relentless mopping-up campaign of Government troops, many isolated units of the local militia fled to Moukung with their arifis and
weapons. Doubtless, this region constitutes a cancer in Szechuan, politically.
Is the Sikang Revolt Really Quelled?
Some armed units responsible for the Sikang revolt have sneaked into
Tayi, Chiunglai, Pukiang, Mingshan, Hungya and Omei districts in West
Szechuan. These districts, just like Tienlu and Yungpao, have been designated by the Szechuan-Sikang General Headquarters as an all-out banditsuppression region. The Central Government sent orders again and again
fixing the deadline for the complete extermination of bandits on the
Szechuan-Sikang border at the end of March and. dispatched two divisions of
troops to help the Szechuan-Sikang Pacification Headquarters in its suppression campaign. The Sikang Provincial Government has announced a CN$10,000,000-reward on the head of each of the three bandit leaders, namely,
Cheng Chih-wu, Li Yuan-heng and Chu Shih-cheng.
The latest news is to the effect that both Li and Chu have one after
the other surrendered and that Chen is also negotiating to give himself
up. The Sikang Provincial Government, nevertheless, knows full well that
the surrender of these bandit leaders is only a temporary truce, for the
Yungching revolt last year also ended with the ringleader's capitulation.
Bandit-Suppression Campaign on Szechuan-Yunnan-Kweichow Border
The Szechuan-Kweichow-Hunan-Hupeh border is a bandit-infested region
to the southeast of Szechuan. The Szechuan-Yunnan-Kweichow border is a
bandit-infested region to the southwest of Szechuan. The troops of Szechuan,
Yunnan and Kweichow are now launching a joint encircling campaign against
the bandits in these regions. A Szechuan-Yunnan-Kweichow Joint Defense
General Headquarters has already been established, with five sub-headquarters, having under its jurisdiction over 20 bandit-suppression districts,
namely, Kiangan, Kusung, Hsuyung, Kulin, Hsingwen, Changning, Kaohsien,
Chingfu, Hunghsien, Yunlien, Mu-ai and Iping in Szechuan, Pichieh, Tating,
Kingsha, Jenhuai and Chihshui in Kweichowj Chenghsiung, Weihsin, Suikiang
and Yentsin in Yunnan.
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At present the more important bandit leaders active in these provinces
are Wang Hsiao Laohu (small tiger) of Kweichow, Yin Lutse (donkey) of Yunnan
(rumored killed), and Wang Lien-chen of Szechuan (also rumored killed).
Each of these leaders has under him a force over 2,000 or 3,000 strong, all
armed. In the Chingfu, Nanhsi and Changning districts in Szechuan alone,
there are as many as 26 bands of organized bandits, large and small.
Travellers Cannot Carry Even 3 'liang' of Salt Without Being Robbed
The rampancy of banditry in the Szechuan basin is no less serious than
that prevalent in the border regions. For instance, the Szechuan-Sikang
Pacification Headquarters, in order to exterminate the arch-bandit leader
Shai Peng-chang who had terrorized the Pengshan area, recently marked out
10 more hsiens, namely, Hsintsin, Pengshan, Meishan, Hsiakiang, Pukiang,
Mingshan, Tayi, Chiunglai, Hwayang and Jenshou, as a bandit-suppression
region. It also mobilized one brigade of the Regular Army, two general
Peace Preservation Corps and various hsien and local armed units to take
part in the campaign. Although bandit leader Shai has already been executed,
yet the remnants of his gang are still a threat in various places.
The maintenance of peace and order in Szechuan has crumpled with the
return of the national Capital- to Nanking. Between a city and a village,
as the common folk says: "One can hardly travel in safety with even 3
•liang' of salt on one's person." Director Wang Yuan-hwei of the Szechuan.
Peace Preservation Headquarters has said: "At present, the armed units of
Szechuan's peace preservation corps are mostly equipped either with guns
without cartridges or with nothing." Some village chiefs, Pao and Chia chiefs
and local populace, in order to ensure their own safety, are forced to
collaborate with, and connive at the actions of the bandits, with the result that the rampancy of banditry is becoming more and more serious from
day to day.
* *
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Government Reorganization Consummated
Chung Yang; Jih Pao (KMT Organ) , Shanghai
April 18. 19A7
As soon as the Political Consultative Conference closed, the Government
authorities took positive steps to prepare for the convocation of the National Assembly and the reorganization of the Government, and had it not
been for the fact that the Communists have repeatedly gone back on their
words and done everything in their power to hinder the efforts of the Govern- .
ment, the broadening of the base of the Government would have been brought
about long ere this. Fortunately, however, the Democratic Socialist and
the Young China parties as well as the independent social leaders have put
the wellbeing of the country and the people above everything else, so that
the work of reorganizing the Government has now been smoothly completed.
The new, reorganized Government is based on the PCC resolutions, and
is not one that has been elected by the people. Legally speaking, therefore, the new Government is only a government for the period of preparation
for enforcement of the Constitution and so cannot yet be considered the result of the enforcement of a democratic constitution. Whether the new Government is a "government for the period of preparation for enforcement of the
Constitution"-or whether it represents "multi-party political tutelage" is onl;
a question of terminology. and is not of very great importance. Although
after the reorganization of the Government, the Kuomintang will still occupy
a larger number of seats both on the State Council and in the Executive
Yuan than the other parties and factions, yet, since the highest policymaking power has now been shifted from the Central Standing Committee of
the Kuomintang and the Supreme National Defense Council to the State Council,
the "one-party political tutelage" of the Kuomintang has, in effect, been
concluded. From now on not only will all the. administrative policies of the
Government be based on the "Program of Peaceful National Reconstruction"
adopted by the PCC, but "the various parties and factions as well as the independent social leaders who have participated in the Government will jointly
decide upon them and be jointly responsible for them. Now that the Democratic Socialist and the Young China Parties and the independent social
leaders have joined the Government, the exercising of their knowledge and •
their ability and the making of policies so as to increase the Government's
administrative efficiency and so as to make a good record, thus promoting
national reconstruction and ameliorating the living conditions of the people,
will obviously be difficult problems facing them. (Summary)
*

*

*

Dawn of Democracy
—

Our feeling about the ceremony marking the signature of
the 12-point administrative program —

Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ). Shanghai
April 18. 19A7
_ While one is not entirely satisfied with the signing of the 12-point administrative program, yet the views of various quarters have been incorporated
in the program and the latter must, therefore, be considered a crystallization
of agreement on political questions. We are firmly convinced that under
the leadership of President Chiang, who is an experienced steersman, the democratization of China, while it will make steady but slow progress, will be
definite and reliable.
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We should not expect too much from the reorganization of the Government
this time. At present China is facing difficulties unprecedented in her
history, and no' matter which individuals or groups may be at the helm of
State, and no matter how hard they may work and how honest and capable they
may be, a reasonably long period of time must pass before they can be expected to achieve anything. We are willing to observe strictly the 12point program and to work for the welfare of the people and for peace in the
country. First of all, we must remove corruption so as to alleviate
the difficulties of the people. Then, and then only, can we talk about
the second step, namely, that of strengthening our national foundation.
(Summary)
* *

*

The Government from Now on
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 18. 19A7
If a Constitution recognized by the entire nation had been adopted
some time ago by a lawful National Assembly under peaceful conditions in
accordance with the "Outline of National Reconstruction" and if today the
Kuomintang would announce the conclusion of political tutelage and the different parties and factions would jointly organize a Government for the
purpose of preparing for enforcement of that Constitution, how happy
the'people throughout the country would be. Unfortunately, however,
civil war is still raging in many parts of China. Although a new Government
has now eventually made its appearance, yet at least there are still many
query marks on the minds of the general public, (l) Is this Government
one which will conclude political tutelage, or is it one that has merely
changed one-party political tutelage into three-party political tutelage?
(2) Will the new Government be doing things in a new way? (3) After all,
how is the new Government going to bring to an end the civil war which
threatens the very life of the country and the people?
We believe the motive behind the reorganization of the Government is
to go forward gradually in the right direction. Therefore, the 12-point
administrative program.which the three parties have signed is what the
people are most anxious to see executed. The only question is whether the
words will be followed by deeds.
We are of the opinion that the new Government should do at least these
things: (l) Abolish all laws and regulations which restrict the people's
freedom of assembly, of speech, etc, (2) Issue orders to local governments
in different parts of the country that from now on they may not illegally
put people under arrest and seal up newspaper and magazine offices; that
those who have already been put under arrest should be tried and should be
released immediately if they are found not guilty, and that those newspapers
and magazines which have been ordered closed should be allowed to resume
publication. (3) Thoroughly abolish all secret service agencies. (Summary)
*

_

*

*

• Carry Out the Administrative Program Thoroughly
— Celebration of the 20th anniversary of the founding of the
National Government in Nanking —

Shun Pao (KMT-supervised.'C.C. 'Organ). Shanghai
April 18. 19A7
The reorganization of the Government this time is not merely a reshuffle
of personnel. Its real significance lies in the fact that the democratic
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base of the Government has thus been broadened. Therefore, we feel that
the reorganization of the Government this time is the carrying out by the
Kuomintang of its promise to return the governing power to the people.
So far as its nature is concerned, the reorganized National Government
is a provisional government for the period between the conclusion of political tutelage, by the Kuomintang and the enforcement of the Constitution.
The mission of this government is to complete on schedule all necessary
preparations for enforcement of the Constitution,
The,administrative program of the reorganized Government is not only
a program that will be jointly observed by the different parties and
factions, but is also one which will be able to break the existing political deadlock.
In welcoming the reorganization of the National Government, we wish
to share our views with the leaders of the various parties and factions
which have participated in the Government, as follows:
First, this 12-point administrative program must be thoroughly carried
out by the reorganized Government.
Secondly, the reorganized government is a government organized jointly
by the Kuomintang and other parties. Therefore, we hope the leaders of
all the parties which have participated in the Government will put national interests above partisan interests, (Summary)
"Jfr "X*
We Hope for a Good and Efficient Government
Sin Wen Pao. (MT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 18.'1947
The reorganization of the Government has now been completed, and both
those in the Government and those outside it are rejoiced over the fact
that a multi-party government has now come into being. However, we are
very much worried about the future of Chinese politics. The various political parties and the people throughout the country ought to remember always the words "Only the able and the gpod" contained in the 12-point.administrative program, and each party should first of all establish-a personnel system of its own. It must under all circumstances be able to have
first-rate people represent Itself on the Government. We hope that the
new Government will be an able and efficient one. We further hope that
after the Constitution is enforced, there will be a very ablevand efficient
government which will be able to build a new China in the post-war. period. .
(Summary)
..
.•'•.••-'•••

Outlook on the Question of.the Independence of
Korea
Ta Kung Pao (Independentf Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 18.' 19/.7
We shall view the present Korean situation from two different angles.
First, what one is dissatisfied with is the relations between Korea and
the countries whose armed forces now occupy Korea. In certain respects,
Korea's destiny is at present something like that of Austria, in Europe.
Although still under occupation, Austria already has a provisional government,
but so far there is no sign that a unified government will be established
in Korea. Korea has been split in two by latitude 38 degrees N., and the
treatment accorded the Korean people is even worse than that accorded the
people of the defeated aggressor nation, Japan. What is most surprising
is that her liberators have imposed on the neck of this 4,000-year-old

civilized nation a heavy cangue in the form of a five-year trusteeship.
The people of South Korea are now living under a military administration
•which lacks understanding and political wisdom, so that they have become
restless. On the other hand, the lot of the people of North Korea is
no better. While they have benefited from the new distribution of land,
yet they have been robbed of their industrial basis. Besides, they have
had to supply the occupation army with foodstuffs from their already depleted food stocks, This is too heavy a burden for them to carry. The
unsatisfactory relations between the occupation countries and Korea should
be improved as soon as possible.
Secondly, what is even more important and more difficult of solution
is the existing deadlock between the two occupation countries. The greatest
weakness of Korea is her difficult geographical position. History tells
us that the Korean peninsula has always been a big bomb on the western shores
of the Pacific. In order to save human civilization from devastation,
we feel that the foreign occupation armies in Korea should mutually agree
upon a plan of withdrawing from that country as soon as possible, so as to
leave a clean piece of buffer territory for human civilization. If the
negotiations between the United States and Soviet Russia cannot produce
any satisfactory results, then there should be over-all consultations among
the United States, Soviet Russia, Great Britain and China, so as to solve
this great crisis. This is the only wise proposal.
On the other hand, we wish to offer a word of advice to our Korean
friends. If a weak and small nation wishes to win her independence today,
she must first seek to strengthen herself and must not depend upon those
countries which engage in power politics, otherwise she would become
Involved in the dispute and would be unable to work out her own salvation.
Therefore, our concern over the Korean situation is not confined to her' independence, but also includes the course which she should take after she
has become an independent nation. (Summary)
*

*

*

Other editorials not translated:

Dated April IS, 19^7

Lih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai

The Current Situation in China
The Great Significance of the Government Reorganization
On the Question of Pre-War Bank Deposits
China's Foreign Policy
India Needs Unity
On the Eve of the Formation of a New
Government
How to Press Down Commodity Prices
A Korean Government Should Be
Established as Soon as Possible

Shang Pao, Shanghai
G

hien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Ho Ping Jih Pao, Shanghai
*

*

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Further News Re Split in Democratic Socialist Party
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 18. 19A7
(Local News)—There is no indication of compromise among the dissenters in the Democratic Socialist Party over the Party's participation in
the Government-.- After returning here from Nanking yesterday morning, Carson
Chang, Chairman of the Democratic Socialist Party, conferred with Wan Jenchien, Hsu Fu-lin, Tsi Yi-chiao and Feng Chin-pai of the Party,
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Mr, Wan said, "Mr. Chang is not satisfied with the way they (referring
to Sun Pao-kang and other Party members) have been doing things. However,
such an unfortunate event is common to all political parties." Our reporter asked him whether the report that the Party has deprived Sun Paokang and Lu Kwang-sheng of their rights as Party members is true. Mr. Wan
replied, "No meeting has been held yet, so I have no idea."
Hsu Fu-lin expressed extreme indignation over the fact that eight Party
members including Sun Pao-kang have written a letter to President. Chiang
Kai-shek voicing opposition to the nomination of representatives by Carson
Chang to join the State Council, stating, "In doing so, they have wronged
the party." Carson Chang already told Hsu that he had only nominated three
Party representatives to the State. Council in which Hsu is not included.
The meeting of the Central Standing Committee of the Party will not be
held in the near future,
* * -KLeaders of Dissenters of Democratic Socialist
Party Express Determination to Strive for
Democracy
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 18. 1947
(Local News)
Wang Shih-ming and Sun Pao-kang, leaders of the dissen-.
ters of the Democratic Socialist Party, told our reporter that in order to
carry out the principle of democracy within the Party, they are now drafting
a statement addressed to the Party members which will advocate the following points:
1) In a democratic political party the minority should follow the
decision of the majority.
2) A political party has its basic line and its basic thought. Those
members who act against the basic line and the basic thought of the Party
would be treated as rebellious.
Wang Shih-ming also told our reporter that after the start of this dissident movement, the conservative elements of the Party and a part of the
people outside the Party certainly would falsely accuse the dissenters of
their having, betrayed the Party/Because they "failed in their attempt to
get appointed to the Government" and "have been utilized by the leftist political parties". "However," he declared, "in the spirit of loving our
country and o\ur Party, we have all the 'time strived for the realization
of the principle of democracy in the country. The above accusation would
be proven
. false in future."
* -xA Trip to Outlying Areas of Port Arthur
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Grouo), Shanghai
April 18. 1947
Mukden, April 1 6 — A week ago, our reporter took a trip to the Pulantien area and returned here today. After making a 10-day tour in the
outlying areas of the Port Arthur military zone, he felt that the recent
much-heralded taking over of Port Arthur and Dairen will probably come to
a deadlock.
According to local quarters, Government forces are now stationed in
the Pulantien and Shihho areas where peace and order prevails, In observance
of the treaty, Soviet troops are stationed within the military zone of Port
Arthur. The only place outside the zone held by the Soviet troops is Watsetien
which is known as the reservoir of Port Arthur and Dairen. Both Chinese
and Soviet representatives who entered into negotiations in Pulantien sometime
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ago also brought up this point for discussion. Chinese Army authorities
were of the opinion that the Dairen issue should be treated as an integral
problem which should not be settled partially.
In his report on the present conditions in the Port Arthur military
zone a new arrival from Dairen revealed that in addition to Soviet garrison forces, there are also armed troops which are known as the police
corps of the Kwantung Administrative Office newly created by the local
authorities there. They are clad in black police uniform and do not wear
any CP insignia. Those CP armed elements who wear official insignia and
put on army.uniform can be openly active only in the strip of land which
lies between Shihho and Pulantien. The acute food shortage in Port Arthur
has been slightly relieved since the arrival of rice from outside. However,
the inhabitants there are still experiencing great difficulties in obtaining
food. Therefore many of them have recently gone over to the defense areas garrisoned/Chinese Government armed forces. They revealed that Shihho is now
being garrisoned by Soviet troops who strictly forbid the people to enter
or leave that area. The only currency notes which are now being circulated
in Port Arthur are the Soviet Army1s military scrip, they said.
An observer is of the opinion that Soviet quarters while bringing up
the question of the stationing of Chinese troops in Port Arthur and Dairen .
during the negotiations held in Nanking sometime ago might have givenBtne/an
interpretation different from that of the Chinese authorities. The Soviet
interpretation of Article A of the Agreement on Port Arthur that "the
Chinese Government should entrust to the Soviet Government the defense of
the naval zone of Port Arthur" is also different from that of the Chinese.
Herein lies the most difficult problem to be solved. As regards the local
armed forces stationed in those two areas, Soviet quarters have treated
them as police corps or self-defense units as a de facto local regime already
exists there,
*

*

*

Puppet Dairen City Government Moved to Port Arthur
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ). Shanghai
April IS. 19A7
Mukden, April 1 7 — I t is learnt that the puppet Dairen City Government
building was demolished by fire on April 3 and the administration has been
moved to Port Arthur. Its name has been changed into "Administrative Office
of Port "Arthur". A certain Shao was appointed puppet Mayor while Chih Tsehsiang, Director of the Administrative Office of Port Arthur.
CP troops in Dairen are now busy
manufacturing munitions, so Dairen
has been turned into the munitions supplying station for Chefoo and Chiamutze.
*

*

*

Chang Lien-hwa Released; Written Statement
Captioned "I Accuse" Issued
Ta Kung Pao (IndependentT Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 18. 19A7
(Local News)—The China International Civil Liberties Defense Association held a joint meeting of its executive committee and the staff yesterday
afternoon, at which Madam Herman Liu, Chang Nai-chi Hsu Kwang-ping, T.L,
Shen, T. Gerlach, John Powell, J.G. Endicott, and others were present. A
number of subjects were brought up for discussion, and a hot debate was
staged over the question as to whether the written statement captioned

"I Accuse" issued by Chang Lien-hwa, narrating how she was kidnapped and
treated during her 17-day detention should be made public through the
Association. It should be recalled that this woman teacher of the Worker^'
Night School of the Y.W.C.A., was whisked away by strangers on March 5th
,and later, on released. Finally, a decision was reached to the effect that
the statement should be handed over to the Chinese newspapers and the "China
Weekly Review" for publication,
* *

*

Ministry of Interior Requests Shanghai City Government
to Ban Theatrical Performances Which Undermine
Government Prestige
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 18. 19A7
(Local News)
As the themes of most of the plays staged by the
Peiping opera and dramatic groups in the Shanghai City are aimed at ridiculing the Government and portraying the present miserable conditions in
the country, a fact which is obviously detrimental to the prestige of the •
Government and c f disturbing effects on the minds of the people, the
Ministry of the Interior has requested the Shanghai City Government 'to
ban such plays.
*

*

Representatives of Press Associations in Eight Hsiens
Petition Information Minister to Accord. Protection
to Press
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
Anril 18. 19A7
Nanking, April 18
Representatives of eight hsiens along the NankingShanghai line including Chenkiang and %shih arrived here yesterday to
petition the competent authorities to settle the incidents wherein "Jen
Pao" in WusMh and "Ming Pao" in Soochow were raided and wrecked by students.
This morning, they called on Minister Peng Hsueh-pei of Information and
brought forth the following three demand's, 1) that the Government should
punish the' culprits, 2) that it should adopt effective measures to safeguard
the freedom of press, 3) that the Pien Tsiang College and the Social Education College should compensate the two newspapers for their, losses incurred.
Minister Peng expressed his sympathy and said that he would do his utmost
to help them.
The newspaper representatives gave.a press conference the same afternoon and reported on how the two newspaper offices were raided by students.
They appealed to the public for support and.assistance. They will also petition all Government agencies concerned for help. .
•

*

*

*

Paracel Islands to Be Placed Under Jurisdiction of Hainan
Special Administrative District
Sin Wen Pao (W-suoervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 18. 19A7
Nanking, April 17—According to a Chun Wen News Agency report, a conference was recently held by the Ministry of National Defense with all Government agencies concerned to discuss the problems connected with the reconstruction of the Paracel Islands. In the conference, a resolution was adopted
to the effect that the Islands be placed under the jurisdiction of the Hainan
Special Administrative District. This resolution has been approved by the
National Government, it is learnt.
*

*

SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICIES
China Chih Kung Party Issues Statement Flaying
Stationing of U.S. Troops in China
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 1A, 19A7
Canton, April 8 — T h e Central Secretarial Council of the China Chih
Kung Party has issued a statement regarding the continued presence of U.S.
troops in China. The statement reads in part:
"Our Party issued a statement after the opening of the current Moscow
Foreign Ministers' Conference to the effect that if the Conference respects
the interests of the Chinese people, it should first of all order all the
U.S. troops as well as military training personnel to withdraw from China.
"According to a Reuters dispatch from Moscow dated the 2nd instant,
'U.S. Secretary of State Gen. George C. Marshall sent a written notice to
Soviet Foreign Commissar Molotov on March 31, informing him that the withdrawal of U.S. troops from China will be completed about June 1, and that
about 6,180 American Army and Navy personnel will, in compliance with
the request of the Chinese National Government, remain in China.1
"Though the U.S. asserts that she has acted in accordance with the
wishes of the Chinese Government, yet this has amply exposed the ambition
of U.S. imperialism of reducing China to the status of a colony; otherwise
there would have been no reason why the U.S. should go back on her words
and order her troops to remain in China. The following might have been
the reasons for this action on the part of the U.S.:
"(1) To oppose the carrying out of a genuine democratic system of
government in China by giving armed support to the XX regime which is controlled by the feudalistic compradore classes.
"(2) To impede the realization <f peace in China by giving direct
military assistance to China's XX Government so as to enlarge the civil war.
"(3) To rely on her armed might to afford protection to American
capitalists in carrying on all kinds of illegal economic exploitation of
the Chinese people.
"(A) By means of armed supervision, to make the China forever a
satellite of American imperialism as well as a colony of the United States.
"(5) In preparation for World War III, to use China as America's
anti-Soviet base so that the Chinese people .will bear, the brunt of the war.
"For these five reasons, the United States continues to station her
troops in China under various pretexts. But in this century of the common
man, how can one tolerate the satiation by American
imperialism of such
an ambition! So our Party earnestly appeals to the people throughout the
country to quickly rise and to pledge ourselves to the task of driving
every U.S. soldier out of China so as to safeguard our national sovereignty..
*

*

*

Incidents Involving U.S. Servicemen Repeatedly
Reported in Tsingtao
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist)t Shanghai
April 12. 19A7
Tsingtao April 8—Another incident wherein a U.S. serviceman fatally
shot a Chinese refugee on Chi Pu Road in Takang (great port) here occurred
on the night of the 5th instant. The victim, Liu Shiu-wen, while picking
up coal from the ground came upon Leafley (?), a U.S. serviceman then on
sentinel duty, who showed him a watch which he intended to sell for cash.
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Liu understood what Leafley meant and immediately got together a part of the
sum and handed it to the latter and they both agreed that they would complete their transaction that same night.
Liu kept his appointment a little after 8 p.m. However, just as he was
passing in front of the U.S. warehouse at the corner of Chi Pu Road, Leafley
suddenly fired five shots at him, hitting him on the chest and he immediately
lost his consciousness. Later he was taken by a U.S. ambulance to the
hospital ship for emergency treatment, but he succumbed soon after being
moved on board to the injuries sustained. His remains were then moved back
to the scene of the accident.
On the afternoon of.the
still lay on the spot of the
times to approach the corpse
was prevented from doing so.
to have a look at the corpse
the dead body.

7th, 2 days after the incident, the corpse
mishap, -^he district court here tried several
to make a post-mortem examination but each time
The U.S. guards only permitted Chinese MPs
but did not allow them to move the position of

According to the version of the U.S. Marine authorities, the victim
Liu Shiu-wen who intended to sneak into the warehouse "to steal things"
was discovered by sentinel Leafley. The Liu in question even dared to "pull
out a knife to thrust at the sentinel" who was then forced to fire five
shots to knock him down. The same source also firmly denied that the killing by the sentinel was intentional.
Circles here were unanimous in their belief that the alledged attempt
of "stabbing the sentinel with a knife" was quite impossible, for a rifle
could hardly be effectively used at such short range as that spanned by a
short knife, and even granted that the rifle could be used it was not necessary to fire five consecutive shots at once. Moreover, U.S. quarters had,
immediately after the incident, carried the victim aboard a U.S., warship
and then moved the corpse back so that the spot where the corpse now lies could
not have been the exact spot where the accident first occurred. It is equally
incomprehensible why the U.S. authorities repeatedly rejected the effort of
the district court to conduct a post-mortem examination of deceased,
*

*

*

*

On the afternoon of the 7th instant, an American sailor by the name
of Jones (?) who, while snatching cigarettes from a hawker's stand, got
Into an affray with the owner of the stand outside a bar, (it. Hp. 208 Chung
Shan Road. The sailor in question first knocked down the vendor with a
blow, then flung out another which landed right on the man's eye. Immediately,
blood spurted out from the injured eye where the eye-ball was squeezed out
of the socket. The scene was a most pitiful sight to look at.
*

*

*

*

Nothing has so far been heard of regarding the stabbing of rickshaw
coolie Hsu Ming-cheng by a U.S. sailor outside the First Hotel here. At
present, the Rickshaw Pullers' Union has notified the authorities concerned
that if no definite reply is forthcoming, then all the rickshaw coolies in
this city will, despite the existence of martial law here, go on strike
and stage a petition parade.
The Foreign Relations Department of the Police Bureau gave the following reply on this matter: Since the Hsu Ming-cheng incident, the Police
Bureau has twice submitted written inquiries to the U.S. authorities, but
has received no reply. It is still unknown whether or not a Sino-U.S.
joint military tribunal will be formed to try this case. As for just how
this case should be handled, it has to •await decision by Admiral Cooke.
* *

*
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MORE POLITICAL METIS
CP Kiangsu-Shantung-MtmeI Border Region
• Party Affairs Committee Issues Manifesto
Opuosing Mao Tse-tung
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April IS. 19A7
Hsuchow, April 17
The Party Affairs Committee of the Kiangsu-ShantungA-nhwei Border Region of the CP Extraordinary Committee on March 1 issued
a manifesto calling uoon all Party members and people throughout the
country to rise and oppose Mao Tse-tung for his erroneous leftist policy
which advocates the seizure of political power by means of an armed struggle
and which drives the people to fight and sacrifice as cannon fodder,
* * -a-
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Reorganization of National Government Announced
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 19, 19A7 ~
The long-talked-about reorganization of the National Government has
materialised. Our feelings about it are quite complex. According to the
spirit of the PCC resolutions, the reorganization of the Government should
certainly have been symbolic of peace, democracy, national unity and progress. However, due to the fact that the Chinese Communist Party and the
Democratic League have been unwilling to participate in the present reorganization of the Government, such a symbol has been greatly "diluted".
This is the first reason why people are dissatisfied. We feel that anyhow,
Chinese politics, which has been at a long, monotonous standstill, needs
to be changed, and we hope it will be changed in the direction of progress.
Based on these two points, our impressions of the present reorganization
are as follows:
First, it is a multi-party gmerrmert responsible to one party. After reading through the three-party administrative program and the newly-revised
organizational law for the National Government, we are under the impression
that these two documents are contradictory to each other in theory and nature. Article 1 of the administrative program says: "In its administrative
policy the reorganized National Government shall have the Program of Peaceful National Reconstruction as the guiding principle," which is based on
the PCC resolutions. Article 8 says: "All laws enacted and agencies established for purposes of political tutelage shall either be nullified or
abolished after the reorganization of the National Government." This seems
to indicate that political tutelage is going to be concluded. All these
are good tendencies which indicate change. However, Article 1 of the revised organizational law for the National Government says: "The National
Government has, in accordance with Article 77 of the Provisional Constitution of the Chinese Republic for the Period of Political Tutelage, enacted
the Organizational Law for the Government of the Chinese' Republic." Article
10 says: "There shall be a President and a Vice-President of the National
Government, who shall be elected by the Central Executive Committee of
the Kuomintang." .Article 15 says: "The President of the National Government shall be responsible to the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang." This means that the reorganized National Government will continue
to be a political tutelage government, and to bo responsible to the Kuomintang. Inasmuch as members of the Young China and the Democratic Socialist
Parties have participated in the Government, the latter is a multi-party
government in outward appearance, However, because the number of mefnbers
of the minority parties participating in the Government is so small, they
do not have a decisive voice. Furthermore, since the organizational law for
the National Government plainly provides to whom the Government shall be
responsible, the Kuomintang continues to be solely responsible for the Government. Although this is rather self-contradictory, yet it has pointed out
the fact that even though in outward appearance the reorganized National
Government is a multi-party government, yet, in reality, one party alone continues to be responsible for it. Therefore, the administrative of"State
affairs from now on, whether it be good or bad, or whether it proves a success or not, will continue to be the sole responsibility of the Kuomintang,
which cannot in the least deny responsibility.
Secondly, in participating in the Government, the minority parties should
have their independent stand. Since the nature of the reorganized Government is as described above, what have the Young China and the Democratic
Socialist Parties and the few independent social leaders participated in the
Government for? We are of the opinion that in participating in the Government,

the Young China and the Democratic Socialist Parties should have a basic
stand, namely, democracy and peace. Fortunately, there is an administrative
program which has been signed by all three parties, otherwise the participation of the minorities would be entirely meaningless. Although the
number of seats on the State Council and in the Executive Yuan allocated
to the two minority parties is very small so that their participating members
cannot have a decisive voice, yet since they have participated in the Government, they should have their own principles and their own high ideals.
The Young China and the Democratic Socialist Parties should do their best
to bring-about anything that is in harmony with the principles of democracy
and peace. On the other hand, they should oppose to the best of their
ability anything that goes counter to these principles. If they cannot
attain an objective after they have fought hard for it and if they cannot
ge+. rid of a thing after they have opposed it, then the two parties should
consider whether they should stay or quit under the circumstances, rather
than muddling through and staying on without any principle. We believe that
if they can act like this, participation in the Government by the Democratic
Socialist and Young China Parties will probably have a favorable effect
upon our State affairs; at least, it will not increase the crime of the
Government. Then, and then only, can participation by the two minority partie
avoid being accused by people of being a division of spoils or of being
participation in a banquet as guests of secondary importance.
Our State affairs have long ago reached a desperate stage. Although
the present reorganization of the Government smacks of a "change", yet it
is not yet a "solution". If we want to improve ourselves, we still need
to make a serious effort! (Summary)
*

*

"One-party Government"
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 18, 1947 N
In the new Government, even if the Democratic Socialist and the Young
China parties can unite, they will be unable to prevent the Kuomintang from
passing any resolution which they oppose. They will be unable even to
exercise the veto power. In reality, they are just guests who have been
invited to participate in the Government, and the new Government is still
controlled by the Kuomintang.
The Presidents of all the five Yuans in the new Government are Kuomintang members, though it is possible that the minority parties may be
granted two or three Vice Yuan Presidencies, However, according to the
newly-promulgated "Organizational Law for the National Government", all
the five Yuan Presidents are responsible to the President of the National
Government, who, in turn, is responsible to the Central Executive Committee
of the Kuomintang. This means.that the whole Government continues to be
responsible to the Kuomintang, a fact which is too plain to need explanation. Not only that, but in order to strengthen, its control of the Government, the Kuomintang has revived its Central Political Council in place of
the Supreme National Defense Council.
Theoretically, this Government is an interim Government which will
function until the close of the National Assembly which is to take place
in December this year, when the President and Vice-President of China, will
be elected. However, since this Government has to perform the important
historic mission of preparing for enforcement of the Constitution, then the
character of the new Government will determine the nature of the Government
which will come into being after the Constitution comes into force. We are
afraid that the people do not have any special expectations of the new, reorganized Government, However, there are two problems worthy of attention:

*
-
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(1) Will the Americans consider such a reorganization satisfactory, thereby
changing their present partially wait-and-see policy? (2) How are those
members of the minority parties who have high ideals, especially those of
the Democratic Socialist Party, going to behave themselves under these
circumstances? (Summary)
*

*

*

Base of National Government Broadened; Entire Nation
E
nters Stage of Constitutionalism
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April 19. 19A7
It was one of the important resolutions of the PCC that the National
Government should be reorganized and its base broadened. • This resolution
would have been carried out long ago, had it not been for the efforts of
the Chinese Communists and their appendage to hinder and sabotage it. With
the concerted efforts of the various parties and factions and the supoort
of all the people of the' country, the new Government will be placed on a
firm basis and will be stronger than the original Government/ All the
reactionary intrigues of the Chinese Communists and their appendage, designed to overthrow the Government, have been completely liquidated. We
hope that the various parties and factions, as well as all the people of
the^country, will unite and cooperate, with one another and observe the
administrative program of the new Government, so that preparations for enforcement of the Constitution,can be completed on schedule.
(Summary)
*

*

*

Government Reorganization and Cooperation
Yi Shih Pao (Chinese Catholic Church Organ). Shanghai
April 19. 19A7
'
The fact that the reorganization of the Government has been smoothly
consummated indicates that as a result of the cooperation among all quarters,
national unity and democracy can no doubt be achieved. The new administrative program announced by the Government yesterday is certainly a good
program, and we hope that it will, under the full cooperation of the various
parties and independent social, leaders in the new Government, be able
to make a distinguished record shortly. (Summary) '
*

*

*

The Korean Question and World Peace
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ). Shanghai
April 19. 19A7
'
We feel that since the plan whereby Korea has been divided into two
zones, one controlled by the United States and one by Soviet Russia, has
already proved a failure, a conference of representatives of China, Great
Britain, the United States and the Soviet Union should be" convened as soon
as possible to solve this pressing problem. There is one thing of great importance, i.e., that both the United States and.Soviet Russia should abandon
their respective selfish ends and that neither of them should seek to create
a situation that will be favorable to herself alone. (Summary)
* *

*

Dated April 19. 1947

Other editorials not translated:

Moscow and the World Situation
We Need Statesmen
President Chiang Kai-shek's Hope
Regarding the CP
The Completion of the Preliminary
Step to Government Reorganization
Our Expectations of"the Reorganized
National Government
How to Ascertain the Import Quota
for the Next Quarter of the Year
After the Perusal of President Chiang
Kai-shek's Written Statement
De Gaulle and the Political Situation in France
The Future of Banking Business in
China
1) Our Expectations of the New
Banking Law
2) Issuance of Banknotes of Big
Denominations Will Not Stimulate
Commodity Prices

Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Yang Jih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shun Pao, Shanghai
Sin Wen Pao, Shanghai

* *

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Split in Democratic Socialist Party Widens
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 19. 1947
(Local News)—Seven members of the Central Standing Committee of the
Democratic Socialist Party, namely, Wu Hsien-t^e, Sa Yen-kai, Tang Chu-hsin,
Li Ta-ming, Wang Shih-ming, Lu Kwang-sheng and Sun Pao-kang, made the following statement yesterday:
"The submitting by Carson Chang of the list of representatives to join
the State Council day before yesterday is obviously illegal. It should be
recalled that at the meeting of the Central Standing Committee of the Party
held on April 2, the question of participation in the Government was
brought up for discussion and a decision was reached to the effect that
the Party should take part in all branches of the administration. Then, onthe 9th,themajority of the Committee members brought forth a written proposal expressing their concrete views regarding the Party's participation
in the Government. Carson Chang discarded the proposal and submitted the
list of representatives to the Government at his own will. We would never
recognize the list of representatives nominated by him. It is indeed much
to be regretted that one who claims oneself to be the promoter of democracy
should have acted entirely in defiance of the spirit of democracy. Besides
dealing with the matter in accordance with law, we hereby make the above
announcement."
* *

*

Democratic Socialist Party Leaders Explain Party
Split
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 19. 19A7
(Local News)
After issuing a joint statement signed by seven members of
the Central Standing Committee of the Democratic Socialist Party, Wang Shihming and Lu Kwang-sheng received our reporter and said to him,
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"The recent split in the party was entirely caused by the arbitrary
decision made :by .Carson Chang in regard to the Party's participation in
the Government without following the majority opinion. In order to carry
out our positive decision to take part in all branches of the Government
and to oppose Carson Chang's dictatorial Way of doing things, we have expressed our determination to strive for the realization of democracy within
the party, and we have issued the joint statement as a preliminary step
to launch this campaign. If Chang and his followers refuse to repent/their
wrongs we shall issue a statement addressed to all the Party members
throughout the country. If necessary, we shall call a national congress of
the Party so that the majority can overrule the selfish views of a small
number of conservative elements. As for the allegation that we have started
this campaign because we have 'failed in our attempt to obtain Government
positions' or have been 'utilized by the leftists'", it is entirely a false
,, accusation which is not even worthy of being laughed at,"
Carson Chang refused to receive any reporter yesterday, it is learnt.
*

-!f

Chang Lan Writes Letter to Carson Chang Denying
Report on League's Participation in
Forthcoming General Election
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
Aoril 19. 19A7
. (Local News)
Chang Lan, Chairman of the Democratic League, wrote a
letter to Carson Chang, Chairman of the Democratic Socialist Party, yesterday denying the report on the League's willingness to participate in
the first general election to be held in the country. The letter reads:
"Sir: According to a Wen Hui Pao report today^^yo^hld^said to the reporters, 'The Democratic League which is now the only opposition party in
the Government-controlled areas has already expressed its willingness
to take part in the.first general election to be held in the country. If
the League can support the Constitution, it naturally will be. able to enjoy complete freedom of movement," We do not know whether or not this
report is true. Were it to be true, we as members of the League would
like to formally announce that we have never made such an announcement.
Furthermore, we are of the opinion that the support for the Constitution is
one thing, while the safeguard of human rights is another, and these two
should not be taken
as cause and effect. A learned man
as you are, you vail naturally agree to our views. I hope that you will
give us a clear explanation."

Yeh Tu-i Makes Announcement in Behalf of
Chang Tung-sun

•

••:""

Ta Kung Pao (Independentf Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 19. 19A7
(Local Nei7s) Yeh Tu-i of the Democratic League told our reporter
yesterday that Chang Tung-sun had authorized him to make the following formal
statement, "Chang Tung-sun has never signed any document issued in the
name^of the Democratic Socialist Party nor has he asked any other person
to sign for him, because he withdrew from that party long ago."
* *

*
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Movement for Retrocession of Macao Brewing
in South China
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Politleal Science Group), Shanghai
April 19, 19A7
Canton, April IS
The Kwangtung Provincial People's Council has decided to call a meeting of representatives of all public organizations
in the city tomorrow to discuss the steps to be taken to launch a movement for the retrocession of Macao,
*

*

*

Policemen in Wuhu Raid Government and Newspaper
Offices
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 19, 19A7
Wuhu, April 13
Because of a dispute over salaries, a number of policemen raided the offices of the Wuhu City Council,
the General Labor Union,
the Seamen's Kuomintang Headquarters, the Worker's' School building, and
the offices of Pushing, Kung Shang and Ta Kiang newspapers this morning.
Emergency measures are being adopted bjr competent authorities to cooe with
the situation.
* *

*

Chang Yuan-chang Slated as Acting Head of
Information Divison of Foreign
Affairs Ministry

;

Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 19. 19A7
Nanking, April 18
It is learnt that Chang Yuan-chang, Councillor of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has been slated as acting head of the
Information Division of the Ministry.
* *

*

Human Rights Protection Association of Shanghai Educational
Circles Issues Statement on Cases of Missing
Citizens
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 19. 19A7
(Local News)
The Human Rights Protection Association of the Educational
Circles in Shanghai issued the following statement in connection with the
release of Miss Chang Lien-hwa:
"Since March 5, cases of disappearance of local residents have repeatedly
occurred in this city. Although the Government authorities promised to
probe into the incidents, yet all they did was shirking responsibilities,
with no attempts whatsoever to hurry on with the settlement of the cases.
"From the open accusation released by Miss Chang Lien-hwa, we have
ample proof of the cruel tortures and intimidations perpetrated by this soand-so agency engaged in the secret arrest of citizens. According to Chang's
testimony, during her captivity, she had seen Chuang Feng, Yao Yung-hsiang,
Chiao Siu-chuan, Lu Ying, Wu Siu-chen, Chao Hai-chen, Yang Ying and Chen
Hui-ho, So the fate of these persons mentioned is more or less known.
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"Nor: that the Government has been reorganized and all parties and
factions are given an equal status, if the people were still made victims
of party disputes, what will the impression of the people be toward the
Government? We trust that the enlightened authorities will know how to
handle these cases."
* *

*

MILITARY MEWS
North Kiangsu Pacification Conference to Be Held
in Nantung Tomorrow
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 19, 19A7
N»

'

\

•

Nantung, April 13
The Headquarters of the First Pacification District, with a view to examining the past achievements of the North Kiangsu
Pacification Headquarters and to drawing up future programs for more
effective peace maintenance as well as for mopping up bandit remnants,
decided to hold a pacification conference in Nantung on the 20th Instant.
Commander Li Mu-an will officiate, while all the heads of KMT organs,
San Min Chu I Youth Corps, political and military organs within the jurisdiction of the said Headquarters, will participate*
* *

*

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
Smuggling of Fire-arms by CNRRA ATC Plane
Unearthed Here
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 19. 19A7
(Local News)
The local peace maintenance authorities unearthed
unlicensed fire-arms as well as large quantities of smuggled piecegoods
hidden inside the seats of a CNRRA Air Transport plane arriving here from
Canton at 3%30 p.m. yesterday. The pilot of the said plane Young (?)
was detained under the charge of suspected smuggling,
*

*

*

Chennault Clarifies Status of Pilot Young Arrested
on Smuggling Charges
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 19. 1947
(Local News)
Claire L. Chennault, Director of the CNRRA Air Transport
Corps, declared this morning that Young (?) is not a pilot of the CNRRA ATC.
He was originally a pilot in the U.S. but came recently to China in the
hope of joining the CNRRA ATC. However, he has not yet been employed by
the latter Corps.
•*•

—
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EDITORIAL GOMT-aEMT
Conclusion of Sino-Philippine Treaty
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 21, 1947
The Sino-Philippine Treaty of Friendship, which has been under negotiation for half a year, was signed in the Capital of the Philippines on
the 18th instant. This is a matter for congratulation.
The overseas Chinese in the South Seas have been discriminated against
everywhere and have been massacred since their Fatherland emerged victorious
from the War. The newly-established Philippine Government has also repeatedly oppressed and dealt blows to the overseas Chinese who shed blood
and who shared suffering with the Filipinos during the war of liberation.
A number of anti-Chinese bills have been adopted by the Philippine Government authorities. According to the salient points of the Treaty which the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs has published, the Chinese residents in the
Philippines may, in accordance with the laws applying to any third-party
country, freely enter and leave the Philippines and reside in that country,
so that the Philippine authorities can no longer purposely make it difficult for Chinese to enter the Philippines. Also, Chinese residents in
the Philippines may establish schools, hold meetings, form associations,
and engage in commercial activities. Although we have not yet read the
full text of these provisions, yet judging by the salient points of the
treaty which have already been published, the Treaty can be considered one
based on equality and reciprocity.
There is another important provision in the Treaty, namely, "The provisions of this treats^ do not apply to the special privileges which the
Philippine Republic has conferred upon the United States and her citizens."
From this it can be seen that although the Philippines is no longer under
the control of the United States and is independent, yet she still maintains
a special relationship with the United States. Naturally, the special
treatment which she has granted to the United States cannot be enjoyed by
any other country. However, China must make good use of the rights and
privileges conferred upon her by the Treaty, We hope that the Government
will publish the full text of the Treaty as soon as possible, so that the
Chinese can have a knowledge of the entire Treaty and can comment on it
in full. (Summary)
* *

*

The Problem of Japan's Industrial Level
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 21, 1947
According to Pauley's recommendations, Japan should use her iron and
steel, her machine tools and the major portion of her shipping as reparations, and preserve all of her textile industry. In our eyes, the figures
of what Japan should use as reparations and what she should keep, as recommended by Pauley, are already too liberal. However, shortly after Pauley's
recommendations were published, .American experts and the U.S. State Department, as well as General MacArthur, Supreme Commander for Allied Powers,
voiced their opposition to these recommendations. They drew up a separate
plan for dismantling and removing Japanese industrial equipment, which requires that the yearly production of iron and steel and machinery and the
tonnage of shipping which Japan is allowed to keep should be increased.
Pauley's proposal was that Japan should be allowed to produce yearly 2,250,000
tons of iron and steel, but in December last year the Far Eastern Commission
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decided that she should be allowed to produce yearly 3,500,000 tons of the
material, or an increase of more than 60%. .Iron and steel is the mother
of modern industry, so in allowing Japan to keep such a large production
capacity of iron and steel, the Far Eastern Commission has tacitly agreed
to Japan1s reassumption of economic leadership in Asia. As a result of
her being allowed to preserve a large production capacity of iron and steel,
it is possible that Japan will again develop her heavy industries and nurture her ability to launch another war of aggression against her neighbor,
China. Since the Sino-Japanese War of 1894, we have. suffered a great deal
from Japanese aggressions, and during eight years of war against Japan,
we suffered unprecedentedly heavy losses in life and property. Now the
Far Eastern Commission has without any regard for our welfare decided to
allow Japan to preserve such an industrial level as prevailed in the period
1930-34, This is really something which we cannot tolerate.
At present the Far Eastern Commission's policy towards Japan is under
the leadership of the United States. Pauley's plans, the State Department's views, and General lilac Arthur' s measures have all been partial in
favor of Japan and have been designed to help her with her national regeneration. China and the United States were allies in the war against
Japan, so under no circumstances must the United States be partial in favor
of Japan. If the United States feels that Japan should be allowed to preserve a relatively high industrial level, then she should help China to
establish a proper industrial level. In reaching the decision mentioned
above, the Far Eastern Commission has obviously ignored this principle.
We hope that the Commission will reconsider this decision, and we also urge
our Government authorities to solemnly express its views on this point.
(Summary)
»

Japan's Industrial Level
(Short Comment)
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 20. 1947
To what extent the industrial level of Japan should be preserved is
an important problem. After this problem is solved, the problem of reparations can be solved in general outline, and at the same time, the future
national resources of Japan can be determined.
According to a despatch from Washington, the Far Eastern Commission
has already decided that Japan should be. allowed to maintain such an industrial level as prevailed in that country during the period 1930-1934.,
and has ordered General Mac Arthur to act accordingly.
The period 1930-1934 was the period one year before the Mukden Incident
to two and one-half years before the Lukouchiao Incident. It was during
this period that Japan carried out her orogram of aggression on a large
scale and progressively coerced China into submission until our country was
endangered and our people were humiliated. Now Japan, which has surrendered,
has been permitted to maintain such a high industrial level. Let us Chinese
imagine how our future plight will be. Especially do we hope that the Government will pay due attention to the serious nature of this problem. For
the sake of the future'place of our nation, the Government should lodge a
protest with the Far Eastern Commission. (Full Translation)
*

*

*

Careful Study Called for
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 20. 1947

4

According to a suggestion made by Soviet Russia, the Far Eastern Com'
mission has decided to allow Japan to maintain an industrial level called
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for by the standard, of living of the Japanese people prevailing during the
period 1930-34.
T.Te should make a thorough study of this decision. Beginning from
September 18, 1931, Japanese industries headed for a war-time industrial
system, so on July 7, 1937 Japan launched her war of aggression against
China.
Intuitively, we feel that the production level of Japanese industries
should be reverted to where it was before 1931, for only then can the
security of China be guaranteed.
This problem is of very great importance to China, so we must pay
close•attention to it and study it. Moreover, the Government should boldly
express its views on the problem. (Full Translation)
*

*

*

Displeased
(Short Comment)
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 21, 1947
.A group of press reporters from Peiping and Tientsin made a trip of
inspection to the new harbor at Tangku yesterday, but were prevented from
seeing the.harbor by U.S. Marines. Although the reporters told the Marines
who they were, yet they were driven back to their cars just the same, a
fact which1was very displeasing indeed.
On the one hand, we have been unable to take over Dairen so far, and
on the other hand, we have lost our freedom of movement at Tangku. Such
a state of affairs has seldom been heard of in defeated Japan which is
now under Allied control, yet it obtains in China. This is indeed most
intolerable.
At any rate, the U.S. Marines In China are guests. They must behave
themselves and must not consider themselves as hosts. (Summary)
* *

*

Guarantee of Democracy and Constitutionalism
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ), Shanghai
April 21, 1947
The completion of the reorganization of the National Government is
undoubtedly the guarantee of democracy and constitutionalism in China, a
guarantee provided by various parties and factions as well as independent
social leaders. The "Administrative Program" is but a surety bond rather
than a "bill of rights" for the people. The bill of rights for the people
is the Constitution, and democracy and constitutionalism cannot be fullyrealised in China until the Constitution has been enforced. In the period
of transition, all-of us must seek progress. (Summary)
*

*

*

Moscow Conference Reaches Decisive Stage
Shun Pao (Kg-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 21. 1947
Judging by the views which have been expressed by the representatives
of the Big Four during the past forty days, we can see that the differences
of opinion between the Big Four have reached a climax. As a third party,
we feel that the United States and the Soviet Union are agreed, both in

principle and in consciousness, as to hoi; defeated Germany should be dealt
with. The mutual suspicion and mutual distrust between the United States
and the Soviet Union is really a great World tragedy today, because this
Is the main reason why peace has not yet been established in the post-war
world, and why the Moscow Conference has come to a deadlock. Therefore,
we hope that the statesmen and diplomats of the United States and Soviet
Russia will, before the Moscow Conference comes to an unhappy conclusion,
lose no time in exercising their political wisdom and dispelling the dark
clouds hanging over Moscow, so that there vail be a ray of hope for peace.
(Summary)
* *

*

Quest for Peace and Freedom
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 21. 194.7
Theoretically, the reorganization of the National Government should
be considered as an important recent development in the political situation. However, the people have received it far less enthusiastically than
they did the announcement of the five decisions reached by the FCC in
January, 1946. Many people have even felt greatly disappointed over
the reorganization of the Government.
What the people throughout the country are most interested in today is
not the repair and white-washing of the higher levels of the Government,
but rather the early conclusion of the civil war and the guarantee of freedom. At this time when the civil war has been extended, it is naturally
easy.for those who expect the vested interests to guarantee the freedom
of the people, to become disillusioned. If the political parties now in
power cannot prove by deeds their determination to guarantee the freedom
of the people, we are afraid that even if they have more attractive provisions, they will still be unable to free the people from fear. Today,
not only are the people throughout the country unable to enjoy the rights
and privileges to which the people of a democratic nation are entitled,
but there have been many cases in different parts of the country of illegally
arresting people, storming newspaper offices, interfering with the people's
freedom of speech and publication, and preventing the people from holding
meetings and forming associations, thus inviting the hatred of the people
and the ridicule of our foreign friends. What a great irony is this to the
promise of the political parties now in power that they will guarantee
the freedom of the people.
The people do not expect much from the reorganization of the Government and the administrative program of the reorganized Government. However,
they,feel that the promises made and the administrative program announced
by the political parties now in power will be binding upon those parties
themselves just the same. (Summary)
. # * *

Other editorials not translated;

Dated April 21. 194.7

Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai

Measures for Remedying the Situation
Following the Freezing of Cost
of Living Indices
On Political Administration in Pacification Districts
How to Reform the Currency System
Economic Measures- Adopted After Government Reorganization.
Economic Rehabilitation of Rural
Areas
Issuance of Banknotes of Big Denominations
On the Strengthening of the Taxation
System
Economic Conditions and World Peace

Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Yang Jih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
* *

*

POLITICAL NEWS
New State Council to Be Inaugurated
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 21, 19A7
Nanking, April 2 0 — T h e new State Council is scheduled to be formally
inaugurated at 9 o'clock on the morning of April 23, and the first session
will be held on the same date to discuss matters connected with the reorganization of the Executive Yuan.
It is learnt that the Democratic Socialist Party representatives will
be appointed ministers without portfolios, while Li Huang and Tso Shunsheng of the Young China Party will be appointed Ministers of Economic
Affairs and Agriculture and Forestry respectively. Chow I-chun, present
Minister of Agriculture and Forestry, will be appointed Minister of Public
Health. Besides, Dr. Wong Wen-hao has been slated as Chairman of the National Resources Commission, Hsu Shih-ying, as Chairman of the MongolianTibetan Affairs Commission, Liu Wei-chi, as Chairman of the Overseas Chinese
Affairs Commission, and Cheng Chen-yu or Hsiao Tseng as Minister of Land
Administration. The National Conservancy Administration will be reorganized
into a ministry which will be headed by Hsueh Tu-pi. The Ministry of Posts
and Electric Communications will not be created for the time being. The
personnel for other Government ministries will not undergo any reshuffle.
'Lei Chen, Yang Yung-chun, Chiang Yun-tien and Liao Ka-ming will be appointed
ministers without portfolios.
*

*

*

Important Decisions to Be Made By Joint Meeting of
KMT Central Standing Committee and Supreme
National Defense Council
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 21. 19A7
Nanking, April 2 0 — T h e Joint meeting of the KMT Central Standing
Committee and the Supreme National Defense Council to be held tomorrow morning will decide the following two things, 1) the deletion of Article 15
of the newly promulgated Organic Law for the National Government which
stipulates that the President of the National Government shall be responsible
for the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, 2) Wang Yun-vm has
been slated as Vice President of the Executive Yuan, and Liu Chieh as
Vice President of the Control Yuan. Hsu Fu-lin of the Democratic Socialist
Party will in all probability be appointed Vice President of a certain Yuan.
Whether or not Mr. Hsu will accept that post will hinge upon whether or
not he will be willing to join the State Council when he interviews '
President Chiang Kai-shek this afternoon.
*

*

*

Hsu Fu-lin of Democratic Socialist Party Wants
Concrete Work to Do
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 21. 19A7
Nanking, April 20—After attending President Chiang Kai-shek's dinner
party this evening, Hsu Fu-lin of the Democratic Socialist Party told our
reporter that he had decided not to join the State Council. However, at the
party, President Chiang urged him to "give a helping hand" to the Government,
whereupon he promised to consider the matter again.

Mr. Hsu said, "Though the post of State Councillor is quite high, yet
the only work for him to do is to make idle talks, not to do anything concrete. If I am wanted to give a helping hand to the Government, I should
like to have some concrete work to-do."
'

»

According to quarters close to the Government, Mr. Hsu wants to be'
appointed Vice President of the Executive Yuan or. Governor of Kwangtung',
but the Government cannot offer him these posts. Since Tan Chen, Vice
President of the Judicial Yuan, passed away, leaving this post vacant, the
Government will in all probability request Mr. Hsu to be his successor.
*

-)«• *

Question of Government Reorganization Debated
at Chengtu
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Groue). Shanghai
April 20. 19A7
Chengtu, April 1 3 — O n the eve of the reorganization of the National
Government and the participation of the Democratic Socialist and the Young
China Parties in the administration, members of the Young China Party and
those of the Chinese Revolutionary Tung Meng Hui all of whom are Kuomintang
veterans staged a i^ot debate over the question of government reorganization. The latte^feF^3 of the opinion that the participation of various
parties and groups in the Government is to share, the spoils with the Government while the' former said that various parties and groups are taking
part in the administration for the purpose of restoring the spoils to the
people from the Government.
Liu Yang and other members of the Chinese Revolutionary Tung Meng Hui
have recently sent a telegram to President Chiang Kai-shek stating that
the Democratic Socialist and the Young China Parties had taken advantage
of the present chaotic situation in the country to scramble for positions
and to seize political power so as to expand their party influences, thus
causing much sorrow to all the members of the Tung Meng Hui who have challenged death in championing the cause of revolution for the past forty years.
In rebutting their views, the Hsin Chung Kuo Pao (New China Daily), the
Young China Party organ, in its article captioned "On the Current State
Affairs" writes: "Spoil means that which is taken by robbers. We cannot
heln feeling astonished at the fact that the Kuomintang members have regarded the political power which they have seized for the past twenty years,
as spoils."
•

Liu Yaiig and other Tung Meng Hui members published an article captioned
"On the Current State Affairs" in the "Hsin Hsin Hsin Wen" today, refuting
the above article of the Young China Party organs as follows: "Are the
various parties and groups demanding government jobs in behalf of the
people or in beha.lf of their own party members? Are those representatives
nominated by various parties and groups members of their respective parties
or non-partisans? It is obvious that they have plotted with one another
in dividing the spoils which they are not entitled to restore to the people."
*

*

*

Task of New Government to Raise Foreign Loan'to Stabilize
Finance, Says Chiang Yun-tien
Lien Ho Wan-Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 20. 19A7
Nanking April 20
Chiang Yun-tien of the Democratic Socialist Party
said today that the. Government had nromised to revise Articles 1 and 15 of
the Organic• Law•for- the National Government, but it had not yet decided in
what form these two articles are to be revised.

Mr. Chiang also declared that the main task of the new Government is
to raise foreign loan to stabilize finance.
*

*

*

Lo Lung-chi Returns from Nanking
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 21. 1947
;
Nanking, April 20
Dr. Lo Lung-chi, spokesman of the Democratic League,
returned here by train tonight. Prior to his departure from the Capital,
he told our reporter that his chief mission here was to negotiate with the
Government for the release of Tung Pi-cheng, Wang Chu-jen and Lo Ping-chi
all of whom were League members arrested by the competent authorities.
Having stayed here for over half a month> he has not been able to achieve
any results in his negotiations. Therefore, he had to return to Shanghai
to report to the Central Standing Committee of the League on this matter,
he added.
The Central Standing Committee of the League will hold a meeting in
Shanghai tomorrow to discuss the attitude to be taken towards the reorganized
Government. Dr. Lo continued. The League will give a.press conference
and issue a manifesto. It is believed that it will continue to negotiate
with the Government for the release of the three League members, the
League spokesman declared.
*

*

*

Forthcoming U.S. Loans to China
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April 20. 19A7
Nanking, April 20
Since the reorganization of the Chinese Government,
U.S. quarters have so far made no comments on the new Chinese Government,
for Washington is awaiting the return of General George C. Marshall, U.S.
Secretary of State, from Moscow.
According to quarters concerned, the U.S. considers that, under the
current situation in China, the new Government setup is close to an ideal
one. The US$500,000,000-loan earmarked for China by the U.S. will be decided on upon the return of Gen. Marshall to the States. Besides this
loan, there is also a one-billion-dollar reconstruction loan earmarked for
China's reconstruction. Aside from the latter loan, other loans from U.S.
semi-official as well as private sources, amounting to some US$3 billion,
will be extended.to this country one after another.
*

*

*

Chinese Pressmen Insulted by U.S. Marine Sentry
at Tangku
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Grouo), Shanghai
April 21. 19A7
Peiping, April 20—While visiting the wharf installations at the new
harbor of Tangku yesterday, Chinese reporters were insulted by the U.S.
Marine sentry stationed there. Though the representative of the Engineering
Bureau tried to clear
the misunderstanding, yet the U.S. sentry still
threatened the pressmen with his rifle and forced them to go back to their
trucks. While witnessing this incident Japanese on board the vessel S.S.
"Taiyo" No. 10 sent by
SCAP from Tokyo to.the port of Tangku to
ship Chinese salt to Japan burst into laughter.
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Over 1,000 U.S. Marines to Be Withdrawn
from Tientsin Next Month
§in Wen Pao (KM1-supervised, C.Ct Organ)
April 20. 1947
~
~

.Shanghai

Tientsin, April 19
It is learnt that over 1,000 out of more than
4,000 U.S. Marines stationed in the city will evacuate in the middle of
next month while the rest will remain in Tientsin.
* 4 *
CP Extrabrdinary Central Committee Advocates Resumption
of Peace Talks
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT Southeast China Organ). Shanghai
April 21. 1947
(Local News)-*—According to information released by concerned quarters,
the CP Extraordinary Central Committee recently issued a 3^000-word written
statement addressed to the comrades of the Party on the fall of Yenan,.
the important points of which are:
, 1) All hostile acts directed against the Kuomintang armed forces
should be stoppedt •
2) The Party should announce that it will continue to cooperate with
the Kuomintang and all other parties and groups which are devoting their
efforts to the cause of peace and democracy.

»

3) The Party should regard Mao Tse-tung's group and all opportunist
elements who believe blindlyythe supremacy of armed force, as rebellious
to the Party and the State and expel them from the Party.
According to a certain observer, the recent anti-Mao and peace campaign launched by the CP is connected with the recent statement made by
President Chiang Kai-shek. It is hoped that the said Committee will take
further steps to arouse the attention of the people to this matter.
*

*

*

No Foreign Vessels Allowed to Sail Along Yangtze
Without Special Licenses
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 21. 1947
(Local News)
With a view to tightening control of foreign vessels,
the Shanghai Maritime Customs has enacted new measures to be enforced as
from today. All foreign vessels which call at Shanghai from abroad or
from other Chinese ports and which intend to sail upstream oif^ngtze should cast
anchor at Lankiangsa in Woosung and report to the Woosung Office of the
Shanghai Maritime Customs. They should hand in their bills of
lading, all concerned documents, and special licenses from the Chinese Government for examination and should obtain the special permission from the
Shanghai Maritime Customs-before they can sail upstream crt/Shngtze. At
the time of their exist to sea,
they should also complete the same
procedure.
*

\

*
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Foreigners' Acquired Rights to Orm Land Should Be
Registered with Land Administration Bureau
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ), Shanghai
April 211
(Local News)—-With the readjustment of the land registration in the
Whangpoo District and five other districts about to be completed, all the
foreigners' acquired rights 18/Sand should also be registered with the competent authorities so as to enable the latter to complete the work. It
is learnt that the authorities concerned have already fixed the date for
such registration to be completed by the end of this month and that foreign
nations whose acquired rights to/land are recognized by treaties between
China and'their respective countries, should apply for registration of
their rights with the Land Administration Bureau,'but before registration,
the applicants should first obtain a documentary evidence from their respective consuls to prove that their inability to produce the necessary documents is due to proper reasons and that the applicants have not falsified
any documents. If any foreign national borrowed the name of a Chinese at
the time of purchasing the land estate, a documentary evidence should be
made out by the said Chinese to prove that he is actually the bona fide
owner of the estate and he Is required to produce the deed of sale, if necessary. As soon as these registration formalities have been completed, a
Certificate of Ownership will be issued to him by the Land Administration
Bureau in accordance with regulations.
*

*

MILITARY NEWS
Minor Disturbances in Fukien
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 21, 19A7
Foochow, April 19' Minor disturbances occurred in Fukien recently as
over 70 remnants of the CP New Fourth Army under the command of Chang Tingchen moved from Shunchang Hsien to the mountainous region of Paishihtung,
20'"11" from Lohcheng, on April 7 in an attempt to raid the Government Army
depot nearby. After being attacked by policemen sent by the Lohhsien Police
Bureau, they retreated in the direction of Lungsishan nearby.
• Over 30 men of the same Army under Liu Jun-shih carrying two light
machine-guns and more than sixty rifles fled to Kutien Hsien from Pingnan
Hsien where they raided the "Hsiang" Office of Peichang and took away with
them 12 rifles and pistols.'
*'* # •

Fortresses in Tsingtao to Be Repaired and
Built
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-suoervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 21. 19A7

.

Tsingtao, April 20-—With a view to strengthening the defense of the
coest,the Tsingtao Fort Commander has decided to repair and build fortresses
in all the vital points in the city. A large number of cannons will be
shipped here from Taiwan to be installed In the fortresses, it is learnt.
-5S-
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICIES
Conditions in North Kiangsu in the Wake of War
Sin Hin Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April 12, 19A7
The reception which the Shanghai Reporters' Inspection Group to North
Kiangsu received was quite an elaborate one. Every time we arrived at a
place the streets were bedecked with flags waving welcome to us. A band
played a welcome melody when we disembarked at Tiensheng Harbor and a farewell tune when we departed from Nantung. We were quite embarrassed by such
warm hospitality extended to us.
The gentlemen assigned to entertain us on our tour were quite sincere
and cordial. On the very afternoon of our arrival in Nantung they had
already, on their own initiative, drawn up the itinerary for us. The Pacification Headquarters assigned two section chiefs with the rank of colonel,
one member of the General Staff with the rank of Lt. colonel, and two confidential secretaries with the rank of major, to make time pass pleasantly
for the 20 of us. Cur visit was conducted mostly on a collective basis.
Whenever we had a little leisure time to ourselves we would go out in threes
or fives to take a walk, and the confidential secretaries would accompany
us to afford us protection.
As soon as the Nationalist troops recaptured a town, the CP-issued
Kangpi (resistance currency) was immediately banned from circulation. At
the time of the recovery of Tungtai about 4,500,000-dollar worth of Kangpi
was put out of use. At that time the ratio of Kangpi to fapi was 20:1..
At Jukao, five of our fellow reporters wandered to a little retail
grocer's store outside the east gate of the city. The goods which stock
this store were even less than those in a tiny cigarette stand in Shanghai,
A teen-age girl behind the counter told us that their store had seen better and more prosperous days when merchandise of every description filled
every shelf. However, after suffering from one adverse storm after another,
first the banning of puppet notes, then Kangpi, the little savings which
her father had laid up through scores of years of business dealings, have
now all been eaten up. She also told us that she had studied in a middle
school in the city but that now she could no longer afford to do so.
The slogans that decorate the walls of various cities and towns in
North Kiangsu have been altered several times. During the Japanese occupation the slogans were: "Defend East Asia"; immediately after V-J Day they
were changed to "Realize Democracy", and now they read: "Exterminate
Treacherous Bandits."
Inside the city of Tungtai, I saw lithographic prints, carrying New Year
messages, posted on doors and gates. One of these couplets posted on the
door posts of a certain house reads: "The Chief of State President Chiang
Kai-shek" and "The Common Enemy of the People Mao Tse-tung." The-beam right
overhead carries the greeting: "Happy New Year", Another couplet in handwriting, appearing on the door posts of a house at Sanehang county in Haimen
reads: "Remain Quiet If Quiet You Can Be" and "Take Whatever Comes Your
Way". Those words amply indicate the philosophy of life of the povertystricken masses now living in North Kiangsu,
Each district in North Kiangsu has a reformatory for reforming men
who participated in CP activities. Nearly 90p of the trainees in reformatories are persons who were repentant and who gave themselves up for the purpose of making a new start in life, while the rest are those who have either
surrendered, or been captured or arrested.
The general curriculum adopted in each reformatory is as follows:
Spiritual discourses, 6 hours weekly; Three People's Principles, 3 hours
weekly; Doctrines of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 3 hours weekly; History of
the Kuomintang Party, one hour weekly; and China's Destiny (by President
Chiang), 2 hours weekly.

jt
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When the Reporters' Group visited the reformatory at Tangchiaya in
Nantung, we 'were given a written report on the inauguration, aim, and the
qualifications of the trainees of that camp. The report reads in part:
"This camp, in compliance with orders from the Ministry of National
Defense, was inaugurated in the month of January. The aim of this camp is
to train persons who have participated in CP activities so as to>make them
thoroughly realise their folly and seriously take to heart the difficult
task of the Government in administering the country. This camp has a total
of 1,357 trainees, among whom one man has had a university education, 24
a senior middle school education, 124 a junior middle school education,
456 a primary school education and the rest illiterate."
During our visit, the camp authorities assembled at once all the
trainees who were grouped into units, each being headed by a camp official.
After repeated insistence by Section Chief Chen on our behalf, the camp
chief finally agreed to assign certain trainees to have individual conversations with us. The conversations were carried on in assembly hall. First
the long benches were arranged to form a single row and then the dozen or
so trainees vrere made to sit on them. Behind the benches stood a row of
officials whose number approached that of the trainees. Each official stood
right behind a trainee. We, reporters, sat in a row facing the trainees.
There were in the hall exactly three rows of men.
I talked to a man named Lu Chih-cheng. He was a native of Kaoyu.
He joined the Communist Party in March 1941, and the next year he.was elected
chief of the Anti-Japanese Corps. Later he was appointed Publicity Chief
of the Regional Committee, then Secretary of the Regional Committee and
concurrently, a member of the Political Committee of the Regional Headquarters. He held in his hands a roll of mimeographed copies of an article
written by him, entitled: "The Failure of the CP Agrarian Reforms". He
presented a copy to each of the reporters present. He has been in the camp
already for 4 months and has now discontinued wearing his camp uniform and
taken up the post of instructor, specialising in the teaching of the Three
People's Principles and the Utterances & Deeds of Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek. X asked him: "Have you ever studied dialectic materialism?11
He pointed to his head saying: "I cannot grasp that." When I asked him
how he quit the CP, he replied: "Because I am in love with a girl who had .
once taken part in the activities of the San Min Chu I Youth Corps. Moreover, my family were landowners in the past. The CP wanted me to punish
my uncle but I refused. So in the course of a debate held later I w a s
branded as a Rightist element and was thus expelled from the Communist Party."
Among the trainees was an erstwhile district magistrate of Kaoyu by
the name of Yang Tien-hwa. He wrote a "Memoir of the Past Few Years"
which was mimeographed by the Camp authorities and distributed to each of
us. In this article, besides pointing out that he had successively held
the posts of CP District Magistrate, Chief Secretary of the Special Commissioner's Office and President of the District Court, it emphasises the fact
that his joining the camp was a voluntary surrender on his part. As he
was lying ill in bed at the time of our visit, Section Chief Chen accompanied
a few of us on a visit to him. A reporter asked him: "Did you give yourself up of your own accord?" He stared at us and emitted a feeble cry of
assent.
In a dormitory adjacent to the lavatory and filled with the unpleasant
odor of bed hugs as well as the stench from the latrines, a group of raw
trainees gathered. They were still in plainclothes, the majority of whom
were attired either as peasants or petty merchants. Our reporter asked
a man who wore a brown nightcap and a long gown standing in front of the
group near the door, how he came intothecamp. "I have been victimized by
others", he blurted out as if without much thinking. A reporter connected .
with the National Defense Ministry immediately asked back, "How do you know
you have been victimized by otters? Tell meI" These words were said in
a rasping voice and evidently were quite out of the ordinary. This trainee
was frightened beyond his wits and mumbled confusedly. At last someone
asked him: "When did you come here?" To this he replied: "I just came here
yesterday."
* *

*
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MORE MILITARY HEWS
Planting of Kaoliang Along Kiaochow-Tsinan
line Forbidden
Sin Wen Pao (KMT--supervised, C,.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 21, 1947
Tsingtao, April 20
General Wang Yao--wu, Commander of the No. 2 Pacification District, has ordered all'hslens along the Kiaochow-Tsinan line
to forbid the planting of "Kaoliang" within the areas of 10 "li" along the
two sides of the railway, so as to facilitate the movements of the Government troops.
* *

*

NEWS OF C OMMUNIC AT IONS
CATC to Inaugurate Shanghai-Tihwa Air Service
Today
Chung Yang Jih Pao (Eg Organ) , Shanghai
April 21, 1947
Nanking, April 2 0 — T h e CATC, in view of extending business and of
developing communications between the Northwest and the Southeast decided
to open a Shanghai-Tihwa air line today (April 21), starting from Shanghai
to Tihwa, passing through Nanking, Hankow, Sian, and Lanchow. The
schedule is tentatively set at two flights per month. Besides regular
passenger services, freights will also be accepted. The ticket price is
set at CK$1,650,000 each.
*

*

*

MISCELLANEOUS MEWS
Large Bridge on Szechuan-Shensi Highway
Destroyed by Fire
TaKung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 21. 1947
Chengtu, April 19
The large bridge at Paolunyuan on the SzechuanShensi Highway was suddenly destroyed by fire on the night of April 13.
The incident is quite mysterious. At present, communications between Szechuan and Shensi Provinces have been seriously disrupted.
*

E

*

*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
On Peace Treaty with Japan
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 22, 19A7
China will be one of the principal participants in the ^ork of drawing
up the peace treaty with Japan, and the Chinese Government pays special
attention to the question of reparations. A United Press despatch from
Washington dated April 18th reported that the Far Eastern Commission has
decided that Japan should be allowed to maintain her industries at the
1930-1934 level, and that the Commission has instructed General MacArthur
to act accordingly. It will be recalled that the period 1930-34 was one
during which the warlike elements in Japan were most active. To allow
Japan to maintain her industrial level of that period is tantamount to
preserving in advance the necessary war capital for the Japanese bellicose
elements. Tkis would certainly have a most serious effect on peace in East
Asia. Since we pay special attention to Japanese reparations in connection
with the peace treaty with Japan, we must ask the Government to lodge a
protest with the Far Eastern Commission first.
The question of control of Japan after the peace treaty with Japan is
signed is also one which has attracted the attention of the nations. At
a press conference held on the 17th ultimo, General MacArthur told the correspondents in Tokyo: "After the signature of the peace treaty, Japan
should not continue to be under military control. The SCAP should be abolished immediately and the terms of the peace treaty should be implemented
under the supervision of the United Nations." His remarks have been quite
severely criticised by the press in different countries, and we also doubt
the wisdom of same. The war-like elements in Japan have not yet been completely eliminated. If, as advocated by General MacArthur, military control of Japan is discontinued, then the warlike elements in Japan will find
it easy to revive their activities, thus endangering peace in East Asia.
And there can be no doubt that the first nation to fall victim to Japanese
aggression would be China. (Summary)
*

*

*

The Question of Japan's Industrial Level
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 22. 1947
The Far Eastern Commission has issued a directive to General MacArthur
that Japan's industries be maintained at the 1930-1934 level.
What was the period from 1930 to 1934? As everybody knows, it was
the period from one year before the Mukden Incident of September 18, 1931
to two years before the Lukouchiao Incident of 1937. It was during these
four years that Japan's politics and economy were gradually put on a wartime basis.
Today, defeated Japan is obviously unable to maintain such a high industrial level. In 1934 Japan was in possession of Korea, the Kuriles,
the southern part of Sakhalin Island, the Japanese mandated islands in the
Pacific, as well as China's Taiwan, Manchuria and a small portion of North
China. Yet, in order to maintain her high industrial level, Japan was forced
to try and grab more Chinese territory. Today, all her colonies and all the
results of her aggressions have been taken away from her. If she is allowed
to maintain such a high industrial level, she will find it even more necessary to maintain by means of aggression her industrial level which she would
otherwise be unable to maintain.

Since this Was a decision of the Far Eastern Commission, the Chinese
delegates must have participated in making it. It is really surprising
that the Chinese delegates did not say a word on such a serious problem.
(Summary)
*

*

Closely Watch Japan
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
Aoril 22, 19/.7
The major portion of Japan's textile industry equipment should be
included in Japanese reparations to China. If Japan is allowed to keep
all of her textile industry and many of her war industries, then besides
tho punishment of some war criminals, what other punishment will have been
meted.out to her for her war guilt? We should not allow this matter to
pass lightly, but should have an over-all plan for lodging a protest with
our Allies. (Summary)
.

J

*

*

*

Tendency of General Election in Japan

Shun Pao (KMT-suPervlsed, C.C. Organ). Shanghai '
April 22. 19A7
j .
The April General Election in Japan will not only determine the.destiny of the Yoshida Cabinet, and also be an "important test" of the political future of Japan. We may point out what the political tendencjr inJapan is. (1) Tho April General Election in Japan is conducted in
accordance with General Mac Arthur's directive. (2) Japan's new Constitution
is a progressive one. The victory of the conservative forces is caused
by the Japanese people's wishes and by the condition in which Japan now finds
herself. The waning of the leftist forces Is due. to these same factors,
bccause the Japanese people like the conservative type of democracy. (3)
The form to be taken by the forthcoming election and the heavy election expenses Involved will make it easy for tho non-partisans as well as the Democratic and Liberal Parties to make a good showing. Th© Conservative forces
represent the landlords, the capitalists, and the bureaucrats, and since
they enjoy geographical advantages, they can undoubtedly 'emerge victorious
from the election. The election budget of the Japanese Communist Party is
only 10,000,000 yen, which is much smaller than that of the conservative
forces, so the Communists Trill undoubtedly be defeated, (Summary)
,
.* *

*

Not Related to Anti-Americanism
(Short Comment)
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 22. 19A7
While inspecting the construction <jork on the new harbor at Tangku, a
group of Chinese reporters from Peiping and Tientsin were forced to return
to their cars by the American sentry at the point ox a gun, and the reporters
were driven back over a distance of several tens of yards, with the result
that the Japanese crew on a steamer docking at the pier laughed heartily.
The Peiping-Tientsin Reporters Association decided to express "regret" over
this incident and made a strong statement that the Chinese will not tolerate
any foreign interference in their movements on Chinese territory.
This was the .second time within one month when Chinese reporters'
activities have been interfered with by American Marines on the same spot.

It is not because they are "anti-.American" that these reporters have been
humiliated, for it is quite possible that some of the newspapers represented by these reporters oppose "anti-Americanism". However, the American
Marine did not make such distinctions. Nor did he care about the fact that
after a previous incident of this kind, the .American Marine authorities
had given assurances that there would be no recurrence of similar incidents
in the future. The;-' have been allowed to remain in China and. have been
looked upon as guests of honor. No wonder, therefore, that they should
have such a superiority complex, (Summary)
* *

*

American Marines Insult Chinese Reporters
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April '22. 19A7
A group of Chinese reporters were prevented from seeing the new harbor
at Tangku by American Marines. The "Sin Sheng Pao", organ of the Government Army in the Northeast, said "The American Marines have acted as if
they were all national heroes responsible for the territorial expansion of
their country." This was a very able statement.
Again, according to the "North China Daily", while the Chinese reporters
were being humiliated, the Japanese crew on a Japanese steamer docked nearby
"laughed heartily and looked highly elated." This was all the more intolerable. However, we are afraid that the situation which has obtained
in China during the past year and more has been laughed at even more by
the Japanese than has this incident by the few Japanese sailors.
We feel that all other words will be superfluous, and that we should
say only this: "We must ask all the U.S. troops in China to return to
their own country." (Summary)
* *

*

On Safeguarding Freedom of News
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 22, 19A7
During the recent Wuhu incident, three newspaper offices were attacked
at the same time, so that there is no guarantee whatsoever of the security
of newspaper enterprises. During this era of government by law, we certainly should not allow such illegal acts to have their way. Yet during the
short span of more than two months since the end of January, ten cases of
the storming of newspaper offices have occurred in the country.
Since the abolition of the war-time press censorship system, the Government has issued one order after another regarding the guarantee of the
freedom of speech. It is certainly a most regrettable fact that recently
there have occurred successively in certain parts of the country cases of
storming newspaper offices for some unimportant reasons. Some days ago
local press circles issued a statement making four demands in connection with
their request that the Government take effective measures to safeguard freedom
of press. It .is reported that the Ministry of Information has already decided
upon a policy of dealing with the case of the Wusih "Jen Pao". It is also
reported that President Chiang is deeply concerned over these incidents and
that he has already issued autographic instructions to the Secretariat of
the Central Kuomintang Headquarters to probe these cases. We are sure that
since the Government has taken measures to safeguard freedom of press, the
unfortunate incidents which have occurred successively can be settled in a
reasonable manner in accordance with law. (Summary)
•a- * *

Other editorials not translated;

Dated April 22, 1947

Ta Kung Pao, Shanghai

Preparations Should Be Made as Soon
as Possible for the Enforcement of
Free Education
Wallace in Europe
On the Reorganization of the Executive
Yuan
On the Destructive Raids Made by
Policemen on Newspaper Offices in
Wuhu
Candidates for General Election
Should Have Better Qualifications
and Election System
Should
Be Improved
Please Take Britain as an Example
On Measures for Settling the Aftermath of Taiwan Uprising
How to Tide Over the Difficulties
Facing Banking Business
All Secret Arrangements in the
Appointment of Personnel Should Be
Made Public
A Fair Comment on Wen Hui Pao's
Editorial Views

Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai

Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai'
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Ho Ping Jih Pao, Shanghai
* *

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Carson Chang Writes Letter to President Chiang
Kai-shek Advocating Adoption of Proportional
Representation System
Lien Ho Wan Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 21. 1947
Nanking, April 21—-As the date for the election of NPA delegates and
members of the Legislative Yuan is drawing near, various parties which will
participate in the election have greatly augmented their activities, yet it
is not certain whether the candidates of the minority parties will be able
to get elected. After the sotting up of election committees by tho Contral KMT
/various provinces and hsiens, it is learnt that the Democratic Socialist
and the Young China Parties will propose to the Government that a proportional
representation system be^adopted and that the votes to be cast by political
parties be calculated in 5U ^ h fray that the minority parties and the Kuomintang can en.joy a proportional representation in the election. Mr. Carson
Chang of the Democratic Socialist Party already wrote a letter to President
Chiang Kai-shek making the proposal in this connection.
* *

*

Weekly Memorial Service Held by Central KMT
Headquarters at Nanking
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 22. 19A7
Nanking, April 21
A weekly memorial service was held by the Central
Kuomintang Headquarters at 9 o'clock this morning. President Chiang Kaishek presided over the service and delivered a speech as follows:
"This is the first weekly memorial service which we held after the reorganization of the Government system. According to the resolution passed
at the recent meeting of the Central Standing Committee of the Party, members

of the Party Headquarters of various grades who have assumed posts of heads
and deputy heads of the Government organs are required to attend the service
hereafter. Certain persons are of the opinion that since the National
Assembly has already been convened and unequal treaties have been abrogated,
the task of the Kuomintang has been achieved. However, it is my view
that the.responsibility of the Kuomintang members is to realize all the bequeathed teachings of 'the late Dr. Sun Ya.t-sen, so all our comrades should
continue to strive for the realization of this mission."
'••

'••

.

*

*

*

Central Standing Committee Meeting of Democratic League
Held yesterday; to Issue Manifesto
Ta Kung Pao (Independent? Political Science Group). Shanghai
April: 22, 19A7
(Local News)
A meeting of the Central Standing Committee of the Democratic League was held yesterday afternoon to hear the reports
submitted
by Lo Lung-chi and Chang Po-chun on the results of their negotiations in
Nanking with the Government authorities for the release of Tu Pin-cheng and
other arrested League members in various places.
At the meeting, the following decisions were reached: 1) Since negotiations with the Government for the release of Tu Pin-cheng, Lo Pin-chi
and other arrested League members in various places have not achieved any
results, the League will file a formal protest with the Government over
this matter, 2) The League -.'ill give a press conference on April 25 and issue
a manifesto to clarify the League's attitude towards the current situation
after the reorganization of the Government.
The Peasant and Labor Democratic Party led by Chang Po-chun will also
issue a statement on the current situation shortly, it is learnt.
*

*

Negotiations for Take-Over of Port Arthur and Dairen
Still Progressing
Peiping, April 21
General Cheng Tung-kuo, Vice Commander of the Government forces in the Northeast, General Tung Yen-ping, Deputy Chiefof-Staff of the Chinese Army Headquarters in the Northeast, and Chang Chienfei, Special Commissioner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the Northeast, arrived here from Mukden by plane'at 5 o'clock this afternoon.
Our reporter, called on them at the Peiping office of the Generalissimo's
Headquarters in the Northeast. General Cheng said, "Though the CP troops
in the Northeast suffered debacles for three times, yet after reorganization
and, replenishment they still retain the strength of 500,000 men. There is
a possibility of the death of Lin Piao, Commander of the CP troops in the
Northeast, yet no further news is available to confirm it. General Shih
Chueh has already returned to his post at Chengteh. The disturbances created
by small bands of CP troops in Jehol are negligible. The report that CP
troops have bypassed the Shihho defense line is untrue."
In regard to the take-over of Dairen, General Cheng declared that it is
a diplomatic issue. Asked by our reporters as to how many r 7 Q ^ h e Government
would require for the take-over of Dairen if this issue is settled
through diplomatic channel, General Cheng replied that one army of men would
be sufficient for this purpose.
The fact that Generals Cheng and Tung and Mr, Chang have been summoned
to Nanking indicates that the negotiations for the take-over of Dairen have
not yet come to a close. General Tung and Mr. Chang have declined to express any views regarding the progress of Sino-Soviet negotiations as well
as all questions connected rath Port Arthur and Dairen,

It is learnt that though
the articles of the Sino-Soviet
Treaty in its Chinese and Russian texts have different interpretations,
yet there is definitely 110 reason for their revision. It is also pointed
out that the different interpretation of treaty stipulations is not the
crux of the present Dairen issue and that the main question to be settled
is that of stationing of troops in that city. If this main question cannot be settled locally, the negotiations will have to be shifted to Nanking,
Generals Cheng and Tung and Mr. Chang will fly to Nanking at 8 o'clock
tomorrow.
*

*

Creation of "Kwantung Administrative Office"
Decided Upon
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 22. 1947
Mukden, April 21
According to a report published in the vernacular
paper "Chien Tsin Pao" (Progressive News), a total of 330 representatives
of sixteen units of public bodies in Port Arthur, Dairen and Kingchow
including the Industrial associations, the commercial associations, the
merchants' federations, the cultural associations, the student bodies,
the youth corps, the peasants' associations, the women's associations, the
hsien governments and the city councils, held a series of meetings at
the Port Arthur Cinema on April 3 and 4. A decision was reached to the
effect that a Kwantung Administrative Office which will function as the
supreme Government organ for the administration of Port Arthur, Dairen and
Kingchow be inaugurated. Chih Tse-hsiang was elected Governor while Chiao
Chuen-chuen and Liu Hsin-heng, Vice Governors. Under the Office, nine departments and bureaux will be set up. At the meeting; the representatives
were entertained by Soviet quarters with a program of movie show, singing
and dancing,
*

*

*

•

/

Ambassador Stuart to Proceed to Hankow
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 22. 1947
Hankow, April 21—Ambassador Stuart will come here on April 24 to inspect conditions of the American residents in this city and to call on the
local high Government officials. He will stay here for three or four days
and rrill give a press conference. All concerned quarters here will, give
a grand,party to welcome him, it is learnt.
* *

*

General Sun Lih-jen to Leave Changchun
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMX Army Organ), Shanghai
April 22, 1947
Changchun, April 21
General Sun Lih-jen's resignation from the posts
of Commander of No. 4 Pacification District and Garrison Commander in
Changchun has been approved by the competent authorities, and his vacancies
will be taken up concurrently by General Chen Ming-j..en. General Sun will
leave here for Nanking shortly. Yesterday, over 400 officers of the New
1st Army gave a farewell party to General Sun at the Officers' Moral Endeavor
Club here.

Masze Wu-teh Leaves Nanking for Sinkiang
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 22, 19A7
Nanking, April 21—Masze Wu-teh left here for Sinkiang by plane on
April 19. Prior to his departure, he had conferred with all quarters
concerned. It is learnt that he will assume the post of Governor of Sinkiang.
*

* it-

Tseng Hsu-pai and Tao Hsi-sheng Reported to Be Appointed
Deputy Directors of Executive Yuan's Information
Bureau
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 22, 19A7
Nanking, April 21
It is reported that Tseng Hsu-pai and Tao Hsisheng will be appointed Deputy Directors of the Information Bureau of the
Executive Yuan.
* *

*

Democratic Socialist Party Members Dissatisfied
With Carson Chang
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 22, 19A7
(Local News)
The handing over by Carson Chang/ofrthe Democratic Socialist Party, of the letter written to him by Li Ta-ming, another Party
leader, to the Central News Agency for publication has caused great dissatisfaction among the dissenters of the Party, who are of the opinion that
Chang is making a fool of them, because the dissenters have never opposed
the nomination of the four representatives to join the State Council. Hence
a statement was issued by Wang Shih-ming, Sun Pao-kang and Lu Kwang-sheng
of the Party to clarify their attitude.
It is further learnt that Tsai Chun-lin, responsible official of the
Shanghai District Headquarters of the former National Socialist Party,
together with other Party members in Shanghai wrote a letter to Carson
Chang, pointing out that it is unreasonable that the latter should have
ignored their positions in the Party.
•K- * *
Shipping Circles Here Express Disappointment at
Japanese Reparations Equipment
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervlsed, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 22, I9A7
(Local News)
Shipping circle here are greatly disappointed over the
fact that the Japanese reparations equipment allocated to China as reported
by the papers does not include a sufficient number of ships. Representatives
have already been sent to Nanking to petition the Government and a general
meeting will be held today (April 22) by the local Shipping Guild, at which
matters pertaining to allocation of ships to China will be discussed.
There is at present, no accurate information on the number *f ships
owned by private interests in Shanghai. According to statistics compiled
by the Maritime Affairs Section of the China Merchants S.N, Company, the
number of ships owned by the said Company is as follows:
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2,540 ships aggregating 549,741.00 tons, of which only 371 ships
aggregating 262,412.72 tons can be used*
* *

*

President Chiang- Kai-shek Gives Close Attention to Raids
on Newspaper Offices in Various Places
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 22, 1947
Nanking, April 21
It is learnt that President Chiang Kai-shek has
given close attention to the recent raids on newspaper offices in various
places. He has issued an autographic instruction to the Secretariat of
the Central Government to the effect that the latter should cooperate
with other Government organs concerned in probing those incidents.
* *

*

Newspapers in Wuhu Have Not Yet Resumed
Publication
Chung Yang Jih Pao-(EM1 Crgan), Shanghai
April 22, 1947
'. . .
Wuhu, April 21—-There are still no .newspapers here today, as all
newspapers have decided to wait until the local authorities give an effective
guarantee for the freedom of press.
It is learned that the recent incident was caused by the publication
in newspapers of a news report on the delay in the payment of salaries to
the policemen by the authorities.
*

*

*

MILITARY KEK5
New- Operations of Government Forces in Shantung
Gradually-Carried Out
Fen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 22. 1947
Nanking, April 21
The new strategic operations of the Government
forces in Shantung have gradually ..been carried out. .These .operations are
a large-scale flanking movement intended to gain control of the entire
Shantung region and its outlying ..areas .so that the CP-held Lienyi-Mengyin
mountainous region can be completely isolated from other parts of the country, According to this plan, the Government forces will push their drives
from South Shantung and along the Kiaochow-Tsinan line so as to develop
a. pincer attack on East Shantung. Government forces have now started their
drives from the two ends of the Kiaochow-Tsinan Railway and have been ordered
to gain control of that railway line within a definite period of time.
Yesterday and. today, Nationalist General Hang Yao-wu's men occupied
the vital points of Tsaoyuen, Mingshui and Putsi and are thrusting forward
towards Changtien, Changchiu
on. the left side of the railway line was
also encircled by Government troops this noon. It seems that the CP troops
in South Shantung are still holding' a superior position. T he redisposition
of the troops under the command of Nationalist Generals Tang En-po and Ou
Chen has already been completed and they will start to "mop up" the CP troops
in areas east of the Lintzu-Hsuchow section of the Tsinpu line and in the
mountainous region north of the Linchen-Tsaochuang section. Meanwhile,
they will attack Chuhsien and Ishui so as to prevent the CP troops from reinforcing their men in South Shantung.

Most worthy of attention at present is the hostilities progressing in
the Kiangsu-Shantung border area. It is learnt that most of the Government
forces entering North Kiangsu have retreated to South Shantung after meeting
with hindrances during their advance. In order to enable this campaign to
achieve anticipated results, General Ku Chu-tung, Commander of the Government Army, left Hsuchow yesterday morning for an inspection tour in that
war zone. Up to noon, he has not-yet returned to his post, it is learnt.
*

*

*

Governor of Kiangsu Attacked by CP Troops During
Inspection Tour
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT Southeast China Organ). Shanghai
April 22. 19A7
Huaiyin, April 21
Wang Mou-kung, Governor of Kiangsu, in view of
the tense situation now prevailing in North Kiangsu after the CP troops
recently renewed activities in that region, has been touring Huaiyin, Liensui, Szeyang and Shuchen during these few days for supervising the mopping
up campaign against the CP remnants.
While the Governor's automobile^passingthrough Tgishih at the junction
of
Szeyang and Shuchen yesterday morning, it was suddenly ambushed
and- attacked by CP troops along the western side of the highway.
*

*

*

CP Attempts to Renew Activities in North Kiangsu
_Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT Southeast China Organ) . Shanghai
April 22. 19A7
Hsinpu, April 2 1 — C P troops have attempted to renew their activities
in North Kiangsu with redoubled efforts/' The newly reorganized 8th Detachment of the CP troops in area northeast of Kungyu was encircled by Government forces this morning, it is learnt,
*

#

*

Szechuan-Hupeh-Hunan Pacification Headquarters to Be
Established in Ichang
Sin Wen Pao (Mr-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 22. 19A7
Chengtu, April 15 (By Airmail)
The Szechuan-Hupeh-Hunan-Kweichow
Border Pacification Headquarters has already been ordered to fold up, while
another headquarters, the Szechuan-Hupeh-Hunan Pacification Headquarters,
is to be established in Ichang under the directorship of Gen. Pan Wen-hwa
who will leave for the latter city to make all necessary arrangements. Pan's
troops have already completed reorganization. Pan will personally assume
the concurrent post of Divisional Commander of the 56th Division, while Peng
Kwan-han will be vice-commander. The remnants of CP Gen. Li Hsien-nien's
troops have been found in this region and the 56th Division is ordered to
join with the troops of the Wuhan Generalissimo's Headquarters to round up
these remnants within a specified time.
*

*

*
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Internal Dissension Within Democratic Socialist Party
by Wang Ping
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-leftist), Shanghai
Aoril 17, 19A7
The much rumored internal dissension within the Democratic Socialist
Party has now suddenly come to the surface.
Participation in NPA '
On the eve of the opening of the National People's Assembly, the
attention of the whole country was focussed on the Democratic Socialist
Party,* for it was beyond doubt that both the Democratic League and the CP
would not participate, while it was equally Out of question that the Young
China Party would take part, though the participation of that Party and
of the so-called non-partisans alone was far from being sufficient, so that
there had to be a "democratic" party talcing part in Assembly, Hence the
Democratic Socialist Party became the bone of contention of the moment.
At that time, Carson Chang was resolutely opposed to unilateral participation and declared again and again his determined stand, which was also
shared by the majority of the Party's Central Standing Committee and CEC
members. Even right on the eve of the submission of the list of Democratic
Socialist delegates to the NPA, Messrs. Sun Pao-yi and Lu Kwang-sheng kept
repeating to newspapermen their Party's stand of "definitely not participating." However, on the next day when Carson Chang returned here from Nanking,
the Party's list of NPA delegates was announced. After Carson Chang's return, Chang Chia-ngau also flew here by plane. On the day of his arrival
Carson Chang called an emergency meeting of the Central Standing Committee
of the Party. Following is the dramatic scene which took place at the
meeting:
There were then nine members of the Central. Standing'Committee, namely,
Chang Tung-sun who was in Peiping and Wu Hslen-tse, overseas, so that those
attended were Carson Chang, Hsu Fu-lin, Sun'Pao-kang, Sha Yen-chieh, Tang
Chia-hsin, Feng Chin-pai and Chiang Yun-tien. The meeting discussed primarily the question of the Party's participation in the NPA. Carson Chang
changed his earlier attitude of "determined nor.-p art ici oat ion". Tang Chiahsin, though behind the back he staunchly opposed participation, yet found
it rather awkv/ard to hold out openly (Tang Chia-hsin is none other than
Tang Hsiang-ming.) So he did not utter a single word throughout the meeting.
Only five aired their opinions, of whom four were opposed to participation
and only Chiang Yun-tien was in favor of participation. Apparently, the
majority was on the side of opposition; but every time a speaker rose to
expound his reasons for opposition, Carson Chang would interrupt him with
interpellations and repartees. Thus Chiang Yun-tien was able to follow up
with his arguments in favor of participation, which became more and more
vigorous and graphic. Messrs. Hsu, Sun, Sha and Feng were extremely ired
and said: "Well, well, since you are evidently in favor of participation,
what good is it to ask us to discuss the matter?" Thus the "resolution to participate" was taken for granted.
"So Far and No Further"
Not long after, the Government talked loudly about the so-called government reorganization "in accordance with the PCC resolutions." Naturally, the
Democratic Socialist Party became" once again the objective to be won over.
Carson Chang then invited all the Southern and Northern leaders of the said
Party to assemble in Shanghai to work out a counter-measure. Opinions were
divided into tliree main grouos, one group opposed participation! another opined
that since the party participated in the NPA, it should also participate in
all branches of the Governmentj the third favored participation, but not
necessarily "full" participation.
T
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After lengthy discussions, those who opposed participation realized
that mere empty words were futile, so they also joined forces with those
who favored full participation, and together, they argued with those who
favored partial participation. Though the number of persons favoring partial
participation was quite small, yet the presence of Carson Chang in this
group lent much force to its argument. In the end, however, those who
favored full participation won the day.
During the meeting the motion submitted by Wu Hsien-tse and Li Taming and jointly endorsed by Hsu Fu-lin, Lu Kwang-sheng and Sun Pao-kang,
was passed. This motion, as published in the press, advocated the changing of the Kuomintang Party into an ordinary political party and the enforcement of the cabinet system. At that time they also said that if the
Kuomintang would not accept the said proposal then they would not participate
in the Government, or after participating, if the terms were not adhered
to by the Kuomintang, they would withdraw from the Government.
But Carson Chang suddenly notified various members of the party's
Standing Committee that another emergencjr conference would be called. At the
conference he made plain the difficulties facing him as well as the defects of "full participation",and asked them to participate only in those
four branches of the Government which are directly / to u Me enactment of laws
pertaining to enforcement of the Constitution, namely, the Legislative and
Judicial Yuans, the People's Political Council and the Association for the
Promotion & Enforcement of the Constitution. There was such a heated debate
that Carson Chang withdrew in disgust and disappointment. But in the end
Carson Chang was again victorious. He personally drafted a manifesto which
is the much-talked-of "So Far and No Further" Manifesto.
At the time, Li Ta-ming put the following question to Carson Chang:
"If the Government were to ask us to participate in other branches, could
you put up a firm stand against it?" Chang replied, "Certainly, I can withstand it!"
Li told Chang again half seriously, "Once Chang Chia-ngau is
nominated Minister of Finance or Governor of the Central Bank, it might
become imperative for us to participate in the Government." Upon hearing
this, Chang cut back angrily: "What kind of a person do you take me for?"
And the two of them parted in low spirits.
Two Jokes
The "selection" of candidates for the four Government organs was marked
with a joke: During the meeting for nominating the candidates,
Carson Chang said haphazardly: "Now that Hsiao Mei has joined our Party,
let us elect her as a PPC delegate for this Party!" The "Hsiao Mei" he
meant is his own sister-in-law, the wife of his brother Chang Yu-chiu. So
was it that Hsiao Mei became a member of the Democratic Socialist Party and
so was it that she became a PFC delegate. But the joke of it was that when
the Government formally announced the list of candidates (including Hsiao
Mei's name), Hsiao Mei herself denied having any affiliation with the Democratic Socialist Party of which she is supposed to be a member.
Another joke is this: During a Legislative Yuan meeting, among the
members of the' Yuan who are simultaneously Democratic Socialist members,
only Wang Shih-hsien spoke while the others mostly confined themselves to
raising their hands. But there were also some who raised their hands at the
wrong moment. A man named Kuo Po-yung, just like "Hsiao Mei", became a
Democratic Socialist Party member at the time of the "election". He is a
friend of the present Secretary-General of the said Party, Wan Jen-chien. At
the first session of the joint Legislative conference, he (Kuo) raised his
hand at the wrong moment and thus by this one extra vote of his a certain
proposal which the Democratic Socialist Party opposed, was passed!
Not Your Business
When Chang Chia-ngau became Governor of the Central Bank, the Democratic
Socialist Party really could not go "so far and no further". Because of what
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Li Ta-ming had said before leaving the afore-mentioned meeting in disgust
and disappointment, Carson Chang found it necessary to'call Li to Shanghai.
Li Ta-ming aid come, and in the course of a meeting, he said: "We
abandoned our proposal fcr full participation in the Government just to concede to your insistence on particiDating in four Government organs only.
Now that you can no longer stick firmly to your original viewpoint, ana
instead, is considering anew participating in the State Council, we
naturally must demand that our first proposal be adhered to." The majority
of the members of the Standing Committee of the Party supported Li's proposal, thus causing heated debates resulting in a deadlock. Carson Chang
then demanded'of the meeting, "Give me the full power and I will decide
the whole issue." Under the "passive relinquishment of veto power by certain -attending members Chang's proposal was passed. But Sun Pao-kang
opposed the motion on the ground that it was dictatorial in nature, Feng
Chin-pai tried to argue with Sun Pao-kang, but the latter insisted that
"unscrupulous elements are surrounding Carson Chang". Feng began to pound
on the table and it looked as if a fight would ejnsue. Carson Chang shook
his head continuously and hastened out of the meeting place, swinging his
arms. The meeting was thus declared closed. Following this, an,announcement to the effect that "the procedures for participation in the Government
will be decided on by Chairman Carson Chang", was published.
(Note:

For the announcement, see "Chinese Press Review" No. 324,
date April 17, 1947)

It is learned that Lei Chen told Sim Pao-kang that the Government has
already allotted 30 "mow" of land near the site of the erstwhile Japanese
airfield at Hongkew, to the Democratic Socialist Party, and that Carson
Chang already decided to construct buildings on the lot without even making
known the Government offer to the members at the recent meeting. The blueprints of the buildings have been drawn up, but when asked where he (CarsonChang) could get the money for the construction, he replied: "It's none
of yOur business I"
Some people consider this as a fine piece of melodrama, others think
that this is an opportunity of renovation for the Democratic Socialist Party.
As for what .will follow, we can only quote the familiar endings used by
old-style Chinese novels: "Wait and see what happens in the next sequqnee."
* *

*

MOPE MILITARY NEWS
Quota of Conscripts for Kiangsu Tentatively
Set at 5 to 6 Men Per Thousand Abie-Bodied
Men
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 22. 19A7
Wushih, April 20
The Kiangsu Provincial Government has decided to
begin the enforcement of conscription in this province at the latter half
of the current year. At the same time, the quota of conscripts is to be
based on the principle of drafting 5 to 6 men from every 1,000 able-bodied
men. As this number is quite limited, the said government is of the opinion
that no serious, problem will arise in this matter,
*

*

*

Conscription to Be Enforced in Shanghai Area
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Sciencc Group)-, Shanghai
April 22. 19A7
(Local News)
Conscription will be enforced in the Shanghai area shortly.
An average of three able-bodied mon will be conscripted from each Pao. There'
is a total of more than 1,060 Pao in this area, it is learnt.

NEWS OF C QMMTJN]D AT IONS
Double Track to Be Installed Along Nanking-Shanghai
Railway
Ho Ping Jih Pao (Kf.IT 'rmy r^gan), Shanghai
April 22, 19A7
Nanking, April 22
In order to relieve the overcrowded conditions of
the trains, the" Nanking-Shanghai Railway Administration is now planning to
lay double track along that line, which will first be laid along the
Shanghai-Wusih section,
*

*

*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
A Defeated Nation Can Become Paradise
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 23, 1947
Having read General MacArthur's January report on the occupation of
Japan, and having heard of the decision of the Ear Eastern Commission on
the question of Japan's industrial level and that the United States Council of the Institute of Pacific Relations is promoting a movement designed
to make it possible for Japan to resume production of cheap goods to be
sold to the other Far Eastern countries, we are under the impression that
a new Gospel has made Its appearance in the world which will make it possible
for a defeated nation to become paradise.
General MacArthur has said, "The Japanese people need greater power
to administer their own affairs." It is generally believed that what the
Japanese people need is freedom of progress, freedom of election, and freedom of thinking, However, these freedoms have been offset by the "antiCommunism" led by General Mac Arthur. General MacArthur Is well satisfied
with everything in Japan. He has merely given the cities a touch of democracy and has ignored the fact that the rural areas are still under the
influence of militarism. He has shielded the conservative forces and supported the bureaucratic administration. Now, General MacArthur has gone a
step further, for he has recommended that the "sovereignty" of the bureaucratic Government be increased. In other words, the Japanese paradise
which the United States is prepared to create will be exclusively for the
conservatives and reactionaries in Japan.
The industrial level which the Far Eastern Commission has decided
that Japan should be allowed to maintain is designed to preserve for Japan
a firm foundation for her national regeneration. That industrial level
was that which obtained during the period 1930-34. The year 1930 was one
year before the "Mukden Incident of September 18th, 1931", and the year
1934 was three years before the "Lukouchiao Incident" of July 7, 1937.
The Far Eastern Commission considers the year 1950 as the most likely year
when this industrial level will be attained, and the Japanese themselves
predict that by 1950, Japan's industrial production will be 34$ of her total production. However, in 1930 Japan's industrial production was only
28% of all her production. From this it can be seen that under this industrial level, there will be one factory worker among every 10 Japanese, and
that 40/& of the production of the nation will be industrial production.
Thus Japan will remain the foremost industrialized nation in the Far East,
This industrialised nation will continue to be able to invade other countries in East Asia and to control the Far Eastern market through dumping
her cheap manufactured products.
Some people may argue, "Japan will have no armament". However, this
standard of industrialization is armament. Peace industries are inseparable
from war industries. Again, some people may argue, "The new Constitutions
of Japan provides that Japan shall abandon war". However, this standard
of industrialization means that she won't have to abandon war. The ruling
classes were 'had"for a time. These same "mad men" continue to control the
Japanese Government. Should we hand them the "sword" — the wartime industrial level — which they once used in killing people?
The Japanese predict that by 1950, the volume of Japan's trade will be
80% larger than what it was in 1930, and that by then, her exports will
equal that of the year after the "July 7, 1937 Incident", namely, 1938. T he
fact that the United States is so positively helping Japan and that JaPan
harbors such inordinate ambitions has caused us amazement mixed with indignation.
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To speak frankly, U.S. interest in Japanese politics and Japanese
industries is designed solely to fulfil the requirements of U.S. strategy
necessitated by differences between the United States and the Soviet Union.
It is a pity that mankind's destiny is now in the hands of these two
great Powers. We urge that they forgive mankind by sinking their differences
as soon as possible. This is th^ real Gospel, for only then can
there be paradise on earth. (Summary)
«r -St *
Congratulations to the New State Council Members on
the Occasion of Their Assumption of Duties
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ). Shanghai
April 23. 1947
The State Council members will assume their new duties and hold
their first meeting today. Thus, the highest policy-making organ of
the Government, which- is composed of representatives of the Kuomintang,
the Young China Party> and the Democratic Socialist Party as well as nonpartisan leaders will exercise its all-inclusive governing power. While
it has been quite common -in the democratic countries of the West, yet
this type of multi-party government is unprecedented in the political history of China. As a result of participation by the Democratic Socialist
and the Young China Parties-as well as non-partisan leaders, new blood has
been infused into the line-up of the Government, and we are sure that the
new Government will be able to satisfy the people's craving for good government.
As to the Chinese Communist Party, judging by its consistent way of
doing things and its past actions, it certainly will not lay down its arms
and work peacefully for the welfare of the nation. At this time when the
National Government is bein" thoroughly reorganized, we naturally do not
want to give up our last hope regarding the Communists. At the same time
we hone that the Government will strengthen Its stand and put down the rebellion, and that it will not allow itself to suffer from the perfidy of the
Communists again. (Summary)
*

'

'

y

•

*

*

.
Look Straight at the Rehabilitation of the Area
Formerly Flooded by the Yellow River

•

.

•

Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 23. 19A7
The area formerly flooded by the Yellow River is located in Honan Province, extending to more than twenty hsiens and covering about 6,000 square
kilometers. As a result of the flood, 5>500 houses were destroyed, more
than 300,000 people were drowned, and 1,300,000 people were rendered homeless. Realising the importance of rehabilitating the flooded area and of
relieving the flood-sufferers, we wish to make an urgent appeal as follows:
(1) CNRRA is going to be terminated soon, so it is necessary to establish a special Government agency to take over the work of CNRRA.
„
(2) The resources of the local Governsmts and the CNRRA Regional Office
are rather limited, so we hope that the Government and the United Nations
Organization will jointly take UP the responsibility. Especially do we hope
that UNRRA m i l promote rehabilitation and relief work In the flooded areas.
(Summary)
*

*

*
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Outlook of'Reform of Taiwan Provincial Administration
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ), Shanghai
April 23, 1947
The organization of the Taiwan Provincial Government and the question
as .to who should be appointed the first Chairman of that Provincial Government Committee were not decided upon until yesterday. Being a veteran
leader In judicial circles with a good legal training and rich experience
in administration, Dr. Wei Tao-min will be fully equal to his important
new task. .We wish to offer him some advice and suggestions as follows:
First, we hope Dr.. Wei will establish a good judicial system in Taiwan,
so as to lay the foundations of government by la-.;,
Secondly, we hope he will be able to make the Taiwanese realise the
importance of abiding by the law, so that local self-government can be completely realised in Taiwan.
Thirdly, we hope he will develop communications between China Proper
o 7
Jand Taiwan.
Fourthly, we hope he will help develop privately-owned productive
enterprises-in Taiwan.
Fifthly, cultural reconstruction should begin with the inculcation
in the Taiwanese of a national consciousness. (Summary)
* *

*

Salvage the United Nations
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 23, 1947
Byrnes' "firm policy towards Soviet Russia" of the past, Marshall's
"unreasonable firm policy towards Soviet Russia" of today, the 1946 attack
against the veto power designed to isolate Soviet Russia and to completely
dominate the United Nations Organization, and the 1947 attempt to deal a
blow to the UNO and to undermine the UNO — these indicate how the United
States post-war foreign policy has been unswervingly developing.
The United Nations Organization is now facing the greatest test in its
history. We have surely long ago decided whether we should choose world
peace or war. The question today is how to organize the power of the people
for the purpose of making the bellicose elements realise the folly of their
plotting. (Summary)
*

Other editorials not translated:
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shun Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai

*

*

Dated April 23. 1947
Free Enterprise under Government supervision and Control Without a Plan
The Need for the Improvement of Price
Appraisal Work
Stabilize Situation in North Kiangsu
and Revive Prosperity in Kiangnan
Issuance of $10,000 Notes Should Be
Postponed
On the Issuance of Banknotes of Big
Denominations
Sympathy with the Voice of Socialism
Wallace's Peace Appeal
Our Expectations of the Reorganized
Government
On Existing Anglo-Soviet Relations

POLITICAL 3MET7S
Carson Chang Flayed by Dissenters of Democratic
Socialist Party
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 22, 1947
(Local News)
Democratic Socialist Party leaders Liang Chiu-shui in
Peioing and % Hsien-tse in Hongkong will soon come to Shanghai to
mediate in the internal party dispute. This morning, our reporter called
on Lu Kwang-sheng of the Party who in an angry tone attacked Carson Chang,
Chairman of the Party, saying, "Carson Chang is now resorting to the means
of estrangement and agitation in undermining our unity. However, we insist
that he should admit his fault and discharge Chiang Yun-tien, Deputy Publicity Chief of the Party, Wang Yin-chien, Secretary-General, and Feng Chinpai, Deputy Secretary-General, from their respective posts. Our statement
addressed to all Party members will be issued, probably on April 26, as
soon as it is read by Messrs. Liang and Wu following their arrival here.
This statement will cite facts which prove that Carson Chang has led the
Party to a wrong course in the past, so as to arouse the attention of all
Party members to this matter. We shall also make public the letters and
telegrams from branch headquarters of the Party in various places which express support for the present reform movement."
*

*

*

Statement Issued by Democratic National Reconstruction
Association on Government Reorganization
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 23. 1947
(Local News)
The Democratic National Reconstruction Association has
issued a statement on the reorganization Of the Government as follows:
"The much-heralded reorganization of the Government has now taken place.
It is undeniable that the Government which is being reorganized in the course
of civil war has not kept in line with the decisions reached at the PCC nor
has it broadened its popular basis,
"Should the reorganized Government really adopt the Peaceful National
Reconstruction Program as its general administrative policy, the first thing
which it should do is to put a stop to the-present civil hostilities and
to announce to the people throughout/country the resumption of the peace
talks. No matter whether the CP is willing to resume the peace parleys or
not, the Government should openly manifest its sincerity in this connection.
It should also adopt effective measures to safeguard human rights. It should
not merely do the idle talks by issuing statements while letting the citizens disappear one after another,
"What the Government has talked about is one thing, while what it has
done is another thing. During the past twenty years the Government h*s disappointed the people in many respects. It now remains to be seen whether
the Government will enforce the recently Promulgated 'administrative program'
to the letter. Owing to the enforcement of conscription, the collection of
land tax in kind and the rise in commodity prices caused by inflation, the
people have suffered to the extreme, speaking nothing of the inhuman life
which they are leading in the war areas. What they want the Government to
do is not to issue statements, If the reorganized Government still fails to
fulfil its promises, it would merely aggravate the suffering of the people
and lose their support.
"We earnestly hope that China will soon step onto the road of peace,
democracy, unity, unification, independence and progress. We firmly believe
that only by reviving the spirit and the principle of the PCC in organizing
a real,united,
democratic coalition government and strictly carry out the
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Peaceful National Reconstruction Progran, con we enable our country to step
onto the road of bright aassi All the people of our country who are
demanding the realization of peace and democracy should unite together to
strive for the realization of the PCC line and of the Program of Peaceful
National Reconstruction,"
V
I
* *

*

Shao Li-tse Said to Be Appointed Vice President
of Legislative Yuan
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science C-roup) , Shanghai
April'23. 1917
Nanking, April 22—Following the appointment of Dr, Wei Tao-ming, Vice
President of Legislative Yuan, as Governor of Taiwan, it is learnt that
Shao Li-tse will be appointed Vice President 'of Legislative Yuan to succeed
Dr. Wei.
* * *

•

N

Secretary-General of Taiwan Provincial Government
Slated
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 23, 19A7
Nanking, April 22
A report has it that Chu Fu-ting has been slated as
Secretary-General of the Taiwan Provincial Government.
*

*

*

General Tu Yu-ming Slated Concurrently as Port
Commander of Port Arthur
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 23. 19A7
Nanking, April 2 2 — I t is learnt that the National Government has decided
to appoint General Tu Yu-ming, Commander of the Government Array in the Northeast, as concurrent Port Commander of Port Arthur and General Tung Yenping as Vice Port Commander.
*

*

*

Hainan Island to Be Made Province
Shun Pao . (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 23, 19A7
/

Nanking, April 22
According to a recent decision of the Government,
Hainan Island will be made a province. Pending the inauguration of the provincial government there, a Governor's Office will in all probability be
set up first. General Chang Fa-kuei, Director of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Canton, will be appointed Governor,
*

*

*

Chen Kuo-fu to Call Meeting of KMT Officials in
Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT Southeast China Organ). Shanghai
April 23. 19A7
(Local News) Chen Kuo-fu, member of the Kuomintang Central Standing
Committee, arrived here from Nanking day before yesterday. He will call a
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meeting of the officials of the Shanghai District Kuomintang Headquarters
and KJfT financial leaders this afternoon, at which he will give them instructions in connection with the existing economic problems.
* *

*

Yunnan Garrison Headquarters Sends Men to Investigate
Situation Along China-Burma Border
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 23. 1947
'

Kunming, April 20
The border areas of China and Burma which have not
yet been officially demarcated start from Kunlung in Yunnan; to Nanpanho •
through Panhung, Kunti and Kungmingshan, In 1934, the Central authorities
dispatched representatives to organize with the British authorities a SinoBritish Border Demarcation Commission to draft a plan to settle this pending
issue, according to which Kunlung, Panhung, Tungpan, Kungmingshan, Menglung,
and Panyang were to be restored to China. However, during the war of resistance, landmarks in those areas were frequently moved and the situation has
become more complex recently. The Yunnan Garrison Headquarters has recently
dispatched senior officials to proceed to those border areas together with
local civilian representatives to conduct.a close investigation there. They
will report their findings to the Central authorities and will request British
quarters to abide by the decision hitherto reached in regard to the above
demarcation plan.

Police Peace Preservation Departments to Be Set up in
Nine Provinces
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT Southeast China Organ). Shanghai
April 23, 1947
Nanking, April 2 2 — I t is learnt that starting from May 1, Police Peace
Preservation Departments will be set up in nine provinces, namely, Hunan,
Hupeh, Kiangsi,Kwangsi, Kwangtung, Kweichow, Yunnan, Chekiang and Fukien.
These departments are classified into three categories: Those which are
in charge of over 75 police administrative units will be included in category A, those which are in charge of over 50 units will be included in
category B, and those which are in charge of over 40 units will be included
in category C.
*

*

*

Residential Policing System to Be Enforced in Peiping
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 23. 1947
Peiping, April 22 The residential policing system will be enforced
in districts under the administration of Nos. 1, 2 and 7 branch headquarters
of the local city police. These branch headquarters will appoint constables
to take charge of the peace maintenance work in various assigned districts.
* *

*

701st Battalion of U.S. MP Transferred to Shanghai
from Tientsin
Sin.
Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 23, 1947
#
(Local News)—The 701st Battalion of the U.S. MP in China has been transferred here from Peiping and Tientsin, it is learnt.

i
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MILITARY NEWS
CP Troops Renew Activities in North Kiangsu
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 23. 19A7
Chenkiang, April 2 2 — C P troops In North Kiangsu have renewed their
activities recently. Over 1,000 men of the independent Regiment of the GP
Army stationed in Kiangkao and Ksinghua launched, attacks on Siaochi and
Tungchuanchen in Taihsien at k o'clock this morning, in an attempt to
threaten the Yangchow-Taihsien Highway. The Yangchow Hsien Government has:
dispatched troops to suppress them,
* *

*

Conscription in North Hopei
Wen Hui.Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 23. 19A7
Tientsin, April.22"—Full preparations are being made by the Division
Administrative District for the enforcement of conscription in North Hopei.
All able-bodied men of 21 to 25 years.of age are eligible for conscription
for this period. According to stipulations announced by the conscription
authorities, the drawing of lots will take place before July 15. When the
conscripts will be sent to the training camps will
depend on the date
of arrival of the emergency order from the superior authorities.
* *

*

ECONOMIC HEWS
Local Export Business Affected Unfavorably
by Rising Prices
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 23. 19A7
(Local News)
In an interview with a reporter of the Shenchow News
Agency, a certain well-known exporter declared that, since the news of the
impending issuance of big denomination notes was released,"the prices of
export goods such as tung oil, hog bristles, silk, hog casing, tea, laces and
straw hats, have all risen by 50 to 100 percent, but the quotations of
the same in other country3S have not risen simultaneously. Such a situation
is extremely unfavorable to the local export business, he added.
*

*

Factories for Processing of Agricultural Products to
Be Set Up in Tsingtao and Amoy
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 23, 19A7
Foochow, April 2 2 — I n order to make use of CNRRA's agricultural rehabilitation equipment, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has mapped
out a plan to set up a factory for the processing of agricultural products
in Tsingtao and another in Amoy, in the manufacture of canned goods of
various fruits and vegetables. The daily output of each factory after it
is put into operation is estimated at 16,000 tins.
* *

*

SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Levy of Land Tax in Kind Deemed Destructive to
Rural Economy
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 21. 19A7
Economic Reform Hinges on Agricultural Development
The "Economic Reform Plan" recently passed by the Third Plenary Session of the Kuomintang CEC, envisages the following program for the improvement of agriculture in future:
"Agriculture is the backbone of China's economy. When agriculture prospers, it will usher in rural prosperity. When the farmers possess ample
purchasing power, industry will be assured of abundant support and society
of peace and stability. So the primary objectives for the enforcement of
economic policy in future are to develop agriculture and to bring prosperity
to the rural communities."
Levy of Land Tax in Kind Is Destructive to Rural Economy
Following the 3rd Plenary Session of the BIT CEC, the Government called
an emergency meeting to discuss measures for the levy of land tax in kind
as well as the borrowing of foodstuffs. A resolution was passed to the effect
that levy of land tax in kind will still be enforced this year, the amount
of which will exceed that of last year, and that food reserves will be
purchased by the Government at officially-set prices from various provinces
and hsiens. Judging from this, it is evident that the levy of land tax in
kind has not only not been abolished as a result of the conclusion of the
war of resistance sand of almost two years of postwar rehabilitation, but on
the contrary, it/been enforced with greater rigor and mercilessness. The
current collection of land tax in kind is a policy which has overstepped the
limits of taxation, which is destructive to rural economy, and which lowers
the standard of living of the people.
Tenant and Semi-Tenant Farmers Bear Full Weight of Land Tax
Land tax is being collected in kind. During the food administration
year from July, 1946 to the end of June, 1947, the amount of land tax in kind collected consisted of 34,180,791 'tan' of paddy and 4,822,400 'tan' of wheat;
the amount of grains borrowed in advance, consisted of 16,927,263 'tan' of
paddy and 3,338,700 'tan' of wheat; and the amount of foodstuffs requisitioned
by the Government consisted of 9,264,500 'tan' of paddy and 1,44.6,720 'tan'
of wheat, making a total of 69,971,411 'tan'.
For every CN dollar collected as land tax prior to the war of resistance, an amount equivalent to 4 'shih tou' of paddy or 2.8 'tou', of wheat,
plus an additional amount of 4 'tou' of paddy or 2.8 'tou' of wfea€r^8n§cT £rain
another 30$ of requisitioned foodstuffs, totalling in all 9.2 'tou' of grains,
will be collected now. In other words, for the payment of one CMf? of land
tax prior to the war, it is necessary to contribute 9.2 'ton' of edible
grains now as land tax in kind. .This rate of taxation is indeed too high.
The proportion of this burden equals and even exceeds that borne by industry
and commerce. But this burden falls directly on the shoulders of mediumsized and petty landowners, and indirectly, on the tenant farmers who comprise the majority of land tillers. According to estimates for 15 provinces
compiled during the war, tenant and semi-tenant farmers constituted over 60%
of the total number of land tillers. That is to say, the oppressive burden
of exorbitant taxation, as a result of the landowners' shifting the responsibilities onto the tenants, all falls on the shoulders of the tenant and semitenant farmers who
constitute the majority of the tillers.
Exorbitant Taxation Drives Farmers to Cities
Under the system of collection of land tax in kind, the landowners have
used various pretexts to increase farm rents. According to investigations
made by the Executive Yuan in 1942, "the increase in farm rents in various
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places represents generally a more .than tenfold hike." For instance, in
Szechuan, the rent for paddy fields, which in prewar days was CN§14 per 'mow',
has now risen to CN$309.33 per 'mow', and that for dry plains from CNf3
per 'mow' to CNf?108.42 per 'mow', or an increase of over twenty times.
Again take postwar Chekiang Province for an example: The 25% reduction
in farm rents is regarded as "having achieved marked results and merits"
in Chekiang. However, as a consequence of excessive land tax, certain landowners would not lower their farm rents. For instance, a landowner who
originally had a piece of farm land capable of producing 1.2 'shih' of grains,
wants to evade part of his land tax. So when he registers with the Government, he reports only a producing capacity of one 'shih' of grains, while
renting out his farm as an area capable of producing 1.2 'shih1. Naturally,
he makes a profit of an extra .2 'shih' for each piece of land rented out.
As for lease securities, he also finds pretexts to raise them, such as being
practised in Shensi and Honan provinces. The increase in farm rents and
lease securities, therefore, makes feudalistic exploitation more and more
unbearable and makes the farmers' burden increasingly heavy. Aside from
this, the imposition of a variety of exobitant and oppressive taxes also
constitutes a serious blow to the tenant farmers.
Tenant and semi-tenant farmers, unable to bear such burdens, quit the
land they cultivate one after another. According to investigations made
and statistics compiled in 1942 in more than 200 hsiens in 12 provinces
in Free China, it is evident that "tenant and landowning farmers are daily
decreasing in number".
Newspaper reports say: "The rural communities in Kiangnan are on the
•brink of bankruptcy. As a rule, one 'mow' of land in a farm in Kiangnan
produces 2 'tan' or at most 2-g- 'tan' of rice. But taking into account
collection of land tax in kind, borrowing and requisitioning by the Government,
each 'mow' of land has to contribute 7 'sen' of rice, a figure which is rather too high. Such a burden is too heavy for the farmers to bear so all
the young men have fled their farms to come to Shanghai or other nearby cities
and towns to find other employment. For though Shanghai is already experiencing an excessive supply of manpower, yet the income which the farmers could
get by working here is more than what they could realize from farming. So
at present those who remain on the farms are mostly old people, women and
children."
Therefore, the collection of land tax in kind is one of the major factors
encouraging feudalistic exploitation of the rural communities and hindering
the development of national economy,
Collection of Land Tax Challenges. People's Existence
Moreover, the current collection of land tax in kind, borrowing and
requisitioning of foodstuffs are being carried out under extremely savage
and brutal conditions. Take for instance Mantung Village in Chao-an Hsien,
Kwangtung. There, the farms produce less than 1,000 'shih' of rice and the
population is less than 30,000 men. But each month this village is required
to contribute 26,608 catties of edible grains for the upkeep of the troops;
600 catties for prisoners; 4,124 catties and 8'liang'for self-defense corps
and police; 6,150 catties for the militia class and supply stations; plus
an additional 01^401,520; totalling 37,472 catties 8 liang'of edible grains
and CN?;?401,520 per month. Thus each villager has to contribute an average
of more than 1 catty 8 Hang'of grains as well as over CN$13,000 per month.
So collection of land tax in kind, borrowing and requisitioning of foodstuffs not only challenge the very existence of the people but have actually
overstepped every limit of taxation, and hence detrimental to the people's
livelihood. Under situations like these, how can one talk about raising
the purchasing power of the farmers and promoting rural prosperity and social
stability?
* *

*
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HEWS OF C OLETONICAT IONS
Connecting Line of Szechuan-Yunnan and Yunnan-Indo-China
Railways Completed
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 23, 1947
Kunming, April 22
The connecting line of the Szechuan-Yunnan and *
Yunnan-Indo-China Railways having already been completed, A Railway Administration in the Kunming District will shortly be established, probably
within two months.
*

*

*

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
Terroristic Organ Discovered in Western Shanghai
District
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 23. 19A7
(Local News)
Many cases of instigating riots and engaging in illegal
sale of arms and munitions have recently occurred in this city. While
handling these cases, the Army and police authorities here have obtained
an important clue from the culprits involved which reveals that the latter
are under the command of a terroristic organ at a certain place in the
Western Shanghai district. This organ is located in a house installed with
most up-to-date mechanical devices. The Detectives' Section of the Garrison Headquarters has engaged a number of foreigners as technical advisors
to help solve this case. It is learnt that up to last evening a number
of notorious culprits has already been nabbed. Further details of this
case will in all probability be made public tomorrow or day after tomorrow.
*

*

\
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EDITORIAL C Of CENT
Remove Hindrances to National Reconstruction
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 24. 1947'
Now that the Constitution has been enacted, constitutional government
will soon begin. During the present period of preparation, the one-party
Government has been changed into a multi-party Government. The future prosperity of China depends upon the achievement of national unity. On the day
on which the State Council was reorganised, President Chiang again told
newspapermen: "If it will abandon its effort to wrest governing power by
armed force and will cooperate in achieving national unity and unification,
the Chinese Communist Party will, still have an opportunity to participate
in the national reconstruction work." We hope that the Chinese Communists
will prize this opportunity and that they will not continue to be a hindrance
to national reconstruction. (Summary)
*

*

*

Congratulations to the Democratic Coalition Government
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April 24. 1947
The reorganization of the National Government is an important reform,
both qualitatively and quantitatively. Even if tho Chinese Communist Party decides that it will never participate in the National Government, it
will never be able to reduce the strength and the coalition nature of the
National Government, either qualitatively or quantitatively, because the
National Government has actually been reorganized according to the PCC resolutions. It is a democratic coalition government which enjoys the confidence of the people throughout the country.
General Chang Chun, President of the Executive Yuan, is a personage
who enjoys the confidence of both Chinese and foreigners, and we are sure
that he will faithfully carry out the administrative program which he has
announced. (Summary)
*

*

Outlook on New Government
•Sin Wen Pao -(KPff-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 24, -1947 .
After twenty years of one-party government, multi-party government has
now begun. The establishment of the new:Government today marks the beginning of a new era. General Chang Chun, President of the Executive Yuan, has
announced that the political aim of the new Government is to restore unity
and stability in the country. Therefore, we hope that the present military
measures can be brought to a successful conclusion at an early date and that
the internal political dispute can still be fundamentally solved by political
means.
As regards the Government's financial and economic policy, hereafter
the Government should lay stress on' the fundamental issues rather than on
the minor ones, and should refrain from taking actions without first giving
them careful-consideration. On the positive side, the Government should do
its best to help the privately-owned economic enterprises and maintain its
good faith.

After reading tlirough Executive Yuan President Chang Chun's broadcast
speech yesterday, we are under the impression that, on the whole, the policy announced by the new Government is a candid statement, and that the
new Government understands the times and has a good grasp of the crux of
the existing problems. We hope that Executive Yuan President Chang will
actually carry out the policy which he announced in his broadcast speech
yesterday. Inasmuch as both our internal situation and our foreign relations have now developed to such a critical stage, we can only permit the
new Government to succeed and must not oermit it to fail. (Summary)
*

*

*

What We Expect from the New Government
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 2A, 19A7
The reorganized State Council was inaugurated yesterday. This is the
first time since the establishment of the National Government twenty years
ago when leaders of the Kuomintang, the Democratic Socialist and the Young
China Parties as well as independent social leaders will assemble in the
same hall to discuss the present practical administrative problems. Beginning from today'the reorganized new Government will function. This is the
beginning of the reform and democratization of politics in China, and all
the people of the country have unbounded hopes for it. It is to be hoped
that Chinese politics will be reborn today, so that_a new path may be blazed
for the democratization and national reconstruction of China. (Summary)
* * *

Short Comment on Government Reorganization
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 2A.19A7
Even the water is not changed. Although the Government has been reorganized, the Presidencies of the five Yuans continue to be held by the same
old Kuomintang men. Reorganization of the Executive Yuan has also been
announced, but all the old Ministers continue to hold their posts, the only
difference being that a certain number of new Ministries and Commissioners
have been added for the purpose of placing the representatives of the Democratic Socialist and the Young China Parties and a few so-called independent
social leaders in the Government,
Some people say that "the water has been changed without the medicinal
herb having been changed at the same time", but, in reality, even the water
has not been changed.
General Chang Chun becomes Executive Yuan President. The only event
that has attracted people's attention in connection with the new Government
is the appointment of General Chang Chun as President of the Executive Yuan.
As a matter of fact, whether or not this dramatic performance will be able
to draw a large audience will depend entirely upon how General Chang is going
to act.
Fundamental contradictions. According to General Chang himself, it is
his policy (1) to restore national unity and (2) to overcome the economic
difficulties. Regarding the question of the restoration of national unity,
that part of his broadcast speech which dealt with this question was the most
ambiguous. On the one hand, he said, "the Government is constrained to take
effective military measures, but it regrets very much that this has to be
the case." But on the other hand, he stated, "It is to be hoped that these
appropriate measures will be able to achieve the desired results at an early
date," which naturally means that the Government will persist in its policy
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of "bringing about national unity by military force. Later on in the speech,
General Chang said, "As regards the Government's consistent determination to
seek for peace, naturally it will not be changed because of this." Such
logic is certainly beyond people's comprehension.
However, we can also understand General Chang's difficulties in making
public statements-, because he has no power to make decisions on these fundamental issues.
Two economic problems. As regards alleviating the economic crisis, it
is the policy of the Chang Cabinet "to pay more attention to the major issues
and less attention to minor ones." It is General Chang's fundamental policy
to balance the State budget and to improve the currency situation. It is
quite right that he has decided to lay emphasis on these two points. However,
since the Government persists in its policy of "taking effective military
measures", so that military affairs and military expenditures will be put
above everything else, and so that there will be no way of raising funds
except by depending upon the printing press, how can the budget be balanced?
How can .the currency situation be improved?
Ten thousand dollar banknotes began to be issued yesterday. It looks
as if they had been issued to celebrate the inauguration of the Chang Cabinet.
What are Executive Yuan President Chang's impressions? (Summary)
*

*

Identity of Views
(Short Comment)
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April 23. 1947
The defense counsel for General Tojo, Japanese war criminal, has cited
President Truman's recent speech in an effort to defend Tojo at the Far Eastern
International Tribunal of War Crimes at Tokyo, Said he, 'What Tojo
has said for years seems to be in harmony with Truman's views."
This is no flowery language used by a lawyer; it is a fact, "The views
recently expressed by Truman are in harmony with what Tojo has said for a
number of years."
V
Probably the day is not far off when the United States will lead Japan
' politically, while Japan will lead the United States ideologically. (Full
Translation)
"K* "jt
Political Situation in France Characterised by Two
Extremes
— Following the speech by General De Gaulle —
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group)., Shanghai
April 24. 1947
No matter how much we Chinese may hate the colonial policy of France,
the wisdom which she has shown in her diplomatic negotiations with other
nations, and the miracle which the various political parties in France have
achieved in their effort to avoid a national split, certainly deserve our
admiration and envy. The secret of France's success in maintaining her internal peace and equilibrium in her foreign relations lies in the fact that
she has resolutely decided not to allow herself to be involved in U.S.-Soviet
differences.

-

u -

The two "unity" speeches made by General De Gaulle are designed to
make France join the anti-Soviet forces centered in Washington. In that
way, the three political parties would part with one another, and General
De Gaulle would once again be able to occupy the "throne". Thus, France,
which has been able to maintain her internal peace during the past two
years, would be split in two and there would be civil strife in the country.
This is what a subjective type of national unity is bound to cause.
It is reported that General De Gaulle has already sent representatives
to Washington for liaison purposes. We wish respectfully to advise our
American friends, who have turned from isolationists into interventionists,
to be more far-sighted. Only a progressive, united France, just as only a
progressive, united China, can satisfy the United States' desire to defend
herself against Communism. To preserve more clean territory in the world is
to afford a greater possibility for the United States and Soviet Russia
to patch up their differences, and also to give better ventilation facilities
to this world which is suffocating. (Summary)
*

Other editorials not translated:

Dated April 2A, 191,1

Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai

The Only Way to Stop Civil Strife
in China Is to Launch a Moral
Rearmament Campaign
Churchill and Wallace
Elimination of Illiteracy and Editing
and Printing of Books for Popular
Education
Reorganization of Taiwan Provincial
Government
The Future .of the New Government
Hovif to Dispose of Japan's War Reparations Equipment
Reorganization of the Government
and Restoration of Peace and Unity
Commodity Prices Fluctuate Again

•

Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
*

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Premier Chang Chun Attends Office
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 2A. 19A7
Nanking, April 23—General Chang Chun, newly appointed President of
the Executive Yuan, attended his office at 3 o'clock this afternoon. The
new Premier was busy in entertaining his guests.
A certain reporter asked the new Premier whether or not the negotiations
with the United States for a loan will materialize after the reorganization
of the Government. General Chang replied, "Yes, of course."
* *

*

Part of US$500,000,000 Loan Already Used by Chinese
Government
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 2A. 19A7
Nanking, April 23
According to information revealed by financial circles,
a part of the US$500,000,000 loan to be extended to China has already been
used by the Chinese Government. The proposed loan was approved by U.S. Congress long ago and the U.S. Imoort-Export Bank has been assigned to extend

A

it to this country. However, it has to wait until the Chinese Government
enforces constitutionalism and until it draws up a detailed plan for the
disposal of the loan as well as measures for the payment of its principal
and interest, U.S. quarters expressed hope that the Chinese Government will
hand over the said plan and measures to the U.S. Government before June 30.
The Chinese Government has already submitted the plan and the amount of
funds required by various Government organs to the Central Planning Board
and the Economic Council for examination and approval. Meanwhile, it has
mapped out a general plan for the disposal of the U.S. loan, which will
be forwarded to the U.S. Government as soon as it is approved by President
Chiang Kai-shek. However, in regard to the USf500,000,000 loan for China,
U.S. quarters have promised to let the Chinese Government use it in separate
installments provided that the latter would submit a detailed plan for the
disposal of the loan. As soon as U.S. quarters approve the plan, they
will hand over the required amount of loan to China. At present, the goods
purchased by China from the United States are- chiefly communications equipment. It is also learnt that the Government in order to meet the urgent
need for rehabilitation and reconstruction has negotiated with the U.S.
Government for another loan of US$650,000}000 to US$1,000,000,000,
*

*

*

Young China Party Continues to Negotiate with
Government for Party's Participation in
Local Administration
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 2I, 1947
Nanking, April 23
Chang Nai-te of the Young China Party, Minister
without portfolio, said this evening: "The date set for the assumption' of
offices by the Young China Party delegates as ministers without portfolio
and ministers of the Executive Yuan will be decided upon after further consultations with Li Huang following his arrival in the Capital. It is only
this morning that the Party delegates were nominated to take part in the
Executive Yuan, because we had to solicit opinions from all the CEC members
of the Party before we nominated them. Furthermore, we have nominated only
three delegates, while the other one will have to be decided upon within the
next few days.
»
"In regard to the Party's participation in the local administration the
Party is continuing its negotiations with the Government and will try to
join the local government administration in coastal provinces first. Since
the local provisional Public opinion agencies such as the Provisional Provincial, Municipal and Hsien Councils are not created by general election, the
Young China Party therefore advocates that delegates of various parties and
groups should share .seats in these councils. It is expected that all parties
and groups will participate in the Constitution Enforcement and Election Committees in various localities. Besides, the Young China Party is now considering the extension of its activities in all parts of the country."
* *

*

Dissenters of Democratic Socialist Party Issue
Statement
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 24. 1947
'
"" ~~
(Local News)
Wang Shih-ming, Lu Kwang-sheng and Sun Pao-kang of the
Democratic Socialist Party issued a statement yesterday which reads:
"Today's press report has it that the National Government announced the
appointment of Chiang Yun-tien and Li Ta-ming of the Democratic Socialist
Party as ministers without portfolio of the Executive Yuan. It should be
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understood that the nomination of Chiang and Li as ministers without portfolio
has not been discussed and decided upon by the Party's Central Standing
Committee nor has it been approved by the majority of the Committee members,
yet Carson Chang dared to nominate these two delegates to the Government by
himself, thus proving that he has become more and more dictatorial in handling
Party affairs and that he has continued to commit illegal acts. Si order
to strive for the realization of democracy in the Party, we definitely will
not recognize his acts which are illegal. We hereby make the announcement
as above."
•i •

* * *

Liu Shi-shun and Yeh Kung-ehab to Be Appointed Vice
Foreign Ministers
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised., C .0. Organ). Shanghai
Aaril 2A. 19A7
. Nanking, April 2 3 — A report is current here that Liu Shi-shun will be
appointed Political Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs while Yeh Kung-chao,
Administrative Vice-Minister. The appointment to this effect will soon be
announced.
*

..

*

*

General Chu Shih-ming Appointed Advisor to Ministry
of Foreign Affairs

Sin Wen Pao (I0.tr-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 2A. 19A7
Nanking, April 2 3 — D u e to poor health, General Chu Shih-ming, Chairman
of the Chinese Delegation in Japan, has been recalled. He has now been
appointed advisor to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs so that the latter can
solicit opinions from him regarding the Sino-Japanese problems from time to
time.
* .•«• *

Chang Wei-han on Shortcomings of System of Collecting
Land Tax in Kind
Ta Kung Pao (independent, political Science Group). Shanghai
April 2A. 19A7
~

••

Kunming, April 22
After his.return here from an-inspection tour in
a number of places, Chang Wei-han, Special Commissioner of'the Control Yuan
for the Yunnan-Kweichow area, in pointing out the shortcomings of the system
of^collecting land tax in kind at a meeting of the Yunnan Provincial Council,
-said: "At present,- the impoverishment of the rural areas has reached the
highest degree, while the people have been continuously exploited by corrupt
gentry as before. It is the collection of land tax in kind which has brought
the greatest sufferings to the oeoole.
"When the collection of land tax is started, the tax collectors usually
extort money from the people by threatening them with penalties for their
failure to pay their tax in arrears. Therefore, the people often spend their
last penny to bribe and entertain, the tax collectors» As a result, they
are Paying out every cent from their pocket A a / f o x paymSflt . every year. All
the benefits go to the tax collectors, while all the blame is laid on the
Government. The tax collectors who collect land tax in kind put only the
nominal amount of tax on the receipts instead of the actual amount which they
received. Therefore, sometimes they put the amount of one dollar of tax collected
on the receipt, but in fact they received tens of thousands of times of thatamount. That such a phenomenon should have existed in the present era
of democracy is indeed most deplorable,"
* *- #
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Two Members of CP Arson Corps Arrested in Hangchow
Sin Wen Pap (IftTT- supervised, C. C. Organ) r Shanghai
April 2A< 19A7
Hangchow, April 24
Recently two members of
Chen Wen and Chin Kang-hsia both of whom are only
arrested. They confessed that the CP sabotage
corps, namely, hobos, beggars, assassination, and
there is a general corps,

the CP arson corps named
17 years of age were
unit is composed of many
arson. In each province

Chin, a student of the Jukao Middle School, was sent under coercion
to this city after undergoing training for sometime. The peace maintenance
authorities in Chekiang are now making efforts to track down their accomplices.
*

MILITARY MEWS

*

*

CP Troops Which Surrender to Government Will
Receive Equal Treatment as Government Forces

Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 2A. 1947
Peiping, April 23 The Pacification Headquarters in Paoting has received
an order from the superior authorities to the effect that starting from March,
any irregular troops or CP forces which surrender to the Government Army
will receive equal treatment as Government forces after they are officially
reorganized and incorporated,
* *

*

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
Shanghai-Woosung Garrison Headquarters Uncovers
Traffickers in Arms and Ammunition
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 23, 19A7
(Local News)
Of late, a number of cases of stealing arms and ammunition from inside the defense zone of the Headquarters of U.S. Navy in Shanghai has occurred and has been discovered by the said Headquarters, As a
result of secret investigations made by U.S. Navy here, a certain staff member of the Headquarters, suspected of being involved in these cases, has
been detained and it has also been found out that several Chinese ammunition traffickers have been in league with this suspect in the. purchase and
smuggling of large quantities of arms and ammunition. These cases of theft
were duly reported to the Shanghai-Woosung Garrison Headquarters by the Headquarters of U.S. Navy here the other day with a request that steps be taken
for the apprehension of these unlawful traffickers, so as to unveil the inside
story of the whole case.
As a result of investigations made by the Investigation Department of
the Shanghai-Woosung Garrison Headquarters, a large number of investigators
of the Detectives' Section and the 6th Investigation Battalion were mobilized
on Tuesday afternoon to raid the premises of a secret organization on Great
Western Road where six ammunition traffickers were arrested and eight light
machine guns, eight rifles and two pistols found.
Those arrested all admitted that they were responsible for the purchase
and smuggling of arms and ammunition but stated that they were instructed by
the Hsien Government of Haimen to make the purchases for the Self Defense
Corps there. The arrested persons have now been kept in the detention cells
of the Shanghai-Woosung Garrison Headquarters,
Further investigations
will be carried out as to whether this case of ammunition smuggling has anything to do with political activities.
* * •*•
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s p e c i a l & feature a r t i c l e s
Can the Government Press Down Commodity Prices?
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April 18. 1947

/

The recent rise in commodity prices in Shanghai adversely affected
first those in Kiangsu, Chekiang, and Nanking, and later those throughout
the country. The Government authorities were
at a loss to know what to
do, and called an emergency meeting in Nanking on April 10, at which it
was decided to press down the prices, and to dump 011 the market large quantities of foodstuffs, cotton yarn, edible oils and fuel. Then, simultaneously
with the arrival of Peng Sung-chou, Vice Minister of Food, Mayor K.C. Wu
returned to Shanghai from Nanking, and with the immediate dumping of a pitifully limited quantity of Government supplies on the market, coupled with
the application of political pressure designed to "crack down on hoarders
and probe into commodity prices", the flame of the fire has been slightly
kept in check and the skyrocketing prices have more or less been arrested
for the time being.
For the present, the problem of commodity prices is not one of whether
the prices can be stabilized or not, but rather one of whether such stability is temporary or permanent; in other words, it is also a question whether the Government is capable of controlling the prices or not.
Trends_pf commodity prices during the past one and a half years
How commodity prices in Shanghai have risen is shown by the following
table:
Period

Percentage of Price Increase

September - October, 1945
October - November, 1945
January - February, 1946
March - August, 1946
August - September, 1946
Middle of September - December, 1946
January, 1947
First Half of February, 1947

9.4
162.1
110.1
123.0
22.7
46.6
48.5
46.9

The above figures clearly show that since V-J Day, commodity prices in
Shanghai have, with the exception of two or three months only, risen on an
average by over 22 percent per period, and that the soaring of commodity
prices this year has been so serious that almost a 50 percent rise have been registered each month.
Government pressure results in large "ups" and small "downs"
Whenever the Government was confronted with the deteriorating price situation in the past, it invariably adopted high-hand methods to stop the
advance of prices by utilizing its supplies, its foreign exchange resources,
its control systems, and by tightening credit loans and various other measures.
Yet, what have been the results?
On the first occasion - November, 1945 - when commodity prices ,in Shanghai rose by 162 percent, the Government dumped large quantities of relief
supplies and enemy .and puppet properties on the market, resulting in an insignificant drop of 10.8 percent in commodity prices during.December.
On the second occasion - at the beginning of 1946 - Dr. T.V. Soong, then
President of the Executive Yuan, adopted the "free" foreign exchange system
by allowing the importation of American goods with the utmost rigor, so as to
curb the upward movement in commodity prices in the country. But the result
was that prices went up by over 22 percent each month between February and
August.
I
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On the third occasion - February, 1947 - owing to the recent "gold
rush" which shocked the whole country, prices in general soared by 46.9
percent within one month, as a result of which the Government promulgated
the Emergency Economic Measures. The concerted efforts of the Kuomintang,
the administrative organs, the military and police authorities to fight a
pitched battle against the upward movement on the commodity market, have
brought about a drop of only 3.9 percent in prior
By summing up the results of Government measures on all these occasions,
one can reach the'following conclusion: that so far the Government has
been able to oress down commodity prices only slightly frou substantial
gains that have already been made, or to just slow dorm the rise in prices
a little bit. Indeed commodity prices have never ceased to rise since
the conclusion of war of resistance.

*

In the past there were occasions on which the Government by means of
pressure, was able to press down commodity prices
by 10 percent. Yet
the results brought about by the promulgation of the strict Emergency Economic Measures this time have been so insignificant that commodity prices
had been pressed down by only 3.9 percent. Whenever a wave of soaring
prices was brought under control in the past, a lull would prevail for some
two months at least. But this time hardly one month had elapsed when commodity prices began to make their characteristic jumps once more, jumps
even more ferocious than before. From the'beginning of April to the present
moment, the average prices of edible oils, rice, flour and cotton yarn have
gone up between 20 and more than 100 percent. Indeed, the resurgent spurt
of commodity prices has not shown any respect for Government measures whatsoever .
Commodity prices are mercilessly mounting
Why haven't commodity prices shown any respect for the Government?
The inside story of the present hike.must be crystal clear. The soaring
of commodity prices has not been due to the merchants' manipulations and
hoarding. On the contrary, the merchants have been running after commodity
prices which have had to go up when prices of raw materials and products
in the producing areas had risen; such rises have been due to the enforcement of the Government policy. For instance, the hike in the price of rice
in the producing areas is due to the fact that people from the North have
been buying up large quantities of rice for the consumption of the trooos,
that in the price of edible oils due to manipulation of soya bean transactions and failure of expediting deliveries on the part of the Central Trust
of China, and that in the price of cotton yarn due to the difficulty of obtaining foreign exchange, lack of raw cotton, and CNRRA's aim to reap more profits from the sale of cotton earmarked for relief purposes.
While, on the one hand, the Government is determined to press down
commodity prices, it has failed, on the other, to correct the mistakes, to
change its policies and to remove the causes that have contributed^to the
rise"of commodity prices. It is the Government that has caused prices to go
up, but after the advance of prices, it turned back to press down the prices.
Whether or not this pressure alone can bring the prices under control is a
question that needs no elucidation.
What else does the Government own?
If the Government is in possession of a huge quantity of supplies at
the present time, they can be used to level commodity prices to some extent.
From" what one can gather, the Government has at its disposal the following
items, including supplies on the way and supplies promised by others but not
yet actually turned over to China:
Cotton: CNRRA promised to supply 150,000 bales of cotton, of which 32,000
bales have already been shipped here.
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Rice: It is said that the Government has a stock of over 100,000 tons
of rice and has also placed an order for over 60,000 tons of foreign rice
which has not arrived yet.
Beans, Peanuts and Sesame seeds: The stocks at the Central Trust of
China are very limited. Arrangements have yet to be made for shipment of
these products from the TTortheast.
It is sufficient to quote these three items only. Shanghai consumes
monthly 500,000 piculs of rice and over 15,000 tons of beans, peanuts and
sesame seeds as the minimum requirement. Let us now ask if the Government
is In a position to supply the needs of the Shanghai Municipality for two
months even if all the above mentioned supplies are dumped on the market.
As for shipment of supplies from the producing areas by the people
themselves, not a glean of hope is in sight.
With Government measures as they are today, with Government stocks
being so limited and with difficulties cropping up each day, it is no wonder
that the periods in which commodity prices have risen and stayed, have become shorter and shorter while the waves of soaring commodity prices from
now on will be much higher, faster' and more ferocious.
* *

*

MORE MILITARY NEWS
Hostilities Spread Everywhere in Shansi
v.
Ta. Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 2A, 19A7
Taiyuan, April 22
Hostilities have spread to all parts of Shansi Province. Starting from Tatung in the north of the province to Fenglingtu
in the south, the area comprising of about 2,000 "li" has now been cut into
four parts. The area starting from Tatung to Huaijen is being held by
Government troops, while that starting from the south of Huaijen to Hsinhsien by CP troops. The area starting from Hsinhsien to Fuchiatan, Lingshih, including Taiyuan, is the largest held by Government troops. Certain
parts of the area from the south of Fuchiatan to Linfen are being held by
Government trooos, while others by CP forces. The area starting from Linfen
to Yunchen is now in the hands of the CP troops, while that starting from
Yunchen to Fenglingtu is entirely under the control of Government troops.
The areas both in East and West. Shansi held by the CP Array are quite large.
A glance at the map convinces one of the gravity of the present situation
in Shansi.
*

*

*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Reorganized Executive Yuan Starts Functioning
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 25. 19A7
Following the reorganization of the National Government, the Executive
Yuan has also been reorganized and has started functioning.
Although, as a result of this reorganization of the Executive Yuan,
as many as ten Ministers remain at their original posts, yet there is a new
atmosphere in the Yuan. For this reorganization is not entirely devoid of
the effect of the Political Consultative Council (for instance, the threeparty political program states that the Program of Peaceful National Reconstruction will be regarded as the guiding principle for administration).
Moreover, the new Cabinet has been charged with the task of preparing for
enforcement of the Constitution, and the fact that some non-Kuomintang men
have been appointed Chairmen of Commissions and Ministers has also attracted
the attention of the general public to a certain extent. General Chang Chun,
President of the Executive Yuan, is a veteran Kuomintang member and has
been serving under President Chiang for many years, so he is not a new man.
Paradoxically, because he is relatively compromising and conciliatory and
because, being a man of liberal outlook, he has often been attacked and discriminated against in connection with the inter-party disputes of past years,
he is now held in relatively high esteem both in China and abroad.
First, in the beginning of his inaugural broadcast, General Chang said:
"The Cabinet system will be experimented with according to the spirit of
the Constitution at an earlier date than originally scheduled." Due to the
present environment of the newly-reorganized Executive Yuan, it is highly
doubtful that the Cabinet system can be carried out to any large extent.
The National Government has now been reorganized, and of the five Yuan Presidents, four still remain at their posts. Dr. Sun Fo, President of the
Legislative Yuan, feels that political tutelage (multi-party political tutelage
still continues, so that it is possible that people are still at a loss to
know what the relationship between the Executive and the Legislative Yuans
will be. That the work of the Yuan Presidents (especially that of the Executive Yuan President) is directed by the President of the National Government
has been the practice for many years, so hereafter the major policies of
the Executive Yuan -all continue to be decided by the President of the National Government.
Secondly, judging from his inaugural broadcast, we feel that his mission
as the new Executive Yuan President is self-contradictory. Under present
circumstances, the Government will no doubt continue to take military measures
and to try to achieve national unity by military force, yet at the same time
it has reaffirmed its determination to "seek for peace". However, what the
country and the people need is certainly peace.
Thirdly, as everybody knows, China is now facing a serious economic and
financial crisis. Without pence, all measures -..•ill prove ineffective.
Fourthly, regarding China's foreign relations, Executive Yuan President
Chang only touched unon certain principles in his broadcast, and generally
speaking, these principles are above criticism. However, at this time when
the United States and the Soviet Union are engaged in an intensive war of
nerves, China urgently needs to adopt a wise foreign policy. Only by maintaining an independent stand, which is really impartial, will China be able to
avert catastrophe in the present turbulent world storm. The moment we become
the appendage or follower of any other nation, we shall step onto a dangerous
path.

Fifthly, by inviting representatives -of other political parties to
participate in the newly reorganized National Government and Executive Yuan,
the basis of the Government has more or less been broadened, so the new
Government must strive in -t e direction of democracy. Democratic government must respect the people's civil liberties, must observe the lavs, and
must respect public opinion. Since the Bureaux of Investigation and Statistics of both the now-defunct National Military Council and the Central
Kuomintang Headquarters have now been declared abolished, they certainly
should not continue to exist in another form. Unlawful arresting of people
and arresting and detaining people at will must not be allowed to take place
again, and especially should the habeas corpus act be seriously Carried
out. The Government should no longer impede the work of press and publishing circles by devious means. It is hoped that the Publication Law, which
has been inherited from Yuan Shih-kai days, will be abolished by the present Executive Yuan. Since the reorganized National Government and Executive Yuan want to conclude political tutelage and since Executive Yuan President Chang has always been considered as a liberally-inclined man, they
should do things in a more democratic way, If the new Government can
achieve something in this direction, it will be able to fulfil the expectations of the people to a reasonable extent. (Summary)
* * * '

Stability and National Unity
Ho Ping Jjh Pao (KMT Army Organ), Shanghai
April 25, 194-7
Sound public opinion should urge the Chinese Communists to discontinue
their armed rebellion, to lay down their arms unconditionally, and to return
their armed forces to the State. In this way, peace and national unity
can be achieved immediately. No doubt, stability and national unity is
desired at the present time. All the people of the country will support
the Government in its effort to fulfil this historic mission. "It is hoped
that the effective military measures will achieve the desired results at an
early date." This is what China really desires5 it is also what the peonle
unanimously hope for, (Summary)
*

*

*

On Stability and National Unity
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 25, 19A7
.»
I11 his inaugural broadcast on April 23rd, General Chang Chun, the newlyappointed President of the Executive Yuan, announced the main points of
the political program of the broadened Government. He felt that what China
needs most at the present time is stability and national unity. As to how
stability and national unity is to be achieved, General Chang's broadcast
gave 'two answerss One is the achieving of a quick military victory, and the
other is the alleviation of the financial and economic crisis. Viewed from
the existing situation, what General Chang has said cannot be regarded as
wrong. The Government, the political party in power, and the people throughout
the country all. want social stability and national unity.
China's problem today is not simply one of Chinese Communists. As everybody believed, if China's problem were so simple, the political party in
power, with its powerful Army, would have solved the Communist problem long
ago after twenty years of campaigning against the Communists.
Today, social stability and national unity in China can only be achieved
through peace and democracy. Let us take the following example: After the
conclusion of the war in Europe, the situation in France was no less complex than that in China today. At the time, the opposition party also had

>
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an Army of its own, but why is it that civil war did not'break out in France?
Why is it that France was able to achieve social stability and national
unity, so that the Fourth Republic could be born to become one of the stabilizing factors on the Old Continent? As a matter of fact, there was no
amazing secret there, for this was possible only because, those in power at
the time did not soeL HB.o.10 nal unity by military force and, at the same time,
adopted democratic measures. (Summary)
*

*

*

. Foreign Policy of New Government
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ). Shanghai
April 25. 1947
The third point of the inter-party political program which defines the
foreign policy of the new Government ssys, "In order to promote world peace
and uphold the United Nations Charter, China should pursue a foreign policy
of equality and good neighborliness without discrimination to all friendly
nations." The phrase "equality and good neighborliness without discrimination to all friendly nations" refers mainly to the United States, Soviet
Russia, Britain and France, especially the United States and Russia.
Both the United States and Soviet Russia have a traditional friendship
for China, having extended a large amount of aid to_ us during our resistance against Japanese aggression. However, it is an undeniable fact that
since V-J Day, the Soviet Union has adooted an attitude toward China which
has been very displeasing to us in many respects. For instance, such-Soviet acts as leaving China out of the Moscow Conference, opposing China's
demand that she be one of the inviting nations in connection with the peace
conference on Germany, and proposing that the "China question" be discussed
at .the Moscow Conference — all these are derogatory to our international
position and to our standing and prestige as a nation. What we especially
regret is the unfair criticism which the "Pravda", organ of the Soviet
Government, has made against China's internal politics and which does not
tally with the facts. In order to maintain and Improve the traditional
friendship between China and Soviet Russia, we find it necessary to.call the
attention of the Soviet authorities to this.
We fully support the foreign policy of the new Government, which is
one of "equality and good neighborliness without discrimination to all friendly
nations." At the same time, we fervently hope that all the friendly nations
will treat China in as friendly a manner as she treats them. (Summary)
*

*

*

On Wallace's Speeches
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised.' C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 25, 1947
Wallace has made a number of speeches in the Capitals of Britain, France,
Sweden, Norway and Denmark. Summarizing the texts of his speeches, we feel
that Wallace is of the opinion that the foreign policy which President
Truman has adopted is a dangerous anti-Soviet policy, which may lead the
world to war and destruction. However, in our eyes as a third party, Wallace's
arguments against Truman's policy .are not very tenable. Doesn't President
Truman himself also hope that Soviet Russia will cooperate?
The only difference is that in order to attain this objective, the United
States will no longer hesitate to adopt a firm policy.
At present all the nations of the world, especially the United States,
Canada, Turkey and Greece, are taking measures to prevent their respective
peoples from being influenced by Communism. However, while positively extending aid to Greece and Turkey so as to prevent Communist influence from infiltrating into those two countries, the United States is not worried about the
situation in China where the Chinese Communists have staged an open rebellion
against the Government. Even the US$500,000,000 loan which has long ago been
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designated for China
Therefore, we cannot
of both China, which
of the United States
China. (Summary)

has been appropriated but not yet extended to China.
but doubt the unity of U.S. policy. In the interests
is being threatened by the Chinese Communists, and
herself, the latter must positively extend aid to
* *

*

U.S. Senate Approves Aid to Greece and Turkey Bill
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.p. Organ). Shanghai
April 25. 19A7
On April 22nd the U.S. Senate approved by a 67 to 25 vote President
Truman's bill calling for a US$400,000,000 fund.to aid Greece and Turkey.
The approval of this bill is a momentous event in the history of the United
States. It has not only decided U.S. foreign policy, but also intensified
the struggle between the United States and Soviet Russia. Whether or not
world peace can be guaranteed depends upon whether or not Soviet Russia
will abandon her expansionist policy and whether or not the United States
can refrain from bringing too strong a pressure to bear upon Russia, Today,
the people of the United States and Soviet Russia as well as the people of
all the rest of the world are yearning for peace, so the U.S. and Soviet
authorities certainly should not go to the extremes. We feel that both
the Soviet "expansionist11 policy and the United States' "Trumanism" have
made the same mistake. Both of them hope to achieve peace by warlike gestures,
which is self-contradictory. They should have a good grasp of the realities
and make another great effort in the direction of peace and cooperation
through seeking a fundamental solution of all pending issues. (Summary)
* * *

Other editorials not translated:
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Chiang Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai

Dated April 25. 19A7
New Men, New Administration, and New
Way of Doing Things
Hoi? the New Government Will Tide Over
Present Economic Crisis
The New Atmosphere Prevailing After
the Formation of the New Government
Our Expectations of the New Government
Our Expectations of the New Government
On Truman-ism
How to Press Down Prices of Cotton
Yarn and Cloth
Several Essential Points in Connection
with the Enforcement of Democratic
Education
* * *

POLITICAL MEWS
Government Expects Loan from United States
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 25. 19A7
Nanking, April 2 4 — T h e Government is pinning its hope on the sale of
the U.S. dollar Government bonds and on the obtaining of a loan from the
United States which will serve to balance the State budget and to facilitate
rehabitation and reconstruction. Since greater efforts are still needed
to push
the sale of U.S. dollar bonds, the Government is therefore
entertaining greater expectations of the U.S. loan. Meanwhile, it hopes that

*

it will be able to achieve greater success in the forthcoming negotiation
for the loan. Formal negotiations for the US$500,000,000 loan from the
United States are expected to be started soon. The competent authorities
are now drafting a plan for the disposal of the said loan.
It is learnt that the forthcoming U.S. loan, according to arrangements with the United States, should be used for the purposes of national
reconstruction, therefore a portion of it will be appropriated for the
purchase of transportation and factory equipment, while another portion, for
the purchase of consumption goods such as cotton. It is further learnt
that the Government is expecting to obtain a loan greater than the amount
of US$500,000,000, most probably US§1,000,000,000. Whether or not this
hope can be realized will hinge upon the results of the forthcoming negotiations.
*

*

*

Problem of Taking Over Port Arthur and Dairen Exceedingly
C omplex
Ho Ping Jih Pao (Kf.1T Army Organ) . Shanghai
April 25. 19/.7
Peiping, April 24—Upon his arrival here yesterday, Kung Hsueh-sui,
Mayor of Dairen said that whether or not armed forces are required to take
part in the take-over of Port Arthur and Dairen will hinge upon forthcoming
developments in the diplomatic negotiations with the parties concerned.
Soviet quarters have emphatically pointed out that there are no illegal
armed forces stationed near Dairen". However-, the problem of Port Arthur
is an exceedingly complex one. Since the problems of the Chinese Eastern
Railway and Port Arthur are closely connected with each other, they will
be settled simultaneously. U.S. quarters have also expressed concern over
all these problems. The Chinese Government authorities have already decided
to appropriate a special fund for the take-over of Port Arthur and Dairen,
it is learnt.
*

*

*

Tung Yen-ping to Be Sent to Port Arthur and Dairen
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 25, 1947
Nanking, April 24
It is learnt that the Chinese authorities will
dispatch Tung Yen-ping, Deputy Chief-of-Staff of the Generalissimo's Headquarters In the Northeast, to Port Arthur and Dairen together with a group
of personnel to inspect the situation there.
It is further learnt that Tung will be appointed Chinese Vice Chairman
of the Military Commission in the Port Arthur area. It should be understood
that the Commission is the supreme military organ in that area. According
to treaty stipulations, it should be composed of five members, three representing the Soviets while two representing the Chinese. One of the Soviet members will act as Chairman of the Commission, while one of the Chinese
members, Vice Chairman. The competent authorities are now considering the
selection of another man for the Commission.
*

*

*

China's Views Re Japan's Industrial level
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ), Shanghai
April 25. 1947
Nanking, April 24
All quarters in China are dissatisfied with the
recent decision reached by General MacArthur to the effect that Japan's
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industrial level should not exceed that of the year 1934, c hina still insists that Japan's industrial level should not exceed that of 1914.
*

*

*

Teng Shih-hou to Be Appointed Governor of Szechuan
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Grouo") . Shanghai
April 25, 1947
Chengtu, April 2/,—Teng Shih-hou, Acting Governor of Szechuan, will
fly to Nanking shortly to report his duty.
According to information revealed by well-informed-circles, Teng will
be appointed Governor of Szechuan and concurrently Deputy Director of the
Generalissimo's Headquarters in Chungking. Whether the Ssechuan-Sikong Pacification Headquarters --ill "e retained or abolished will be decided upon
after Teng's trip to Nanking.
* * *

, . -Peng Meng-tsi Said to Be Appointed Garrison
Commander of Taiwan
Sin Wen Pao (KM1-supervised. C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 25, 1947
Nanking, April 24
It is learnt that Peng Meng-tse, Fort Commander of
Takao (Kaohsiung), will be appointed Garrison Commander of Taiwan Province
and Niu Hsien-ming, Chief-of-Staff.
* *

*

Young China Party Members to Staff Economic Ministry
Li Pao (General Labor Union Organ). Shanghai
April 25. 1947
Nanking, April 24 (Shenchow News Agency)
It is learned that more ..
than half of the personnel of the Ministry of Economic Affairs will be taken
up by members of the Young China Party, hence the reshuffle of the said
Ministry is rather extensive. .As the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
is mostly staffed with technical personnel, of which there is only few in
the Young China Party, so it is hoped that this Ministry will undergo very
little reshuffle.
*

*

*

Says Government Reorganization Prelude to Democratic
Government in China

. -

Shun Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C..Organ), Shanghai
April 25. 1947
Nanking, April 24
Chen Chi-tien of the Young China Party had a talk
with press reporters on the questions of democracy and. the civil war. According to him, the reorganization' of the Government marks the prelude to democratic government in China, while the realization of democracy hinges on
the possession or lack of democratic bearing on the part of various quarters.
Though there are quite a few causes for the internal strife today, he said,
yet the most important cause is the. insufficiency of democratic spirit, in
the country, and it is earnestly hoped, that all .parties and factions would
lay down their arms so that democracy may be realized. If, despite the CP
desire to come to terms and to restore communications throughout the country,

I

civil war continues to rage on, then this would be a CP-Kuomintang problem.
However, if the CP does not want to lay down'arms nor to ..restore, the
country's communications, then this responsibility would.have to be borne
by the CP alone, and would be a problem for the new Government and the CP
to settle.
*

*

*

Democratic Socialist Party Leader in the North Flies
.to Shanghai
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 25, 1947
Peiping, April 24
Liang Chiu-shui of the Democratic Socialist Party
flew to Shanghai this morning. Prior to his departure' he said that his
trip to Shanghai is to mediate in the Party's internal dispute. If President Chiang Kai-shek invites him to Nanking, he will bring, forth the
following 3-point proposal to the President in person: 1) The popular
election of provincial governors and hsien magistrates as stipulated in the
Constitution probably will be manipulated by feudalistic forces and corrupt
gentry, 2) Government finances hereafter should be made public, 3) Capable
men should be selected from among all quarters to be appointed to Government
posts.
* *

*

Each State Council Members Will Get House and Car
Chien Sien Jih Pao (Connected with Ku Chu-tung), Shanghai
Aoril 25. 1947
Nanking, April 24 With the formation of the new Government, all the
State Council members have assumed the heavy responsibility of leading the
nation from the stage of political tutelage to that of constitutional ...
government..
It is learnt that in order to comfort, the State Council members for their hard work, the Government is going to grant each one of them
a mauve-colored automobile and a foreign-styled house. All the State Council members will be given preferential treatment by the Civil. Affairs Department of the National Government Headquarters,
* *

MILITARY

*

M S
Situation in North Kiangsu Still Tense

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 25. 1947
Nanking, April 24 The situation in North Kiangsu is still tense. Over
10,000 CP troops in Shantung Province have crossed the Lunghai Railway and
are heading southward. They have bypassed Shuyang on the highway and are
advancing towards Huaiyin and Huaian. They have already taken Euning and
are active in'the triangular area of Taihsien, Yangchow and Kaoyu. It is
reported that communications along the Yangchow-Taihsien highway have been
disrupted. The Government Army authorities are now massing their men to
strike back. An observer says that the CP troops are attempting to gain
control of the two highways and to disrupt communications, instead of occupying cities in North Kiangsu.
* *

*
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Offensives Launched by Government and C? Troops
in Shantung Province
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
A^ril 25, 194?
Nanking, April 24
Both Government and CP troops in Shantung Province
have launched offensives at the same time, and heavy fighting is progressing along the Kiaochow-T sinan and the Lunghai Railways and in the Taian
and T/lengyin areas. The Tsinpu line -which has enjoyed peace for. a long time
has also been affected. Severe fighting is raging along the two ends of
the Kiaochow-Tsinan Railway. Kiaohsien and Kaomi along the eastern section
of the line are still in the hands of the CP troops. Having fulfilled its
mission during the recent offensive campaign, one division of General Wang
Yao-wu's (Governor of Shantung) men at that front is now preparing to launch
another offensive. Government forces along the western section had entered
Putsi, then retreated to Llingshui. Such operations directed by General
Wang are intended to nush the offensive campaign step by step so as to annihilate the main force of the CP troops.
Once again CP troops at Laiwu in Central Shantung are attempting
cut off the Tsinpu Railway, so during these few days they have made a
onslaught on Taian. Ther'r "anguards already readied the outskirts of
city today. They are no, engaged in severe fight with the Government
in the area east of Taishan.

to
fierce
that
forces

Government forces under the command of Generals Tang En-po and Wang
Ching-chiu joined hands with each other at Mengshan this morning. Hostilities in the Kiangsu-Shantung border area have been greatly intensified.
The situation in Kungyu which is being encircled by the CP troops from three
sides is obscure. Train service from Haichow to Hsinan along the eastern
section of the Lunghai Railway has been suspended since yesterday. The
situation in Haichow is exceedingly critical.. It is reported that the city's
contact with the outside has already been cut off,
*

*

Vice Commander of Air Force Arrives in Peiping
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 25, 1947
Peiping, April 23 Wang Shu-ming, Vice Commander of Air Force, arrived
in Peiping today. At 8 o'clock the next morning, together with General
Sun Lien-chung, Commander of the Pacification Headquarters in North China,
he flew to Shihmen for an inspection tour. At 5 o'clock the same afternoon,
he returned here. It is generally believed that after their inspection trip
to Shihmen, military operations along the middle section of the PeipingHankow Railway will soon mark a new development.
*

*

*

C-in-C of Navy Expected to Arrive Here from
Nanking Today
Sin Wen Pao (Mr-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 25, 1947
(Local News)—Admiral Kwei Yung-tsing, C-in-C of Navy, will arrive here
from Nanking this morning. He will proceed to the naval bases in the Chushan
Archipelago for inspecting the defense work there. The Navy base command in
Shanghai
has a warship in the Whangpoo River ready to take the Admiral
to his destination.
*

*

*
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ECONOMIC DEWS
Unfreezing of Cost of Living Indices Urged in View
of Wild Fluctuations of Prices
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 25, 1947
(Local News)
With wild fluctuations'of commodity prices here, the
livelihood of the workers have been jeopardized. As wages are now under
control while commodity prices are soaring all the time, the workers of all
cotton mills in the Fourth District unanimously urged the General Labor
Union day before yesterday to petition the Government for the unfreezing
of the cost of living index so as to stabilize the livelihood of the workers.
It is also learnt that, in view of the fact that commodity prices have,
risen sharply despite the freezing of the cost of living indices on which
the wages have been based, thus defeating the purpose of the Government
Emergency Economic Measures which is designed to curb rising prices, the
Shanghai Newspapers Labor Union petitioned the Bureau of Social Affairs yesterday, urging the latter to request the Central authorities to reconsider
the unfreezing of the workers' cost of living index.
*

*

*

Rise in Commodity Prices Due to Issuance of
Large Denomination Notes
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 25, 19A7
(Local News)
Affected by various stimulants during the past few days,
prices of all commodities have risen sharply. Following the issuance of
CR|1C,000 large denomination notes, further wild fluctuations of prices have
cropped out one after another. On touring the streets yesterday, our reporter
found the new prices of the essential commodities as follows:
Pice:

The price of rice has risen from the ceiling orice of
CNC>170,000 to over CIC'200,000 per picul.
Edible Oils: The price of edible oils has risen from CN$40'0,000 to
CN$450,000 per "tan".
Cigarettes:
A general increase of 20-30 percent is noted.
Newsprint:
The price of newsprint has risen from CN$110,000 to
CN$190,000 per ream. Meat:
The price of meat has risen from over CN&4,000 to over
CNf>6,000 per catty.
Vegetables:
The price of vegetables has risen from CN$300 to over
CN$800 per catty.
"Yellow"Fish: The price of "yellow" fish has risen from CN$1,800 to
CN$3,200 per catty.
Bean Curd:
The price of Bean curd has risen from CN$2,200 to CN$3,000
per "board"
Salt:
The price of salt has risen from CN05OO to CI®700 per catty.
Chicken Eggs: The pi ice of Chicken eggs has risen from CN§300 to CN&400
per piece.
A number of guilds have gathered, together for the readjustment of ceiling
prices.
•

*

*

*
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Can Clashes Be Averted in Sinkiang?
by Staff Correspondent Yang Xwan
Hen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April S. 1947
Tihwa, March 2 5 — W h y have clashes repeatedly occurred in Sinkiang?
Can such clashes be averted in this province? Probably, these are questions
which all who are concerned over the political situation in the Northwest
are interested in. In order to understand this problem one must first have
a clear understanding of the immediate as well as the remote causes of these
clashes in Sinkiang.
Situation in Sinkiang after V-J Day
In postwar Sinkiang, as everybody knows, the territory west of the Suilai
bridge (spanning the Manas River) has been and still is garrisoned by Ining
troons. At the same time, the area north of Kulbantungud (?) Desert Is garrisoned by Habin (?) troops (composed mostly of Kazaks), UP to the present,
with the exception of the K-.zaks in the Altai Mountain region who were defeated by Mongolian gold diggers, and who later surrendered to the Nationalist
troops, the positions held by the afore-mentioned two armies have hardly
been changed.
There is now a "military team" permanently stationed in Suilai. This
"military team" is composed of representatives of both armies. Neither of
the two armies is allowed to station troops within a radius of 20 kilometers
around Suilai. The Ining authorities have placed a few unarmed sentinels
on the west side of the Suilai bridge and the Nationalist troops, for the
sake of Protecting the military team and with the consent of the Ining authorities, have stationed a platoon of troops on.the east side of the bridge.
The territory garrisoned by Ining troops, as shown on the map, occupies
only about one-fourth of the total area of Sinkiang. But the rice produced
in this quarter of the province is more than twice that produced in the remaining three quarters of the province held by Nationalist troops. In Sinkiang, foodstuffs have always been regarded as the most precious thing.
By dint of fate, this "granary of Sinkiang" has fallen into no other hands
than those of the Ining clan. Though Tihwa is only a day's drive by truck
from Suilai, yet the quotation for rice in areas west of the Suilai bridge is
three or four times lower than the price quoted in Tihwa.
At the same time, the position of the Nationalist troops is not quite
simple. With the exception of the inhabitants living along the Tihwa-Sinsinhsia highway who are chiefly Hans, all the rest of the Population living
in the surrounding areas of the Tarira Desert in South Sinkiang are mostly
aliens, the majority of whom are Uighurs. At present, it can be said that
the position of the Nationalist trooos in Sinkiang is such that they are surrounded by a group of alien races of different tongues and languages, different customs and habits, different thoughts and ideals, different creeds
and beliefs.
Chang Chih-chung's Policy of Appeasement
The situation in Sinkiang makes peace in that province indispensible.
But we must at the same time not forget the genius and ability of Gen. Chang
Chih-chung in governing that province. His talents lay in his ability to
calmly apprehend the Sinkiang situation and to arrive at an accurate appraisal
of the same. That is to say, he drew the conclusion that war cannot solve
the Sinkiang problem.' He had well grasped this point, hence his resolute
adoption of the policy of appeasement, unmindful of making "the greatest concessions."
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Troubled Chang Chih-chung
In order to make Sinkiang independent but at the same time not severed
from the mother country, Gen. Chang Chih-chung signed the Peace Agreement;
in order to create a favorable and friendly environment for the Nationalist
troops, Chang Chih-chung adopted the policy of racial friendliness, making
"concessions" to various alien races.
Unfortunately, such measures on Chang's part only invited adverse
criticisms on part of his troops. In Sinkiang, quite a number of militarymen actually made such comments: "Chang Chih-chung has made a present of
Sinkiang to the aliens!", "Chang Chih-chung is rearing a tiger to bring woe
upon himself," "Why Y/as it that Governor Shen Shih-tsai could suppress uprisings in Sinkiang while we couldn't? To be too polite to or condescending'
toward the Uighurs is absolutely not the way to tackle the problem....."
Some inexperienced people even said: "Had so-and-so been sent here at first,
it would have been quite different. That person can really fight, and the
Ining and Altai regions would surely not have been 'lost'....."
Chang Chih-chung has his own troubles in ruling Sinkiang. All that he •
has racked his brains to ac" ieve,. has not only not won for him the confidence
and support of the Uighu\i and Kazaks but even failed to satisfy his own
subordinates. In admonishing his subordinates he urged them to "have a
accurate grasp of realities" and to "have a thorough understanding of the
environments", but even that advice had to be given in not too harsh a term.
There is a fundamental difference
between Chang Chih-chung
and the Uighurs Kazaks r a c e s . T h e s e latter races have all the time created a
string of perplexing problems for Chang to tackle with. They either say
that the Nationalist trooos are bad, or clamor for the withdrawal of the
Nationalist troops to Hami.
Every time Chang Ghih-chung made a speech or issued a statement, he
gave the impression that he had too many troubles that could hardly be told.
He knew quite well that under the present situation "war" was quite out of
the question, for the internal strife is at its height and the Government
could hardly spare its forces elsewhere. Moreover, communications in Sinkiang
are handicapped by the lack of facilities. Therefore, he could only let
the Uighur and Kazak issue "drag along" as it is, for the time being. The
future of Sinkiang will hinge upon the development of situation in China
proper.
Attitude of Uighurs and Kazaks Toward the Hans
The constant clashes between the Government and the indigene races in
Sinkiang were, besides the misunderstanding of certain militarymen, due to
the hostile attitude of the Uighurs and Kazaks toward the Hans; the former
onine that the Hans have always assumed the attitude of "conquerors" in
Sinkiang. Moreover, these races are not only hostile toward the Nationalist
troops but they actually regard these latter with contempt! They compare the
Hans to a savage and back ard race-which knows only to destroy but not to
build.
Some of them say: "Your Central Government can't even solve your own
internal issue, how then can you solve our problem for us?" They did everything possible to mock and .jeer at the Nationalist publicity machinery. They
are of the opinion that the Hans know only to engage in empty talks but not
in actual deeds.
The Central Government sent a movie and dramatic troupe to Tihwa for
propaganda purposes. The movies shown were old and worn out films, and the
plays were staged by non-amateur actors so that the Uighur and Kazak audience
jeered and booed, clamoring for the closing of the performances. Most of
the audience had had their art training in the Soviet school and taste, and
to them the culture of the Hans is too backward
This mutual enmity and
contempt is, therefore, the factor responsible for the ceaseless clashes which
occur in Sinkiang. During his visit to Nanking, Chang Chih-chung told the
pressmen: " O n l ^ / t h e domestic issue is solved can the Sinkiang problem
/
be settled."
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Complicated Political Rivalry
•

•

At present Chang Chih-chung is doing his utmost to win over the alien
races in the Ining region of Sinkiang. He grants lots of privileges to
.all those Uighurs who aie loyal to the Government. On the other hand, the
Uighurs and Kazaks are politically inmature, especially so are those in
South Sinkiang. There, the majority of Uighurs subconciously entertain a
hostile attitude towards the Hans. Moreover, contradictions also exist
between the Uighur and the Kazak races. This is the greatest weak point
of the so-called "East Turkistan Republic". The Government took advantage
of this weakness and launched the "Turkistan" movement, making use of Gen.
Ma Pu-fang's Moslem Army as well as a small number of Uighurs and Kazaks
to propagate the idea that "Turkistan is only a religious name and not the
name of a State", hoping thus to win over the support of the Moslems. However owing, to the difference of languages and tongues, the results achieved
by the Government were quite limited.
Can Clashes Be Averted in Sinkiang;?
Under a situation like this, can clashes be averted in Sinkiang? It
is still hard to arrive at a conclusion now. In the opinion of the author,
if those Nationalist elements who are in favor of using armed force to subjugate the Uighurs and Kazaks, would make a further study of the existing
situation in Sinkiang, correct their erroneous concepts and views and thoroughly carry out Chang Chih-chung's policy of appeasement, the clashes
would be avoidable, though they might not be completely averted. The Sinkiang issue is part of the problem of China's affairsj so it should not be
dealt with separately.
The many clash incidents which occurred at the end of February were
only a prelude to the series of rash and imprudent acts perpetrated by the
troops during Chang Chih-chung1s absence. Fortunately, Chang Chih-chung
returned quickly, otherwise had the 70,000 to 80,000 Uighurs and Kazaks in
the Tihwa city region risen up together to bring about a general uprising,
the incident might not have been easy to settle.
It is said that Chang Chih-chung's recent return to Tihwa was to
guarantee the enforcement of the policy of appeasement which will absolutely
outlaw the abusive use of armed might. He also obtained the Government
approval for a CN|100,0.00,000,000-loan for the reconstruction of Sinkiang.
Besides this, he also brought with him a "Shanghai Musical Group" which i3
slated to give a concert in Tihwa so as to convince the Uighurs and Kazaks
that the culture of the Hans is just as good. At the same time, he also
devised measures to strengthen the publicity machinery, to raise the cultural standard, all of which bespeak the administrative ability of Governor
Chang. Let us hope then that his program will not be foiled by the indiscreet actions on the part of those militarymen who are lacking in foresight,
*

*

*

MOPE ECONOMIC NEWS
Most of Cotton Weaving Factories in Peiping Suspend Operations
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal), Shanghai
April 2A. 19A7
Peiping (By Air Mail) — A certain well-known industrialist of the 'textile
enterprises here is reported to have said:
" "There are over 150 cotton weaving factories here, each of which ovms a
few to over a hundred looms according to varying size's of the plants. Under
the prevailing condition of price fluctuations, these factories can hardly
proceed with their work in accordance with fixed plans. When the market becomes favourable, they invariably make some purchases of cotton yarn so as
to engage in the business of dyeing and weaving. With the existing situation
being so unfavourable, these factories have to suspend operations time and
again. The main obstacles to the textile enterprises here are as follows: 1)
the fact that the price of cotton yarn is higher than that of the manufactured
goods has dealt a fatal blow to the cotton weaving enterprises, 2) the scope
of sale Is limited, 3) tax is too heavy, and A) capital is insufficient."
* *

*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Moscow Conference Comes to an End
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 26, 1947
The Moscow Conference was but one link in the complex international
situation, and until a new, postwar international balance of power is established, a world-wide struggle for domination between the United States
and the Soviet Union is unavoidable. As a matter of fact, so far we have
been unable to find any strong reason why Capitalism and Communism cannot
co-exist. We feel that differences between the United States and Soviet
Russia are only a kind of friction or contest between them prior to the
establishment of a new international balance of power.
Even though some people are worried about the firm policy of the United
States towards the Soviet Union, we believe that at least for the present,
Truman will not "bring an era of terror with him." This is because the
so-called "firmness" is only a means, not an end. Of course, we do not
hope that the United States' firm policy towards Soviet Russia will serve
to deepen the differences between the two countries. However, it would be
a great mistake to think that concessions like those implied in the Yalta
secret pact will contribute to the building of peace.
Viewed from the postwar international situation as a whole, the smell
of gunpowder is not very strong at the present time. While the latest Moscow Conference has proved a failure, yet, as Marshall has said, this was
only the "first round". (Summary)
* *

*

Failure of Moscow Foreign Ministers' Conference
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 26. 1947
In quietly observing the tendency of the leading Powers in the world,
we find that they are making an effort to convert themselves into great,
new empires, having given up long ago all thoughts about world peace and
"One World". It is undeniable that the Moscow Conference has proved a
failure, but people should not become too pessimistic just because of this.
We ought to know that the great task of building peace cannot be completed
in a day. It is the fervent hope of the entire human race that after the
failure of the Four Foreign Ministers' Conference, the Powers concerned will
let their heads cool down a bit and correct their past mistakes, so that the
world, especially Europe, will be able to step onto the road to peace at an.
early date. (Summary)
*

*

*

Big Four Ministers' Conference Closes
Sin Wen Pao (MIT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 26. 1947
A study of the 44 sessions of the Moscow Foreign Ministers' Conference has
revealed the faot that there are three main reasons why the Conference has
proved a failure.
The first of these main reasons is that prior to the opening of the
Conference, the U.S. and Soviet authorities had adopted an offensive attitude
which directly affected the atmosphere of the Conference.

Secondly., during the discussions on the peace treaty for Germany, both
the Anglo-American and the Soviet representatives made proposals which could
not possibly be accepted by the other side.
Thirdly, the U.S. and Soviet authorities did not trust each other at
all.
We regret very much that the Moscow Conference has had to be concluded
without achieving any results, but we should not be too pessimistic. The
third session of the U.N. General Assembly is scheduled to take place in
New York in September. It is possible that after four months of rest and
quiet, the Big Four Foreign Ministers may seek harmony in a new spirit.
(Summary)
* *

*

After the Close of the Moscow Conference
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 26. 19A7
There is no denying the fact that the latest Moscow Foreign Ministers'
Conference has proved a total failure. Even General Marshall himself has
expressed "great disappointment" over the lack of achievements of the Moscow Conference, A.3 a matter fact, the failure of the Foreign Ministers'
Conference to achieve any results is not disappointing to the Big Four alone;
all other countries, in the world also feel as if they had lost something, ...
because they believe 'that peace is now farther from the world than it has
been in the past. If the statesmen and diplomats of the great Powers cannot
examine themselves after the close of the Moscow Conference, and if they
cannot first eradicate mutual suspicion and mutual distrust among nations
and then bring about mutual trust and a spirit of mutual concession, then
the world will never see the light of peace. (Summary)
*

*

*

After the First Round
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 26. 19A7
Prior to the opening of the Moscow Conference, American quarters had
expressed pessimistic views, and even General Marshall expressed similar
views to newspapermen before his departure from Washington. He would rather be a diehard and fail than achieve success through compromise. It was.
in this frame of mind that he had planned to force Soviet Russia to come to
terms. The result is that the Conference has collapsed. On his first
appearance in the international political arena as a statesman. General Marshall
has not been able to achieve the desired victory, hence he could not, out
of despair, help declaring that this was only the first round. In other words,
he is determined to continue to fight this diplomatic battle stubbornly.
There is sometimes a limit to the power of the dollar and supplies, A
century ago when Great Britain was at the zenith of her power, she used supplies and the pound sterling to support the governments of the backward nations,-" thus bringing about a golden age for her colonial-policy. But would
this old"method still prove effective? The present difficult situation will
compell men like Vandenberg to withdraw their aiding hands.
That is why it is already quite obvious whether or not "Trumanism" will
be able to achieve the desired"results, and that is why Marshall's strategy
of fighting stubbornly will have to be revised sooner or later. As soon as
the strategy is changed, the tension between the United States and Soviet
Russia will automatically ease. It is possible that success or failure will
be determined during the second or third round. (Summary)
*

*

*

-
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What Else Can the Democratic League Say?
—

Look at the pitiful statement of the League —

Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ), Shanghai
April 26. 19A7
Since the Democratic League inherited the "bequeathed property" of the
Communist Party it has not dared make any public statements for quite a
long time now. Yesterday, however, it suddenly opened its mouth again, explaining its attitude toward the recent reorganization of the Government.
Originally, there were three parties and three factions within the League,
but now only the so-called Third Party remains, ana little is heard of the
three factions' now. The League has long ago lost its status as a political
group, so that even it issued one or two hundred more statements, it would
not be able to make its own influence felt.
After inheriting the "bequeathed property" of the Communists, the
status of the League became clear. The League has been despised by all democratic-inclined people. That is why it has found it necessary to issue
this statement explaining why it is "a political group not now in power".
(Summary)
*

*

*

Other editorials not translated:

Dated April 26. 19A7

Lih Pao, Shanghai

The Lesson Taught by the Failure of
the Four Power Foreign Ministers'
Conference
Our Expectations of the Banking Law
Immediately Absorb Idle Capital to
Press Down Commodity Prices
Moscow Conference Has Failed
After Reading Through the Manifesto
Issued by Democratic League on
• Current Situation
Find Another Way to Press Down Commodity Prices
Congratulations on the 50th Anniversary of the Inauguration of the
Commercial Bank of China

Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai

*

*

*

p o l i t i c a l news
Taiwanese Representatives Bring Forth Proposal to
New Governor of Taiwan
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 26. 19A7
Nanking, Aoril 25
Representatives of seven Taiwanese organizations
in Nanking and Shanghai called on Dr. Wei Tao-ming, newly appointed Governor
of Taiwan, this morning and presented to the latter a written proposal regarding the settlement of the aftermath of the Taiwan"incident and the reform
of administration in Taiwan.
In regard to the settlement.of the aftermath of the Taiwan incident,
they made the following suggestions: 1) The rural pacification campaign should
be immediately stooped, 2) Martial law should be immediately discontinued,
3) All the arrested persons should be immediately released, L) The Government should fulfill its promises not to Punish all the persons involved in
the recent incident, 5) Privately-owned newspapers such as Min Pao, Jen Min
Tao Pao, Ta Ming Pao, Chung Tsien Jih Pao and Chung Hwa Jih Pao and other

publications should be allowed to resume publication and should be comoen"
sated for their losses, 6) All the subordinate officials under Governor
Chen Yi, regardless of whether they are Taiwanese or not, should be relieved
of their posts, 7) An investigation group should be organized to probe the
cause of the tragedy and the number of persons killed and wounded in
the course of the incident, 8) The police corps and the special service section should be disbanded, 9) All the corrupt officials, namely, Ke Chin-sze,
Chow I-ngo, Pao Ko-yung, Yen Chia-kan, Chao Lien-fang, Cheng Kuo-shih, Jen
Wei-chun, Chiang Fu-hsiang,- Chen Ta-yuen, Li Tso-chih, Yu Pai-chi, Lu Kweihsiang, and Hsia Tao-she. g should be liquidated in accordance with law,
10) An investigation group should be organized to investigate the conditions of the take-over operations in Taiwan and those of the administration
of the Government-operated enterprises and the people should be allowed to
Inform the competent authorities of the irregularities involved in these
matters and to prosecute
them, 11) All the schools closed down by
the Taiwan authorities should be allowed to reopen at once.
In regard to the reform of administration in Taiwan, the Taiwanese
representatives made the following proposals: 1) The Government monopoly
system should be abolished, 2) The Trade Bureau should be abolished, 3) All
the special laws and regulations governing the control of finances, trade
and transportation should be revoked, A) The reorganization of the Bank of
Taiwan should be postponed, and the Taiwanese should be appointed to head
the Board of Directors and the Managerial Department of the Bank, 5) The
shipments of Government-owned Taiwan sugar, coal and rice to other parts
of the country should be postponed until prices of these products have
been decided upon after consultations with the Central authorities, 6) Conscription as well as collection of land tax in kind and requisitioning of
Army provisions in Taiwan should be postponed, 7) Ksien magistrates should
be appointed through popular election, 8) The provincial, hsien and municipal
councils should be re-elected at once, 9) Government-owned land should be
allotted to farmers for cultivation so that the principle that the farmers
should have their own land can be put into effect, 10) Treatment of school
teachers and school equipment should be improved, 11) Free education should
be promoted with all possible efforts.
*

*

*

K.P. Che:„ to Be Despatched to States to Negotiate
for US$1,000,000,OCX) Loan
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ). Shanghai
April 26. 19A7
Nanking, April 25 (Shun Shih News Agency)
According to information
revealed by the Ministry of Finance in regard to the U.S. $500,000,000 loan
from the United States, the total amount of funds required by various branches
of the Government is quite an enormous one which has already exceeded US$500,000,000,therefore the Government finds it very difficult to carry on the
negotiations for the said loan. Another report has it that the Government
is planning to despatch a representative to the U.S. Government to negotiate
for another loan of US$1,000,000,000. It is learnt that there is a great
possibility of Mr. K.P. Chen being appointed for this mission.
4(- *
Negotiations on the Issues of Chinese Changchun
Railway and of Port Arthur and Dairen to Be
Conducted Simultaneously
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 26, I9A7
Nanking, April 25
Wang Chu-ting, Deputy Director of the Chinese Changchun Railway Administration, returned to Mukden on April 25. Ling Hung-hsun
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and Chen Yen-chiung, high official of the Ministry of Railways and Chairman of the Chinese Changchun Railway Administration respectively, will
also arrive in Mukden soon. Sino-Soviet negotiations on the Chinese Changchun Railway will be conducted simultaneously with those on the take-over
of Port Arthur and Dairen.
*

*. *

MILITARY NEWS
Situation in Shansi Extremely Grave, Governor
of Shansi Says
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 26. 19A7
Taiyuan, April 25
In their speeches delivered at the 2nd session of
1st Sh ansi Provincial Council held this morning, General Yen Hsi-shan, Governor of Shansi, and Wang Huai-ming, Chairman of the Council, declared
that the present situation in Shansi is extremely grave. Ho Te-fu, Council
member, motioned impromptu that since the strength of the Government forces
in Shansi is insufficient to suppress the CP troops which are making frantic
efforts to seize all kinds of supplies from this province, the Provincial
administration should wire the Central authorities urging the latter to
immediately send more re-enforcements to Shansi to help relieve the critical situation there.
*

*

*

Big Battle Progressing in Shantung
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist,) , Shanghai
April 26, 19A7
Nanking, April 25—-After the start of the big battle in Shantung Province, the situation there has been reverted to that which obtained at the
end of last month. Hostilities in that province have been spread out everywhere from Central Shantung. They are now progressing along the KiaochowTsinan, Tsinpu and Lunghai Railways, Mengyin in the LInyi-Mengyin mountainous
area was occupied by the Government forces yesterday, Taian along the
Tsinpu line is now being encircled by CP troops from three sides. A report
was current last evening that the Government troops in Tawenkou had moved
to other positions. The section of the railway line about 8 II tcr the north
of Tawenkou has fallen into the hands of CP troops. Meanwhile, CP forces
after crossing the Tsinpu line are also pushing their advance in a westerly
direction, thus threatening Feicheng. CP General Liu Po-cheng's men in
West Shantung are attempting to cross the river to strike Pingyin and Tung A.
This move its obviously intended to realize their old dream of establishing
bases in the corridor between the Tsinpu line and the Yellow River so that
Liu Po-cheng's troops can link up with Chen Yi's forces,
*

*

*

Air Base of Peiping to Be Further Strengthened
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Grouo), Shanghai
April 26. 19A7
Peiping, April 25
After the recent tour of Wang Shu-ming, Deputy C-in-C
of the Chinese Air Force, in North China, it is generally believed that the
air base of Peiping will be further strengthened which will have an.important
bearing on the military operations now progressing along the middle section
of the Peiping-Hankow Railway. The security zone of the Shihmen air field
has been extended to a radius of over 20 li. Government forces west of Shihmen are now able to gain control of an area of over 30 11,
*

*
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General Pan Yu-kun to Take Over Rost of Commander
of New First Army Today
S in Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, -C .C, Organ), Shanghai
Aoril 26. 1947
Changchun, April 25
The ceremony marking the take-over of the post
of Commander of the New First Army from General Sun Li-jen by General Pan
Yu-kun will be held in the Changchun High Court compound on April 26.
•3'r -ft *
Ammunition Dump in the Vicinity of Hsuchow
Demolished by Fire
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 26. 1947
Nanking, April 25—-A big explosion broke out in the ammunition dump situated to the north of Chiulishan in the vicinity of Hsuchow. The conflagration did not subside until last evening.
General Chen Cheng, Chief of the General Staff of the Chinese Army,
left here for Hsuchow by train last night to investigate the incident.
*

*

-it-

Bandits in South Kwangtung Attempt to Launch Attack on
Suihsi Hsien
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 26, 1947
Canton, April 25—According to a news dispatch from Ghankiangj several
hundred treacherous bandits in South Kwangtung attacked and occupied Yangfanghsiang in Suihsi Hsien on April 24 and the big Sinpenchien bridge on
the Suihsi-Chankiang Highway was also demolished by them. The demolition of
the bridge in connection with this attack was designed to prevent Nationalist
troops from coming to the resue.
*

*

*

ECONOMIC NEWS
Revival of Textile Industry Contemplated
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
Aoril 25. I9A7
Nanking, April 24
A concrete plan to revive China's textile industry
is being mapped out by competent authorities. It is learnt that of the Japanese
reparations equipment to be allotted to China, 5,000 pieces of machinery
capable of manufacturing tools will be used In turning out spinning and weaving machines. At present, China has some two million spindles, and it is
estimated that this number will be increased to five millions in the future.
It has already been decided that five large cities will be made centers of
textile industry, namely, Shanghai, Hankow, Chungking, Sian and Tientsin.
As regards cotton planting, measures for increasing cotton production have
been jointly drawn" up by the Ministries of Economic Affairs and Agriculture
and Forestry.
*

*

*

tt
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ART IS IBS
Chang Chih-chun Issues Manifesto to Sinkiang
People
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 13, 1947
Lanchow, April 7 (by airmail)
After his return to Tihwa, Governor
Chang Chih-chung issued a "Manifesto to all the inhabitants of Sinkiang",
in conjunction with Vice-Governor Araeitikiang Bolhan (?) and other members
of the Sinkiang Provincial Government, outlining their common attitude towards the Sinkiang situation. The said manifesto was issued on March 25
and was about 4,000 words in length. Besides appealing for greater solidarity among the various racial groups in Sinkiang, it also reproved the
intriguing elements on both sides. Following are the major points of the
manifesto:
(1) All the people of this province must support the Provincial Government reorganized in accordance with the terms of the Peace Agreement
signed last July 1, and must thoroughly carry out the stipulations of the
Peace Agreement as well as the Sinkiang Administrative Program.
(2) The four principles of "promoting Sino-Soviet friendship, upholding national unity, adopting the democratic form of government, and strengthening racial solidarity", will be observed so that peace and stability
in Sinkiang may be promoted.
(3) All the freedoms of the people will be safeguarded, and the intriguing elements' resort to brute force or other means to undermine social order will be strictly prohibited. The people should make their views
known through various grades of public opinion organs (namely, the Provincial or Hsien Council), and should not have recourse to unwarranted actions,
such as the Feb. 21 and 25 tragic incidents resulting from petition
parades, and the March 5 census checkuo which served to arouse public indignation. All such acts should be "rectified."
(4) The Nationalist troops stationed in Sinkiang are not permitted to
interfere in political matters, nor in the local administration, and are
not allowed to infringe on the people's rightful freedom. At the same time
the people should not adopt a hostile attitude towards the garrison troops.
*

*

*

NEWS OF COMMUNICATIONS
Direct Navigation Between Chungking and Shanghai Made
Possible by High Tide of Upper
Yangtze River
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 26, 1947
Chungking, April 24
With the rising tide of the upper Yangtze River,
direct navigation between Chungking and Shanghai which has been suspended
for over six months, will be resumed shortly.
*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
New Government Faces Trial

x

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 28, 19A7
The first important trial facing the new Government is whether it will
be able to bring about an over-all cessation of hostilities- in a short
period of time, to lay the foundations of peace, and to realise the "nationalization of armed forces". However, the fact that the Government has
definitely declared that the complete restoration of railway traffic is a
prerequisite for the "political solution of the Communist problem" indicates that the Government is still determined to force the Chinese Communists
to come to terms by means of superior military might. If in the future the
Government finds that its effort to solve the problem by armed force is full
of difficulties and so tries to find another way of solving the problem,
its success or failure will depend upon whether or not it will seek a way of
bringing about a thorough cessation of hostilities in the spirit of the PCC
resolutions and the truce agreement.
The second important trial facing the new Government is whether or not
it will make a serious effort to guarantee the freedom and rights of the people,
so that the people will be able to enjoy at least freedom of the person, residence, speech, publication, assembly, association, belief and of removal,
as well as "freedom from all sorts of fear".
The third important trial facing the new Government is whether or not
it will be able to stabilize the national economy, reduce the burden of the
people, and improve the living conditions of the people. For instance,
stoppage of the requisitioning of foodstuffs and conscription, prohibition of
the activities of bureaucratic capital, guarantee of the right of the laborers and peasants to demand the amelioration of their living conditions—
all these are necessary measures for alleviating the suffering of the people
at the present time.
Besides, whether or not diplomatically, the Government will be able to promote world peace, to abandon the policy of following the leads of other nations, and to abolish all special rights enjoyed by foreign nations which are
detrimental to our sovereignty will also be an important trial facing the
new Government. (Summary)
* *

*

State of Lawlessness
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 28. 19A7
At present the country and society in general are faced with an unprecedentedly chaotic situation. Everything seems to have become abnormal.
Government officials who are clean and honest are considered as rare, and
when a merchant refrains from manipulating the market and hoarding, it is
considered almost as a miracle. Recently, newspaper offices in different
parts of the country have been attacked, and all the disputes, large and small,
reported in the newspapers indicate that society has lost its center of gravity
and that law and discipline are no more.

- 2 -

If we want democracy and constitutionalism, we must first cultivate the
spirit of government by law. (1) Hereafter the legislative organs must
really represent the wishes of the people. (2) Freedom of speech should be
made full use of, and those Government officials who go against law, violate law, undermine law and play with law should be attacked by the oress.
(3) So far, the venom left behind by feudalism has not been completely
eradicated, and the Government official feels that his power is above everything else, and pays no attention to law and discipline. So long as this
undesirable practice is allowed to exist, there can be no government by
law. (4) The judicial system is pitiably weak, and the judicial personnel
are very poorly paid, so that there is much.room for improvement. All of
the above are important conditions for government by law. (Summary)
*

*

*

Problem of Control of Cotton Yarn
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ). Shanghai
April 28. 1947
During the current month the prices of yarn and cloth have registered
an unprecedentedly rapid rise. The price for Blue Phoenix Brand cotton yarn
42's has risen to more than 01^13,000,000 per bale, which represents an
increase of CN&10,850,000 over the market price of CN&2,150,000 which prevailed on August 30, 1946. Control of cotton yarn has not been able to
solve the problem, but, oh'the contrary, the more the price rises, the
tighter the control becomes, and the tighter the control becomes, the more
the price rises. The problem of the rise in the price of cotton yarn cannot
be solved until the entire price problem has been solved. However, in order
to stabilize the prices of yarn and cloth for the time being, the competent
authorities should improve their method of control. They should help the
cotton mills to solve the problem of raw materials, and anyhow, they must
permit yarn to be sold at a price that will make it possible for the producer to continue production. The method of allotting yarn should also be
improved. In a word, the authorities should do their best to make all systems
reasonable. (Summary)
*

*

What Industrial Circles Demand
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised. C.C. Organ'). Shanghai
April 28. 1947
•

The extension of industrial loans is a direct method of solving the
problem of shortage of capital confronting industrial circles. An increase
in the amount of the industrial loan fund not only will not aggravate the
inflation situation, but will, on the contrary, result in the return of fapi
notes to the Government. The sole responsibility of a Government bank should
be that of absorbing idle capital, prohibiting the usurious rate of interest,
increasing the amount of the industrial loan fund, and promoting cooperation
between the Government and private interests so as to aid the productive enterprises. We hope that the Central Bank of China will abandon its past policy
of shrinking'credits and that it will help industrial circles to solve the
problem of shortage of capital in various ways, so as to help the Government
carry out its policy of aiding privately-owned economic enterprises, (Summary)
•' •
* * *
U.S. to Turn Over Surplus Vessels to China
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April 28. 1947
According to Associated Press and United Press despatches, President
Truman ordered day before yesterday that a certain number of surplus vessels

and surplus warships be turned over to China. At the same time he authorized
the Navy Department to teach the Chinese how to use these vessels and warships by despatching 100 officers and 200 enlisted men to China for training" purposes". While this' action on the part of President Truman is based on an
ota. bill, yet it will no . doubt make an -ride sore ad favorable impression to
China,
However, there is still an unlawful army in China which is bent on
undermining peace and rebelling against the State and the peoole. It is
possible that these rebels will express slanderous views on President Truman's
move In different ways. It is to be hoped that our friendly neighbors as
well as the press throughout this country will understand their stand and
discover their intrigues. In this way, they will be able to tell whether
the views expressed by the rebels are right or not. (Summary)
*

•*• *

U.S. Helps Us

to Build a Navy

Yi Shih Pao (Chinese Catholic Organ). Shanghai
Aoril 28. 19A7
President Truman has ordered that a certain number of U.S. Naval vessels be turned over to China. No doubt, this will be a great help to the
Chinese Navy which is now being built up. We are sure that all patriotic
Chinese will welcome this kind of well-intentioned aid from the United States,
and that all far-sighted Americans will support such a wise move on the
part of the American Government. (Summary)
*

*

*

On the World Crisis
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ). Shanghai
April 28. 19A7
/

Recently, Wallace spoke in Paris, advocating a middle-of-the-road course.
He criticised:the Soviet Union and the extreme leftists for their refusal
to compromise and also blamed the rightists for their preparations for war.
After World War II, the whole world has become dilapidated and poor, and
the reconversion and rehabilitation of such a world will be possible only
when all the countries will cooperate peacefully with one another. Both the
rightists' dictatorship and the leftists' dictatorship by the proletariat
must be completely abandoned, and we must adoot the middle-of-the-road course,
namely, a democracy characterised by liberty, equality and fraternity. Then,
and then only, will Fascist and Nazi totalitarianism not revive under another
name. (Summary)
*

*

Dated Aoril 28. 19A7

Other editorials not translated:

Black Market Transactions in Cotton Yarn
Our Expectations of the New Taiwan
Authorities
The Expansion of Japan's Economic Influence
The Infeasible Price Curbing Policy
The New Crux of the Palestine Problem
The New Banking Law Will Ruin the
Trust Business
On the New Banking Law

Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Chien Sien Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Shun Pao, Shanghai
*

*

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Stuart Gratified over Completion of Reorganization
of Government
'
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— There are no negotiations on U.S. loan yet; Stuart is scheduled
to proceed to Tsingtao day after tomorrow —
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C, Organ), Shanghai
Anril 27. 19A7
Nanking, April-26
Ambassador J. Leighton Stuart told our correspondent
today that he was very pleased that the reorganization of the Chinese Government, which took a very long time, had now been completed. Following are the
questions asked by our•correspondent and the answers given by the Ambassador:
Question: Can the reorganization of the Government be considered as the
realization of the hope for the broadening of the democratic basis of the
National Government as expressed by President Truman in his statement? . •
Answer: ' I believe the Chinese Government.is now going in this direction.
Question: Is it true that China axil the United States have already
started negotiations on a new loan? "
'
Answer: So far as I know, there are no such negotiations going on at
the present time.
Question: Does the reorganization of the Government mean that China
now stands a better chance of obtaining a loan from the United States?
Answer: The United States is .always concerned over the matter of extending aid to China.
Question; Certain newspapers report that China has already used part of
the US$500,000,000 loan. Is this true?
Answer: No. '. Host of the news concerning the U.S. loan to China which
has been published in the.newspapers is "premature".
Question: Why have you cancelled your projected trip to Hankow?
Answer: Purely because of weather conditions; I am now planning to
make a trip, to Hankow in May.
•
Question: When are.you going to Tsingtao?
your trip?

What will be the purpose of
,..
-. .
..; •
»

"

'

>

•

Answer: I am scheduled to go to Tsingtao next Tuesday (April 29.) to see
Admiral Cooke.and the American residents there.
Question: Why do you want to see Admiral Cooke at this particular time?
Answer: To see Admiral Cooke will not be the main purpose of my trip to
Tsingtao. I have seen Admiral Cooke this week.
Question: What are your impressions of the capture and detention.for
more than a month of Major Robert Rigg and Capt. John W. Collins?
Answer: They have already submitted an official report to me.
other comments to make now,
*

*

*

I have no

. Statement Issued by China Peasant and Labor Democratic
Party on Government Reorganization
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 27. 1947
(Local News)—The China Peasant and Labor Democratic Party issued a
statement yesterday on the reorganization of the Government, setting forth
the following points: 1) The recent Government reorganization was not
effected in accordance with the principle and procedure laid down by the
PCC. It is merely an extension of the administration of political tutelage.
What is more, it will lead to a more serious split in the country and will^
prolong the cruel civil war. If the Government thinks otherwise, it should
first cease fire voluntarily and call an inter-party conference to act in
accordance with the PCC decisions, 2) The parties and groups taking part
in the Government should keep their faith in fulfilling their promises such
as to safeguard human rights, to tide over the economic crisis, and to promote international peace. Finally, the Party appealed to the toiling masses
of peasants and laborers throughout the country on the eve of the International Labor Day that all of them should struggle with the greatest efforts
to win peace and democracy.
* *

*

Dr. Lo Lurg-chi on Current Situation After Government
Reorganization
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 28, 1947
Nanking, April 2 7 — D r . Lo Lung-chi upon the request of the Student
Self-Government" Association of the Central University delivered a speech
on the current situation after the reorganization of the National Government at the assembly hall of the university at 10 o'clock this morning.
There was a large audience of over 3,000 persons.
Dr. Lo's speech can be summed up in the following points:
1) The historical background of the recent reorganization of the Government. In this regard, Dr. Lo made a general review of the past political
consultations, the breakdown of the KIT-CP negotiations, and the recent
situation which has obtained since the reorganization of the Government. He
declared, "Honestly speaking, the reorganization of the Government should
be aimed at bringing about the cooperation between the Kuomintang and the
CP and that between Messrs. Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Tse-tung, obviously not
at winning the cooperation of Mr. Carson Chang. The cooperation of Carson
Chang and Tseng Chi with President Chiang will not be able to solve any problems ."
.
2) The purpose of reorganizing the Government: a), to meet the requirement of U.S. international' interests so as to obtain U.S. aid and to enhance
the power of the Government to wage the civil war, b) to win over the minoritjr
parties so that the latter can share with the Government the responsibility
of waging the civil war. In analyzing the 12-point Administrative Program
and the statements issued by the Democratic Socialist and the Young China
Parties after their participation in the Government, Dr. Lo ?ras of the opinion
that since the administration is based on the Provisional Constitution for
Political Tutelage, the present Government is still in the stage of political
tutelage. If there is any peace at all, armistice should at least be
enforced,
3) In line with the expansion of the international anti-Communist front
at present, the situation in China will become more complex and difficult
to settle. Therefore, China must find some way to settle her own problems,
Dr. Lo opined.
*

*

' Meeting Held by Young China Party Leaders in Shanghai
Chung Yang Jih Pao fto.IT Organ). Shanghai
Aoril 28. 1947
(Local News)—Tso Shun-sheng, Chen Ghi-tien, Yu Ghia-chu, and Chang
Nai-te, members of the Standing Committee of the CEC of the Young China Party,
arrived here from Nanking recently. Yesterday, they held a meeting at their
headquarters on Avenue Haig which responsible officials of all branch Party
Headquarters attended. It is said that this meeting was held for examining
the abilities and qualifications of the Party members so that arrangements
can be made to nominate them for Government posts.

Chow Ping-lin Hopes to Have a Third Big Party in China
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 28. 1947
Peiping, April 2 7 — P r o f . Chow Ping-lin delivered a speech at the National Peking University yesterday which said, "The Chang Chun Cabinet will
be more enlightened in dealing with foreign countries which may win favorable
comment from the United States, therefore it is quite hopeful for the new
Government to obtain a lorn from the United States. As to.whether the new
Government will be able to reopen the door to peace, we dare not exoect
much from it."
"
He also said that the Chang Cabinet will certainly be subject to attack
from another political clique and will receive a fatal blow from the latter,
finally he advocated that a third big party should be organized in the country so that it may serve as an opposition party to the Government.
* *

*

Comfort-the-Army Campaign Launched in Peiping
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 28. 19A7
Peiping, April 27—-A preparatory committee for comforting the banditsuppression Army was formed in this city. A decision has been reached by
the Committee to the effect that all Government employees and school teachers
should donate an amount of four times their monthly basic salaries to comfort the Army. Most of the faculty members of the National Tsinghua University are unwilling to make any donation. Professor Chang Hsi-jo wrote a
letter to the Committee stating that the so-called bandit-suppression campaign
is, in other words, to provoke a civil war. Since he is opposed to civil"war,
he is therefore also opposed to the donation of such funds, he said.
*

*

*

General Chang Fa-kwei Will Be Appointed Governor of
Hainan Province
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 27. 19A7
~
• 4. S m ! d - n !' A p r i l 2 6 — W i t h t h e s t a t u s o f Hainan Island about to be changed
into uhat of a province, General Chang Fa-kwei has been slated for the oost
o* Governor of Hainan. The province will be divided into three main pacification areas, each of which will be headed/i Commander of the Brigadier-General's
rank. Li Han-chung, Wang Heng and another man are slated for the nosts of
Commanders for the three Pacification Areas respectively. After the appointment of General Chang Fa-kwei as Governor of Hainan, the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Canton will be changed to the Pacification Headquarters for Kwangtung and Kwangsi and Wu Chi-wei is slated as Director of the said Headquarters.
*

*

*

Resignation of T.K. Ho Approved
Ta ICung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 28, 19A7
(Local News)
It is learnt that the resignation submitted by T.K. Ho, Secretary-General of the Shanghai Municipal Government, some one month ago,
has been approved. According.to-Mr. Ho, he will vacate his post at the
end of this month when Mr. Chen Tsung-lien, formerly connected with the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, will be appointed to succeed him.
*

ECONOMIC NEWS

*

'

;•

Allocation Quotas for Cotton Productive Loans Fixed '

Ta Kung Pao (Independents Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 28, 19A7
Nanking, April 27-.--Fin.al agreement on the quotas- of cotton productive
loans totalling 01^126,500,000,000 to be allocated to various provinces for
the current year, was reached between the Cotton Product Promotion Department of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and the Joint Board of Four
Government Banks on April 26. It is learnt that loans will be allocated
to various provinces as follows:
Hopei, 0^5,000,000,000; Honan, C 1^25,000,000,000; Shantung, CK$3,000,000,000; Shansi, 0^2,500,000,000; Shensi, CN|25,000,000,000; Kiangsu, CN$20,000,000,000; Chekiang, CI$3,000,000,000; Hupei, CN$20,000,000,000; Anhwei,
CH$3,000,000,000; Kiangsi, CH&2,000,000,000; Hunan, CA,000 ? 000,000;
Szechuan, CN$3,500,000,000; Liaoning, C£$5,000,000,000; Reserved Fund, CH$5,-

000,000,000,

*

*

*

NEWS OF C OMMUNIC AT IONS
Ling Hung-hsun on China's Railways
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 27, 19A7
Peiping, April 26—Ling Hung-hsun, Vice Minister of Communications,
accompanied by Chen Yen-chiung and Sa Fu-chun, Chairman of the Board, of
Directors and Chief of the Railway Administration of the Chinese Changchun
Railway respectively, arrived here by plane from .Nanking at 5 P.m. today.
Mr. Ling told our reporter:
"Since V-J Day, the Ministry of Communications has tried to restore
communications in North China with the utmost rigor, but owing to the continuation of hostilities there, the railway tracks have been repeatedly
damaged as soon as repaired. Therefore, plans were first formulated to
repair railways south of the Yangtze River. The Chekiang-Kiangsi Railway
has now been extended to Kinhwa. Over AO kilometers of tracks to the south
of Kiukiang have been repaired. Before the end of this year , the sections
from Kiukiang to Nanchang and from Nanchang to Hangchow will all be open to
traffic. Trains of the Hunan-Kwangsi Railway have already started running
between Kweilin, Liuchow and I-shan. Repairs to tracks of the Hengyang-Kweilin
section will be completed by September or October, T 0 the north of the
Tientsin-Pukow Railway, repair work has been extended to Chowhsien, and by
the middle of May, it can further be extended to Yenchow, Should there be
no change in the military situation at the end of July, the railways can be
repaired as far as to Tsinan. The stock of communications equipment now in
hands of the Ministry of Communications is only sufficient for the repair and
restoration of the section between Hsuchow and Tsinan, As to the section
between Tsanghsien and Tsinan, even if the government forces gain full control
of that section, it cannot be repaired until additional materials are available. As for the purchase of rolling stock to be used on the Paoting-Shihchiachwang section, the Ministry of Communications has not made any preparations yet."
* *

*
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SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICIES
Democratic League Clarifies Stand Toward
Reorganized Government
Lien Ho W an Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 25, 19A7
(Local News)
Following is the gist of the manifesto issued by the
Democratic League this afternoon:
The Democratic League clings firmly to its consistent stand that democracy, peace,- unification and unity are the only way to lift China out of
her present crisis. We wish solemnly to outline our views on the newly reorganised Government, as follows:
First, the reorganized Government does not conform with the PCC procedure and spirit.
Secondly, the reorganized Government is not calculated to bring about
peace.
Thirdly, the reorganized Government is not one that enforces democracy.
Summing up the above three points, it is evident that in reality the
newly reorganized Government runs counter to the course of democracy, peace,
unification and unity. The Democratic League considers this as the most
regrettable event in connection with current State affairs.
The Democratic League feels that so long as the civil war is not stopped,
it will remain impossible for politics to be put on the right track, and
the people's miseries can not be relieved. So to stop the internal strife
and to restore peace are the prerequisites for the winning by the Government of the people's confidence and support. This is the first point.
The minimum requirement for a government of the 20th century is that it
shall effectively protect human rights. Whether or not the people can henceforth enjoy freedom of the person, thought, religious worship, speech, publication, assembly, organization, residence, transit or removal, and of correspondence, will have to be proved by the actual doings of the political
parties now in power. This is the second point.
The greatest responsibility of the Government is t<^, safeguard the existence of the people. Today, the Chinese people are at their/resources, economically. Agriculture is withering, industry and trade on the verge of ruin,
and yet the new Government still continues conscription, requisitioning of
foodstuffs, and levying of exorbitant taxes and imposts instead of devising
effective measures to stabilize commodity prices so as to enable the people
to live. This kind of government will certainly lead the nation to destruction and doom. As long as the internal conflict is not stopped, loan extended to China will be used, directly or indirectly, to finance the fratricidal war in this country. The consistent stand of the Democratic .League is
that before the cessation of the civil war, the United States should not extend any loan to China which would only augment the suffering and aggravate
the plight of the Chinese people, while at the same time the Government should
not make use of foreign capital for civil war purposes. This is the third point.
On the occasion of the establishment of the new Government today, the
Democratic League wishes to avail itself of this opportunity of reiterating
its stand. Since the opening of the Political Consultative Conference, the
League has been considered as an equal, lawful political party in China. In
the past year we have consistently maintained our status as an independent,
peaceful, open political party, not in power.
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By 'independent' we mean that the League has a principle of its own,
a political program of its own and a policy of its own. In our words and
deeds we strive only for truth and fairness and not distortion. By 'peaceful'
we mean that the League does not nurture its own armed might, nor does it
resort to armed force in its political struggle with other parties. By
'open' we mean that the League adopts a democratic attitude and uses democratic methods, criticising and supervising the Government in a responsible
manner.
Recently, President Chiang Kai-shek indirectly made known to the Democratic League that the "Government will carry out democracy without discount or reservation." The League solemly points out here that a 'democracy without discount or reservation' must begin with respect for human
dignity and with absolute protection of the sacred and inviolable rights of
mankind. The political parties in power must .respect the equality and
legality of non-government parties. We wish to lodge a strong protest against
the Government's unreasonable arrest of Democratic League leaders and members like Tu Pin-chen, Lo Pin—chi and Wang Chu—.jen, and we demand that the
arrested persons be immediately released.
Finally, we wish to discuss the international situation and its relations with China's internal, politics. There are three courses open to China
today, (l) The Chinese themselves to solve the China problem and to achieve
world peace and democracy by becoming peaceful and democratic. (2). By making
use of the equilibrium of forces between the United States and Soviet Russia
to bring about , the cessation of inter-party dispiites as well as. party cooperation in China. (3) To wait for the Third World War to decide the. fate
of the various parties and factions in China in accordance with the final
outcome of the struggle between world Capitalism ana world Communism.
In our opinion the third course will lead the Chinese people to selfdestruction. This is like using the China-problem to stir up a world conflict, and to make of China the battlefield where the first phase of that
conflict will "be decided. This is tantamount to bringing self-destruction
to the Chinese people themselves.
Here we would like to openly point out the puerility and stupidity of
President Truman's international anti-Communist policy. We greatly admire
as well as sjinpathize with Mr. Wallace's views and policies. We, too, believe that Capitalism and Communism ©an exist side by side and work together.
We also believe that no ism can be destroyed by money, power or armed force
alone. We, above all, believe that democracy alone can consolidate world
peace.
Today, the stand of the Democratic League is: Internally against civil war and internationally against world war. Today, China's only way
out is to achieve international peace through domestic peace and world democracy through Chinese democracy. We are opposed to any form of international
interference in China's internal affairs, especially to any country making
China a tool in a struggle between isms. Whatever imperialistic policy of
aggression must immediately be withdrawn from this country!
* * *

Press Conference Given by Democratic League
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 26. 19A7
(Local H e w s ) — A press conference was given by the Democratic League
at the Chinese Y.M.C.A. at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon. At the conference,
Dr. Lo Lung-chi, Messrs. Shen Chun-.ju, Huang Yen-pel and Chang Po-chun gave
answers to questions put up by the pressmen as follows:
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Question: Inasmuch as the League does not recognize the Constitution
passed by the "National Assembly", why should the League ask for protection
under the Constitution?
Answer: In the European and American countries, the people always
have the right to criticize the Constitution. Furthermore, it should be
pointed out that in all its statements made in the past, the League merely
declared that its right to have a voice in the matter be reserved and has
never advocated the overthrow of the Constitution. It is the fundamental
obligation of a modern government to safeguard human rights. Even De
Gaulle of France today is under the protection of the French Government
though he does not recognize the new French Constitution.
Question: Inasmuch as the League will not take part in the general
election, what would the League do if any of its members gets elected because of his social standing?
Answer: It is all right for any of the League members to get elected
in his private capacity so long as he does not represent the League.
Question: Then why should the League relieve Hu Kai-men, one of the
responsible officials of the League in the North, from his post after he
joined the Government?
Answer: Hu Hai-men was not elected by the people. Furthermore, he
represents another party in joining the Government, so his case is different.
Question: The League is opposed to resorting to armed force, does it
mean that armed force is not necessary even in the matter of restoration
of communications?
Answer: It is not necessary for us to resort to armed force in restoring
communications. After all, we did not resort to armed force in drawing up
various measures governing the resumption of communications last year. As
a matter of fact, the continuation of the civil hostilities in the country
is not for the sole purpose of restoring communications. Furthermore, communications definitely cannot be resumed through fighting. The present
situation is entirely due to the fact that the pending political issues have
not been settled.
Question: Since the League advocates the safeguard of human rights,
would the League also plead for protection to the CP members who are attempting to disturb the social order?
Answer: To answer this question, we shall have to see what attitude
the Government will take towards the CP. If the Government openly announces
that the Chinese Communist Party is illegal and if the Government has not
reserved nine seats in the State Council for the CP, that would be a different
matter. Yet even under such circumstances, arrests should also be made in
accordance with due process of law. Concrete evidence should be produced
to substantiate the charges, and arrests should not be made at will. It is
also illegal to arrest someone and force him to confess that he is a CP member. What is more, martial law should not be applied to the CP members,
and they should be handed over to the court for a fair trial. The Habeas
Corpus Law is also applicable to the CP members.
Question:
In its recent statement, the League declared: "It is believed that a political doctrine, no matter what it is, can never be exterminated by money and armed force". Now the Fascists have already been overthrown, is it not the might of money and armed force which has brought about
their downfall?
Answer: We cannot admit that Fascism has already been exterminated.
Spain is a striking example. Fascism is lurking everywhere in the world.
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Most probably Fascism will revive its influence in China. Meanwhile, we
should emnhasize that the downfall of the Fascist regimes in Germany, Italy
and Japan has marked the victory of democracy. We can replace one kind of
ideology with another kind of ideology. With money and armed force, we
Can never settle any pending issue.
Question: All political parties have 'their own political doctrines.
What kind 'of "doctrine does the League support?
Answer: We support the principle of democracy.
Question: What kind of democracy does the League support?
or Communist democracy or the democracy of the middle class?

Capitalist

Answer: There have been many kinds of interpretations in regard to
the term "democracy", so we cannot explain to you in a few words what kind
of democracy the League is supporting. Nevertheless, you gentlemen may
examine into the platform and the-policy of the League, The league is of
the opinion that in supporting the principle of democracy we should allow
all people to take part in the discussion of various problemsi The principle
of democracy is to serve the people, not to use the poople as an instrument.
Question: Besides Tu Pin-cheng, are there other League members who
have been arrested by the Government?
Answer: No concrete reports in this connection are available yet. What
we know is that six persons were arrested together with Lo Pin-chi .and that
200 persons were nabbed at the same time when Tu Pin-cheng and" Wang Chu-jen
were arrested. Altogether 2,000 persons were arrested in 3ian, among whom
we do not know whether or not there are any League members and how many they
are. Since Tu and Wang are responsible officials of the League in the North
and since there are altogether 7,000 League members in Sian, there is no
way of making investigations.
Question: What has become of the CP properties in Chungking after being
taken over by the League?
Answer: Most of the CP properties are in Chungking but the League has
not taken over any of them in the city, because the Government in its reply
to the League said that the premises of the CP Hsin Hwa Jih Pao had ^been
turned over to benevolent organizations, and that besides the printing
equipment and the furniture on the premises, there were 150 piculs of rice,
AO tons of coal and several tens of pigs.
Question: Inasmuch as the Lrague will not take part in the general
election, what kind of work will it do? Is the giving-of press conferences
the only work to be done by the League?
Answer: The giving of press conferences is also one of the important
work for the League to do. Besides, the readjustment and expansion of League
affairs is also quite important. To criticize and to supervise the Government is also the League's job.
*

*

*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
The Thinking of the Japanese Is Like This
—

As revealed in the April elections —

Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 29. 19A7
The results of three of the four elections held in Japan during April
have already been announced. Our total impression is this: The mentality
of the Japanese has not changed and their thinking causes one worry.
From the point of view of China, the Japanese problem is again becoming more and more serious. What we are most worried about is the fact
that General MacArthur is fully satisfied with the Japanese elections.
Due to this, the reactionaries in Japan will remain reactionary to the very
last. A frightful vision is clearly before our eyes.
Although as a result of the election of Representatives, the Socialist
Party has won first place, yet, as a matter of.fact, the conservatives have
emerged victorious. The leader of the Socialist Party has been cautiously
reticent about the future political situation, but is worried at heart.
This is because with its 143 seats in the House of Representatives, the Socialist Party will certainly prove no match for the Liberal and Democratic
Parties which have 25/+ seats between them.
We wish to point out with all seriousness that with the Japanese Government in the hands of the reactionaries, Japanese aggression against
other nations will become inevitable in the future, and that once Japanese
aggression is resumed, China will again be the first nation to suffer. We
u ^ e the Government not to be reticent over the Japanese question any longer.
It°certainly should not follow the lead of other nations in everything. We
also hope that our fellow-countrymen will be more on the alert and will
look straight at future developments in the situation. (Summary)
*

*

*

i

Outlook on Political Situation in Japan
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 29. 1947
As a result of the general elections held in Japan during April, including the election of heads of local governments and the election of members of the House of Councillors and House of Representatives, the conservative forces have won an overwhelming victory. It is feared that the election
of members of local legislatures will also result In a victory for the conservatives.
In a statement issued after the general elections, General MacArthur
highly praised the elections as "reflecting the free will of the vast ma1o-itv of the oeoole". This flattering remark does not tally at all with
the facts,, because the percentage of those who refrained from voting during
these elections was quite large. Moreover,had it not been for the fact that
General MacArthur took action on three occasions to interfere in the elections,
designed to facilitate the participation of the conservatives, the percentage
of those refraining from voting would have been even larger.
The term of office of the present Japanese Diet is four years, firing
this four-year period, the peace treaty with Japan and the rebuilding of
Japan's war potential will naturally be the main task of the Uiet. Since
the present Diet has come into being under the direction of General MacArthur,
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he undoubtedly will give it as much help as possible in connection with
these t,To important problems. If within six months or a year a reasonable
solution cannot be found for U.S.-Soviet relations, then in six months
or a year, .we. shall see Japan being rearmed, so that she may become the
united States' defensive and offensive advance post in the Far East 'against
Soviet Russia. The Japanese Capitalists are now waiting patiently for the
arrival of such a day. On this point we Chinese must be on the alert
(Summary)

.[.

,

-

*
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*

An Opportunity for Rebuilding the Navy
Tung Nan Jih Pao (KMT' Southeast China Organ). Shanghai
r
April 29. 1947
—
°
In accordance with a bill passed by the U.S. Gongress last July, President Truman is planning to transfer to China 271 U.S. surplus war vessels,'
together with the necessary materials and also to send 100 naval officers
and 200^enlisted men to this country to help China make use of these vessels. This plan represents an action outside the Lend-lease Act, and the
scope and-significance of the aid to be extended to China under this plan
are much-greater than those of the aid extended to-China under the Lendlease Act.
At this time when the Chinese nation has become poverty-strick so that
China is financially unable to build a Navy, this action on the part of the
United States will naturally be most helpful to our national, defense on the
seas. At the same time, we should speed up the training of our Nav;/; personnel and the establishment of a Navy industry,'so that we may build a Navy.
(Summary)
*

* *

.

The Necessity of China Building a Navy
Chien Sien Jih Pao (Connected with Ku Chu-tung). Shanghai '
April 29. 19A7
It is due not only to the extremely friendly relations between China
and the United States, but also to the requirements of world peace that the
United States is transferring to China some surplus naval vessels so as to
help her build a Navy. All those in China who love their national independence .and world peace sincerely welcome the transfer of these U.S. naval
vessels and also sincerely appreciate and admire the United States' friendship as indicated by her willingness to help us build a Navy. (Summary)
* *

*

Anti-Mao Tse-tung" Movement Within Chinese Communist
Party
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ). Shanghai
April 29. 1947
It

v

was not until recently, when we read aga.in and again statements
attacking Mao Tse-tung and his policy of armed struggle, issued in the
Iviangsu-Shantung-Anhwei Border Area by the Central Committee of the Extraordinary Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, that we came to know that
a new internal dispute has arisen within that Party. During the past one
and a half years, due to'the relentless rebellion staged and destruction
wrought by the Chinese Communists, the livelihood...of the people and the
standing of China as a n tion have been seriously affected. In this way, not
only the State and the people have suffered, but the Communists' attempt to
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Tjrest governing power by force will also become futile. At present, on
the one hand,, the Government finds it necessary to oppose armed force with
armed force, so as to quell the rebellion, and on the other hand, still
hopes that the Communists will lay down their arras. To this end, the
Government has reserved a certain number of seats on the State Council for
the Communists and Is ..-ait" ig for the latter to wake up. We sincerely hope
that those members of t> Communist Party who are wise will thoroughly wake
up and repent, and supoort the principles proposed by their own Extraordinary
Committee. In this way, they will be displaying their love not only for
the country, and the people, but also for the future of the Communist Party
itself. (Summary)
"
* * *

How to Actually Press Down Prices
— The most important thing In connection with price control lies
in the technique of implementing the control measures —
Ho Ping Jih Pao (KMT Army Organ). Shanghai
April 29. 194-7
China's economic crisis has reached the climax, as the price situation
is now out of hand. We feel that at a time like this all of us should have
a better understanding of the question of price control. We should not
lightly oppose control. Now that the national economy has been undermined
by the Communists to such an extent and that the communication and transportation situation is so unsatisfactory, it Is unlikely that the State
budget can be thoroughly balanced in the near future. Therefore, price control is. a 100% necessity. The question now is not whether the price control policy is right or not, but rather how the control policy should be implemented. (Summary)
-x- *
An Appeal on Behalf of the Chinese Who Were Killed
in French Indo-China on April 16
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ). Shanghai
April 29. 1947
It is because the French have a deep-seated contempt for the Chinese in
French Indo-China that they have brought about the April 15-16 tragedies.
We ought to make representations to France on the basis of the new, equal
Sino-French treaty "and lodge a strong protest 'with her, demanding that the
culprits be severely punished, that those who have suffered be indemnified,
that the families of those who have been killed be compensated, and that
assurances be given by the French that there will not be a recurrence of such
tragedies,. (Summary)
* *

*

Dated April 29. 1947

Other editorials not translated:

CP Will Inevitably Walk to the Grave
Situation in Britain and France and
That in China
The Seriousness of the Food Problem
On the Plan of Production and Sale
of Silk
The Expansion of Cooperative Enterprises
1) The Problem of Production and
Sale of Silk
2) The Building of the Chengtu-Chungking Railway
A New Test for the UNO

Lih Pao, Shanghai
Cheng Yien'Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai
Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Sin Wen Pao, Shanghai

Shun Pao, Shanghai
*

*

*

POLITICAL NEWS
Sino-Soviet Negotiations on Take-over of Port Arthur
and Dairen Continue
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist,) , Shanghai
Aoril 29, 19A7
"
Mukden, April 28
Kung Hsueh-sui, Mayor of Dairen is still in Peiping.
After a few days he will in all probability come here together with Tung
Yen-ping, Chief-of-Staff of the Generalissimo's Headquarters in the Northeast ^ and Chang Chien-fei, Special Commissioner of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in the Northeast, who are now in Nanking. Competent authorities
here have stored six hundred tons of foodstuffs which will be shipped to
Dairen when the take-over of that city takes place.
It is learnt that Soviet Army authorities in the Port Arthur and Dairen
areas have already agreed to the stationing of Chinese troops in those areas.
However, they requested the Chinese authorities to give a detailed account
of the places where the Chinese troops are to be stationed and of their
exact number. In view of the importance of this problem, competent authorities are now still negotiating with the Soviet quarters. This is one of the
chief difficulties which will have to be surmounted in the take-over of Port
Arthur and Dairen.
*

Dr. Quo Tai-chi Reported to Be Appointed Ambassador
to YJashington
Lih Pao (General Labor Union Organ), Shanghai
April 29, 1 9 a
Nanking, April 28
It is reported that Dr. Kuo Tai-chi has been slated
as Ambassador to Washington, and that Dr. Wellington Koo, nov/ Ambassador
to Washington, will be recalled.
*

*

Ambassador Stuart to Fly to Tsingtao
Today
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 29. 19A7
Nanking, April 28
Upon the invitation of Admiral Cooke, C-in-C of the
U.S. 7th Fleet, Ambassador Stuart is scheduled to leave here for Tsingtao
by plane tomorrow morning. After a short stay in Tsingtao, he will proceed to Tientsin. He is expected to return here from Tientsin on May 3.
As 10th of May- will be an alumni day of Yenching University, the Ambassador
will take a trip to Peiping by that time,
* *

*

Chinese Shipping Circles Urge Authorities to Negotiate
With SCAP for Allocation of Japanese Ships to
China
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 29, 19A7
(Local News)
During war time, Chinese shipping suffered heavy losses.
The fact that Japan's war reparations equipment to be allotted to China, as
announced by the SCAP authorities, does not include shipping vessels has
caused great dissatisfaction among the Chinese shipping circles. General
Shang Chen, newly appointed head of the Chinese Delegation in Japan, will
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soon come to Shanghai and then will proceed to Jaoan to assume his new post.
Besides preparing to givj a welcome party to him, local shioping circles
have decided to bring forth a 3-point demand to General Shang: 1) that he
should continue to negotiate with the SCAP authorities for the allocation
of Japanese shipping vessels aggregating 500,000 tons to China in advance
so as to compensate her for the loss of her shipping vessels during the
time of war, 2) that he should request the SClP authorities to return the
shipping vessels which were captured by Japan and which are still in good
conditions, to their rightful owners, 3) that he should urge the SCAP
authorities to immediately find out the whereabouts of the shipping vessels
which were captured by Japan during the time of war and have not yet been
found. Those of these vessels which cannot be salvaged or renaired should
be immediately reported to the Far Eastern War Reparations Commission so
that the latter may include them in the list of Japan's war reparations for
China»
*

*

Chekiang Provincial Council Appeals for Suspension
of Collection of Land Tax in Kind
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 29. 19A7
Hangchow, April 2 8 — T h e Chekiang Provincial Council held its first
meeting today, at which a resolution was passed to the effect that the
Central authorities should be requested to suspend the collection of land
tax in kind and to collect the same in cash as from this year, because the
collection of land tax in kind is a wartime measure.
Furthermore, since
the enforcement of this measure, the tax collecting officials have engaged
in corrupt practices to fatten their purses, thus causing great dissatisfaction among the people. In order to maintain the Government prestige,
the competent authorities should fulfil their pledges and resume the collection of land tax in cash so as to alleviate the people's sufferings,the
resolution added,
* *

*

Wu Hsien-tse Moves out from Democratic Socialist
Party Headquarters
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 29, 19A7
(Local News)
Since his arrival here, Wu Hsien-tse, Vice Chairman
of the Democratic Socialist Party, has been staying at the Party Headquarters on Yu Yuen Road. After the consultations conducted among Wu,
Liang Chiu-shui, Party leader in the North, and Carson Chang, Chairman of
the Party, failed to achieve results day before yesterday, Wu suddenly
moved out from the headquarters the same evening. He is of the opinion that
the recent internal dispute within the Party will have an important bearing
on the Party's future as well as his own.
At five o'clock yesterday afternoon, Lei Chen, Government delegate,
met Wu for the first time, and requested the latter to take a trip to Nanking,
but Wu declined his request by saying that he did not want to talk about
this matter.
*

*

*

Liang Chiu-shui Again Blames Carson Chang
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 29. 19A7
(Local News)—Chu Hung-ju, one of the responsible officials of the
Shanghai headquarters of the Democratic Socialist Party, and other Party
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officials gave a dinner party to Wu Hsien-tse and Liang Chiu-shui last evening. Party members who have pledged support for Carson Chang, Chairman
of the Party, such'as King Hou-cheng were also present. At the party, Liang
Chiu-shui lost his temper again and blamed Carson Chang for his connivance
at the corrupt elements of the Party and for his dictatorial way of doing
things,
*

*

*

Head of General Affairs Department of Hwa Si Wan Pao
in Chengtu Arrested and Released
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 28. 19A7
Chengtu, April 21 (By Mail)
Li Tai-pin, head of the general affairs
drpartment of the "IRa Si Wan Pao", disappeared around 8 o'clock on the
evening of April 2. The newspaper office instantly negotiated with the
local peace maintenance authorities for obtaining his release. On the 19th,
he was set free.
The next day, the Central News Agency released a report that LI, secretary of the CP Army Officers' branch headquarters in the Szechuan-Sikong
area and concurrently member of the Democratic League, had been very active
in covering up the CP activities in the name of the head of the General
Affairs Department of "Hwa Si Wan Pao". In view of the unfavourable situation he was in, following the evacuation of the GP elements in various localities, he voluntarily surrendered himself to the proper authorities sometime ago and repented of his wrong, whereupon the latter granted him the
chance of repentance,
On this incident the Szechuan, branch headquarters of the Democratic.
League issued a statement today pointing out that the above report released
by the Central News Agency is entirely untrue. Nowadays any political
party or group, has its legal right to exist. To which authorities those
parties and groups should surrender"? Who are the proper authorities that
are entitled to accept their surrender? The Government should give an
open explanation of these questions, the statement said.
* *

*

Illegal Arrests Frequently Made in Shensi
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 27. 19A7
Sian, April 23 (By Mail)
Illegal arrests have frequently been made
in various hsiens in Shensi recently. Most of the persons arrested were
teachers of middle and primary schools, government employees and demobilized
army men. They were often trapped and then whisked away. In certain serious
cases, they were accused of false charges such as smuggling of opium. After
arrested, they were not given an open trial nor handed over to the judicial
authorities. They simply disappeared and no news has been heard from them.
Most of these incidents occurred in various hsiens in the No. 10 District
such as Shenyang, Kaoling and Ngohsien and also in those in North Shensi such
as Hancheng, Chengcheng, Chaoyih, Yaohsien and Chunhua,
*

*

*

Garrison Area Under Control of Woosung-Shanghai
Garrison Headquarters to Be Further Expanded
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KM1 Organ). Shanghai
April 29, 19A7
(Local News)
Garrison Commander Hsuan Tieh-wu told our reporter yesterday that sometime ago the Ministry of National Defense ordered that the
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garrison area under the control of Woosung-Shanghai Garrison Headquarters
be expanded so as to include Sungkiang, Kingshan, Chwansha, Nanhui and
Fenghsien. Upon the receipt of this order, the Garrison Headquarters instructed the general staff to draw up a plan in this connection.
*-

*

*

MILITARY NEWS
Banditry Rampant in Kwangtung
Ta Kung Pao (Independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 29. 1947
Canton, April 28 With a view to discussing measures to be taken
to suppress the rampant banditry in the province, the Kwangtung Provincial
Council called a meeting of over 4.0 councillors today to discuss the problem
of peace maintenance, at which the councillors reported in detail on the
activities of bandits in various localities. They were of the unanimous
opinion that political corruption and poor Army discipline are the main causes
for the growing rampancy of banditry.
Two resolutions were passed at the meeting: 1) that the Ministry of
National Defense should be requested to despatch at least two divisions of
Government forces and a number of naval crafts to Kwangtung to help in the
bandit suppression, 2) that the Generalissimo's Headquarters in Canton,
the Kwangtung Provincial Government and the Kwangtung Provincial Kuomintang
Headquarters should organize a supervisory corps to be sent to South Kwangtung to supervise the bandit-suppression campaign. Meanwhile, they should
adopt effective measures to improve the discipline of the administrative
personnel and the Army, to check up the number of peace preservation police
in various districts and hsiens and to enhance the local self-defense
strength.
*

Situation in North Kiangsu Becomes Tensej Surprise
Census Check-up Conducted in Nantung
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 29. 1947
Nantung, April 26 (By Mail)
CP troops scattered in various hsiens in
North Kiangsu have gradually linked up with other CP Army units which arestriking northward from South Shantung, so the situation in North Kiangsu
has recently become very tense. The chairmen of the councils of 12 hsiens
including Yangchow, Nantung, and Taihsing, have wired General Chen Cheng,
Chief of the General Staff of the Ministry of National Defense, and Commander
Li of the 1st Pacification District requesting the latter to immediately
transfer a large number of troops to strengthen the defense of North Kiangsu.
The City Defense Headquarters carried out a surprise census checkup on the evening of April 25 in the city of Nantung, as a result over 260
"subversive elements" were nabbed. With the exception of a number of them
who was released on bail, those who were suspected of being involved in
illegal activities have been handed over to the peace maintenance authorities
for punishment, it is learnt.
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Movements of CP Troops Along Hunan-Hupeh Border
Wen Hui Pao- (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 28, 19A7 .
Changteh, April 16—Since the CP troops under Li Jen-lin and Wang
Ching-yeh infiltrated into Yuenling in West Hunan, they have been moving
here and there and their propaganda activities have made a deep impression
on the people in that region.
Our reporter caller" .on .the responsible officials of the local Army and
administrative authorities there, from vriaom he obtained the following information: These two CP..Army units Consist of about 2,000 men. They are
well equipped.with two guns, six: trench mortars, 60 or 70 light machine guns,
and also other American-made arms. In the areas under their control, they
enforced an equitable price system in accordance with which commodity goods
were purchased and sold at equitable prices, When they took away rice from
the people who y;ere not at home, they left money behind to pay the owners.
Most of the CP troops are young men. Wherever they go, they try their best
to extend their propaganda activities. Their insignia are: "The Independent
Guerrilla Detachment of the New 4th Army." They have also announced the
so-called "10-point administrative program".
...

ECONOMIC NEWS,•. Government Employees in Peiping Ask for Readjustment
of Salaries
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 29. 1947 -

'•' " •

'
'

..''.'

Peiping, April 28 (Shenchow News Agency)—Four thousand Government' " " '
employees here filed a petition with the Executive Yuan yesterday urging
the latter to immediately readjust their salaries.
*

*

*

*

/

Economic Police to Be Formed
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal). Shanghai
April 2 8 1 9 4 7
(Local News)—With a view to intensifying economic investigation work,
the local Police Bureau is planning to organize economic police which will
consist of 90 members. 40 of them will be selected from police officers,
while 50 more will be enlisted through public examination to be held on
May 5.
It is also learnt that, with a view to suppressing the black market
transactions of gold and foreign exchange carried out by underground exchange
shops, the Economic Section of the Police, the Finance Bureau and the Social
Affairs Bureau will hold a joint conference today to discuss measures to
be taken in this connection.
*

*

*

Number of Labor-Management Disputes Increases as
Commodity Prices Soar
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 29, 1947
(Local News)—The Municipal Government yesterday announced that the
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Over 500 workers of more than 20 foundries have io^n+lv
7
demanded that their monthly wage of CN$350,000 which is^nsSficilnt to
make both ends meet, be increased to the level of CN$600,S)0.
* * *

NEWS OF C 01 g 'lUNIO AT IONS
Sino-British Negotiations on Civil Aviation in Progress
Shun Pao fKMP-siiperviged, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
;
April 29. 1947
,,
Nanking, April 2 8 — Y u Ta-wei, Minister of Communications, said that
theSxno-Britishnegotiations on civil aviation are still in progSss.
When these negotiations will be concluded is as yet unknown. Sino-French
negotiations on civil aviation are also in progress, but these are temoorarv
7
m nature and are different from the Sino-British negotiations.
* *

*

NEWS OF COMMUNICATIONS
U

.S. Civil Aviation Board to Establish Office in Shanghai

Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Tpft.^t.)
April 29. 19/.7

s w ^
•

(Local News)
In vi*w of the fact that a number of American aviation
corporations have opened Far Eastern air lines with their main offices set
up in Shanghai, the U.S. Government has asked the Chinese Government for permission to allow the U.S. tfivil Aviation Board to establish an office in
this city so as to enable them to unify the control of these corporations.
At its recent meeting, the Executive Yuan accepted this request.' It is
learnt that representatives have already been dispatched to Shanghai by the
u.b. Givil Aviation Board to prepare for the establishment of the Shanghai

* * *

.

SPECIAL & FEATURE ARTICLES
Over 30 Million People of Kwangtung Launch Movement
for Rendition of Macao
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
Aoril 25, 19A7
Canton, April 19 (by airmail)
Since the signing of the Sino-U.S.
and the Sino-British equal treaties, the special privileges which Britain
and the United States had for a century enjoyed in China, have been abolished.
But what is most regrettable is that Kowloon and Macao, which are Chinese
territory, have not yet been returned to the bosom of the mother country.
Not long ago, the incident wherein a Chinese hawker was kicked to death by
a Portuguese policeman in Hongkong, aroused the extreme indignation of the
masses of Kwangtung who, aside from organizing a committee for the support
of the victim, also appealed to the Government to retrieve Hongkong and
Kowloon. Recently, the Kwangtung Provincial People's Council held one meeting after another in connection with the launching of a "movement for the
rendition of Macao", which immediately won the support and sympathy of all
quarters. It is hoped that this movement will gain momentum from day to
day.
The Portuguese began trade with China very early. As far back as the
Ming Dynasty they came to establish their business in Canton and Amoy. Later,
they occupied Macao which we leased to them after sometime without any agreement (however, according to a certain historian, it first happened that a
Portuguese merchant ship sank near Macao and the survivors landed in the
latter place. The then Government had pity on them and designated land to
them as a temporary refuge. Later, upon their request this land was leased
to them, under a treaty). Hence it is evident that Macao is a leased territory, which it is right and reasonable that we should retrieve.
Now all the public bodies throughout this province have decided to •
organize a "Kwangtung People's Association for Promotion of Rendition of
Macao Movement", to exert their utmost efforts to make this movement successful.
On April 18, the Kwangtung Provincial People's Council held a press conference here, at which Councillor Kwo Ying-chu explained the reasons for
and purpose of the rendition of Macao. Following are the three main points:
(1) Reasons for rendition of Macao: 1, Macao is Chinese territory.
2. The lease of Macao to Portugal was made at a time when China was a Monarchy
and when the kings and ministers were ignorant of diplomatic affairs as well
as the world situation. Now that the democratic form of government is being
adopted, it is but right that the government should strive hard to ensure
the integrity of the country's territory and sovereignty. 3. During the war
against the Axis, Portugal not only was not an Ally, but during our war of
resistance against the Japanese, she gave us no assistance either actively
or passively.
For the sake of maintaining Sino-Portuguese friendly relations and for the sake of eliminating hostile feelings, it is necessary that
Macao be retrieved,
(2) Necessity for rendition of Macao: 1. Since Macao has no strategic
value to Portugal, nor does it have any large-scale industrial enterprises,
its abnormal prosperity is made possible only by the existence of a large
number of opium-smoking and gambling dens, and the presence of the scums and
outcasts of society. 2. Chinese comprise over 90% of the population of
Macao, The Macao Government thrives on revenues derived from the degrading
business of opium-smoking, gambling and prostitution, which.demoralized our nation. •
Hence Macao must quickly be retrieved so as to wash away this national humiliation.
(3) How to retrieve Macao: 1. To request the Government to open negotiations through diplomatic channels, setting a deadline for the rendition
of Macao, 2, To launch a movement for the restoration of Macao among the
general masses. 3, To take effective measures to lay a blockade on Macao,
if necessary.
*

*

*
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
How to. Build World Peace
—

After a perusal of Secretary of State Marshall's speech —

Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
April 30, 19A?.
Summarising the views which General Marshall expressed in his speech,
we can see that while he has admitted that the Moscow Conference of Foreign
Ministers has proved a failure, yet in his heart the fire of hope still
burns. On the one hand, he hopes that in the next international conference
Soviet Russia will display a better spirit of cooperation so that the^nations concerned may reach a compromise on issues on which they hold divergent views, and on the other hand, he urge?, the American people to unite
and to take common.action, so that the United States may discharge successfully her responsibility for the world. If both the United States and Soviet" Russia can act in the way which General Marshall desires, then it will
not be difficult to dispel the gloom now -hanging over the two countries and
to see the light of peace and democracy.
After listening to Secretary of State Marshall's broadcast, we can see
that the future policy of the United States towards Europe will be characterised by the following new trends: (1) The United States is going to extend positive aid to Greece and Turkey; (2) she will advocate the full
uitilization of the resources of the Ruhr and Silicia, so as to stabilize
European economy: (3) she will advocate continued control of Germany, so
that the latter may become a peaceful and democratic nation; (A) she will
advocate unification of Western Germany and the political merger of the
British and .American occupation zones in addition to the economic merger_of
the two zones which has already been accomplished; (5) she will try to win
the support of France. -.
•
Whether or not such a policy on the part of the United States will be
able to promote peace in Europe, nobody can say definitely, and even President Truman and Secretary of State Marshall themselves cannot be absolutely
sure about it. However, we believe that since the people of the different
countries so earnestly hone for peace, the wishes of the entire human race
will be eventually realised. General Marshall has urged the American people
to understand the viewpoints of other nations. This is really the only
road to world peace which the United States should follow. What ire expect
of Soviet Russia is nothing but that, like the United States, she will also
appeal to conscience and reason in regard to all_international problems, so
that prejudices and fanaticism will not arise. In this way, any problem,
no matter how difficult, can be solved. (Summary)
* *

*

Marshall's Speech
Chien Sien Jih Pao (Connected with Ku Chu-tung). Shanghai
April 30, 19A7
Upon his return to Washington from the Soviet Union, General Marshall,
U S Secretary of State, made a broadcast speech two evenings ago, explaining' the reasons why the Moscow Conference has proved a failure, and the
views "expressed by him are quite clear . Marshall feels that progress of the
effort to achieve agreement on the peace treaty for Germany will be difficult
and slow, but he believes that some progress will be made eventually.

U.S.-Soviet cooperation is essential to peace in post-war Europe,
and the prerequisite for such cooperation is abandonment by Soviet Russia
of her isolationism and her expansionist policy which has grown out of her
lack of a sense of security. On the other hand, the United States should
definitely convince the Soviets that she has no intention of encircling
the Soviet Union. We hope that U.S.-Soviet relations Will go in the direction of understanding and cooperation, and that in the future conferences
of Foreign Ministers, the basic divergent views expressed at the recent
Moscow Conference can be dissolved one after another. (Summary)
*

*

*

U.S.-Soviet Relations
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai .
April 30, 1947
We have already read the text of Marshall's broadcast, in which he
has candidly answered the question: "How about United States policy Sifter
the failure of the Moscow Conference?" He said, "We should not ignore the
time factor. The rehabilitation of Europe has made much slower progress
than had been expected, and the forces of division are becoming more and
more evident. New problems are arising, and any action that will be able
to deal with such pressing problems must be taken immediately."
Now, what is this "action"? We presume that it is nothing but the
unification of Western Europe, including Western Germany, with which to
oppose Eastern Europe. At present, negotiations concerning the political
merger of the British and American occupation zones in Germany are being
positively carried on. Furthermore, with the conclusion of the BritishAmerican-French agreement on coal, France has become the main objective
which Britain and America are trying to win over.
Under these circumstances, U.S.-Soviet relations will, we are afraid,
continue to be deadlocked for a long time, and will not improve in the
near future. (Summary)
*

*

*

We Urge That Pressmen Be Permitted to Inspect Port
Arthur and Dairen
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 30, 1947
The question of the take-over of Port Arthur and Dairen has been under
negotiation for a long time now. Yesterday reports had it that the Soviets
have already agreed to permit a Chinese inspection group to see Port Arthur
and Dairen and have even promised to put an airplane at the disposal of
this inspection group. Judging from the Soviets' attitude toward the inspection group, we-have reason to be optimistic about the future of the problem.
When in December last the Soviet authorities at Dairen refused to permit some American correspondents to land in that city, everybody felt that
the Soviet Union had raised an iron curtain over the Port Arthur-Dairen
area. However, the Soviets' attitude toward the Chinese inspection group
this time indicates that the observations of the general public were not
entirely correct. In view of this attitude of the Soviets, we presume that
there will be no question about Chinese newspapermen being permitted to
accompany Chinese Government officials on the proposed inspection trip.
(Summary)
* *

*

t
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A Difficult Problem Facing the United Nations
Chung Yang Jih Pao (KMT Organ), Shanghai
April 30, 1947
We do not want to try to foretell whether this special session of the
United Nations General Assembly will be able to solve the Palestine issue
or not, nor do we want to expect too much from this session of the Assembly;
We feel that what is worthy of our special attention is Britain's diplomatic
gestures regarding this problem and the obvious trend of the new U.S.-Soviet
struggle for supremacy in the Middle East.
Not very long ago, a joint Anglo-American Committee for solving the
Jewish-Arab dispute was organized, but because President Truman supported
the desire of the Jews to restore the Jewish nation, the said Committee
was strongly opposed by the Arabs. Now that this problem has been referred
to a special session of the General Assembly, whether or not Soviet Russia
is going to give strong support to the Arab League's stand will become the
most important point of the whole issue. (Summary)
* -xHow to Settle the Jewish-Arab Dispute
Ta Kung Pao (Independent, Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 30. 1947
In our judgment, if there is no possibility of the Western Powers'
power politics being changed in the near future, then the Middle East region
will not be able to escape the fate of becoming a cockpit. It is possible
that the forthcoming gigantic struggle in Palestine will become more than
an Arab-Jewish dispute. We are of the opinion that the United Nations'
effort to solve this problem will not prove much of a success. On the other
hand, if the Jews and Arabs can work out a plan for independence and freedom
between themselves so as to solve the current dispute, such a solution will
be reasonable and lasting. (Summary)
* * -aPrice! Price!
(Short Comment)
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
April 30, 1947
Commodity prices are rising again. During the past two days, the price
of everything has been soaring.
There are several points in connection with this new rise in prices
which are worthy of special attention: (1) 1his new rise has taken^place
only ten days or half a month after the last rise, (2) commodity prices
have risen by 50% or 100$ since the promulgation of the Emergency Economy
Measures, and (3) the Government's power of controlling prices is already
unable to deal with the situation.
The combination of these facts indicates that the chronic disease of
the past has now been turned into an acute disease.
That the problem is a very serious one is too plain to need any explanation. This is a serious test facing the Chang Chun Cabinet. (Summary)
*

*

»
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Other editorials not translated:

Dated Aoril. 30, 1947

Yi Shih Pao, Shanghai
Chin Yung Jih Pao, Shanghai

The Palestine Issue
New Government Bonds and the Opening
of a Market for Government Bonds
Unity-of Industrial Circles and Their
Salvation
After Reading through Gould's Article
on U.S. Loan for China
Army, People and Government
Examination and Education
1) Salvation of Industrial. Circles
2) Strengthening of National Defense
and Building of a Chinese Navy
On Foreign Exchange Control in Hongkong

Tung Nan Jih Pao, Shanghai
Lih Pao, Shanghai
Chung Hwa Shih Pao, Shanghai
Wen Hui Pao, Shanghai
Ho Ping Jih Pao, Shanghai
Shang Pao, .Shanghai
* * K

POLITICAL NEWS
U.S. Loan for China Still In a Stage of Procrastination
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist), Shanghai
Aoril 30, 19A7
(Local N e w s ) — A certain responsible official of the Ministry of Finance
said that the U.S. loan for China Is still in a stage of procrastination.
The terms offered by the United States to China as a prerequisite for the
loan are quite harsh and they will impose restrictions on the way the
Chinese Government will utilize the loan. Therefore, to obtain a U.S. loan
is quite a difficult task. In regard to the amount of the loan to be
obtained from the United States, the same official revealed that if the
negotiations achieve success, the amount will certainly exceed U.3.$500,000,-

000,

*

*

*

Admiral Kwei Yung-tsing on Take-over of U.S.
Naval Vessels Presented to China
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 30 ."1947
Nanking, April 29—Admiral Kwei Yung-tsing, C-in-C of Chinese Navy,
said this morning that it was a past decision that the United States would
transfer 271 naval vessels to China as gift. The General Headquarters of
the Chinese Navy has not yet received any formal notice from the United
States in this regard, nor has the U.S. Military Advisory Group here received
any report. These U.S. naval vessels will not be taken over until after the
Chinese naval personnel are well trained for this purpose. Furthermore,
the Chinese Navy also needs huge funds for the repair of docks and harbors
for these vessels. Admiral Kwei declared that the Chinese people are grateful to the U.S. President for his generosity, because these vessels presented to China will help a great deal in the building of Chinese Navy.
*

*

Prospect of the Taking Over of Dairen
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
Aoril 30, 1947
Peiping, April 2 9 — K u n g Hsueh-sui, Mayor of Dairen, is not going to
wait for the arrival of Tung Yen-ping, Chief-of-Staff of the Generalissimo's
Headquarters in the Northeast, in this city and will proceed to Mukden

shortly. This morning, he received our reporter and said that the Dairen
issue will in all probability be settled before the Port Arthur problem.
He will probably proceed to Dairen to take over that city prior to the settle
ment of the question of stationing of Chinese troops in Port Arthur. He
revealed that a number of foreign consuls are anxious to go to Dairen too.
A report received here from the Northeast says that Soviet quarters have
already agreed to the stationing of Chinese troops in Dairen, but the Chinese
authorities should inform the Soviets of the exact number of troops to be
stationed there as well .as the districts in which they are to be stationed,
the Mayor of Dairen added.
'••
* * *
Personnel for Newly Established Information Bureau
of Executive Yuan Slated
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ1) , Shanghai
April 30, 1947
Nanking, April 2 9 — D r . Peng Hsueh-pei, former Minister of Information,
gave a cocktail party this afternoon at which he introduced Mr. Hollington
Tong, newly appointed Director of the Information.Bureau of the Executive
Yuan, and Tseng Shu-pai and Euty Dunn, Deputy Directors, to the pressmen
in Nanking and Shanghai. It is learnt that the personnel for the Bureau
has been decided upon with Huang Hsiang-shan slated as head of the 1st ' : "
Department, James Shen as head of the 2nd Department, and Wang Chia-yu as
head of the 3rd Department. The total number of personnel of the Bureau
will be about 200, most of whom'are old personnel of the Ministry of Information and the International Publicity Board. The Bureau was scheduled
to be inaugurated on May 1, but the inauguration has now been postponed.
It is learnt that the•postponement is connected with the appointment of the
new Minister of Information and the seeking of premises for the Bureau.
-X -54- *

Li Huang May Not Refuse to Take Up Post of Minister
of Economic Affairs
Chung Hwa Shih Pao (Young China Party Organ), Shanghai
April 30, 1947
Nanking, April 29
Our reporter called on Tseng Chi, Chairman of the
Young China Party, at the Central Hospital today, and asked him about the authenticity of the report that Li Huang, one of the Party leaders, has refused to take up the post of Minister of Economic Affairs. Mr. Tseng replied, "During the time of war when Mr. Li was member of the National
People's Political Council, he had contributed a great deal to the economic
reconstruction of Szechuan and Sikong. During the time when he was attending the San Francisco Conference, he also made an exhaustive study of economic reconstruction in the United States. Therefore, all the Party members
nominated him to be Minister of Economic Affairs. I believe that Mr. Li
may not disregard the wishes.of the Party members."
* *

*

Russian Spy Nabbed
Cheng Yien Pao (Local KMT Organ). Shanghai
April 30, 1947
(Local News)—-A fifty year old Russian, named Aring (?), who is known
as a notorious spy, was nabbed by the Chinese military authorities yesterday
afternoon after a long period of investigation into his espionage activities.
Further investigation is now being conducted into his case, it is learnt.
*

*

MILITARY NEWS
Chaotic Situation in South Shansi
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 30, 1947
Taiyuan, April 2 8 — T h e situation in South Shansi is exceedingly chaotic
Government forces stationed in the Yuncheng-Fenglingtu area have massed
themselves at Yuncheng and Chaochuen, CP troops entered both Linehen and
Yuhsiang at the same time, Wenhsi and Hsiahsien are still being held by
the local Government forces. It is learnt that the situation in Souyang
is critical. CP troops have penetrated into a part of the Pingteng City,
while the other part of the city is still being held by the local Government
forces. A fierce onslaught is being made by CP troops on Hisien and Hsianghsien in North Shansi.
•
Hostilities in Shansi, judging by the present situation, are gradually
spread to the area of Taiyuan.
*

*

*

Coastal Defense to Be Strengthened
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group). Shanghai
April 30. 1947
Nanking, April 29
According to news released by the Chun Wen News
Agency, in view of the importance of the coastal defense, the General Headquarters of the Chinese Navy has reorganized the special commissioner's
offices in various places into coastal defense patrol offices with a view
to strengthening the coastal defense. The reorganization has been completed
at Tenghai, Whampoa, Makung, Amoy, Hankow, Hulutao and ICeelung, while at
Hukou and Taku, the reorganization is in progress.
* *

*

ECONOMIC NEWS
National Price Control Conference Convened
in Nanking
Ta Kung Pao (independent. Political Science Group), Shanghai
April 30, 1947
Nanking, April 2 9 — T h e National Price Control Conference was convened
at 4 o'clock this afternoon to discuss measures for pressing down commodity
prices. At the conference, the following resolutions were passed: 1) that
a ceiling price for cotton yarn should be retained. However, the orice
will.be increased to CN$4,600,000 per bale, and the Government will purchase
the cotton yarn at the ceiling price, 2) that the granting of subsidies to
public utilities should be continued in the same manner as in March and
April. However, the amount of subsidies will be slightly increased, while
subsidies will be granted only to the public utilities, transportation for
the supply of coal in the Nanking and Shanghai municipalities, 3) that the
price of rice should be pressed down. Rice for students of various public
and private schools in Nanking and Shanghai should be supplied by their respective city governments and not be purchased from the market. Measures governing the supply of staple food to students will be jointly enacted by
the respective city governments of Nanking and Shanghai and the Ministry
of Education.
*

*

*
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500,000 Ounces of Gold Reported to Have Fled
to Hongkong
Sin Wen Pao (KMr-suoervi'-eo.; G.C. Organ), Shanghai
April .23, 1947
(Local N e w s ) — I n an order issued to all banks and native banks in the
country last week, the Ministry of Finance instructed that remittances of
the Chinese National Currency to Hongkong should cease so as to prevent
the fleeing of capital from China. Simultaneously, as a manifestation- of
cooperation with the Chinese Government in its effort .to eradicate the black
market in the country, the Hongkong Government has also placed a ban on
gold imports. Rumor in Hongkong has it that a total of 17 to 21 square
tons of gold, or their equivalents to over 500,000 ounces, have recentlybeen smuggled to Hongkong,
During the past year, the value of goods smuggled from Hongkong to
China is estimated at US$40,000,000 and that from Macao at about US$3,000,000, making a total of TJS$43,000,000. As to goods smuggled to Hongkong
from China, the estimated value of the same amounts to about US$30,000,000,
while the value of goods smuggled to Macao is estimated at US$7,000,000,
bringing a total of US$37,000,000. In other words, the excess of.goods
smuggled into China over those smuggled out of the country is valued at
about US$6,000,000.
*

*

NEWS OF EDUCATION & CULTURE
Professors of National Central University
Demand Readjustment of Salaries
Ta Kung Pao (independent, Political Science Group), Shanghai
Aoril 30, 1947
Nanking—The Professors1 Association of the National Central University
called a general meeting on April 26, at which several questions including
the increase of educational funds and the readjustment of salaries of^university professors were discussed. Following.are some of the resolutions
passed at the meeting:
1) That the Government be requested to increase the educational and
cultural funds which should represent at least 15 percent of the State budget.
2) That expenses for training members of youth corps and various parties
and factions from now on should not be taken from the educational and cultural funds of the State.
3) That the Government be requested to grant sufficient foreign exchange to various universities so that the latter may order direct from other
countries books, school apparatus,laboratory equipment, etc.
4) That the salaries of school teachers should be readjusted on the
basis of the cost of living index.
5) That the maximum basic pay of university professors should be raised
from CN|600 to CN$800.
6) That the Association should establish close contact with professors
in all colleges and universities in the country to organize a National
Federation of University Professors' Association.
* *

*

Wuhsun School Ordered to Close Down
Sin Min Wan Pao (Liberal , Shanghai
April 29. 1947
(Local News)
In commemoration of Wu Hsun, well-known educator, the
Shantung'Residents' Association in Shanghai established the Wuhsun School
on the premises of the Association sometime ago, Li Shih-tsao is the principal of the said school, whose students are mostly youths engaged in
various professions. The school curriculums include journalism, literature
and other subjects and the teachers are all authorities on those subjects.
The deceased Tao Hsing-chih, noted educator, had rendered much assistance
to this school. Unexpectedly, the school was recently ordered to close
down on the ground that its establishment did not comply with the regulations
laid down by the proper authorities. The school authorities officially
suspended classes as from yesterday and are now soliciting help from various
quarters for the reopening of the school,
*

*

*

NEWS OF C0TE1UNICATI0NS
Through Traffic on Lunghai and Tlentsin-Pukow
Railways to Start on May 15
Sin Wen Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ), Shanghai
April 30. 1947
Kaifeng, April 29—Through traffic on the Lunghai and the TientsinPukow Railways is scheduled to start as from May 15, 1947.
*

Network of Highways Planned
Shun Pao (KMT-supervised, C.C. Organ). Shanghai
A~ril 28. 19A7
Nanking, April 27 Cheng Hsi-yu, Director of the Public Works Department of the National Highway Administration, is reported to have stated:
"The network of projected highways in the whole country will be composed
of four national highway trunk lines: 1) East-West line, from Shanghai
to Lhasa, 2) South-North line, from Kowloon to the Northeast via Peiping,
3) Southeast-Northwest line, from Foochow to the border of Sinkiang and
4) Southwest-Northeast line, from Naning to Mukden. Aside from completing
the Nanking-Shanghai, Nanking-Hangchow and Shanghai-Hangchow Highways
within the current year, repairs to the Nanking-Changteh Highway (via Wuhu,
Tunchi, Nanchang and Changsha) will be carried out. Simultaneously, it is
also planned to repair the Foochow-Nanchang-Wuchang Highway. But owing
to the daily mounting commodity prices, repairs to bridges on the NankingShanghai Highway alone will cost over CN|10,000,000 per square foot only."
*

*

*

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS
Chinese Prostitute in Tientsin Violated to Death
Wen Hui Pao (Liberal-Leftist). Shanghai
April 30, 1947
Tientsin, April 29 Today's vernacular press carried a report that a
prostitute in Peichen Hotel, named Yang Hwa, was asked by U.S. MP's to stay
in the latters' living quarters in the No. 10 District on the evening of April
27. She was violated by the U.S. MP's in 5.mmediate succession throughout
that night and finally succumbed to over-fatigue. The next morning, the
U.S. MP's carried her naked body to Dr. Ma's hospital and forced the doctor
there to give her heart-strengthening injection. At the time of injection,
they ran away.
* * *
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